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February 28, 1990

Mr. Wayne Black
The wackenhut corporation
1500 San Reno Avenue
Coral Gables, Florida 3:3:146-3009

Dear Mr. Black:

I've enclosed additional information that should further
assist you in becoming more knowledgeable concerning ouroperation and situation here in Alaska.

I look forward to seeing you at 9 a.m. on Wednesday,
March 7, 1990.

:- s lington
Manager, corporate security

ely Ypurs,

Enclosure
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OTT: Fisherman takes up the cause against Alyeska
ContinuedfromPageC-3

themso we could feel those
birdsdying.”
Now, her principalfield of
expertiseis sedimenttoxicol
ogy, Ott's dissertationout
lined a laboratory testing
methodto determinethe tox
icity of sediments- amethod
thatwas in part thebasisfor
a now-standardlab test, she
said.
She attendedund du
ateschoolin Maine,majoring
in biology and geology,the
closestthingstomarinebiolo#* at the school,she
Onesummer,shespentsix
weekson an academicMedi
terraneancruise.One of the
teacherswas a visiting scien
tist ByronMorris,who
took a specialinterestin Ott
and anotherstudentbecause
of their interestin his fieldof
oil pollution. Later, in 1975,
they worked for him as re
searchassistantsat the Ber
mudaBiologicalStation.
Morris is now with the
National Marine Fisheries
ce andstationedin An

chorage.He saidhe'sseenOtt
once since that summer in
Bermuda,and that was just
in recentweeks.
“I think she'stop notch.”
he said. “Her opinion is as
valid asanyone's.And I trust
the university's judgment
that they don't give away
Ph.D.'sfor free.”
After graduationfrom col
Ott

300- dissertationon "ann
phipodsedimentbioassays.”
Shetook a job as an envi

Ott beli that disch
ing millionsof gallonsof oily
wastewaterinto Port Valdez
everydayfor thelast10years
has not beenwithout conse
quence.
Alyeskaand EPA point to
scientificstudies- paid for
by thecompany- that have
documented only small
amountsof hy in
the sedimentsand say the
studiesshowno environmen

regulatory
agenciesshould be alarmed
that anysedimentcontamina
tion has been discovered.

low-levelpollution- contam
ination that needs to be
stoppedbeforeit getsworse,
shesaid.
TheCDFU andother#:nents of the Alyeska plant
think it likely thingswill get
worse as the productionof
North Slope crude oil in

consistently. The existing

4. plantwas desi
to handletankertrafficneces
sary to ship only about 1.5
millionbarrelsof oil a dayto
Lower48refineries,according
to state environmentaloffi
cialsandtheCDFU.
ThestatewantsAlyeskato
build morecrudeoil holding
tanksandmoreballastwater
treatmenttanks so the oily
wastewaterwon't be rushed
throughthesystemso fast it
doesn'thavetime to receive
adequatetreatment.
Ott and CDFU also are
challenginga new treatment
method- calleda biological
treatment system - that
Alyeska is using and that
EPA has fashionedthe new
permitaround.The fishermen
think thebiologicalsystemis
inadequatefor the Alyeska

£: and would rather seecompanyinstall a more
advancedsystemusedby oth
eroil companiesin theUnited
States,a systemEPA deter
mined would cost Alyeska
about 2 centsper barrel to
operate.

The fish hopeti
vinceEPA andDEC to .
lish an independenttech
monitoring group to
overseeAlyeska'sopera
They envisiona groupon
entists,oil industry offi.
and citizens looking
technical data to decide
operationsare polluting
environment.Now, state
federalwatchdogagencies
ly onAlyeskatoconductte
of itself andtell the agenc
if permitviolationsor pol
tion is -
“I think theycan opera
safely,”Ott said.“I definit
ly think (fish and oil) ca

.

co-exist.”
But, she said, plants lik
Alyeska's anywhereelse i

the world are monitored
muchmoreclosely.Other o

i

industry facilities “wouldn't
getawaywith the stuff they
(Alyeska) are getting away
with now,but theyknowthe

A sateenvironment“is not
going to happenunless we
yell andscream."

F2R4ozoo”
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ALYESKA CASE No. 8-13-A-9

ALYESKA SECURITY CASE REPORT

REPORT DATE: 11/24/87

CASE TITLE: PROPRIETARY INFORMATION LEAK

REPORTED BY: J.P. WELLINGTON, MANAGER, SECURITY OTHER CASE NO: N/A

SnOPSIs:

Mr. Charles Hamel, who resides in Maryland, has reportedly quoted
conversations of Alyeska management people to the press even though the
conversation was privately held between the Alyeska personnel in
Anchorage. He also reportedly has released information from Alyeska
memorandums which were "in house" correspondence.

In an effort to determine if calls were being made to Mr. Hamel from an
Alyeska telephone, the telephone calls made to Maryland and Virginia
from Alyeska were checked for 1987. One number known to belong to Mr.
Hamel, 703-549-0515, was checked, however no calls to this number was
found.

Three hundred and five calls were made from Alyeska in 1987 to Virginia
and Maryland. The calls were made from 73 different Alyeska telephones
to 109 different phone numbers.

case starus

DATE OPE MED: 11/24/87 BY: R. B. Iversen 4.
DATE CLOSED: 01/08/88 BY:

CONCLUSION REMARCs:

Calls of over six (6) to any number in Maryland or Virginia were checked
and a review of the results did not turn up any obvious caller to Mr.
Hamel.

dibn

Minority Exhibit 6 F2R4O1695
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SECURITY CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENTAL

ALYESKA CASE NO. : 8-13-A-9

OTHER CASE No.: N/A

NOVEMBER 24, 1987

CASE TITLE: PROPRIETARY INFORMATION LEAK

ACTIONS TAKEN: Telephone printouts were received from Scada for all
calls placed to, the State of Maryland and Virginia for 1987 from
Alyeska telephones. These printouts were printed; 1) by number calling
out; 2) by number called and 3) by date and time of call. Roughly 305
calls were made to 109 different telephone numbers from 73 different
Alyeska telephones.

Run down of most frequently called numbers are as follows:

Most called number: 703-849-4512 - 30 calls.
All of these calls were through the FAX Modem - Bragaw Message Center,
extensions 8611. and 8614.

Second most calls: 301-657-8644 - 28 calls.
Calls were made from the following extensions:

3000 - G. Nelson 3375 - H. Brelsford
3221 - A. Smith 6422 - W. Howitt
3281 - L. Wolmert 8435 - I. Hemman
3282 - T. Ponto 8437 - R. Mikkelsen
8568 - Legal Conference Room

Third most calls: 301-840-2121 - 18 calls.
Calls were made from the following extensions:

8337 - Jim Tracy/CTML 8610 - Bragaw Message Center/GS
8743 - Robert Moseley/Scada 8876 - Jim Cole/Scada

Fourth most calls: 703-264-8100 - 16 calls.
Calls were made from the following extensions:

8187 - William Rhyme/S&C 8765 - Sheri Levine/S&C
Fifth most calls: 703-949-1000 - 15 calls.

6362 - Scada Switch Waldez 6445 - Scada Techs. CyréOsborne
8227 - Lynn Martin/CTMC. 8329 - Vivian Springer/CTML
8337 - Jim Tracy/CTML

F2R4O1696
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Sixth & Seventh most calls: 301-252-8220 & 301-948-4232 14 calls each.

to: 8220 as follows:

8185 - George Kinkle/CTML 8227 - Lynn Martin/CTML
8322 - Rodger Flint/CTML 8339 - Robert Haskell/CTML

to: 4232 as follows:

8321 - Jerold Everard/Scada 83.37 - Jim Tracy/CTML
8500 - Scada Trouble Desk 8743 - Robert Moseley/Scada
8876 - Jim Cole/Scada

Eighth most calls: 301-587-7824 - 08 calls.
8329 - V. Springer/CTML 8332 - J. Jernigan/CTML
8579 - L. Senseney/ER

Ninth most calls: 301-459-1784 - 07 calls.
8418 - Karen Chamberlin/S&C

Tenth most calls: 301-942-8229 - 06 calls.

8221 - A. Smith/Legal 3959 - 8. Dietrich/Admin.
6536 - J. Nelson/Waldez 8568 - M. Voight/OPLS

Total Calls 156

The above telephone calls made up a little over half the telephone calls
to Maryland and Virginia in 1987.

The remaining numbers called were made to different numbers and not more
than five calls to any one of these numbers.

Attached are the following:

1. Calls out by number calling
2. Calls sorted by number called
3. Calls sorted by date/time

F2R4O1697
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Per yeur information, operators of your Crude oilTopping Plant (COTP) differ signifieantly with your versionof operations of the facility and its satellite SurfcoatStorage Pad. Per example, I have statements from a COTP
supervisor and two operators each of whom insist that they
were required to reroute erude past the flow meters upon
which you rely. Obviously, this eenduct results in a
substantial understatement of the true flow volumes requiredfor Alaska Severence Taxes, state Royalty payments and properaccountability to the Prudhoe Bay Unit Owners.

As for your statement that ". . . BS&W measurements are
eonducted for any water in the two streams", CoTP personnel
state that management required COTP. Operators to dispose of
water used to "water-wash" the facility by injecting it inte
the crude/residual flow to the TAPs. ARCO/ZXXON's potable
water supply appears to command ANS crude oil prices. . .truly windfall profits 1 In fact, one Supervisor attests topersonally training the TAPS Topping Unit Technicians (from
Pump Stations 6, 8 and 12) in the "water-wash" and injectionprocedures.

Additional continuing violations of Federal and State
environmental regulations and statutes at these facilities

F2R4O1698
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Means, Mr. Eldon L.
April 22, 1988
Page two

revealed by sy investigations eause grave eoneerns as to
trusting, "...as "Y_General Partner, Lease operater and
self-sonitor of the Exxon MBH Alaska Ltd. driil sites.

Very truly yeurs,4%-"
Ge? Mr. J. M. Thacker

Chevron, U.S.A.

Mr. Don Smiley
EXXON, Washington

Mr. Lodwrick Cook
Chairman
ARCO

Mr. Robert Horton
Chairman
BP North America

Mr. Darrel Warner
Chairman
ALYESKA Owners Committee

David Barmak, Esquire

F2R4O1699
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. ---------------- ~~...~"r-sees‘s-viriaissancecarabi:itiesandart" compute...:d:e;or
wascalledlastFriday echnicianssexrthcdthelin: fo

r

223-footpiece o
f

Blackpasticthe:ang.Extreme-t: ciè- 22.
if :omeareas,butthe spill"wasfound a
t

RemoteCateValve3GV)30 b
y

otrionnelfromPumpSutica. 9 Tre spl.: '.

a lenkingfange o
n

thebypass a
t

RCW 8
0

andthemesitge a
t

thesitesaid it was150barrel;parhourbbi'ir, and33CJ
$newhadbeenaffected.ArnoldLincoln, P&CM Supervisor a

t Purp Station 9
,

deviseda strategy:res:cr::: th
e
sp
.

it wasfound. A
s
a resultmodificationshavebeenmade to theearp-terizedreportingsystemdevel:2:3 b
y

Wayne W

PumpStation$SupervisorReconnaissanceactivitieswereecordinatedfromtheEmergencyResponseCenterfr A
:

Ken Peacock, OperationsSupportManagerandthecveralldrillwasmanaged b
y

H.F. Alexander,Pipelire3.7%- -. -***-*-
AN IN-HOUSERISK MANAGEMENT AUDIT FOLLOW-UP wasconducted a

t
a
ll pumpstationsNowerber 1
3 thr2-g:

December 1
2
.

TheAuditTeamconststed cf Ron Dalby,PumpStaticns 3 and 4 Manager,Larry Planje, P.rp St:

6 Manager,Roland Reiswig.FireProtectionSupervisor;andJose Fteres, FireProtectionSpecialist.
Theauditeonsistedo

f accmpicsche'ywalkthroughinspection,reviewcfrccordsardproceduresandaffolk-u: *f;:
identifieddiscrepancies.A detailedFacilityInspectionReportwasprovided to Arddiscussedwitheachlocal::pt", 3%
Theaudittan:eportsthemajority o

f discrepareiesandrecommendationshavebeencrarebeingcerrected,and'ver. F.;t.'"
faciitiesappear to b

e efficientlyoperatedandmaintained.

£:

The1982and Risk! ertAuditsandthe1986BootsandCectsReportwereused a
s

theprimaryreferen::s,
againstwhichthis assessedthePipelinefacilitie"andprocedures.Thisreportwillassistpumpst:en 2°337era: it

s

managementosaara.fasthaMarch196&Q'ssesslideakia" - " -, -- :*!? 4.--i "w"" " - ~... . .

3
6 2
;
; ; ; 25 3: 532 ::: # 33's #12 * : *** **= . .
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|MEMORANDUM
ro su-JECT

-

J. P. WELLINGTON PROPRIETARY INFORMATION LEAR

*ROM DATE *1LENO.

R. B. IVERBEN l. FEBRUARY 22, 1990- |- -
It has been evident the past three years that proprietary
information from within Alyeska Pipeline service company has
been provided to members of the press and to adversaries
involved in litigation with the company.

we have looked at several cases of reported proprietary
information leaks such as noted in security cases 8-13-A-9,
8-2-A-46 and 8-13-A-11.

case 8-13-A-9 (Reported November 24, 1987) : Mr. Charles
Hamel, a resident of Maryland, reportedly quoted
conversations of Alyeska Management people to the press even
though the conversations were privately held between Alyeska
personnel in Anchorage. Mr. Hamel also reportedly released
information from Alyeska memoranda which were in-house
correspondence.

case 8-13-A-11 (Reported May 1988) : Proprietary information(simplified diagrams of the ballast treatment system)
provided to trustees for Alaska, dated January 30, 1988.

case 8-2-A-46 (Reported october 1989) : Alyeska manuals
recovered from ABC Towing company. Manuals were left in an
impounded vehicle. Box of manuals was addressed to Mr.
Chuck Hamel, Trustees for Alaska, 725 Christenson Drive,
suite 4, Anchorage, Alaska 99.501-2101. Box was sent to
Mr. Hamel by U.s. Environmental Protection Agency. Check
with EPA indicated that the manuals were sent to them by Mr.
Hamel and they returned them to him. The owner or driver of
the vehicle had no connection to Alyeska.

In January 1990, BBc Television presented a documentary
program on a BP oil Terminal in Scotland. During the
program, an in-house memorandum was shown on the screenrelating to the recent Valdes oil spill.

Efforts to date have been unsuccessful in attempting to
determine the source of the proprietary information leak.
Attachments to the memorandum include excerpts from the case
files on information compiled to date.
Attachments

F2R401705
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MEMORANDUM
"ro sus.JECT

J. P. WELLINGTON PROPRIETARY INFORMATION LEAR

From DATE *ILEno.

R. B. IVERsen l. FEBRUARY 22, 1990

It has been evident the past three years that proprietary
information from within Alyeska Pipeline service company has
been provided to members of the press and to adversaries
involved in litigation with the company.
we have looked at several cases of reported proprietary
information leaks such as noted in security cases 8-13-a-9,
8-2-A-46 and 8-13-A-11.

case 8-13-A-9 (Reported November 24, 1987) : Mr. CharlesHamel, & resident of Maryland, reportedly quoted
conversations of Alyeska Management people to the press eventhough the conversations were privately held between Alyeska
personnel in Anchorage. Mr. Hamel also reportedly released
information from Alyeska memoranda which were in-housecorrespondence.

case 8-13-a-11 (Reported May 1988) : Proprietary information(simplified diagrams of the ballast treatment system)
provided to trustees for Alaska, dated January 30, 1988.

case s-2-A-46 (Reported october 1989) : Alyeska manuals
recovered from ABC Towing company. Manuals were left in an
impounded vehicle. Box of manuals was addressed to Mr.
chuck Hamel, Trustees for Alaska, 725 christenson Drive,
suite 4, Anchorage, Alaska 99.501-2101. Box was sent to
Mr. Hamel by U.s. Environmental Protection Agency. Check
with EPA indicated that the manuals were sent to them by Mr.
Hamel and they returned them to him. The owner or driver of
the vehicle had no connection to Alyeska.

In January 1990, BBC Television presented a documentary
program on a BP oil Terminal in scotland. During the
program, an in-house memorandum was shown on the screenrelating to the recent Valdes oil spill.

Efforts to date have been unsuccessful in attempting to
determine the source of the proprietary information leak.
Attachments to the memorandum include excerpts from the casefiles on information compiled to date.
Attachments

Minority Exhibit 7
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION

To: PAT well,INGTON

FROMs WAYNE, B. BLACK

DATE: MAY 16, 1990

3 REVIEW or sToI.EN ATToRNEY/cLIENT Docum(KNTs
IN HAMEL "8 POSSESSION

The following was dictated from the ECCO Pizzaria next to Hamel's

house.

As I reviewed documents that Chuck Hamel allowed me to review and
tape record while he and Rick Lund ordered a meal.

The first document is an Alyeska Pipeline Service Company document
that appears to be on letterhead from the Anchorage Office at 1835

Bragaw Street, Anchorage, Alaska 99.512. It has
number and the telex at the top. The document is
1989, and is addressed to a group of lawyers.

A paragraph starts at the bottom of the page. The

are A. S. Tabor, E. A. Pace, G. E. Davis, A. G. Melas,

the telephone

dated May 26,

lawyers names

P. S. Bilgore,

J.R. Kinzer, and R. A. Johnson, who at that time was apparently
Chief Counsel, BP pipeline. The letter is from Alfred T. Smith,

General Counsel. The letter starts:

THIs DocumENT Is ATToRNEY/cLIENT PRIVILEGE
Minority Exhibit 8

F2R4451 12
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Page 2
Pat Wellington
May 16, 1990

"Dear Legal Subcommittee Members; Herewith and ana of legal

memoranda prepared by Gibson, Dunn, and Crutcher or subjects of

import to the defense of Alyeska and owner companies and from

claims arising out of the Exxon, Valdez oil spill. As additional
memoranda are generated, we will continue to update those volumes.
of particular note, the memorandum on [

Jis anticipated June 12th."

Inside this document is a memorandum dated May 22, 1989. Under the
date is number T-01207-OOOOl. The memorandum is directed to

Charles C. Ivie from Cheryl D. Justice regarding inventory of legal

research. In the lower left hand corner of page 2 of this memo are
the numbers (0624n). This document is 3 pages long and is copied

to Robert S. Warren, Esq. and Robert W. Lowen, Esq. The last

paragraph on page 3 of this document is on going research. It has
two paragraphs number 22 and 23.

Number 22 is [.
- à

Following that there is a blank page followed by an April 6, 1989,

memoranda to Larry L. Simms, Esq. from Philip H. Rudolph, re

[. J This memo
THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTORNEY/CLIENT PRIVILEGE

F2R4451 13
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Pat Wellington
May 16, 1990

which sites cases is approximately 7 pages long. At the lower left
hand corner of page 7 are the words Lawp: 0352x.

This documents contains several other memos as follows: One dated

April 7, 1989, serial number T-01207-0001, to Larry Simms from

James Doda, re: U. ..
] This memo is

approximately 14 pages and was distributed Larry Simms, Richard

Dashefsky, Robert A. McConnell, Philip Rudolph, David A. Paine, -

Scott B. Bolinger, Lory Wilkerson and James Doda. There are

numerous other memos that I don't have the time to review right
now. Most are to Simms, one is from Scott B. Bolinger, regarding

[ l

An April 18, 1989, memorandum from Richard Brener to Robert S.
Warren, Esq. , regarding [. J

A May 18, 1989, memorandum from Thomas Piccone to Pamela A. Ray,

Esq. , regarding [.

-

3
. It should be noted

that this document as well as some of the others are marked

Privileged and confidential. There is also an attorney work
privileged indication.

THIs DocumENT Is ATToRNEY/cLIENT PRIVILEGE

F2R4451 14
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Pat Wellington
May 16, 1990

There are also Gibson, Dunn and Crutcher memoranda to Robert S.

Warren and Charles C. Ivie. The aforementioned documents are in

the one package with the May 26th cover letter and are
approximately an inch and a half thick.

The second pack of documents are stamped confidential. This is a

memorandum from Thomas M. Piccone to Robert S. Warren, dated June

23, 1989, regarding [.

J
The third set of documents is dated June 25, 1989. Under the date
there is a serial number T 01207-001. This memorandum is marked

confidential. It is to Robert S. Warren, re: C
J This document is approximately

ll pages long. In the lower left hand corner near the typist
initials or where they should be there is LA:915lli, under that
there is an SF: 3177P.

The next group of documents is a memorandum to Robert S. Warren,

dated June 28, 1989, Res[.

J This is a 62
page document which sites case law and discusses theory. In the

lower left hand corner of this document there is (0835N).

THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTORNEY/CLIENT PRIVILEGE

F2R445115
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Pat Wellington
May 16, 1990

The next document is a June 29, 1989, to Robert S. Warren and
Charles C. Ivey from Document Revies Team, R

e
: [

i\
• | This memorandum is marked on each and every page at the

bottom, Privilege-Attorney Work Product. This document is

approximately 53 pages long with an addendum entitled [.

l
A June 29, 1989, memorandum to Robert S. Warren,

Re=[
J This memorandum

also has an introduction and is 84 pages long. It is also work
product privileged. There are control numbers on the lower left

hand corner of some of these pages indicating (1141n) the 83rd page

has 1167n as does the 84th page.

The final document provided for review, but not copied by Hamel is
entitled Attorney Work Product Privilege and Confidential. The

title of the document is actually.[

THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTORNEY/CLIENT PRIVILEGE

F2R4451 1s
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May 16, 1990

C J This document has a table of contents and basically
talks about

WBB: jl
427. V

THIS DocumenT. Is ATTORNEY/CLIENT PRIVILEGE

F2R4451.17
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MR. JORDAN: Your Honor, I'm prepared to begin

cross-examination, but because of some of the new entries

with respect to the telephone information, at some point

we will need an opportunity to talk to Ms. Hodgson about

that before I address that part of the cross-examination.

JUDGE TURECK: I assume you'll be going longer
than a half hour or 40 minutes?

MR. JORDAN: I think very likely, Your Honor.

JUDGE TURECK: Okay, so somewhere along the line

we'll have our morning break.
CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. JORDAN:

Q Mr. Hamel, you discussed this morning with

Ms. Garde the documents which you said you had on one

occasion shown to Dr. Wayne Jenkins.

JUDGE TURECK: Excuse me. Let me interrupt you

right here before you get really started.

MR. JORDAN: Yes, sir.
JUDGE TURECK: You haven't moved the admission

of CX-33. Do you intend to do that?

MS. GARDE: I think we could do that with this

Witness. I apologize. Yes.

I move admission of CX-33.
MR. JORDAN: CX-33?

MS. GARDE: yes.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628–4888
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MR. JORDAN: No objection.

JUDGE TURECK: It's admitted into evidence,

then.

(The document referred to,

having been previously

marked for identification,

was received in evidence as

Complainant's Exhibit

No. 33. )

MS. GARDE: Thank you for bringing that to my

attention.

JUDGE TURECK: I in sorry, Mr. Jordan.

MR. JORDAN: No . That's no problem.

BY MR. JORDAN:

Q Mr. Hamel, in response to questions from

Ms. Garde this morning, 2 cu described some documents,

which I think you referred to as Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
documents, and I believe 'cu said that on one occasion you

showed -- at a restaurant you showed Mr. or Dr. Wayne

Jenkins the cover page of those documents, is that
correct?

A Correct.

Q And on a subsequent occasion you relinquished

the possession of those dccuments briefly to Dr. Wayne

Jenkins, is that correct :

Heritage. Reporting Corporation
(202 628–4888
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A That's correct.

Q How long did you release them for, do you

recall?

A A few days.

Q And then you -- they were returned to you at
that point in time?

A They were being scanned, I understood, into
their computer system.

Q But the question is were they then returned to
you.

Yes.

Okay. And do you still have them?
I can't find them.
Pardon?

I can't find them.
But they were returned to you?

I'm sure they were. Or I gave my full set. I
don't know. I don't recall.

Q What was the approximate -- about how many

individual documents were involved in this group, can you

recall?

A I can only tell you about over an inch thick.
Q So would this be in the order of several hundred

pages?

A Surely, yes.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628–4888
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Q Okay. Did any of these documents bear markings

such as attorney–client privilege or attorney work

product?

A I think they had attorney-client privilege.

Q You referred to them as Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher

documents. How did you know that they were Gibson, Dunn &

Crutcher documents?

A Because they saic so, some of them. I can't
remember who -- all of them. but I remember Gibson, Dunn &
Crutcher was one of the law firms involved.

Q Now, prior to the time that you initially showed

these documents to Dr. Wayne Jenkins, had you had a chance

to read the documents yourself?

A Only as a layman. I read them at least once and

read through many parts I didn't pay attention to.

Q So you were reading what were essentially legal

documents from a layman's point of view, is that correct?
A That's correct.

Q Can you tell me the general subject matter, and

I'm asking only for the general subject matter and not for

anything further because of concerns with respect to the

privilege, the general subject matter of these documents.

Was there one particular subject matter that was central

to all of them?
A Yes. They involved the Exxon Valdez spill and

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628–4888
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Alyeska's, if I recall, involvement and responsibilities
and defense.

Q Did they involve in general terms questions

about potential liability?

A I recall it started by one area of discussing

back during the legislation what the lobbyists promised

Congress and so on and went forward from there.

Q And that was one of the documents, I take it?
A Well, I'm no expert. I just recall reading this

in sequence.
Q Are you familiar with the litigation arising out

of the Exxon Valdez oil spill?

A Am I familiar with it?

Q Yes, sir.
A Yes. I know there is, yes.

Q Do you know at that time in the spring of 1990,

spring and summer of 1990, approximately what the

magnitude of the claims were that were addressed against

Alyeska and the owner companies with respect to that

spill?

A Well, I recall only that the settlement for
Exxon and at the time the first settlement with Exxon and
Alyeska combined was a billion dollars.

Q Did that settlement occur after the date that

you showed these documents to Dr. Jenkins?

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628–4888
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A. I can't recall .
Q When you talk about the settlement, you're

referring to the settlement with the State of Alaska and

the United States Department of Justice.

A That's correct.

Q And are there still pending other claims not
involving the State of Alaska and the Department of

Justice but involving class actions and the like with

respect to the Exxon Valdez oil spill?

A Yes.

Q And do you have any idea what the magnitude of

the claims are in those class actions?

A No, I don't.
Q And their terms .

A But I'm sure that it's substantial.
Q Do you think it would be in the hundreds of

millions of dollars?

A Surely.

Q Mr. Hamel, how did you come to have these

documents?

MS. GARDE: Your Honor, I object and ask to
approach the bench.

JUDGE TURECK: Okay.

(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

(Continued on the next page. )

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202 628–4888
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JUDGE TURECK: Back on the record.

Mr. Hamel, do you want to please get your

microphone back on?

THE WITNESS: Okay.

JUDGE TURECK: Okay, you can proceed.

BY MR. JORDAN:

Q Mr. Hamel, the documents we've just been

discussing before we had the bench conference with Judge

Tureck, did you receive those documents from anyone who

was in management, including the Legal Department of

Alyeska Pipeline Service Company?

MS. GARDE: Your Honor, I object to that
question. Alyeska has spent virtually a decade trying to

identify Mr. Hamel's sources, and I don't think that any

questions raised by Alyeska in connection with trying to

identify where Mr. Hamel got any documents is a legitimate

line of inquiry in this case, and I would implore upon the
Court to not allow Alyeska to use this forum to identify

people who have entrusted their confidences to Mr. Hamel.

MR. JORDAN: Your Honor, my question is in the

nature of a negative question. It's not seeking the
identity of the source. I'm trying to exclude certain

sources who might have been -- whose release of these
documents to Mr. Hamel, if they were the ones who released
them, might have a bearing on attorney-client privilege

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628–4888
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status of those documents because it could be treated as
an authorized released. And I really have a series of

three questions that are designed to address that sort of

negative approach rather than the positive approach of the

question I asked just before we had the bench conference.
JUDGE TURECK: Okay. Based on the

representations made to me during this bench conference,

I'll overrule the objection and permit you to proceed with
this brief line of questioning.

BY MR. JORDAN :

Q Mr. Hamel, do you have the question in mind?

A I'm --

Q I understand. tre first question was the
documents that we have been referring to, did you receive

those from anyone in the management, including the Legal

Department of the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company?

A. I did not.
-

Q Did you receive them from anyone associated with

the law firm of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher?

A I did not.
Q Did you receive them from anyone associated with

the management or the -- including the legal departments

of the seven owner companies of the TransAlaska Pipeline

System, and I believe you know who those seven are, but
I'll enumerate them for you if you wish?

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628–4888
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A. No, but I would wish you would repeat that
question.

Q Okay. Did you receive this document from anyone

associated with the management, and I include in that the
legal departments, inside counsel, if you will, of any of
the seven owner companies in the TransAlaska Pipeline

System?

A. No.

MR. JORDAN: Thank you, Your Honor, for

permitting me to pursue that.
BY MR. JORDAN:

Q During the time that you had these documents in
your possession, did you offer access to them to anyone

else other than to Dr. Wayne Jenkins?

A. I told others about them, yes.
Q And who were those others?

A. I told a member of the -- Ken Adams of the
fishermen’s plaintiffs group. I told one of the attorneys
for the Justice Department, and I told -- I think I told
Doug Baily or someone in his staff.

Q when you refer to Mr. Baily, are you referring

to him in his status as Attorney General of the State of

Alaska?

A. Yes.

Q So it’s the Attorney General’s Office really of
Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1109

is Ken Adams a lawyer?

And where is he located?
Washington, D.C.

With the law firm of 2

Dickstein, Shapiro.

And Moran?

Moran.

How about anyone in the State Department of

Environmental Conservation we've been referring to as ADEC

here?

A

Q

of the Department of Justice was that?
A

(Pause. )

No, I don't believe so.
The Justice Department attorney, what division

It was the Justice Department attorney who --
the Justice Department purchased our software for use
presumably in this case,

when they were looking at the software,

it.
Q

and during a meeting with them

I told them about

Was that someone from what was at that time I
think called the Lands and Natural Resources Division?

A I apologize for not remembering names. I can
Heritage Reporting Corporation
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give you an address, and I think that will help.
Q Okay.

A. It wasn't at the main Justice Building. It was
down across from the Archives or down in there somewhere,

on Pennsylvania Avenue.

Q Pennsylvania Avenue close to the Archives.

A. Yes.

Q Okay. How about the United States Environmental

Protection Agency? Did you offer them to anyone there?

A. No.

MS. GARDE: Your Honor, I object to the
characterization of the question. I think the line of
questioning before was regarding that he told them --

MR. JORDAN: I apologize.
MS. GARDE: -- of the offer.
MR. JORDAN: That’s a valid --
BY MR. JORDAN:

Q Did you tell anyone at the United States
Environmental Protection Agency about it?

A. Don’t recall.

Q Did you tell any other attorneys involved in the
Exxon Valdez litigation other than Ken Adams?

(Pause.)

A. I don’t know who I talked to up here except in
Doug Baily’s office, whoever was working on that case.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 62.8-4.888
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I may have told them that I had the documents.

Q That was a poor question. Let me rephrase it.
Did you tell any other outside counsel for

private parties involved in the Exxon Valdez litigation

other than Ken Adams about these documents?

A I don't recall telling anyone else, no.
Q Did you know a gentleman who was associated with

The Scottish Eye program?

A Yes.

Q What is his name?

A Well, there's several of them. The people who

were talking to me -- one was Jonathan Wills and a BBC
colleague of his. I can't remember the name offhand.

Q Okay. Did you tell Jonathan Wills about these
documents?

A I may have. I don't recall. I talked to
Jonathan an awful lot during that period.

(Continued on the next page. )

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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Q At the time you showed these documents to the

person you thought was Dr. Wayne Jenkins, do you recall

how long you'd had them? I think we've established that
was probably mid July?

A I don't recall.
Q A couple of weeks or a couple of months?

A I don't recall.
Q Now, that series of questions had to do with

whom you had talked to about these documents. With any of

the people you've indicated you talked to, did you offer
to make the documents available to them?

A Yes.

Q With all or just some? Did you offer to make

them available to each of the people you talked to or just

to some?

A I -- refresh my memory. I also told Jeff
Petrick, the chairman -- the interior committee chief
counsel, that I had those documents.

Q Okay. Adding Mr. Petrick to the list now, my
question is in addition to telling people about these
documents, did you offer to make them available either

turn them over to them or to let them examine them?

A I -- in each case, before I even had an
opportunity, I think, to offer it to them they all said
well, that's something I can't look at so I can only

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628–4888
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describe it to you in that form.
Q Okay. So each of these individuals said to you

I can't look at that kind of document.
A That's correct.

Q Okay. Then let me ask you this: apart from

showing them to Wayne Jenkins and at one time making them

available to Wayne Jenkins, have you ever made those

documents available to anyone else since you've had them?

A No, not that I recall.

Q Do you think you would recall if you had?
A Well, if I gave them to anyone I certainly would

and I didn't give them to anyone and I don't recall
offering them except I said I had them and everyone,

because of their circumstance, were not interested in even

talking about it.
Q Now, Jonathan Wills. Are you including him in

the category of people --
A Well, Jonathan -- I just don't recall. I know

it's been published and he published parts of those
documents on TV, BBC did, his program. I don't know where
he got them.

Q Does Jonathan Wills --
A He didn't get them from me.

Q Does Jonathan Wills stay at your home on

occasion when he visits the Washington, D.C. area?

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628–4888
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A. He's never been to Washington, D.C. To my

knowledge.

Q And the current state of the documents is that
you're not able to find them currently?

A I'm missing a few things.

Q Are you missing any of the documents that you

contend were furnished to you by Mr. Scott?

A I was told by Wackenhut agents that Mr. Black,
Jenkins, whatever, had taken documents from my home and

boasted that I would be very surprised that I'm missing a
lot of things that I'm looking for. So now I have an
answer to every time I can't find anything, I figure he
took it.

Q And that beats blaming it on your filing system,
right?

A Well, I'm told he carried it out in his clothes
and the other party with him in their clothes and

briefcase fulls, so that covers a lot of material.
MR. JORDAN: I'm about to shift gears, Your

Honor, another subject. I don't know where you are in
terms of your break.

JUDGE TURECK: Let's keep going.

MR. JORDAN: Keep going for a while? Okay.

BY MR. JORDAN:

Q Mr. Hamel, as I understand it, your problems
Heritage Reporting Corporation
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION

To: PAT well, LINGTON

FROMs GERALD DAVIs

DATE: MAY 29, 1990

RE's 427

On May 23, 1990, a surveillance and trash cover was instituted at

101 Quay Street, Alexandria, Virginia by Investigator Gerald Davis.

At approximately 9:15 p.m., subject and a female believed to be his

wife were observed placing several trash bags at the edge of his

driveway curb. There were approximately seven (7) small white

plastic shopping bags that contained a brown paper bag full of
local newspapers.

At approximately 9:30 p.m., subject was observed leaving his

residence with two dogs and walked down the street and crossed over

into the park where he started walking and talking with two

unidentified males. A visual surveillance was made for any type

of surveillance vehicles or personnel that might have been in the

area. None was observed.

At 9:45 p.m., this writer and an associate drove by and took two

(2) bags of trash which was discovered to be newspapers.

THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTORNEY/CLIENT PRIVILEGE

Minority Exhibit 10
F2R414739
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Page 2
Pat Wellington
May 29, 1990

At approximately 10:01 p.m., subject was observed walking back to

his residence and stopped in front of his next door neighbor's

residence and continued to talk to his two male companions.

At approximately 10:17 p.m., subject was observed going into his

residence through the garage door and left the light on in the
garage. The two companions appeared to go into the house next door

to subject's residence when he went inside his residence.

At 10:20 p.m., this writer and associate not noticing anything

threatening or suspicious drove by subject's residence and secured

two (2) large bags of trash. It was observed that there were
approximately 4 or 5 large dark colored bags of trash and

approximately seven (7) small white plastic bags of trash.

Upon examination of the large trash bags only one bag had anything

other than household garbage. It appeared that the articles sent
on 5/14/90 were strategically placed on the top of the household

trash in an obvious fashion.

THIS DocuMENT IS ATTORNEY/CLIENT PRIVILEGE

F2R41474O
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Pat Wellington
May 29, 1990

Throughout this operation no counter surveillance was observed.

A local police car was seen cruising the Main Street next to the

park during a 3 1/2 hour period.

GD: jl
427. ll

THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTORNEY/CLIENT PRIVILEGE

F2R414741
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MMGDI
GERALD DAVIS FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET
In v Est igATIONS

Reference/
100*— *— P.O. 9
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*303-444- 132 - ZZA Awwan. AZAé&é
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#
FROM: —&sjærsøGeraldTavisInvestig
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Pleasecall immediatelyif this ission is not receivedcompleteor anythingis notclearlylegible.

32/-, 222-5.727
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MESSAGE:
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MGDI
GERALD DAVIS
INV Es T1 GATIONS

May 23, 1990

WayneB. Black
Director
Special Investigations Division
wackenhut Corporation
1500 San Reno Avenue
Coral Gables, Florida 33146-3009 *:::& we AP
Dear Wayne, > w) (.2

On May 23, 1990, a surveil and trash cover was instituted at 101
• W At Approximately 9:15 PM, subject and a

to be his wife were observed placing several trash bags at
the edge of his driveway curb. There were approximately seven (7) small
white plastic shopping bags that contained a brown paper bag full of local
newspapers.

At approximately 9:30 PM, subject was observed leaving his residence
with two dogs and walked down the street and crossed over into the park
where he started walking and talking with two unidentified males. A visual
surveillance was made for any type of surveillance vehicles or personnel
that might have been in the area. None was observed.

At 9:45 PM, this writer and an associate drove by and took two (2) bags
of trash which was discovered to be newspapers.

...At approximately 10101 PM, subject was observed walking back to his
residence and stopped in front of his next door naighbor's residence and
continued to talk to his two male companions.

Quay Street,
female

At approximately 10:17 Pit subject was observed going into histhrough the gar's doc'an: left the light on in the garage. Thetwo companions appeared to into the •
he went #. house naxt door to subject's

Minority Exhibit 12
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large dark colored bags of trash and approximately seven (7) small white

Upon examination of the bags only one bag had
other than household garbage. It appeared that the sent on 5/24/90:** * *- top of the household trash in an obvious
Throughout this operation no counter surveillance was observed. A

local police car was seen cruising the Main street next to the park during a
3 hour pariod.

sincarely,

Gerald Davis

GOspn.

F2R4oleso
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|GDI
GERALD DAVIS
INVESTIGATIONS

DaTE: May 23, 1990

To: Wayne B. Black
Director
Special Investigations Division
Wackenhut Corporation
1500 San Reno Avenue
Coral Gables, Florida 33146-3009

RE: Charles Hamel
101 Quay Street
P.O. Box 389
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

FOR PROFESSIONALSERVICES RENDERED:

6.15 Hours at S45.00 Per Hour x 2 - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- -- S565.00
24 Hours at $45.00 Per Hour .............................
228 Miles at .35 Per Mile ...............................
5/18/90 Postage ................................. . . . . . . . .
5/23/90 Postage -----------------------------------------

112.50

79.80

12.00

12.00

TOTAL AMOUNTDUE •-- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - $781.30

All invoices are payable upon receipt.

I appreciate your patronage.

Minority Exhibit 13

9891BrokenLandPky. - Suite300 • Columbia,MD 21046- (301)290-5929• Fax (301)290-5285
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|GDI
GERALD DAVIS
IN VEST IGATIONS

ACTIVITY REPORT

Caption : CHARLESHAMEL
101 Quay Street, P.O. Box 389, Alexandria, Virginia 22314

I'5/23/90
6:00 PM

9:15 PM

9:30 PM

9:45 PM

10:01 PM

10:17 pm

10:20 PM

10:20 PM

5/24/90
12:15 AM

9:15 AM

10:00 *
4:00 PM

4:30 P4 -

5:00 PM

6:15 PM

Depart Baltimore to pickup Rental Car at BWI Airport.

Arrive at 101 Quay Street, Alexandria, Virginia.
Immediately upon arrival observed subject and female setting out several
bags of trash, some coming out through the garage and others from around
the back of the house.

Subject was observed walking two dogs accompanied by two male companions.

Two bags of trash were picked up. Examination of contents show they were
filled with old newspapers.

Subject was observed walking back to his residence and stayed outside of
his next door neighbor's residence where he talked to his two companions
that were walking with him in the park.

Observed subject go into his residence through the garage door and left
the light on in the garage and his two companions appeared to go into the
house next to subject's.

Picked up two large garbage bags.
It was observed that there were approximately seven (7) white plastic
shopping nags filled with newspapers and 4 or 5 large garbage bags.

Departed Alexandria with no indication of any detection or surveillance of
this operation.

Arrive Baltimore Office.

Processing trash.

Processing of trash completed.

Sent Fax and Express Mail to Rick Lund.

Completed.

Leave office in route to BWI Airport to return Rental Car used in this operation.
Return to Office.

A second associate was used for surveillance and trash cover in this operation.

F2R4O1694
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JGDI
GERALD DAVIS
INVESTIGATIONS

ACTIVITY REPORT

Caption: CHARLESHAMEL

–Date

5/30/90

8:45 PM

10:15 Pot

10:18 PM

10:47 PM

10:47 PM

5/31/90

1215 AM

8:00 AM

10:15 AM

Leave Baltimore Office enroute to Alexandria, Virginia.

Arrive 101 Quay Street, Alexandria, Virginia.

Conducted a physical surveillance on foot of the 100 Block of Quay Street
and surrounding area.

The writer and an associate secured one bag of trash from the driveway
of 101 Quay Street.
Depart Alexandria, Virginia.

*
Arrive Baltimore Office.

start inventory of contents of trash bag obtained at 101 Quay Street,
Alexandria, Virginia on May 30, 1990.
Complete inventory and initial pertinent items and called Rick Land,
and write report.

Minority Exhibit 15

F2R4O1681
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MERIDAY IT OF GEORGE WACKEMBUT

STATE OF FLORIDA )
SS3

coUNTY OF DADE )

COMES NOW before me, the undersigned authority, the Affiant,

GEORGE WACKENHUT, who first by me being duly sworn according to
law, deposes and states:

I am the Chairman and Chiaf Executive Officer of the
Wackenhut Corporation, located in Coral Gables, Florida. On

November 5, 1991, I gave sworn testimony before the House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, which to the best of

my knowledge, at that time, was truthful and accurate. Towards

the end of my lengthy testimony, I was asked a question by
Congressman DeFazio, about whather Wackenhut investigators

intercepted and recorded calls placed by Charles Hamel on a

callular telephone, which I answered incorrectly. I hereby
attest that I am not aware that any cellular telephone calls were
intercepted or recorded by any Wackenhut investigator during the

course of the Alyeska investigation.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

4. A -

GEORGE/WAc:NHUT

-

Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 1 1 day of November, 1991.

NOTARY#
:::::####":* *** - * * -

My commission Expires: ########"
o6266-38 14321AFF:wpoes
11/19/91

Minority Exhibit 16
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i 8 : Black describes d ents receiv Hamel
Prod. no.: Video, F2R400343; audio, F2R411216.

[15 seconds inaudible]

MR. BLACK: We just returned from Hamel's house, where he gave his
here on the tape very quickly. These are the attorney-client work
product, privileged documents, that he told me about earlier. We're
going to put these in the computer, but I wanted to go on the tape
and tell you what they're about.

The first one is a document to Robert S. Warren regarding

[REDACTED]. And this is a document that has an introduction
and a table of contents. This is one of the documents I saw before,
and it talks about various things. It starts out with a chronology of
pertinent facts, and goes on and it cites theory and Alyeska [sic] law,
and a brief discussion of various statutes, federal and state, and it's
a total of 84 pages in length.

The second document is a memo that's marked privileged, attorney
work-product, at the bottom of a

ll o
f

the pages, and it's dated June
29th also. It's to Robert S. Warren and Charles C. Ivie from

Document Review Team, and it goes on, and it talks about
[REDACTED].

It says that this memorandum is a working memorandum for internal
use by Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher. It also has a table o

f
contents and

it talks about [REDACTED]. At the end, it has an exhibit
[REDACTED].

The third document is dated May 26, 1989. It's o
n Alyeska

stationery. It looks like it's to several lawyers from Alfred T
. Smith,

general counsel o
f Alyeska, and this is a - it appears to be a group

o
f

documents that are lumped together.

Some o
f

these documents are on Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher memo
stationery, and they’re citing cases. Here's a memo to Pamela A

.

Ray, Esquire, from Thomas M. Picone, and it's regarding
[REDACTED], as most of them in these stacks are marked privileged
and confidential, attorney work product.

This document is I don't know how many pages long, but it's -- this
one is fairly thick, as you can see. And the last page o

f

one o
f

the

memos attached in this packet is from Cheryl D
.

Justice with copies

to Robert S. Warren, Charles Ivie, and Carlos Goodman.

The fourth batch -- and we haven't separated these yet. This is the

Minority Exhibit 17 P2R4 16393
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Tra'iscript: Exhibit 23 (8/18/90) _Page 2

exact way we got them from Hamel, with the - with the little clips,
the fourth one is to Robert S. Warren from Thomas Picone regarding

[REDACTED]. This is stamped confidential, and it's basically the
same thing. It's a legal document. It quotes cases, quotes different
laws, and it's internal, an internal document.

The next one is a memo to Robert S. Warren regarding
[REDACTED], and this document is probably 62 pages long and
it's also a legal, legal memoranda form.

The next one is marked attorney work product, privileged and
confidential, and it's entitled [REDACTED]. And it says "Prepared
for Alyeska Pipeline Service Company." And it talks about
[REDACTED]. It has some diagrams and some drawings inside, and
it is -- I don't know, approximately 30 pages in length.

The last document we obtained today is a memo to Robert S.
Warren again, marked confidential, re [REDACTED]. law
again, attorney type memo.

We're going to take these documents back to our hotel and copy the
documents, and then tomorrow, when Hamel arrives for our meeting,

we're going to be inputting these into the computer.

The time now is about 8:25 on the 18th. Okay.

[Pause]

Rick, you can shut it off, if you haven't already. We're just going to
go back and copy them now.

[Pause]

[15 seconds inaudible before end of audio recording.]

F2R416394
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
8PECIAL INVESTIGATION DIVISION

To: PAT well,INGTON

FROMs WAYNE, B. BLACK

RE: CHAIN OF CUSTODY = LEGAL DOCUMENTs

DATE: AUGUST 19, 1990

on August 18, 1990 when the legal documents were given to us by

Hamel, they were immediately taken to the undercover Ecolit office

in the Century building where a VHS tape was made outlining the

exhibits. They were then taken to the Crystal City Marriott where

copies were made.

The originals were taken to the Ecolit office the following day and

shown to Hamel in the presence of Vernon Johnson. See vas tape for
additional details.

WBB: cv.
427.32

PRIVILEGED WORK PRODUCT INFORMATION

Minority Exhibit 18
F2R413219
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- A-01-SPIO1-35
Daily Activity Report

Date E0 Aug. 70 VIV.]

W. Johnsou *24-gu-5511 |*
start I stop |Total ||Activity

449 |10% | 1.75

0% ||25 | 1.5%

12% 709 || 0.7%

Total Hours 13.5 --- *-
Minority Exhibit 19

F2R41547s
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STEPTOE&JOHNSON
At TORNEYs at LaV

1330connecticut Avenue. N.w.
wast-timaton, D.c. 20036-1795

PHOENix,Artuzona S&J LEX INTERNATIONAL
crrieanicTower AFFILIATEin Moscow,us.s.fa

(202)429-3ood
TELEPHONE:(602)266-6610 facsimils: (202)429-9204 TELEPHONE:to 1-7-oes)zeo-577s
FACSIMILE:(602)274-1970 TELEx: 89-2503 facsimile:to11-7-oes)e2s-eeez

ROBERTE. JORDAN, ill

(202)429-6290

November 20, 1991

The Honorable George Miller
Chairman, House Interior and
Insular Affairs Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6201

Dear Chairman Miller:

At the close of the Committee's November 4-6, 1991
oversight hearings, you stated that the record would remain open
for receipt of additional materials from witnesses on matters
raised in testimony before the Committee. During his testimony
on Wednesday afternoon, Mr. Hamel made a number of environmental
and oil quality allegations regarding Alyeska. On behalf of
Alyeska, I am submitting the enclosed substantive responses to
those allegations. Alyeska believes that as a matter of
fundamental fairness this letter and the attached responses
should be included in the printed record of the Committee's
hearings.

I wish to emphasize that the enclosed materials respond
only to the environmental and oil quality allegations raised by
Mr. Hamel at the hearing. They are not meant to provide a

comprehensive response to all of the various allegations regard
ing Alyeska identified from the transcripts of the tape recorded
meetings between Mr. Hamel and Wackenhut investigators or
allegations made by Mr. Hamel in various contexts over the years.

Sincerely,

Robert E. dan III
Counsel far/ Alyeska
Pipeline Service Company

Enclosures

cc: The Honorable Don Young
Linda Chase, Esq. - - - -
David Dye, Esq. Minority Exhibit 20
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SUMMARY ALYESKA RESPONSES TO ENVIRONMENTAL
AND OIL OUA LL 8

Allegation: That Alyeska knowingly accepted into TAPS oil

that contained more water than permissible, and that Alyeska

intentionally falsified its records in order to disguise

that fact.

Response: In 1984, the Alaska Public Utilities
Commission ("APUC") initiated a proceeding to

investigate these charges, which were raised by

Mr. Hamel in the context of a protest to a

proposed tariff charge by one of the TAPS

carriers. After a thorough review of the facts,

the APUC's administrative law judge issued a 120

page decision in which it was found that
Mr. Hamel's allegations were unsubstantiated. The

APUC affirmed the dismissal of the protest,

adopting the administrative law judge's finding

"that current procedures for sampling and testing

are not irregular in any way" (Docket No. P-84-2,

Order No. 11, at 6 (APUC, January 12, 1989)). The

APUC further found that there was "no evidence at

all on the record . . . that samples taken at

Pump Station 1 were unrepresentative of the oil
entering the pipeline, either currently or at any

time in the past." Id. at 8.
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Alyeska maintains accurate crude, vapor

and water inventory records, which shippers are

free to audit. Indeed, the APUC referred in its
opinion to the fact that at least one shipper had

made a detailed examination of those records. Id.

at 7.

Procedures are also followed at Valdez

whereby any water above prescribed levels is

isolated to tanks and removed from the system.

Water will separate from crude oil residing in
tankage for an extended period of time. Before

the contents of a crude tank are loaded onto a

vessel, it is Alyeska's practice to remove water
from the tank if it has been undisturbed for more
than one hour. The removed water is measured and

routed to the ballast water treatment ("BWT")

system for disposal in accordance with a process

approved by EPA. At no time does Alyeska add

water to the system except during scheduled tests

of the crude tank firewater/foam system at the

Valdez terminal.
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Allegation: That Alyeska has polluted the Valdez Harbor by

introducing "toxic sludge," including benzene, presumably

through impermissible use of the BWT facility.

Response: The safe and lawful operation of the

BWT system has been a priority of Alyeska at least

since start-up. The regulations applicable to

that system, and the procedures Alyeska, in

conjunction with the vessel operators and the

Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"), has put

in place, assure that improper materials are not

introduced into the BWT system, and in turn

discharged into the Valdez Harbor, in any harmful

quantities.

Alyeska has assured the safe and lawful

operation of the BWT system in a number of ways.

Among other cautionary steps, under procedures now

in effect hydrocarbon condensate does not enter

the BWT system. A stipulation in Alyeska's

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

("NPDES") permit, which became effective on

May 31, 1990, prohibits the introduction of

hydrocarbon condensate from the vapor recovery

system to the BWT system. Although Alyeska

- 3 -
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believed that the relatively minute amount of

hydrocarbon condensate recovered would remain in

the BWT floating oil phase, and thus be
effectively removed in the system's crude oil

removal processes, Alyeska nevertheless agreed to

this permit provision. The hydrocarbon condensate

is now routed to the incinerator fuel system and

does not enter the BWT system. Water that is

separated from the condensate is routed to the BWT

system as specified in the system's Best

Management Practices Plan ("BMPP"), which has been

reviewed and approved by EPA and the Alaska

Department of Environmental Conservation ("ADEC").

With respect to the material that does

enter the BWT system, Alyeska has considered a

wide variety of treatment processes, including

sand filtration. In 1990, prior to finalizing the

decision to construct concrete biotreatment tanks

(which included a number of other upgrades and

improvements), over 20 alternative technologies

were considered. The final decision was based on

proven treatment efficiency with similar waste

waters, compatibility with other treatment

processes within the BWT system, reliability and
constructability, as well as relative cost.
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Adaptability to future upgrades was

another important consideration factor in the

design of the new treatment units. The BWT system

as currently designed and operated is capable of
consistently meeting the new and much more

stringent permit effluent limit of 1.3 parts per

million BETX, as specified in Alyeska's most

recent NPDES permit.

Simply stated, the selection of a

wastewater treatment system to meet existing and

future regulatory requirements is a highly complex

task. While many other treatment technologies

could serve in varying capacities to remove

pollutants from ballast water, Alyeska's system

was designed reliably to meet the effluent limits

stated in the NPDES permit, while accommodating

the flexibility needed for anticipated future
upgrades.

The requirements placed on vessel

operators likewise are designed to avoid the

transfer of hazardous materials into the BWT

system. Alyeska, in cooperation with the EPA, has

gathered a great deal of data regarding usage of

the BWT system, both from its own records and from

the vessel operators. Alyeska has also met with

57-913 O - 92 - 3
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individual vessel operators to educate them as to

the BWT requirements and to determine what changes

can be made in vessel operations to reduce the

potential for harmful substances entering the BWT

system. Among other steps, Alyeska is requiring

incoming tankers to hold engine room machinery

liquids (e.g., oils, lubricants and fuel filter
backwash) in separate tanks, and to combine any

excess with the oil cargo being carried south,

rather than deposit it into the BWT system. In
addition, solvents used to clean electrical parts

must be kept separate from bilge or ballast water,

and may not be deposited into the BWT system.

More generally, any sludge formed within

the system, or deposited into the BWT system,

settles to the bottom of the primary settling

tanks; oil recovered from the ballast water, on

the other hand, forms the liquid surface in the

tanks. There is no physical connection between

recovered oil and sludge in the BWT system. When

the tanks are periodically cleaned, the sludge is

removed, dried and shipped to a disposal site in

the lower-48 states.

On the regulatory side, in January 1985

the EPA initiated a formal request for information
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regarding various aspects of the BWT system,

including handling of sludge. The EPA proceeding

resulted in a formal Compliance Order issued in

late 1985, to which Alyeska agreed. In the summer

of 1988, the EPA issued its final report
"following a detailed investigation." The EPA's

conclusion was that "no additional formal

enforcement action against Alyeska is appropriate

at this time. We arrived at this conclusion

because the allegations could not be substantiated

or have already been addressed by EPA and resolved

by Alyeska . . . " A subsequent attempt by

Mr. Hamel to raise the same or similar issues was

dismissed by Mr. Hamel prior to a scheduled

hearing.

A further EPA investigation and a

separate ADEC investigation were initiated in
February 1991. EPA's information request to

vessel operators has been responded to, and the

EPA investigation is still pending. ADEC
concluded its investigation in September 1991 by
issuing a report stating that allegations of

dumping of hazardous materials from unknown

sources into tankers' ballast water tanks were

unfounded. The final report stated that "a

- 7 -
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careful review has found no evidence of unknown

wastes finding their way into ballast water."
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Allegation: That Alyeska has vented hazardous hydrocarbon

vapors into the air, causing a health and safety problem at

the Valdez Terminal.

Response: There is no evidence that there is any

significant safety or health concern due to the

emission of vapors at Valdez. The system was

designed and approved based on an assumed level of

vapor emissions, and Alyeska has not exceeded

those standards. Since the injection of natural

gas liquids ("NGLs") began in 1987, there has been

particularly close monitoring of vapor emissions

on the mainline pipe, at the pump stations, and at

Valdez, in compliance with applicable health,

safety and environmental standards. Indeed, as

Alyeska indicated in its December 15, 1988
response to an EPA information request,

transportation of additional NGLs was anticipated

from the time of pipeline construction and were

built into the "allowable emissions" of the

pipeline facilities. NGL injections were not
cited by EPA in the July 1990 Notice of Violation.

Vapor losses have increased along the

pipeline, as was reported to EPA in October 1989
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in Alyeska's response to an EPA information

request. This was attributable to such factors as

an increase in throughput during this time frame,

increased temperature of the crude oil, and the
impact of pipeline throughput variations on the

relief tanks.

It is not entirely clear, however, that
the injection of NGLs has contributed to increased

vapor emissions. Recent tests have suggested that

vapor emissions from tanker loadings were

essentially unaffected by the amount of NGLs in

the crude oil stream. Alyeska has used an
industry standard device to measure vapor pressure

on-line, with back-up laboratory vapor pressure

tests performed daily. However, because Alyeska

is concerned with the precision of the industry

standard method of measurement, it has initiated
the development of a new device better suited for

crude oil vapor pressure measurement. It is hoped
that a prototype will be installed for on-line
testing by March 1992.

Alyeska has for many years monitored the

exposure of Alyeska employees and the public to

crude oil vapors at all pipeline locations,

independent of the commencement of NGL injection.

- 10 -
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A recent health study at the Valdez Terminal

reveals that benzene levels are not a cause for

concern there. Benzene concentrations in Valdez

have averaged 1.4 parts per billion over the past

year. EPA considers the normal level of benzene

in urban areas to be 1 to 6 ppb. Valdez is thus

at the lower edge of this range, wholly apart from

any emissions at the terminal, which necessarily

would contribute only a fraction of the total.

There have been no violations of any of the

National Ambient Air Quality Standards during the
period of this study.

- 11 -
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ARCO Marine, Inc.
300 Oceangate
Long Beach, California 90602-4341
Telephone 213590 4407

J. A. Aspland
President

November 20, 1991

The Honorable George Miller
Chairman, House Interior and
Insular Affairs Committee

U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6201

Dear Chairman Miller:

During testimony before the Committee on Wednesday, November 6, 1991,
Mr. Charles Hamel made a number of environmental and oil quality
allegations regarding Alyeska and several of the owner companies. I
understand that Alyeska is submitting responses regarding these allegations

as they relate to Alyeska's areas of responsibility. On behalf of ARCO
Marine, Inc. (AMI), I wish to submit the attached comments on those
aspects of Mr. Hamel's allegations which appear to relate to tanker
operations of AMI.

The enclosed material respond only to those allegations raised by Mr. Hamel
at the hearing. They are not to be construed as any effort to respond to a

ll

o
f

Mr. Hamel's allegations regarding AMI's tanker operations, whether found

in the transcripts o
f

the tape recorded meetings between Mr. Hamel and
Wackenhut investigators o

r

in allegations made b
y

Mr. Hamel during the
past several years. I respectfully request that this letter and it

s

attachments

b
e

made a part o
f

the written record o
f

the Committee's proceedings.

Very truly yours,

J. A
.

Aspland

Enclosure

cc
.

The Honorable Don Young
Linda Chase, Esq.

David Dye, Esq.

Minority Exhibit 21

TUTRL P. ae
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On ARCO Marine, Inc. vessels headed to Valdez, all
ship-generated waste streams (including oil, tank washings,

seawater, cleaning agents and bilge water) are transferred to the

vessel's cargo slop tanks, where they are first allowed to
separate by gravity. The water portion, which ordinarily

contains a small amount of cleaning agents that do not affect the

Ballast Water Treatment ("BWT") system's operations, and the

vessel's ballast water, are pumped to the BWT facility. The oil
portion of the cargo slop tank is retained on-board and is mixed

with the next crude oil cargo load. This practice, the objective

of which is to maximize oil recovery and cargo delivery while
minimizing oily waste discharge to the BWT system, has been

accepted by EPA, which has requested that the practices be

incorporated into the Best Management Practices Plan ("BMPP").

The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation ("ADEC") has

also recently completed a review of the handling of ballast water

at Valdez, and has found no evidence of any improper practices.

With specific regard to tank cleanings, ARCO's practice

is to remove cargo sedimentation from the cargo tank structure

through a combination of the solvent characteristics of the crude

oil and the high-pressure jet action of cargo tank washing

machines. The sedimentation is converted into a solution form,

so that it can be discharged with the rest of the cargo. The
tanks are then washed with seawater. This process creates "tank

washings", which are a mixture of crude oil and seawater. Since

ARCO Marine generally does not use cleaning agents in its tank
cleaning process, no tank washings contaminated with cleaning
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agents are pumped to the BWT system. The only exception is

vessels going into drydock in shipyards in the lower 48 states,

where cleaning agents may be used. The resulting tank washings

are disposed of in accordance with applicable laws, and are not

run through the BWT system.

On two occasions, ARCO vessels have transferred tank

washings from vessels going into drydock to vessels headed to

Valdez. The first, in November 1987, involved the transfer of
28,000 barrels of tank washings to a tanker for use as ballast,

and the material was subsequently pumped into the BWT system.

The Coast Guard was notified before the transfer, and no agency

has ever alleged that this procedure violated any applicable law

or permit. The second, in June 1990, involved the transfer of

approximately 17,000 barrels of tank washings, all of which
consisted of ANS crude oil residues and seawater. Again, the
washings were used as ballast and were subsequently pumped into

the BWT system. EPA was notified of this procedure, and there

has been no indication that any law or permit obligation was

violated.

- 2 -
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EXON PIPELINE COMPANY
post office sox 22.20* *ouston, Texas rvase-asso

:#" November 19, 1991

The Honorable George Miller -

Chairman, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
U.s. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6201

Dear Congressman Miller:

The transcript of my appearance before the Committee on
November 6, 1991 indicates the need to clarify certain potential
points of confusion. In part, confusion may stem from what may
appear to be a discrepancy between notes taken by my attorney,
Anne Pace, and the fact that I do not recall learning at the
September 25, 1990 meeting in Denver of allegations about Exxon
vessels in the Florida Keys.

Ms. Pace, who also attended the September 25, 1990 Denver
meeting, informed me a day or two later that she had had a
conversation with Fred Smith, then the General Counsel of
Alyeska, in the hallway after the meeting at that time Mr. Smith
told her about Mr. Hamel's description of the alleged incidents
in the Florida Keys. I was not present during that
conversation. According to Ms. Pace, the references to the
Florida Keys allegations at the end of her notes (Exhibit
No. 35), which were misquoted at the heering (see page 72 of the
transcript), were recorded during the hallway meeting with
Mr. Smith. As I testified, I have no recollection of having
heard the Florida Keys allegations on September 25, 1990.

The transcript also indicates some confusion, perticularly during
Mr. Johnston's questioning of me (see page 72 of the transcript),
as to when I notified Exxon Shipping Company of Mr. Hamel's
allegations. As stated in my letter to Linda Chase of
October 28, 1991, and as I testified at the hearing in response
to earlier questions by you and Mr. Richardson, I first advised
the President of Exxon Shipping Company of the existence of the
tapes and the allegations regarding Exxon vessels in early
September 1991, at approximately the same time the Wackenhut
materials were transmitted to the Committee. The "September 6" I
referred to in my response to Mr. Johnston (also at page 72 of
the transcript) was september 6, 1991. This timing was
consistent with our earlier decision not to use any information
generated by the investigation for any purpose, a decision
obviously negated when the materials were submitted to the
Committee.

Minority Exhibit 22
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Exon SHIPPING COMPANY
•ost Office Dox *nz - Peouston,Texas???st-1812“Exxs" wouston

• T November 20, 1991

The Monorable George Miller, Chairman
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
U. S. House of Representatives
2228 Rayourn Building
Washington, D.C. 10515

Dear Congressman Miller:

As a result of the Alyeska commissioned Mackenhut investigation of stolen
documents, we have been made aware of a number of allegations made by Mr.

Hamel regarding the practices and operations of Exxon Shipping Company. These
allegations are in garbled form and are very vague as to times and
circumstances. The allegations stated below are our interpetation of his
$tatements. This letter and the contained responses are submitted for the
record of this Committee.# THE CORPORATE SEPARATION BETWEEN EXXON COMPANY, U.S.A.. A
DiV F ExxON CORPORATION, AND EXXON SHIPPING COMPANY IS NOT BEING
O3SERVED.

RESPONSE: Exxon Shipping Company, a Delaware Corporation, is a
wholly owned subsidiary of Exxon Corporation. Exxon Shipping Company

is managed in its day-to-day operations by its own officers,
directors, managers and employees, not by Exxon Corporation or Exxon
Company, U.S.A. (1ts domestic oil and 9as operating division). In
addition, Exxon Shipping Company has publicly traded debt.

ALLEGATION: EXXON SHIPPING COMPANY OPERATES UNDERMANNED TANKERS.

RESPONSE: Exxon Shipping Company owns and operates adequately manned

ocean, coastal, and inland equipment certified by the U.S. Coast
Guard. The manning levels and the licensing of the officers and crew
for these vessels meet or exceed all applicable laws and regulations.

ALLEGATION: EXXON SHIPPING COMPANY'S VESSELS Ano/or vessels chARTERED
BY

XX HIPPING HAVE ENGAGED IN A PRACTICE OF OUMPING HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

INTO THE SHIPPING LANES IN OR NEAR THE FLORIDA KEYS.

RESPONSE: We are currently investigating these allegations with
respect to vessels operated by Exxon Shipping Company in the Florida
trade. If this investigation identifies any reportable event under
federal or state laws or regulations, the required reports will be
made to the appropriate authorities. •

@
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Congressman George Miller -2- November 20, 1991

I

A
s

C

ALLEGATION: EXXON SHIPPING COMPANY'S TANKERS USE THE ALYESKA BALLAST

WATER TREATMENT PLANT AT WALDE2 TO ILLEGALLY DISPOSE OF TOXIC SUBSTANCE.

RESPONSE: These allegations have previously been investigated by

federal and state authorities. A September 1991 report by the Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) concluded: "No
evidence has been located, nor any offered, which would indicate that
TAPS trade vessels have been used to shuttle unknown or unidentified

hazardous wastes for disposal through the BWT."

We are also aware of an investigation being conducted by the EPA on
this issue for all tankers in Waldez trade. Exxon Shipping Company
has cooperated fully in this investigation. We anticipate their
findings will be published in the near future. While minor -

modifications to ship practices have been mutually agreed to by EPA,
ADEC, and the tanker owners operating in Prince William Sound, there
has been no allegation by any governmental agency that there have

*

been violations of pollution effluent limits into Alaskan waters.

ALLEGATION: EXXON MISREPRESENTED THE QUANTITY OF OIL DISCHARGED BY THE

EXONWAUSEZ.

RESPONSE: An independent company (Caleb Brett U.S.A., Inc.) gauged
the Volumes of oil and water in the tanks of the EXXON VALDE2 after
loading at Valdez and the oil and water transferred to other vessels
from the ÉXXON VALDEZ after the spill. Their report is the basis for
the 258 thousand barrels (10.8 million gallons) oil discharge as
reported by Exxon Shipping Company. This volume is consistent with
the rounded off 11 million gallon volume included in documents
submitted to the U.S. District Court in Alaska by both the State of
Alaska and U.S. Department of Justice.

trust the above responses satisfy the Committee's request.->

Sincerely,

4.%
:tjm
10*

The Honorable Don Young

@
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RESPONSE OF BP OIL SHIPPING CO., USA TO ALLEGATION
THAT VESSELS MAY HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO POLLUTION OF
VALDEZ HARBOR THROUGH UNAUTHORIZED DEPOSITS
INTO BALLAST WATER TREATMENT FACILITY

Over the years the chartered ANS fleet of BP Oil Shipping Co., USA

("BP") has been operated by many different owners, each of which has slightly

differing operating practices. However, none have been instructed to load waste water

streams or other contaminants from shore facilities by BP, and BP has no knowledge

that they have done so of their own volition.

It has been a BP practice for many years to have the pre-drydock tank

washings of any Alaska trade vessel in it
s fleet transferred to another vessel in its fleet

for carriage to Valdez. These transfers have usually taken place with the involved

vessels anchored alongside each other in Long Beach harbor. On a number o
f

occasions when ship schedules have not permitted direct ship-to-ship transfers, the tank

washings have been transferred to a barge for temporary storage until the next

northbound vessel is available. Care has always been exercised to ensure that the

barges used for this purpose have only carried petroleum products on their last three

liftings.

During the voyage to Valdez every effort is made to separate the o
il

from the water b
y

the settling process, with a
ll separated oil being retained in the slop

tank and the water being discharged into the Valdez ballast water treatment system.

During the loading operation, clean fresh oil is loaded on top o
f

the retained o
il

in

the slop tank, and then the entire tank contents are discharged together at the next

Minority Exhibit 23
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discharge port. This whole process is designed to insure that BP maintains as much

of it
s

oil as possible on it
s

vessels for ultimate sale to it
s

customers and avoids the

decanting o
f

tank washings a
t sea, even though decanting is permitted b
y

law and

Coast Guard regulations.

Some of BP's chartered vessel owner: on an infrequent basis have used

tank cleaning agents. However, these cleaning agents are petroleum based and are

capable o
f being properly treated b
y

the Valdez ballast water treatment facility. Since

May o
f

this year, BP has been disposing o
f pre-drydocking tank washings in the Port

o
f

Portland's BWT facility pending a review o
f
it
s procedures b
y

EPA.
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There's two pages to that document. There is only one in
the volumes.

JUDGE TURECK: What exhibit is that?

(Pause.)

MS. GARDE: Twenty-seven, I think.
(Pause.)

MS. GARDE: Twenty-seven.

Could you turn back to --
JUDGE TURECK: Do you have another copy?

(Pause.)

BY MS. GARDE:

Q Do you have Exhibit 27 in front of you,

Mr. Wellington?

A. I do.
Q Could you identify the document that is in front

of you, sir, RS-1857.
A. Yes. That’s at the bottom? You mean here?

Yes.

Yes.

Can you identify that document?

What do you want to say about it?

It's a DTEC report on Mr. Scott, is it not?
I -- I don’t know.
Have you ever seen a DTEC report?

Not that I recall.
Heritage Reporting Corporation

(202) 628-4888

Minority Exhibit 24
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Q Have you seen this DTEC report?

A. Not that I recall.
Q were you ever provided a copy of the DTEC

A. Not that I recall.

Q Let me show you the second page of what was

shown to you at your deposition.

MS. GARDE: And ask that it be inserted in the
record.

THE WITNESS: In here?

M.S. GARDE: Yes.

THE WITNESS: Okay.

BY MS. GARDE:

Q Can you identify that document, sir?
A. Well, it's got Mr. Scott's name on it, and it’s

got number 1856 on it.
Q It's RS-1856.
A. Yes.

Q Can you identify what that document is?

A. (Pause.) I -- I don’t know what it is.
Q It's a credit report on Mr. Scott, is it not?
A. If you say so.
Q When was the first time that you were aware that

credit checks had been run on suspects or targets of this
investigation by Wackenhut?

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628-4888
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A I think, ma'am, I said yesterday in my testimony
that I wasn't sure. It could have been at the end of the
investigation. I know that some of the credit reports
that allegedly were done I was not aware of, one in
particular I recall until it was brought out at the
Congressional hearing.

But -- so it was after they -- number one, I
didn't give permission to do them. Number two, I don't
recall exactly when I became aware of it, but I would say
it was -- if I did become aware of it, it was late in the
investigation, and as I recall, I never saw any credit
reports. If -- if they were mentioned in the context of
the summaries, I don't recall.

Q When you went to Coral Gables for your meetings

with Mr. Lund and Mr. Black on the briefings, were you

provided copies of all the materials that they had
collected to date?

A I don't believe so, ma'am.
Q Do you remember you testified yesterday that

they showed you the original of the trash that was on the

table?

A. Yes.

Q Did they make access that -- did they make
access available to you of their investigative records?

A No.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628–4888
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in her question.

JUDGE TURECK: Yes, I know she did.
MR. JORDAN: And I know, but I'm not a witness.
BY MR. JORDAN:

Q Mr. Wellington, had Wackenhut come to you and

asked for an authorization to conduct some sort of credit

checks, a retail credit report or something of that kind,

in advance of doing so, would you have approved that

request?

A. No.

Q And why would you not have done so?

A. Well, first of all, in looking at the type of
investigation that we were conducting, I would see that it
would not be anything that would probably provide any

information that we were looking at concerning our four

main objectives, and that's to get our -- identify the
sources, get our documents back, stop further leaks, and

take appropriate legal action. And when you put that in

the context of what my original charge was and how the
investigation was going to be handled, I don't see how a
-- unless they were going to hire somebody, well, then,
that’s their own business. I don’t see how a credit
report would tie into those four areas of activity.

Q Now, I believe you testified that you don't
recall ever seeing the exhibit that Ms. Garde has showed

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 62.8-4.888
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you.

A That's correct.

Q Do you recall seeing any other exhibits of a

similar kind, similar format, similar nature during the

course of the investigation?

A Sir, I think that -- that it would have been --
if I did see them, it would have been at the end of the
investigation or possibly at Congress. I don't recall
seeing them early on in the investigation. I think I

testified to that yesterday.

Q Now, I believe you testified yesterday that at
least in some context obtaining credit reports is a valid

or legitimate investigative technique?

A. Certainly in employment activities it would be.
Q Now, do you obtain credit reports in employment

situations in connection with your security duties at

Alyeska?

A From time to time but very limited. It's not a

routine background investigative tool that we use, but

from time to time we probably have. And you were to --
your next question is when's the last time you used it,

and I'm going to say I don't know because it's not
something routine.

Q Okay. You were asked in connection I think with

the third executive summary today about the names of two

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628–4888
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Congressional Record - House, February 27, 1986, H671
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Exhibit 26, June 21, 1990; Meeting at Crystal City Marriott Hotel
Prod. no.: Video, F2R400346; orig. transcript, F2R411092-215; enhanced audio,

F2R416172-73.

[Testing equipment]

[Inaudible]
[Phone rings]

MR. BLACK: Hello. Yes, 956. [Inaudible]. Oh, I'm sorry. Come on up.

[Inaudible] [Hangs up phone]

It's now 1:15. I just received a telephone call from Chuck Hamel,
Hamel who is downstairs. He dialed my room number, and he's on
his way up to the room.

Pause] -
[Inaudible] (703-411-1234) [Inaudible]
[Pause]

MR. BLACK: [Inaudible]. Welcome.

MR. BLACK: Actually, I've got some kind of a flu.

MR. HAMEL: You haven’t even eaten your breakfast yet.

MR. BLACK: No. I'm trying to keep from going crazy. Have a seat. In fact,
creeping crud, some kind of -- some kind of junk. Some

MR. HAMEL: Having too much? Working too hard? At least get some light, for
God's sake. You're here in the dark, you're going get the creeping
crud from the dark.

MR. BLACK: Oh, yeah. The sun was killing me a little while ago.

MR. HAMEL: What have you hiding from? Look at that. It's beautiful.
Spectacular, an airplane's taking off. [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: I just got - I had a vegetarian meal on the plane, and I’ve been
vomiting a

ll morning [inaudible].

MR. HAMEL: I have no time to -

MR. BLACK: Eastern Airlines put it [inaudible]. Tell me what's going on with
you?

Minority Exhibit 26 F2R416182
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Transcript: Exhibit 26 (6/21/90) Page 2

MR. HAMEL: Not much. What are you doing up here?

MR. BLACK: Just meetings. Just meetings. I’m expecting some calls. We're trying
to coordinate some things.

MR. HAMEL: Meetings from -
MR. BLACK: Some pending lawsuits, a couple in Virginia, just doing some things.

MR. HAMEL: Oh.

MR. BLACK Doing some last-minute interviews with people, and we've got a
couple of guys out doing things. They call me, and I try to arrange

MR. HAMEL: Environmental stuff, or what?

MR. BLACK: A couple of them are, yeah, couple of them - it's pretty neat, pretty
neat stuff, mostly out of Louisiana, but they’re filing class action suits.

MR. HAMEL: What kinds stuff? So that Louisiana mess down there, where the -
MR. BLACK: Long story, but basically, Exxon has a -- [inaudible]. Exxon has two

or three other companies, and apparently there's a - they call
subcontractors. They say that they’re doing nothing to us, and there's
no master-servant relationship, and they’re doing all these things, and
we're not responsible.

And so we interview the company and we say, who do you get your

orders from, and try to show that relationship. So that's basically

what we're doing. And I'm up here -
MR. HAMEL: Health stuff though? I mean

MR. BLACK: Health-related things. Two well poisonings that are about two, three
years old, but they’re just getting to me.

[New speaker?] Well, I got a phone call yesterday from Region 10, Ray Nye, who's
the air quality guy, and call and tell me, brighten my day,

and we just issued a violation, a violation against Alyeska for air
quality and . I had - an Alyeska attorney called yesterday
and tried to talk him out of it

,

let's work together on this. And it's
going to be adversarial.

MR. HAMEL: Two years, I gave that information in October '87. I gave it to the
EPA in '85, October '85. They did nothing with it. What are you
talking about? I came back in '87 and I gave it to the Senate

F2R416183
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Transcript: Exhibit 26 (6/21/90) Page 3

[MR. HAMEL?]:

MR. BLACK:

[Phone rings]

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

testimony that air quality [inaudible]. And the EPA, Robie Russell,
who ran Region 10, responded to Senator Bennett Johnson on my
testimony, and I said, "What do you think about it?" And he said,
well, I don't know. This is what the study tells us about it
[inaudible]. Counsel said they haven't had a chance to look into it

,

and they don't think that Chuck Hamel is correct.

Now, why would they, why would he think that? I mean - you know,
all he has to say is they haven't had a chance to look into it

,

but why

would h
e say - you know, first impression. We don't think Chuck

Hamel is correct. I mean, shit.

[Inaudible] correct, and so far, it's put in about 200 million.

And now another violation on it [inaudible].

Hello. Hi. What about [inaudible]? Where are you? Oh, okay, so
you're in D.C. Thank you. All right. You'll call as soon [inaudible].

Is that an out-of-town pager o
r
a local pager?

Oh, that's an out-of-town. That's a - that's a Miami one that I

always bring with me, and [I'm bumping into it?].

Oh, but I mean, they can call you here with it?

No, they can’t. That's a pager. Want a Coke? Would you

like to order o
r something?

What's your schedule now?

I've got three more calls -

Right.

- that I’ve got to get.
Right. And then where you going?

And then I can leave the room for a while, and then I’ve got another

- I've got some people coming over here at 6:30.

I have a 3:00 with that investigator. Why don't I order us something

to eat up here?

F2R416184
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Transcript: Exhibit 26 (6/21/90) Page 4

MR. BLACK: Sure. Go ahead. Tell me what you want.

MR. HAMEL: And, then help yourself, and then I can get out of your hair.
MR. BLACK: 3:00 with what investigator?

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible]. One of those private eyes.

MR. BLACK: You hired one?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. Local guy.

MR. BLACK [inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: Yeah, and he also runs a courier service, so when the courier guy was
missing the other day , because the courier boy didn't show up,

but he also had a family problem and he was away for six days.

Now he's in the middle of some big job for the metropolitan police

in Alexandria. Anyway. What - I can't ask what you ate, because -

MR. BLACK I'm going to have some soup, but I had something here late last
night, and pretty much everything's good.

MR. HAMEL: They’re offering additional specials to celebrate an Asian occasion.
[inaudible] Hyatt hotel food and beverage promotion [inaudible]
What I think it was.

MR. HAMEL: What kinda soup you going to have?

MR. BLACK: I'm going to have some chicken soup again. What do you want?

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible] God, Mexican breakfast [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: No, I'm telling you. It was a vegetarian meal on the plane, Chuck.
I was billed. I don't eat it here. [Inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: I have a egg salad sandwich always at airport restaurants and a glass
of milk. And I get on board, and you eat, well, you're being seated
and everybody was waiting to get organized and I go to sleep.
[inaudible] glass of wine. By the time they feed you, you're a

ll

screwed up. You know, you haven't gotten your nap. It's an hour
later, you it's a mess to get the drink, and mess to get the food.
And you're overweight - not overweight, but too much in you.
You haven't said anything. I've lost al

l

this weight --

F2R416185
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Transcript: Exhibit 26 (6/21/20)

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

Page 5

[Laughs]. How much have you lost?

Thirty-one.

Really? How you doing it?

[Inaudible] I'm breaking down right now, and having supper. But
other than that, it's soup and you and I and dinner tonight.
[inaudible] usually I have a little candy bar I bring with me, I forgot
to bring it with me, [inaudible]. Provolone, bacon cheeseburger. You
know, I live for that.

Oh.

No, no, no. I'm not going to have it
. I lived for that, but I can't do

this.

What do you want?

Bowl o
f

soup. Maybe crackers. Chicken noodle's all right. If they’ve
got a more interesting soup, I'll have that, but [inaudible].

What will you have to drink?

Diet Pepsi.

Oh, h
i.

This is Wayne Jenkins in 956. What kind o
f soup do you

have today? Chicken soup and then hot and sour.

Chicken soup? And a Diet Sprite.

Two chicken soups. Diet Sprite o
r Seven-Up and some crackers.

-Do you want to split a BLT7

I shouldn’t but I will.

Okay. And a bacon - one bacon, lettuce and tomato sandwich. And

a Diet Pepsi_. Thanks, though 956 Jenkins.
Great. Thank you.

The bacon is not going to do you any good.

Well, hell. I need to put something in my stomach. I

You hired a private eye to find out who's grabbing the garbage?

Wouldn't you d
o

that? What would you do?

F2R41618s
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Transcript: Exhibit 26 (6/21/90) Page 6

MR. BLACK: Oh, yeah. Well, I'd probably shoot somebody but -
MR. HAMEL: Well, I just want to find out who, and then I go do my thing.

[Knock] But I wasn't doing well finding out myself. It's [inaudible].
I did find a duplicate of a car registration, what not.

MR. BLACK: Who was it?

MR. HAMEL: It's a guy in his 40s. But we haven't seen the car yet. All I wanted
the private eyes to go find a car, go verify [inaudible] but it doesn't
show the color, the registration, whatnot. And the car belongs to a
David and Barbara Wade. I mean, they're 42 years old. And he has
a four-door Nissan, gray Nissan, but there's no young kid.

The neighbors, the neighbor next door is a newspaperman and told
the private eye there's no, they don't have a blondhaired 24-year
old–
So. By the way, the private eye figured that I got the wrong number.
Well, I'm a big boy. [Inaudible]. But when I'm sitting in a car, with
a piece of paper and a pencil and a camera and I'm trying to get a
license tag and instead of taking a picture, I'm going to make damned
sure of the license tag when I write it down. I didn't make a
mistake.

Now, that they borrowed, tags, and a lot of things could have
happened. But, you know, the car could have been in the garage,

and they used the tags. The whole thing doesn't make sense. A
young kid with a nice, red two-door coupe, that looks like a young

kid's two-door coupe. So it could be his aunt and uncle, or his
parents, or something.

Anyway, I'd expected by now -- been weeks - I would have expected
by now he would have found out the kind of car or what not, but
where he makes his money, I guess, he sat up the other night
[inaudible] sits and watches. And he had a motorcycle guy at the
other end of the street, sitting between two of them and the guy
came by and picked up the -- the mistake I made, is he talked me
into leaving my garbage inside my property line, which probably kind
of shied him away. If they hadn't already seen it

,

seem to me a
s it

WaS.

S
o I should have just put it where it belonged, and not doing

anything unusual like that. Stayed u
p

half the night myself trying to

watch this thing, so it's not worth it to him. We're not getting
anywheres this way.

F2R4161.87
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Transcript: Exhibit 26 (6/21/90). Page 7

So I'm having a meeting with him at three, 'cause I told him I
wanted, I wanted a real investigator. He must know who they are,
he's a former marshal type thing like that. And I don't mind them
working under him, for a

ll I care, but I want a real investigator to

go do something.

Where - what he did do for me was he do some checking and
there's - I think I already told you this - there's an attorney
[inaudible] who, during the pipeline when the false wells came up -

- big crisis in the pipeline - he did the investigation for that - for
both the federal government and TAPS. I don't understand how he
did work for both, but he did, he's an attorney.

And then came the point where the state and - I guess it was the
state, and TAPS and then h

e
had to fish o

r

cut bait. Who's he work
for - he didn't work for both. And h

e opted to work for TAPS in

the future, but [inaudible].

Secondly, h
e

has a history o
f picking up trash. He set up an

investigation for the oil companies for international investigation and
what not. So h

e did more o
f

that aspect in his business, in his law
business, and he's been working for TAPS people, for TAPS on a

regular attorney aspect [?].

And h
e - he had a guy with him named Scott Armstrong. Who -

- famous during Watergate. He got fired b
y

the House and Senate
Committee for leaking to whoever the press o

r somebody. And, he
got a year law degree - a year towards his law degree. Didn't finish.
And h

e wrote The Brethren with Woodward o
n Watergate. So h
e

may have been one o
f

the Deep Throats that Woodward had in the
first place.

And then he I'm a great private eye, and h
e joined __ running their investigation department with the attorney. And

he -- when did The Brethren had a history o
f

trash -

I - the relationship I see is that if I didn't know any of them, all I

know is that the attorney for Alyeska, for the regulatory work for
getting the pipeline in the first place, in Congress and thereafter, and
every problem they had, h

e

was involved in. He worked for the
chairman o

f

every task force. He's been described a
s being

[inaudible] o
f

every task force that they described to me. And every

time I’ve brought something u
p

to form a task force [inaudible] and
he's the attorney for all that stuff. and EPA and stuff.

And he's uptight because they’re pissed a
t him; the owners now, this

is that judgment, because we were at a point where somebody owns
one o
f

the deals, and then h
e

was insistent that they don’t. That he
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could handle it
, you know, for twenty years. Christmas cards, family

Christmas cards, that's how [inaudible].

And - but he's uptight because they're pissed a
t him for - If he had

not [inaudible], he'd b
e

one o
f

those types that the fishermen, when
they had showed up, would b

e trying to ask about the sludge and a
ll

that stuff and the lawyer said none o
f your business, and [inaudible]

the story. And that the fishermen are nothing but a puppet o
f

Chuck
Hamel puppeteer, and that kind o

f

stuff [inaudible] EPA, cause h
e

had them in his pocket [inaudible] and now it's nine, ten years later,

and still the permit has not been issued here. It's a temporary
permit.

So h
e - when you make - you're A, oil companies, B, and your

pipeline is making a billion dollars a year, that's kind o
f
a mistake

you don't want to make, because everybody says now if it wasn't for
me way back when, when they - you know, both the and

the government and everybody focusing o
n Alyeska, nothing about

Alyeska would've been known. Come the Exxon Valdez the fact it

didn't get out there in time [inaudible] the way it is nobody would've
realized. What kind of we have and now the big corrosion,

etc. And I'm getting all this credit for it
,

so the owners are pissed.
Riki Ott was at a function in Juneau last month, where the owners
were there, and they never show up. Nobody knows who they are
[inaudible] the pipeline, the Exxon guy, so on, the chairman. And
they - they had a cocktail party for members of the legislature to

work them over because they [inaudible].

And Riki crashed the party. They found out about it
,

and they didn't
know how to kick her out, so they let her stay. And each owner met
her and each one in a two-and-a-half hour deal, and each one and
each one was saying two-and-a-half hours [inaudible].

Did you think that a joke? He said, [inaudible] they were
all saying the chairman o

f

the whole thing was Garibaldi, was making

a joke [inaudible] each owner get her out, out o
f

their way,

because they a
ll

know that she works with me and that [inaudible].

So they made a joke, and she was introduced to each owner
[inaudible]. Riki agreed that if we'd stop [inaudible] al

l

the

_ to the press then she'll stop working with Chuck.
So. Anyway. All that o

f

course. You know? They're
uptight. And then their attorneys - their regular attorneys talking

to my attorney - they'd gone to Harvard together, what not, talking
about, you know, isn't there some way o

f making peace with me. But
they don't know how. And they were hoping I had some ideas
[inaudible].
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Simple. They have two things to do. One, pay me for the damages
they owe me. And secondly, set up a health plan for the employees.

my lawyer between Seattle and Anchorage. And my
message to them is

: They don't want to give me credit for this stuff,

because they’re going to send somebody else to d
o

the same thing.

No one's ever done that what I've done. If I'm successful a
t it
,

that
would make some other guy d

o it, too. [inaudible].

S
o they’re afraid o
f

that. But I said, fine. All they have to d
o is
,

is d
o

the health plans for George Miller, the Congressman

[inaudible]. So. Regular deal that h
e and they worked out

_. Give him credit. I don't get credit. I just want it done. I'm not
getting out without the health plan. And they know that, and that
drives them nuts.

MR. BLACK: So you basically have two, two things that you're asking for. Getting

what they owe you and do the health plan?

MR. HAMEL: As far as cleaning u
p

their act, that's part o
f

the deal, too. I'm going

to identify some o
f

the things they’d better clean up they

couldn't get out if they don't clean up anyway.

For example, they just announced a couple o
f

days ago that the
numbers [inaudible] o

f EPA have discovered the air quality

in Valdez is so destroyed b
y

the - by their vapor emission that is,

you know, one in ten thousand chance o
f

getting cancer - in the
town, not the workers. Nobody's thought about the workers. Nobody

cares. Just the town, that's nine miles away from the emissions from
the air coming out.

I mean, that's a long way, and clearly in Texas and you know you're
within a mile-and-a-half, o

r living within a mile-and-a-half from the
refinery you're one in ten thousand. Nine miles away. [inaudible]
that's because of the structure of the mountains and all that kind of
stuff.

And the emissions. I mean . The emissions from their -

- from their tankers alone is double what the Exxon Valdez dumped

in the bay for a year.

And I - you know, there's no reason for it. Each tanker's got a pipe

to recover the vapors. When you get to California, b
y

law they have
to, use it

,

and they just don't want to bother with that stuff, because
they’re – you know, in and out time to hook up the [inaudible] all

that kind o
f

stuff. Hurry, hurry, hurry. And slow down the pipeline.

The nation needs it
.

That's their argument. It's good for the security

o
f

the nation. So they - they are going - EPA's going to force them
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to do vapor recovery, and they’re going through the motions. But
meanwhile, the owners have already picked up a second terminal and
the owners have already decided to do it

,

and they told Riki they’re

to give u
p

on that one. And they’re going to -- they’re going to -

- beginning next year.

But it's going to cost them a fortune, to put in the piping and
whatnot. Cause they'll do it in a the rush. I mean, during the
summertime they -- they started doing things right when they realized
they were caught. But the cost would have been quite different.

You've got to hang those guys over the edge o
f

this window and say,

"I'm going to shove you," o
r they won't do anything.

Anyway, I filed a number, and -

MR. BLACK: Do you see any end in sight, though, for you? Is your lawyer happy?
Does it look like the negotiations are going well?

MR. HAMEL: Well, there's n
o

real negotiations going on, just a
n

off-the-record little
get-together, little Harvard buddies.

MR. BLACK: Meanwhile, you keep busting your chops and [making their days?]?

MR. HAMEL: Well, the, the - I think where it's going to come if it does,
and I’m --ing with Exxon on my land deal refinance for

a while. My wife has put me in an allowance. She's not giving much

o
f

an allowance [inaudible]. And I'm working.

MR. BLACK: Where are you working? What are you doing?

MR. HAMEL: Well, I need to get some money I work on a project. If I don't get

a project going I'll lose my . But when I'll be well financed
again, and I'll have within a couple o

f

months. Exxon
and I have agreed to have a

n appraiser g
o

appraise my value
[inaudible] right now [inaudible] extra mile, in a

ll o
f

the areas that

we're not sure o
f

[inaudible] count down to zero. There's no value

in this right now, but there's value to me. They want to give me a

buck for it
,

and I don't need the buck right now, because I’ve got
enough coming from them so, - for awhile.
So I'm going to convert that to a like a

[inaudible].

MR. BLACK: [inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: They caught me in a working interest, just to ..
. [inaudible]

mine before this, but anyway, that's their.-- their mentality. Chuck

57-91.3 O - 92 - 4
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Hamel has been working interest part of BP, Exxon, ARCO. It's
unbelievable. They can't stand it

.

It drives them nuts.

My other property with them is a royalty, so when they pay the
government royalties, I get my share. That's down the road.

So I'm converting all o
f

the nebulous areas into a royalty, and that's
nonworking which, when the government gets paid, I get
paid. So. And my wife's ten years younger than I am,
an annuity. Rather get the buck now. Ten, fifteen years from now,

I know [inaudible] some of the oil that's [inaudible]. And
20, 30 grand a year's not bad have a hell of a lot more
than that because inflation, what isn't worth a buck today is 50 o

r

8
0 grand a year to her [inaudible]. [inaudible] I don't care

[inaudible] take care o
f my kids [inaudible].

But the - so that's what's going on there, and - but the oil
companies know that - three companies that need money before they
meet with me [inaudible] on my land deal oil field

MR. BLACK: Why do you [inaudible]?

MR. HAMEL: Well, because they asked me to delay their meeting with me.

MR. BLACK: Oh, they just told you?

MR. HAMEL: Oh, because they don't want me to complain about anything in that
thing, you know. And I got on that one [inaudible] way
back, and they discovered the oil [inaudible]. They told me it was
going dry. 500 barrels a day, going dry.

[inaudible]. It was too bad for them a
t

the time. They didn't want

to develop at that time. They would shut out their own oil, and it

would also require development o
f

the field there, and they didn't
want t

o
,

because they [inaudible] billion and a half dollars to develop
the field. S

o

[inaudible]. But I [inaudible] my partner [inaudible].
So... [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: So, he lets you run the show?

MR. HAMEL: Oh, yeah. [inaudible].

But what happened, is that, my own attorney u
p

there is also a
n oil

attorney. He represents insiders [?] And [inaudible] he's
been chosen b

y

the state to negotiate a settlement with the oil
companies and their big suit regarding wellhead price, cheating -

tanker and all that crap . And I'm part o
f that, but I was
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the one that lowered the rate by half, opened up that Pandora's
Box. [inaudible].

But he's been chosen to si
t

down separately. I think I told you the
state has had $32 million so far, to outside counsel, [inaudible] in the
courthouse. And the o

il companies delayed it
,
I think. The federal

judge couldn't handle it
,

because h
e gets a check from the state every

year - a check every year.

If he rules in favor of the state, his check would g
o up b
y

about
three o

r

four dollars. That sucker's with the federal court, Circuit
Court, they’d still [inaudible], just to delay this thing.

MR. BLACK: Speaking o
f

courts did you see where the Court upheld Alyeska's

action against Valdez?

MR. HAMEL: Oh, yeah. That was --

MR. BLACK: [inaudible].

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. That was anticipated. They that money in

MR. BLACK: Oh, it is?

MR. HAMEL: Yes.

But what happened here is they’re now -- they want to settle. The
Exxon Valdez makes them more [eager to?] settle. So the state has -

- I guess these things clear once in awhile, but the state attorney
general has something to say a

s to who is going to handle the
settlement, the negotiations. And somehow, h

e picked his old partner
Julian Mason. [inaudible].

So Julian is negotiating with the attorneys for the oil companies, the
TAPS companies o

n

the settlement o
f

that payment, billion dollar
deal.

MR. BLACK: S
o your attorney, o
n

behalf - appointed by the state, is negotiating
with the oil companies -

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: - and that's the same attorney that's negotiating with the oil
companies for you?

MR. HAMEL: No, he's not negotiating for me. They’re talking.
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MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: And they know that he's the one to talk to
,

and he's the one who
handled me a

t

the ATC when I dumped o
n

them a
ll

that stuff, so

he's [inaudible]. He went and got an engineering degree before h
e

got his law degree a
t

Harvard. He law degree a
t

Harvard.
But he's -

MR. BLACK: He sounds sharp. He's the one who told you to get rid o
f

the
attorney-client documents that I looked at.

MR. HAMEL: Oh. You mean -

MR. BLACK: He's the one who told you, you h
e didn't want to see them.

MR. HAMEL: Right. [inaudible]. He just enjoys what I'm doing. He says, "Keep
doing it. Keep doing it." A year ago, we knew we were dead in the
water unless we filed suit, and I couldn't afford to file suit. He just -

- keep doing it
.

I mean, I owe him a bundle of money, and h
e says, "Don't worry

about it." In fact, the only thing that's been troubling him, a
t

times

he says - and h
e

means it and h
e told them that I only want the

health plan, and I only want the money they owe me. And they’re
probably -- if they’re not careful about how they pay me, then a lot

o
f

other people got this water, too, so how do they handle that?

So that's their problem. I don't give a damn how they handle it.

They’ve already hinted that they could hire me a
s
a consultant a
t
a

few hundred thousand a year. Shit. It would take a long time to pay
me back [inaudible].

But Julian insists that what I'm doing, he's demanding. He's the
environmental type, and he's the one that - when they lose somebody

in Mt. McKinley, they [inaudible], because I wouldn't want that

, you know. But I'm a paying client [inaudible].

So I'm sitting there and I'm not continuing, I'm sitting there
[inaudible]. And I hear him saying, oh, put him on. Put him on.
You know. It must be [inaudible] come back [inaudible] but his
vehicle is out there. It's a strange vehicle. It's open On

the back, and he's got all kinds o
f dry [?] cans and a
ll

kinds o
f

provisions in it
,

and [inaudible].

He's gone. So I'm waiting around, waiting around, and finally I said,
Julian? yeah, didn't he tell you? No. Well,

there's a woman lost up in the canyon. Gone. How long does it

take until we find her? Then we'll come back [inaudible].
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And worse than that [inaudible] a couple of days and you go straight

home and [inaudible]. That's why it - I'm not [inaudible]. That's
Julian. And in this case, he found her - they found her pretty quick,
but he's head of a team that investigate. That's Julian.

And Julian wants one thing. He said, "I have to know
federal land there." You know, national monument, the
famous Narrows. And he insists that Exxon is going to pay for a
monument at the Narrows, they all come and go through there.
And he wants that to be redesignated by the government to be the
Chuck Hamel National Monument.

[Laughter]

MR. HAMEL: I tell you, what Julian . He says, "They’re not going to get

this cheap. I'm with money you . You'll get your
money, but you're also going to get that -- if I don't get that
monument, I ain't going to settle with nobody. [inaudible]."

[Laughter]

MR. BLACK: That's Julian

MR. HAMEL: He's the nicest guy you ever met. And low key, low key. But
anyway.

So that was trudging along, and I took a peculiar problem. The EPA
- [inaudible] company on them [inaudible]. Usually guys like that
say, "I'll pay you so much a year for five years."

MR. BLACK: It's like the other thing, they set the money aside.

MR. HAMEL: But did he? Cause my partner who's now hiding in Europe, did that
with the hospital on a

ll

that kind o
f

stuff [inaudible] the hospital.

But then h
e couldn't make payments, and now everybody - he signed

up, but now everybody is suing him for these things, and h
e

has to

hide in Europe now.

MR. BLACK: We're self-supporting now anyway. [inaudible] because the revenue
we're generating. [inaudible] doing cases.

MR. HAMEL: Okay. It may not [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: dependent on him.

MR. HAMEL. But h
e

bowed out o
f it for a while.
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MR. BLACK: He's hurting. Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: I feel sorry for him, because I think [inaudible] five-year moratorium.
My bank has been good to me. But they give me moratoriums. It
may be in five years that the moratorium would be -

MR. BLACK: Oh, yeah. [inaudible].

MR. HAMEL: But they don't do it on a long-term basis. It's month to month.

MR. BLACK: If you and I miss a car payment they'll take my car.

MR. HAMEL: They already did. Right there.

MR. BLACK: But if he defaults on the $20 million they'll give him ten more.

MR. HAMEL: I know. But they - they’re already planning five years interest-free.
I mean, it's not a month-to-month thing. They’re going to give him

-- I can just see him sitting at a meeting, "Give me some
leeway or I'll bankrupt you."

He did it again. He conned them into it
. Well, more power to him.

Here's what -- two things I’d like to run b
y you and see if it'd make

any - something you might jog some of your guys. EPA in Seattle.
They’re a

s far away a
s

the region can be from the federal
government. During the Reagan years. And they were the most --

they were -- you know, you'd have to see what they’ve done. It's
unbelievable. EPA here in California state government
whatnot and it's just the opposite ..

. [inaudible]. And
the succession o

f

directors became worse and worse. Whether they
were handpicked b

y

the oil companies, the industry, whatever, I don't
know, but they just got worse and worse.

And the employees tell me how awful it was memos [inaudible]
director -- not director, regional administrator -- and [inaudible] and
we do this . I don't know what happened to the memo.
But anyway. And no notice o

f

violations . No compliance
order. And only because I put this incredible pressure that I got
something out o

f
it
.

And the IG finally came down hard on the guy - his name is Robie
Russell - and h

e

came down hard o
n

him just a few
months ago, and met with him and showed him what he was going

to come out with, and the guy up and quit that afternoon. And he

went to Idaho, and h
e

was written u
p

because h
e went to [inaudible]

had a court case against him. At least, that's what the at
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the university foundation people at the University of Idaho
during the football game or something. [inaudible].

If the investigation -- I saw a news article a couple of days ago on
the investigation, the federal government was investigating the Exxon
Valdez, and they decided they don't have enough against them to
do much about [inaudible]. But the type of thing they do, like I
think at Rocky Flats one of those atomic sites, where he let them get

his people showing other people [inaudible] and a
ll

that kind o
f

stuff
how bad it was, and h

e just prevented them from taking
any action, and now it's a debacle and the government will be faced
with paying for it because the employees need somebody to help

them [inaudible] wrong. That's how it got to the IG, because people
inside went to the IG.

Well, in my case, your - my guy at EPA told me how bad it was,
and how it prevented a lot o

f

action against Alyeska and h
e

was
dragging his feet, and more than - so when the Exxon Valdez came
[inaudible] and that's when h

e said, "Okay, g
o

after them [inaudible]
on the vapor recover issue the compliance order issue. These orders
that [inaudible].

Then the attorney for EPA and their investigators, their criminal
investigators, agreed that [inaudible] very clear. There's n

o question

about [inaudible]. The [inaudible]. They created falsehoods. The
reports are false. Real bad.

Now. The federal government is not going to do much about it. A
lot o

f

evidence out there [inaudible] screwed u
p

my area [inaudible]
nobody make a

n

issue. At the time they would have been, but
[inaudible].

But I thought since the attorney doing some investigations -- for
example, one thing -- the attorney's name is John Howard. He
investigated -- I gave him some affidavits that tankers on the West
Coast, supertankers, they transfer their slop tanks [inaudible] supposed

to g
o
to a reclaiming [inaudible]. They were transferred to a barge.

The barge was transferred to another supertanker going to Alaska
with the ballast water. [inaudible].

But I had a problem. My source said there [inaudible] headquarters
was ordered to make arrangements. The guy would normally, would

b
e paying the reclaimer to come and get it
,

and if the barge_ the reclaimer, he wouldn’t have it [inaudible]. He was taking his
instructions from a major oil company to d

o
it
.

And h
e did it -- a

number of times.
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I never gave that information out. What I was —gave in the affidavit
was Wortle? --Jim Wortle?, the former Coast Guard Commander.
He [inaudible], other guy who ran the Marine Department for
Alyeska - who were familiar with the notices, and they were
forewarned all the time. Hey, we're putting crud in. You know.
That'll screw up the whole plan. So when it comes in

.

That's what
Irving Blake and them would say, it didn't pass the mustard.
Nighttime disposal. Empty the whole pond a

t nighttime cause it

can't, it can’t be tested [inaudible]. The treatment plant

is not a treatment plant. It's nothing but a separator o
f

a
ll

the
chemicals and stuff -

Well, that was pretty heavy stuff when it came out. The Wall Street
Journal big article. But then it reached the administrator
and the attorney.

[Side 2 o
f

audio track begins, after overlap)

MR. HAMEL: They made perfunctory inquiries.

You know, for example, one o
f

the Alyeska employees they inquired

o
f

called me, and said, "Chuck, my attorney" [inaudible]. She
brought her attorney with her. [inaudible] that.

"My attorney told me I'd better call you and tell you, they don't want

to know. They don't -- I gave them the answer [inaudible]". And
she said, "But we're going to set him up." We didn't -- They didn't
finish with him, but they gotta meet me again and I -- and they were

-- [inaudible], I said that -- for corroboration, with my boss no longer
with, Alyeska, my former boss, and he knows. And he and

I discussed it at length. –.
And the attorney for EPA got_ "well, he's gone we don't know
where [inaudible]. We talked to him once before about another
matter. [inaudible] And we can't find anymore. So, well I can find

it [inaudible].

So the next question is
,

[inaudible]. And that kind o
f

stuff

_ about.

So two weeks later, they meet again, and she had the a name and
address, and I didn't want it. [inaudible].

[Inaudible exchanges; probably about the food being delivered]
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MR. BLACK: Thank you very much.

: Thank you.

MR. HAMEL: So the attorney had her call me again, to tell me, they just don't
want to know. And they didn't. It dropped. Now, I quickly
reopened it by saying, wait a minute, I know the guy who did it.

Then I found out they went to the oil companies. And they did the
same thing there. Guy called and told them. [inaudible] o

f

EPA
called and said [inaudible] ask the right questions [inaudible]
everybody said -

Well, my problem a
t

the time was I didn't pursue that any further,
because my source was only on BP [?] ships, and they -

MR. BLACK: It was only a what?

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible]. And [inaudible]. So I let it go. But now that [inaudible]
Exxon guys. [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: As sources?.

[Inaudible exchanges]

MR. HAMEL: So my message to them was --

MR. BLACK: Individual, they're coming after individuals?

[inaudible; impossible to determine who is speaking] Exxon Valdez
-" at.-- missed our meeting o

n

the West Coast last week
[inaudible].

MR. HAMEL: -- they called yesterday and said they could meet me Sunday. But
I'm going to be in Anchorage Sunday so I can’t work that one out.
So we're going to meet back o

n

the East Coast. Coming back,
catching my holiday [inaudible]. House in Sun Valley
[inaudible].

MR. BLACK: [inaudible] for a few days?

MR. HAMEL: come right back. Because I did find out, through the
intermediary, that these guys know everything about studying crud o

n

the West Coast. And that [inaudible]. And my own story, that was
super, I understand this company went down the tubes and I don't
think he's working there anymore. [inaudible] Now that I find
them, know when I have to find them. But at no point - I'm always
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afraid if you cry wolf you'll scare people off. No point in contacting
about this 'til I had the fact which I wanted to do. They’re excellent
charges

I also wanted [inaudible] the other guy beyond Hazelwood [inaudible]
the captain of the Exxon Valdez when Hazelwood was not on duty.

[inaudible]. I set them up with the Wall Street Journal [inaudible].

[inaudible].

-

MR. HAMEL: What I want to do -
MR. BLACK: Well, you're still making their life miserable.

MR. HAMEL: Well.

MR. BLACK: you come across with all these people.

MR. HAMEL: the vice president of Exxon's here in town; he's an old
friend of mine from way back.

MR. BLACK: [inaudible].

MR. HAMEL: He was academy before me.

MR. BLACK: Oh.

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: What does he think about this whole mess, though?

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible]. But he does talk to me. The lawyers told him he can't
talk to me about a year ago. We were each other during

the [inaudible]. Anyway, they won't let him talk. [inaudible].
Stephens testifying the first time in the Exxon Valdez case
. And I got up to leave, and his name is Don and Don
stops, and [inaudible] hearings the lights trying to get up and hurry

to the next person is up there and he stops and laughs and
grabs my wife and gives her a big hug and kiss, and turns

around to Stephens and says Iarossi. He says, "Frank, I
want you to meet the wife of your worst enemy." Chuck Hamel.
[Laughter] Stephens [inaudible] introduce me to those people.
[inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Was this the guy you were telling me when I was here before you
were worried about one of your sources? With the garbage issue,

it was sent in return-addressed envelopes. Is this the same guy?
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MR. HAMEL: What do you mean, the same guy?

MR. BLACK: This, this boat captain?

MR. HAMEL: No, no, no, no. I haven't met the boat captain yet.
MR. BLACK: No, what it was -
MR. HAMEL: What's what I have as my sources have all been using these drop

boxes. [inaudible]. And I throw away the envelopes, for God's sake.
I don't know how many they have, or who they have. I know of one
they definitely have.

But I don't think they can move in on it. They can move in on one

o
f

my sources now [inaudible]. They’ve got to get [inaudible]. But
they can't get it from me.

MR. BLACK: Why?

MR. HAMEL: Cause it's the law, you're providing data to the federal government
whistleblower and RCRA [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: But he's providing it to you.

MR. HAMEL: Well, they’ve already lost that battle in the federal court and the
Court o

f Appeals, that the employees o
f Alyeska expect me to get

the data out [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: How about four years ago?

MR. HAMEL: I gave EPA a great document.

MR. BLACK: Exxon, BP, ARCO and Alyeska ..
. [inaudible].

MR. HAMEL: They made [inaudible]. So again, [inaudible] Quinn O'Connell. Is

their attorney here in town?

Got to be [inaudible] group. They couldn't have had any
without Quinn's approval. Quinn filed on behalf o

f

the Federal
Court [inaudible] they went to court because they wanted copies o

f

a
ll

the documents that I gave the EPA. The Justice Department -

EPA. And the argument [inaudible].

The government can't protect me. It can protect my witnesses, and
they were the ones but I'm not the guy [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: All right. I know what you're talking about.
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MR. HAMEL: And that case, if went up to the Court of Appeals . It did
go to the Court of Appeals and the court took three years to decide

it
,

and the Court o
f Appeals said - agreed with the federal judge that
- the whole argument was that if they knew who - if they had the

document, they could identify it
.

[inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Okay, pertaining - I hear you. Pertaining to the documents that you
end up turning them over. You don't turn them a

ll over, you just -

MR. HAMEL: Only the ones that I turned over to them, because I was trying to get
the federal government to give 'em, and the federal government

didn't give. So I stopped giving new documents. That's if
,

I'm never
giving them any documents.

MR. BLACK: But the sources still keep giving them to you, so you've got them.

MR. HAMEL: I keep giving the federal government information. I can tell them
what the document is

,

and they can go get their own. [inaudible] I

also give it to them in form. I take away identification
all that kind o

f stuff, put it through fax machine.

So all that started, but they are

MR. BLACK: Speaking o
f documents, those documents that I looked a
t were

documents from inside the legal department, those were incredible.
Do you still have them? I'd like to spend some more time with
them.

MR. HAMEL: Well, here's what's happening. I'm meeting the intermediary for that
source – two weeks - Seattle [ca. 3 seconds inaudible], but I'm going

to try to get [ca. 2 seconds inaudible]. I never ask [ca. 4 seconds
inaudible] documents.

MR. BLACK: This guy just gives them to you.

MR. HAMEL: They’re - they’re going through my trash, and that's the same as, as

my getting their mail. I’ve never asked anybody for anything [ca. 5

seconds inaudible] one guy commits suicide [ca. 8 seconds inaudible].

MR. BLACK: [inaudible] meeting a
n intermediary. He gets - he can get these

legal documents and then h
e

does it without you asking?

MR. HAMEL: Yep. [ca. 7 seconds inaudible]. He's getting them from someone
who wants to know, who doesn't like what's going on.

MR. BLACK: If somebody legal is pissed a
t

what's going o
n -
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MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: They give it to him. [inaudible]. They give them to him and he
gives 'em to you.

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible] the legal department.

[inaudible; impossible to determine who is speaking]

MR. HAMEL: I don't think they're going to touch him. [inaudible]. That one I
know [inaudible]. They do. [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Does George know about that guy?

[ca. 9 seconds' pause]

MR. HAMEL: [ca. one second inaudible] I thought they committed perjury [ca. one
second inaudible], but they don't think so because [inaudible]. I
haven't done anything about it yet [inaudible]. The corrosion that
everybody's talking about. [inaudible] from everybody's point of view.
It just means disaster [inaudible]. Corrosion [inaudible].

[inaudible; impossible to determine who is speaking]

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible] Along the elevated portion of the pipeline, the saddle is
holding you up, see, from the ground. Now you're getting out of
alignment [inaudible] it's a

ll going to shake together the

whole pipeline section [inaudible]. They’ve known about it for many
years, instead o

f doing something, you and I would bring in experts,
they were trying to do it themselves. [inaudible]. He's constantly
asking about [inaudible] and about [inaudible]. Alyeska [inaudible].
Allegedly, what they're trying to d

o
is trying to solve the problem

. As to what they do is they put a airbag under
the pipeline. They blow it up, take off the [tension?]. Vertical
supports have no rig around them . They disconnect the
oil rig [inaudible]. they leave the pipe up -

[inaudible - something about Congressmen]. Now, they're uptight.
They know they're in trouble. They know that I know about it.

[inaudible] I used to know a guy [inaudible]. It's a small world
[inaudible].

S
o

when they were asked about it b
y George Miller - Now in my

mail, [inaudible]. [inaudible]. They’ve got vertical support. They've
got cylinders inside [inaudible]. [inaudible]. This liquid absorbs –

[inaudible]. They’ve got hydrogen gas getting in [?] there, but
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they don't know how. vapors on this but
hydrogen gas escaping, and it rises and [inaudible].

And what they’ve been doing is trying to suck out the hydrogen gas
somehow, and reinject new more liquid [inaudible] three years ago

[inaudible] they've replaced [?] maybe 40,000 [inaudible].

So it does solve the problem, but [inaudible]. But that is a whole
different ballgame. Now, you start putting that stress on that
pipeline, and everything is getting out of line, out of alignment, then
you have a -- little earthquake, and it goes this way, you gotta peel,
you gotta peel that sucker back.....[inaudible]......so the major, a major

matter. The other thing that nobody seems to know about, and
again I got my...[inaudible]..., is they keep talking about
dropping...[inaudible] take away the pressure...[inaudible]... when they

do catch it
,

when it gets bad enough, when they do catch it
,

their
both... [inaudible]...their both...[inaudible]... picture the old-fashioned
[?]...[inaudible]...you've got to pump it up and down. You break it

here _ it'll fall back, You break it here, it'll come that way,
so...[inaudible] hundreds o

f miles...they got ...[inaudible] ...so I

got...[inaudible]...knowing what I know now right

words...[inaudible] _ problem with my sources
now...[inaudible]...EPA does not want to find out, but now everybody's
looking to the EPA, why do they do this kind o

f
thing, and I come

back with new information from new sources that show that
Exxon...[inaudible]...suing the EPA for malfeasance.

MR. BLACK: That's pretty interesting. I don't know if you can sue. You should
ask your lawyer about this, but it's like you have to get, you almost
have to get permission from the government to sue the government.

MR. HAMEL: Right. Or you give a 60-day notice to sue Exxon and BP, and I've
already done it

,

and I went to the government to get a permit and
all that kind o

f stuff, you have to g
o

that route anyway, but once
you g

o

that route you can almost include the government in the suit,

not so much to include them, but in your discovery you can go to the
government for discovery. [inaudible]

MR. BLACK: I know. What I want to think about is not only some short-term
things, Chuck, but also long-term stuff. When you, if Exxon o

r

Alyeska o
r

whoever it is sells to Chuck Hamel and in a month or two
months o

r
a year from now, and you're going to d
o

what you told
me, you're going to g

o

away, what's going to happen to these
sources? What's going to happen to the guy or guys that are u

p

there giving you documents, what's going to happen to the guy that
you were telling me about that you were meeting him a

t
a park

bench, o
r

was giving you tapes, what's going to happen to the
boardroom source, what's going to happen to these guys? Are they
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going to be around, are they going to be able to be used by
somebody else, or what?

MR. HAMEL: The ones that [AN AIRPLANE GOES BY]...[inaudible]... ..
.. The

people who are using me to d
o
..
. [inaudible] ...
.

and I decided on
this Exxon matter that a

t

that time, whoever ... [inaudible] ... they

don't want him to use it to g
o

to Exxon ... [inaudible] ... but anyway,

if they haven't settled -
their part o

f

the Alyeska problem,- [inaudible] ... [inaudible] ... work for him ..
. [inaudible] ... let

go ... [inaudible] ... try to get another attorney ..
. [inaudible]...so

some o
f

these Exxon guys are really upset... [inaudible]. You'll just
have to protect them... [inaudible]...and what they have is ...

[inaudible] ... well, I'll figure out how to get what I want

to protect them ..
. [inaudible] ... talking about ... and my message

back to them was Yeah, I'll meet him, I'll do the ... [inaudible] ..
.

but what have they got out west, did they make ... [inaudible] ballast
water [?] ... Alyeska ... . ..

. If they knew somebody would talk ..._ "Give me some clue, give me some help there." Do you know
anything about ... [inaudible] ... nebulous, you couldn't -

[inaudible]. Oh shit. [inaudible] ... and uhm, what I needed is I

talked to ... ..
.

this guy ..
. [inaudible] ... .

MR. BLACK: You talked to him recently about this and h
e

said no?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. I said ... ... myself ... .... he's on the sub-committee on water
and power resources and he's got the Exxon Valdez thing b

y
the ying

yang, and he's the key guy ..
. [inaudible] ... on the outside ..
.

[inaudible] whole House o
f Representatives...a lot o
f jealous guys -

so if he's not giving up on it, but he can't go too far up field

..
. [inaudible] ... committee, so if...tankers are he makes

it a fishing boat . Alaska, Exxon Valdez, right o
f

ways
along his land, federal land ... [inaudible] ... national ... [inaudible]

..
. him and on the way to California to his place, and a
ll

that fits
go to Puerto Rico he'd b

e

in trouble. I recognize him ..
.

[inaudible] ... and he's strong enough in this area, I think I told you,
when Tom Foley talked to my wife, and she says, Hey, and h

e says,

Hey, Candy, relax, George Miller is u
p

there and whatever George
says we're going to g

o

with. So, I think I'd do the type of thing that
you would do. My message out to the guy that I was supposed to

meet until the morning was also one other thing, have you done any

kind o
f dumping along the California coast ... [inaudible]... Miller

told me that a guy b
y

the name o
f Harvey ..
. [inaudible]... Harvey

from Florida give it to Harvey, Harvey will d
o

something. I don't work for somebody doing something they don't
know. What it is ... [inaudible] ... the message I got, now you won't
believe this -- all said , Swear to God,

California o
r Oregon coast ... coming dumping o
r

polluting staff there from Alaska. Well, something a
s bad as the
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Florida Keys thing we would been do it coming out
of San Francisco ... [inaudible] ... George Miller, San Francisco ..

.

[inaudible]. That, you could just run with in Santa Barbara and al
l

those people o
n

that offshore thing, when they find out. What I'm
going to get - I don't know what the hell I'm getting, but it's bad
or worse off to San Francisco. I can’t believe it.

MR. BLACK: So when you meet with this guy and if it's good, your going to give

it to Miller's people.

MR. HAMEL: Well, first o
f all, I made - the guy is scared to death.

MR. BLACK: The captain?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah, and not for what you think, not because o
f
a job, but because

this is rough stuff, I mean other crewmen, other people can d
o it
,

driving around o
n

the boat with you, driving around and doing drugs

with you, who did it with you, and they’re - your the squealer so you
get away with it

,

how about the guy who get caught, so ... is afraid,

and I think you know that when you g
o
to a
,

when you change crews

o
f
a ship in a dock area you can have a
n

accident for nothing, and
I'm not being cute, that's just fact.

MR. BLACK: Oh sure.

MR. HAMEL: For nothing, and it has happened. I know one guy who requested
the Coast Guard. The Coast Guard wouldn't do anything and kept
asking, are you sure you want to do this, are you sure you want to

do this, are you sure you want to make a complaint? ..
..

[inaudible] ....... a
ll

o
f

the crew wants to know if he's going to
continue No, I'm not. Okay, when can I... [inaudible] ...
today, can you do it ... [inaudible] ... the guy was scared for about

a year after that, h
e

made a recording o
f

the whole thing, I met his
wife and she was pissed off at him for doing it and mad because
she didn't want him to deal with me because of it

.

He was scared
and she was scared, she your office somebody running through your
apartment -- your driveway for some other reason, you know your
"Aaah" you know, so that's the problem, and so I told them, the
message I gave yesterday to them, was we're gonna get in these,

we're gonna meet, we're gonna meet, but then the two times I didn't,

I wasn't able - I didn't get the message the first time so I couldn't
get out there o

n time, uh, Long Beach, and uhm, I got out through
the back, I mean talking about what hotel to be at and all that kind

o
f

stuff, and so now I hope I put him a
t

ease b
y

telling him I will

d
o nothing, absolutely nothing except with his approval. [inaudible]

..
. and I will tell him what my game plan is if I were to make a

decision to accomplish what he wants to accomplish, because Exxon
has done some terrible things and they will pay for it. And I will do
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nothing without telling him how, what, where I'll do it uh so that he
can pass judgment, and I know that I'll set up such a way that he will
be happy and more protective ... [inaudible] ... first o

f

all. Secondly,

..
. [inaudible] ... second ..
. [inaudible] ... this, I don't know if you're

familiar with, but you'll try and understand. The Exxon Valdez and
that size ship had a funny experience a month before the spill, where
the crew couldn't d

o

the work o
n

the ship, couldn't have any
overtime ... [inaudible] ... so that they could show the book records
on the ship to the Coast Guard, that they didn't have to have that
big a crew, there was n

o overtime, the guys were just goofing off,
they had a

ll

this free time, and work was done for the few seconds
on shore, they would bring guys from all over the place, the
refrigerators not running... [inaudible]... refrigerator mechanic meets
that ship on arrival, it comes out where their lighter and they did that
kind o

f

stuff for I don't know how many months out of the year, to

b
e lower than, the Coast Guard agreed to lower the crew. Uh, that,

I learned about, it appeared in the Boston Globe, who the hell is

going to see it? But the guy gave it to the guy in the Boston Globe,

and he prints it and it comes out from there to the Associated Press
story. I read it in Anchorage, in the second edition of the newspaper,
and nobody ever saw it

,

nobody in the national papers knew it was
there. The Wall Street Journal didn't write anything, ever saw it

,

neither did Petrich, and I gave it to Petrich when h
e

was in the
airplane, but he didn't catch it

,

there were two articles on there about
Alaska ... [inaudible] ... but he read the other one and didn't catch

it
. Threw the paper away. It took me months to find it because it

was a second edition, I didn't even know they had it in Alaska, and

I knew that it was in the Alaska paper and I couldn't find it and I
had ... [inaudible] ... hired people to go through library and all that
shit, and I finally found it

,

well you know, I'm like you, I think ...

[inaudible] ... Well, one o
f

the things that this captain was talking

about is part o
f

what came up a
t

the NTSB hearings was what
happened to the crew, why were they ... captain felt there was more
work they had to d

o
..
.

cutbacks they’ve done ..
. but h
e

said h
e had

to d
o paperwork because o
f accountability ... I think it's part of the

defense. It turns out that I learned that the ship, that Exxon's doing
the same thing right now, undermanning their ships, and n

o overtime,

and the ships are in danger, the guy said, bad things are going to

happen ... [inaudible] ... nothing's been done ..
. they're so short

handed and they’ve got so many guys quitting that they’ve got, they're
trying to make oilers out o

f

mess men, Exxon, ... [inaudible]... They
made a mistake years ago b

y taking a whole bunch o
f

Merchant
Marine academy kids.

[Side 2 o
f

audio track begins]

California academy,...academy...[inaudible]...academy graduates, and
they conned them into being a lower level than officers, ...navy
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seamen type staff, ...for a period of time because of the long-term
beauty of working for Exxon. You work long term for Exxon that's
a hell of a retirement, ... great company, well-paying and what not,

that it was your way to get, you couldn't come in and get a higher

billet from Exxon coming out o
f

the academy, but you could work
for some lower echelon stuff you'll get the billet, and that they cut
back in the '60s [?] ... [inaudible] ... I'm not going to g

o

anywhere

..
. [inaudible] ... first mate b
e
a second mate because o
f longevity

he's not enough to become a first mate anymore, and so on. And
some captain would become first mate again ... [inaudible] ... And

so the whole experiment got screwed u
p

o
n them, so a
ll

these kids
quit, and uh, ... [inaudible]... and so they’ve got no crewmen, and so

their trying to get oilers, I mean mess men to become oilers on this
ship, and they won't let them off at like they’re supposed to, they’re
supposed to have so many months off, they’re staying o

n

after a

month, and you get to your port and they’re supposed to get relieved
and you're not relieved and you want to g

o

home that day, but
you’ve got to sail back out with it. Everybody's pissed. Well, I figure
this, and ..

. [inaudible] ... I figure that the defense for Exxon what
they'll get ... [inaudible] ... Exxon Valdez case then... [inaudible] ...

they admit that that was a mistake, that it
s - Iarossi keeps saying,

a
ll

the captains and mates and a
ll

that o
n

the ship, they didn't have

to ... [inaudible] ..
. they’ve got a couple ... it's just a couple o
f

malcontents that are bitching, and it's true. The average guy is not
going to say anything, what the hell are you going to say? When he
gets off for sixty days o

r eighty, ninety days, h
e doesn't get called

back. He opens his mouth it's for every job that in the fleet there's
four guys, nows. S

o they whittle things down so everybody’s afraid

to talk. So they’re running this time thing so that a
ll o
f

the guys are
just scared to death o

f

what's going to happen next because they’re
gonna... [inaudible] ...

MR. BLACK: But are they -

MR. HAMEL: And they’re no different then ARCO o
r

BP. They're all cutting back
that way.

MR. BLACK: We were talking about what's happening off o
f

Florida - this slop,
the slop - and stuff. I need to run to the bathroom, but are these
guys, are they dumping this stuff because they want to dump it o

r

is it that they’re getting an order, in other words are these just a

bunch o
f disgruntled employees that are saying they fired me and I

demand that?

MR. HAMEL: ..
. [inaudible] ...

MR. BLACK: This will be a quick one. Oh I've got to hear this.
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[Black gets up and goes to the bathroom. While Black is in the bathroom, Hamel makes
a phone call]

HAMEL ON THE PHONE:
In Alexandria, Metro Investigations please.

[Hangs up and makes another phone call]

HAMEL SPEAKING TO MR. BLACK:
The Florida Key thing....

HAMEL SPEAKING ON THE PHONE:
Hi, Jerry, Terry is supposed to meet me at 3:00... Chuck Hamel, and
I have a problem, I'm not going to be there at 3:00, so uh, right.
Oh, oh, sorry, Terry, is this Metro in Alexandria? Terry Herndon.
Terry. Terry. You the answering service? Yeah, and you've got a
Terry that works there, yeah, Terry. Is anyone in the office that's a
Metro?... Okay, no, Terry was coming to my home at 3:00, so if you
could catch him on his, whatever, Metro finder. Metro Investigations.

Mine is Metro not Metropolitan, ... [inaudible] ...okay thank you.

SPEAKING TO MR. BLACK:
On the Florida thing

[Hangs up and redials again]

HAMEL SPEAKING ON THE PHONE:

In Alexandria, Metro Investigations, uh, don't put me on the
recording, I got Metropolitan Investigations and that's not who I'm
calling, I wonder if there's a different one called Metro, in

Washington. That's it there, 461-6900. Thank you.

HAMEL SPEAKING TO MR. BLACK:
The Florida thing has to be - I call it embargoed - off the record,
between you and me for the moment.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: Uh, I just got to tell this guy, and let him know I'm
covering him and if he did ... [inaudible] ... mine, I don't want to do
anything, a

s bad as it is
.

HAMEL SPEAKING ON THE TELEPHONE:
Hi, Jerry, Chuck Hamel. How are you? Now that he's coming to

see me, I'm not going to be there. He's going to be there a
t

3:00

and I can't make it, I'm downtown, something came u
p

and I can't
get away. At my home. Could you track him down and tell him
I'll catch him a

s soon as I can. Okay? Thank you.
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[Hamel hangs up the telephone and continues the conversation with Black]

MR. HAMEL: Uh, because you know if he changes his mind and whatnot, I'll just
have to find some new way to solve the problem. Uh, here's what
they were doing. Picture a tanker that has a garbage dump, every
ship has a garbage dump called a slop tank, and you get paint ...

[inaudible]...

MR. BLACK: Yeah... [inaudible]...

MR. HAMEL: Now, they had two ships, uh, product types, that some crazy thing
happened like six years ago, whether they’re knew, as o

f

six years
ago, o

r reconfigured, renovated o
r

extended o
r whatever, six years

ago, somehow they showed up without a slop tank. The space was
swapped and converted it to product, meaning if they get new product
all the time ... [inaudible]... and they use barrels, they’ve got storage
space ..

. [inaudible] ... and a rinky-dink way o
f

the ship and
all this ship got and when you clean your line you know
what not, and when you clean your tank from all that crap, the
barrels ... [inaudible] ... and then picture them coming around the
Keys, these two ships o

n short have ... [inaudible] ... Georgia, the
Carolinas, up the Coast, from the where the Exxon refinery out there

in Texas o
r Louisiana, whatever and they just cut across back and

forth ... [inaudible] ... and these trips are probably like four o
r

five
days each way, so what they were doing is dumping the stuff. They

clean their hoses, they clean their pumps and lines ... [inaudible] ...

Florida Keys, and I’ve seen Exxon d
o
it in Panama because they were

calling me to take a
, I was at the Panamanian transfer point with a

tanker, going through the canal and a supertanker came in and
picked a tank for Exxon. And, while we were there one o

f

the pilots

from Exxon ... [inaudible] ... so they sailed right behind u
s

..
.

[inaudible] ... and a
s we were heading for Costa Rica from Panama,

the captain said to me and - kept telling me look at the back of

radar, look a
t

the rate that boat's going, they’re right behind us,
they’re about two hours behind u

s

..
. [inaudible] ... and all o
f
a

sudden ..
. [inaudible]... and they go further out into the ocean....clean

their deck out and move back in
,

instead o
f doing it the right way,

a
t

the terminal, and getting it cleaned, they just went out and dumped

it out there o
n

the way back. So, in this case they clean their lines,
dumped the sludge and dumped the waste, and it's hazardous waste
and that kind o

f

stuff, and supposedly what they're supposed to be
doing is as they get to port, before they load these products, they get

their lines clean. You know if you carry diesel you can't just jump
back the lines to start running jet fuel so getting it a
ll

cleaned u
p

they’re supposed to do it in port, but that takes time a
t

the refinery
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takes up too much time, so they take it and clean that shit at sea.
Now, if you've been on the beach in Florida, on my beach we get
that as tar balls a

ll

the time ... [inaudible]... tar balls are not seeping
up from the ground. I watched a tanker g

o

b
y

the tanker route out
there, well, and I kept hearing this guy... [inaudible]... their coming
back from the old days o

f

tankers and they were picking up grain,
they were o

n
their way to pick u

p

the grain. S
o

that's one thing.

The other thing they were doing is loading up, saving up these barrels
and dumping the barrels over the boat, now that's bad ... [inaudible]

..
. and not one boiler room ..
. [inaudible]... and after the voyage the

Coast Guard did their checking, spot checking o
n them, these guys

noticed they were damn barrels o
n

deck. All these barrels they
thought they were transporting barrels o

f

o
il

somewhere ..
. [inaudible]

..
. they were going to do it but man were they that night ...

[inaudible]... but just before night fall the Coast Guard ... [inaudible]

..
.

200 barrels, and now they were being rushed away ... [inaudible]

..
. and grabbed ... [inaudible] ...

MR. BLACK: So you said there's a vice president, are you going to tell me that
somebody orders them to do this?

MR. HAMEL: Yes. The vice president o
f

Iarossi.

MR. BLACK: Vice president what?

MR. HAMEL: Under Iarossi. Ever heard of Frank Iarossi'

MR. BLACK: Yes.

MR. HAMEL: One o
f

his vice-presidents ..
. [inaudible] ... and, just like when they

transfer the stuff to Alaska, and whatever is going out off the San
Francisco coast. Now, what I thought, ..

.
a long time ago ... so I

started asking casual questions and trying to get answers, and how
far back was it? And, h

e sold the ship last year, two o
f

them, sold
them last November. You know they're cleaning u

p

their act since
the Exxon Valdez. That's for sure. The thing is they don't make that
much money off o

f it
,

they sell it to someone else, and someone else
will, but they’re still moving the product, which means that I can't
believe it would be otherwise, whoever they sell it to, like you talked
about, not me that other guy now, they sold him a dirty rigged ship
and have no other way o

f doing it except dumping it and the crew
would g

o

with the ship, so I couldn't believe that it's still not being
done, but now it

s - each tanker is a separate corporation and what
not, but the owner o

f

the tanker doesn't give a shit, he's making
money, still being done it isn't hard to catch up o

n

them. What you

do here is you show your records ... [inaudible] ... What not. And,
they have a way to cover their ass... [inaudible] ... paperwork

[inaudible]... Now we'll find out everything we can because, now I'm
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glad that I'm not meeting them on the coast, because it was going

to be a one-day deal, it was, the ship was in for a day each time and
would get off for about an hour ... [inaudible] ... hotels and pick a

meeting with them. Instead I'm not meeting them... [inaudible] ... in

Alaska, I'm meeting them back here o
n

this coast, o
n my vacation

give him vacation ... [inaudible] ... So I'm cutting my trip short in

Alaska to come back here ... [inaudible] ... and I, I’ve got my
intermediary with [inaudible] in a couple o

f

days... [inaudible]... the
intermediary came to me ..

. [inaudible] ... and they’re very ..
.

[inaudible] ... close ..
. [inaudible] ... this Florida Keys thing ..
.

[inaudible] ... because ..
. [inaudible] ... it's unbelievable, it doesn't

exist, and -

MR. BLACK: Do you know the name o
f

the ship o
r you will o
f

course know -

MR. HAMEL: You see, this man ... [inaudible] ... name o
f

the ship ..
. [inaudible]

..
. and you asked the right question, and that's what I asked, who

should I finger on the deal, the vice president gave the instructions

h
e

said get rid o
f

this stuff on your trip. It's a
ll I want, because

these guys remember their trips enough, even though you multiple

a week trips, where I’d g
o

to the Coast Guard records now and I

could find a day ... that I know and I’ve got me a Coast Guard...
[inaudible]... there aren't many there but I got one in this guy, and
uh, for this kind o

f stuff

MR. BLACK: The boarding records.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. And, ... [inaudible] ... he'll never forget, he thought he was
caught for Chrissake ... [inaudible] ...

MR. BLACK: And this is the guy you were talking to?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: That's great. That's great.

MR. HAMEL: You know, uh I don’t think it was the captain .... but he was doing

it
,

but just think o
f
it
,

sitting there thinking you're caught b
y

the
Coast Guard, the guy’s just asking you questions and leaves and then
you still gotta dump it that night, that ... [inaudible]... And then the
crew, whichever guys are involved with him o

n

the thing, and uh,
what I did was I had them checked out on some of the stuff he told
me, I told an intermediary, an intermediary for me checked out a

couple o
f

the sources a
t

Exxon ... [inaudible] ... you don't want to get
caught, and then very carefully asking your questions and coming up

with the same story, o
n

the barrels and on, n
o

the slop decks, that
they were doing it a
ll

the time.
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MR. BLACK: What still worries me is what will happen to a
ll

this good information

if you settle with Exxon.

MR. HAMEL: Well, if I settle with Exxon, I'l
l

pass o
ff

to you if I can before I go
,

but if I settle with Exxon it won't be that quick.

MR. BLACK: Okay, I'm not asking that you pass it on to me, I'm just wondering

if anybody's gonna get it
,

o
r

do anything about it if you settle.

MR. HAMEL: Uh, well Alyeska I doubt, those guys are scared -- they don't trust
anybody, and now I’ve solved that I won't get out unless I solve the
health plan, so if I solve the health plan for them, they'll find
somebody else to deal with as far as what's going on. There's nobody

to follow up on Alyeska ... [inaudible] ... because a lot o
f people

don't know the horrible stuff they’re. And the government knows;
the government won't do anything about it

,

the government is
,

the
DEC is as crooked a

s -- do you know that there is less oversight o
f

Alyeska today, than there was before the Exxon Valdez, b
y

order o
f

the commissioner of environmental conservation of Alaska? There's

no human being ... in Alyeska records. Nobody's got the time.

MR. BLACK: Who's doing it?

MR. HAMEL: Nobody, there's no human being, they’re doing other things. The
people that are supposed to do that are doing the sewer system up

in Glen Allen, the cannery, the problems over in Cordova and the
septic tanks in and the officers are not going to Alyeska

unless Alyeska calls them and says there's something wrong. I mean,
that's what I'm trying to tell ya, I'm not going to try and change that
and you're not, you can't change that, that's crooked, I mean come
on, there are other things to do in life. This guy commissioner of

the DEC and his deputy are just bought and paid for. I regret it
,

but they'll b
e looking for a job next year, and for example that's why

the EPA acts so proud. Because the state did nothing so the EPA
stepped in

.

When the state doesn't do it state didn’t do
anything so EPA did step in... [inaudible]...what the state should have
done, and the state guy went here. Sidney, highly trained in this
thing, he's pissed because h

e

can't d
o any his boss won't let him do

any. So anyway, I, I don't expect much from the state. That's why

..
. if I do what I do ... [inaudible] ... But it won't g
o

away, ..
.

[inaudible] ... I'll make sure that ... [inaudible] ... put everybody
wherever I can put them. But I’ve got to get out because I can't do

this forever. First o
f
a
ll I can't afford it. And I gotta,... [inaudible]

I gotta ..
. finish it off. And... [inaudible] ...environment on

projects for the insurance company to a structured settlement, so ..
.

[inaudible]... hanging there, you know how many o
f

them are hanging
there, dragging on, dragging o

n

because the politicians are afraid to

move, because you know what if they get accused for having a
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sweetheart deal, and the companies aren't moving because they’re not
giving them out, they’re being told to put in $50 million but
something happens and it's $2 million, so they can't give out their
books anyway so why bother? And I’m trying to find a way of
getting it off their books. ..

. [inaudible]... we're putting up so damn
much money down the road. Down-the-road money is easy to get;

it's the up-front money that's hard to get, and it's the down-the-road
period that everybody's afraid of. So you get a Japanese bank to give
you a letter o

f
credit for down the road and it's good money, 'cause

you're talking, I'll give you a
n example like one I was working a
t a

couple o
f years ago... [inaudible] ... I forget how many other ...

[inaudible] Boeing [?] was in for $26 million... some o
f

those guys are
going out o

f

business ..
. [inaudible] ... Boeing could put two more

billion in it and you've got it taken care o
f

and those guys, and that

$
2 million become the tail end o
f

the project, that $
2 million now

become $20 million so many years from now, and if it doesn't, if it's
not needed, the government can get it for some other fight. And
nobody sits down and does that kind o

f
a deal. So I've got a good

team, a John Hancock guy has a MBA outta Harvard ... [inaudible]

..
. corporate attorney ..
. [inaudible]... we've been playing with this for

a long time, and we have a meeting next week and we'll starting with
the railroad, the railroads are fucked up, then they insure themselves
for the rail cars that g

o

and bother people everywhere,
environmentally, but they never even insure their own property,

because you know the railroads how smart ass they’ve gotten, that
right o

f

way, you couldn't get o
n
a right o
f way with a pipeline o
r

a ..
. bicycle path ..
. They won't let you hear, it's theirs. And they’ve

always felt some sovereignty. So they’ve never insured themselves.
And a couple o

f

them now are in deep shit for not having insured
themselves and a lot o

f money. And there's some answers for those
guys, so I’ve got interest in the railroad, and also trying to do
something for the hearing aid lawsuits. You know what the reserves
are for the railroad for hearing aid lawsuits? ..

. [inaudible] ...

Somewhere around a billion o
r

more dollars. And they're not getting.

..
. [inaudible] ... Putting together a group ten good guys

that were, we're gonna let them buy . ..
. [inaudible] ...

Insurance company, the insurance company takes over the
responsibility. Enough reserved, ..

. [inaudible] ... get it off their
books, and our group are going to settle with these guys, and g

o

settle, g
o

do it
,

the same way they are, but they're putzing around,
they got the old claims people on these railroads ... [inaudible]... but
the chairman ... going bananas over there ... [inaudible] ... so we’ve
been ripping them on - my guys are striking a settlement with the
guy from the railroad and we'll take over a

ll

these claims and settle

them out with the company with time ..
. [inaudible] ... clean the

books, but at the same time were at the beginning with that were
waiting for the next phase, and then there's the environmental stuff.
They’ve got some terrible fighting. The railroads are paying guys and
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taking shit off and moving, and they know the guys who came in
there and dumped it

,

but the railroad's gottago pay the penalty. But
listen, I'm gonna let you rest -

MR. BLACK: I'm expecting, I'm supposed to get a call at 2:30 that I'm expecting

a
t any second now, that's what I keep o
n looking a
t my watch for so

I could do a couple things, uh....
MR. HAMEL: When are you leaving?

MR. BLACK: Probably tomorrow.

MR. HAMEL: At what time?

MR. BLACK: 9:00, 10:00 in the morning.

MR. HAMEL: And what are you doing in the morning?

MR. BLACK: ..
. [inaudible] ...

MR. HAMEL: You're doing nothing, your going to have breakfast a
t

the airport,

what airport, this airport?

MR. BLACK: Yeah--National.

MR. HAMEL: What I'l
l

d
o

is I'll park the car here and we'll have breakfast over
there o

r whatever, while we wait for your plane.

MR. BLACK: Okay, I sent a note to, to the computer, to the computer guys about
doing that program for. Did they say anything to you about that?

..
. [inaudible] ...

MR. HAMEL: Yeah, there's no problem, I think they’re waiting on you... [inaudible]

MR. BLACK: --We're waiting on Rick, a
ll

we need to d
o

is— Rick and I are kind

o
f waiting on them -- Just wondered.

[Hamel gets up to use the telephone]

MR. HAMEL: Who ordered a limo'?

MR. BLACK: ..
. [inaudible] ...limos

MR. HAMEL: ..
. [inaudible]...stretch limo.
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MR. BLACK: I need a regular limo.

[Hamel speaking on the telephone]
Hey Ken, I’m at, here at the Crystal City Hotel with Wayne Jenkins
from Florida. He hasn't heard back from you a

ll

o
n

that proposal.

All right, it's in the mail. They never got the letter. No. Okay, just
a second.

[Hamel speaking to Black]

I think what happened is he figured that Rich wrote to you. Rich
told me. ..

. But h
e says he sent a package out ... [inaudible] ...

yesterday, but h
e says your technical man went on vacation o
r

something.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, he was out o
f town, but he'll be back on Monday, but did he

send it to that address?

[Hamel speaking on the telephone]

Did you send it to, that's perfect, okay.

[Hamel speaking to Black]

I never noticed he had a doctor in front of his name. Dr. Wayne
Jenkins.

MR. BLACK: That's the guys that did that, those silly.

MR. HAMEL: I thought he was strictly a what are those called, one of those MBA
types, but I didn't know h

e

was a doctor too, gees, now I want to see
what Ricky is

,

what's Ricky?

MR. BLACK: Ricky's cute.

MR. HAMEL: Cute, all right.

HAMEL SPEAKING ON THE TELEPHONE:
Listen, that's fine, thank you much.

HAMEL SPEAKING TO BLACK:
Yeah, h

e

said h
e

sent it to your attention just yesterday... [inaudible]

. He said your technical man was o
n

vacation o
r something, so h
e

says I didn't have to hurry- So you got your Ph.D. in
MR. BLACK: Political Science.

MR. HAMEL: Political science? Good for you.
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MR. BLACK: Yeah, yeah, of course the marketing people when I first started this
insisted, when they took a look at the resume they insisted that we

MR. HAMEL: I'm gonna call you doctor a
ll

the time ..
. [inaudible] ...okay, here's

what I'm gonna do. I'm gonna le
t

you g
o

and rest, I can't send you
home sick. I'm going to I'm going to b

e

home tonight, if anything
comes up, if you need anything, if your not feeling good or whatever

MR. BLACK: I'm feeling better.

MR. HAMEL: ' If you need a doctor, I got one of those.

MR. BLACK: Okay, I'm feeling better, that Pepsi helped and those things. Well,

I'm excited about your, your upcoming trips, when you're gonna be
meeting those guys, -- it's.

MR. HAMEL: Meetings a
ll

the time.

MR. BLACK: --Sounds really good.

MR. HAMEL: The uh, the DEC is getting rid of Dan Lawn. Dan Lawn is the, was
the DEC guy that ..

. [inaudible] ... hasn't been charged with
overseeing contingency plan, but they don't

MR. BLACK: I saw a special on him when I was in Alaska.

MR. HAMEL: Front Line, you mean?

MR. BLACK: Yeah, some kind o
f
a deal being interviewed. He was raising hell.

[The phone rings and Black picks it up.]

MR. BLACK: Hello. Oh, how you doing. Good.

[Hamel gets u
p

to leave]

MR. HAMEL: Ok! Call me..........I'll be home..........

MR. BLACK: [speaking on the telephone] Hold on, Hold on a second.

[speaking to Hamel] All right, sounds good.

MR. HAMEL: Do your thing and we'll talk this afternoon or this evening.
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MR. BLACK. Catch you later.

MR. HAMEL: Or tomorrow morning or whenever.

[The two gentlemen proceed to speak outside, however the conversation is inaudible].

MR. BLACK: I'l
l

talk to you soon. Thanks, Chuck.

The time is 3:05 p.m., Hamel just left the room.
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Exhibit 47. August 15, 1990; Ecolit answering machine tape
Prod. no.: Audio, F2R410844.
The messages appear to have been recorded over a period of several days, but the tape
is marked "8-15-90."

MS. RICH2: Uh, this is a test: 1 2 3 4 5 . . . . 5 4 3 2 1.

MS. RICH2: Testing: 1 2 3 4, 52.31 . . . testing.

. . . Farmer with U.S. Signs [?] in Houston, Texas, area code 713
869-1000. I need to clear up the Watkins Motorline freight claim.
Can you please call me tomorrow morning? Thank you.

MR. HAMEL: Wayne, this is Chuck Hamel. I’m still up in the San Juan Islands.
We're going by ferry boat from island to island and several days
ago, my answering service gave me a message from you which was
not understandable. They are not very good at this, obviously, and
the next message I got was for me to call you. If you can, call my
answering service and literally tell them that I’ve asked for them to
take the time to write down what you dictate to them. Give them
the message about that early message, what you said. I will be
continuing on these island hops and if you can give me a number to
get you over the weekend, I'll call in again later today . . . this
evening. It's 3:30 your time on Friday afternoon right now. I'll be
in Seattle all day Tuesday going around different EPA offices and
flying home very . . . during the night flight, red-eye flight Tuesday
night. I'll probably be around my Marysville number by Monday
afternoon, which is 659-1714. My father-in-law has a recording. If
he records it

,

that's fine but if you get to talk to him, he'll be pretty
confused. Just tell him that Wayne called and I'll get back to you.
Thank you much. Bye-bye. I'm having a -- first vacation relaxation

in five years. Very nice out here. Talk to you later. Bye-bye.

MR. HAMEL: This is Chuck Hamel calling for Wayne Jenkins. Wayne, I'm off
the islands now. I'm back in the Seattle area and staying with my

father-in-law a
t

206-659-1714. He has difficulty understanding
messages so just tell him that Wayne called. Leave a number if

you can. Hopefully, it will be on the recording machine. Otherwise,
leave word with my answering service in Washington, D.C. what the
opportune time to reach you in the next couple days. I have some
real interesting things happening here, that's why I'm delaying my

return. I'm not going back tonight. I'm meeting with some ship's

offices [officers?] here in the West Coast . . . other ones, that I have
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... didn't know about when I talked to you. So I won't be returning
to Washington until about Sunday night. Chuck Hamel. Bye-bye.

I'm sorry I make a mistake in the call. I'm sorry very much.

Hi, I'm calling for Lesley. My name is Manny. I'm with
Beautyworks. The number is 271-9400. It's 9:00 on Monday. Thank
you.

recorded
voice: If you'd like to make a call, please hang up and try again. If you

need help, hang up and then dial your operator.

Hi, this is Rod calling for Lesley. It's 6:30. Give me a ring when
you can. Bye.

MR. EWELL: This is Ken Ewell at MIT I ReadWare Technology. It's 11:48
a.m. on Monday morning in Washington, D.C. I’d like to talk to
Dr. Wayne Jenkins or your technical guy there, I can't remember
his name. My number is 202-337-2013. Thank you.

MR. HAMEL: Wayne, this is Chuck Hamel. If you're, pick up the phone over the
weekend, give me a call, 703-549-0515. Thank you.

MR. HAMEL: Hi, this is Chuck Hamel. No one's ever answered this phone. Is
this a phone booth? [laughter] Wayne, give me a call when you

can. I'm leaving. This is Monday morning at 9:30. I'm leaving
early afternoon for New York and Boston on that trip. Give me a
call when you can.

MR. HAMEL: This is for Wayne Jenkins. This is Chuck Hamel calling. I'm on
the highway in Boston and would you talk to Wayne, would you ask
him to call my office, my home . . . speak to my wife Kathy and
work out some arrangement for me to talk to Wayne by phone the
next day or tonight or tomorrow. It's East Coast time, 5:00. Thank
you. Bye-bye.
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st 16, 1990:

, F2R401001.
Exhibit 33. U.
Prod. no.: Audio

MR. HAMEL: Wayne Jenkins, this is Chuck Hamel. I am at 203-274-4842. It's
my mother's home. This is 9:30 in the morning, Thursday. My

mother will be alone some of the time today so you just tell her
that Wayne called and I think she'll get the message for me. I'll
be in and out all day. I'm ready for bear now. We're ready to go
lay something in front of you that should be real fun. If you can't
find me easily call Kathy. She'll track me down for you today. I left
word on your digital but I don't know if it works on this phone. Bye
c.
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Prod. no.:

[Inaudible]
[Pause]

MR. BLACK:

MR. LUND:

MR. BLACK:

[Pause]

MR. BLACK:

[Pause]

MR. BLACK:

[Pause]

MR. BLACK:

[Pause]

MR. BLACK:

[Pause]

Audio, F2R400338; orig. transcript, F2R412001-019; enhanced audio,
F2R416165.

Do you all work in the same place?

All right. Let me know, and I'll put a preface on there, if you want
to do it

,

unless you're recording already.

I am already.

Today's date is the 18th. It's approximately fifteen minutes until 1:00.
I'm pulling up to the residence o

f

Charles Hamel on Quay.

Still trying to find a place to park.

I'm off the radio in case you're trying to raise me. I'm off the radio.

Just information, we're so close to the Chart House where they want

to have dinner, I'm going to ask them to keep the reservations for
6:00, and you'll be able to monitor our conversations, a

t

least walking

to the place.

Kathy's outside with the mailman. I’m going to pull into the
driveway.
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MR. BLACK:

[Pause]

MR. BLACK:

[Pause]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

Page 2

Chuck's now coming to the door. Pair of shorts on, light blue, short
sleeved shirt.

I'm parking my car in his driveway.

[voicing various numbers, apparently the combination to his driveway
gate (433323?)]. . . That's good [gate opening]. It's open.

How are you?

[Inaudible]. Go for a ride, man.

Okay. Have a nice ride.

The a . . . The a... You can pick it up Friday. Here's your ticket.
Okay. Good, how are you, sir?

Super.

Good, was it a nice ride, Muffin?

Hello.

Good to see you.

How are you?

[Inaudible]. Okay, Muffin, nice ride, huh? I knew you'd like it. . .

Hold that door, and [inaudible]. You want to g
o

to mommy?

[Inaudible]. Good boy!

How you been?

Oh, not too bad. [Inaudible - two words] thousand miles a minute
trip.
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MR. BLACK: I'll bet.

MR. HAMEL: Do you want to tell me about this paper when it comes in? I'm
looking for Alaska and stuff. Every once in awhile I find something
on the national news that I missed between the Wall Street Journal,
the New York Times, and the Washington Post, I still miss, because
I don't read them all.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible] I find something ten days later or a week later and I get
that in the paper. Do you have your [new] office?

MR. BLACK: Yeah. I've been there once. I've got a computer guy over there
today, working on some stuff, getting it set up.

MR. HAMEL: One of your guys?

MR. BLACK: Yeah, one of our guys. And -
MR. HAMEL: Came up?

MR. BLACK: Yep. And got, got two other people up here. I’ve got a lady named
Sherree Rich who's running the office, going to be running the office.

MR. HAMEL: She's moving up here, or -
MR. BLACK: Yeah. Moved her up from Tampa. Trying to find her a place to

stay right now. She's out looking at apartments, I think, today. And
I’ve got a computer guy who's going to be up here through next
Thursday. He's putting some software in. I’ve already told him to
get a password set up for you, in case you want to get in there, come
in there and check her out.

MR. HAMEL: What -- so did this woman used to work for you guys down in
Tampa, or what?

MR. BLACK: No. We hired her - she's a researcher. We hired her just for this.
Just for this. Just to come up here and [inaudible] and - this
headhunter found her and she --.

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible] Why [didn't?] you find someone up here?

MR. BLACK: Didn't know anybody I could trust up here. I interviewed a - I
interviewed a couple of paralegals that we knew, and they just wanted
too much money. These people want, you know, $45,000.00 a year.

So I got her for 29 and expenses. Yeah. She's a young kid, 28, 29,
real energetic, real aggressive, wants to do some stuff. Wants to
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maybe go to law school or something.

MR. HAMEL: Ah, super.

MR. BLACK: So. That's great. So we'll see what happens.

MR. HAMEL: Holy mackerel. You guys are still - I still - I still don't understand.
Who are you guys? I still - I am going to start from scratch. Start
over with you. Who are you?

MR. BLACK: We're a group of people, or Ecolit, actually - I mean, we're who we
are, but Ecolit is a group of people that are backed by this
foundation to do research preparatory for litigation. And I don't
know --

MR. HAMEL: Who founded the group?

MR. BLACK: Well, at least - I told you before, the Trumps -
MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: The Trump group. And it's not the bankrupt Trumps. It's the South
African Trumps, which is a big - they're big builders, and --

MR. HAMEL: Not this Trump?

MR. BLACK: Not Donald. Oh, no. God no. Oh, he's got some financial
problems. That's what -- we laughed about before.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. That's who I thought you were talking about.

MR. BLACK: No, no, no. This is a group of people, the Trumps -- the Trump
brothers, actually -- and -- what --

MR. HAMEL: Oh.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. They’re South African. And they're tired of everything, from
pollution to whatever, and so they wanted - actually, they got started
- they wanted to get started when the Exxon Valdez, when the spill
first took place, and so we were late, and that's how, I guess, we ran
into you, how Ricki ran into you. We were sending Ricki to those
conferences --

MR. HAMEL: Sure.

MR. BLACK: -- and that's how we found out about you. We heard about you
before, but --
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MR. HAMEL: So you were that new?

MR. BLACK: I was brand new.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, I didn’t know that.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, that --

MR. HAMEL: Oh, I thought you were operating for a while.

MR. BLACK: I was brand new. Now, some of the people in the different cities
have been doing paralegal work, investigative things, litigation, you
know, research for years. And what I do, my function is to
coordinate it

.

I'm the person that the law firms say is user-friendly,

to use computer language. I can tell them what they need and
develop ideas, and -- and different things.

So, probably -

MR. HAMEL: Who runs the whole outfit?

MR. BLACK I do. I answer to a board o
f

directors. It's a bunch o
f people.

Some o
f

them are - actually, there's twelve people on there right
now. Some o

f

them are in the energy business, believe it o
r

not.

It's not anybody you know, o
r anybody connected with Exxon o
r

anybody like that. But they are related to business, power company

executives and things like that who, on the one hand, earn their
bread and butter from energy-related things, but on the other hand,

are tired o
f

what's going on with everything from the reefs in Florida

to the -- you know, to Prince William Sound, and things like that.
So they said, "Look. We'll fund it for awhile, see how - we'll totally
fund it

.

Let's plan o
n totally funding it
" - A --

MR. HAMEL: The Trumps are saying this?

MR. BLACK: Yeah. We'll totally fund it. We'll give it a year-and-a-half. And -

- but --

[Dog sounds]

MR. HAMEL: Yes. Okay. Okay. All right. [Inaudible]

MR. BLACK: We'll give it a year-and-a-half

[Inaudible]
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- and see if you can generate income during that time. Well, our
original marching orders was to do three or four cases where we
could get some punitive damages and generate some income.

[Inaudible]. You ought to talk to those people, too. Go out and
they do something like that, and the Judge says, "Okay. Well, for
your trouble, you've done some good here" -
Same thing as -
[Inaudible].

Same thing as the Sierra Club. But what we're able to do, at least
out west - we've got a case going out west - we're able to bill by
the hour. So we're billing out between $75.00 and $150.00 an hour
for our research time, our preparation time. And what that is

,

basically, is that we're getting -- we're cranking up witnesses.

To file a suit, for example, if you get a good suit going, you need
affidavits o

r people.

[Inaudible]. Want anything to drink at all?

I'd love a -- I'm dying of thirst. I'd love something. 7-Up, whatever
you have.

Chuck?

[Inaudible]

Yeah, 7-Up [inaudible].

Any diet drink that you got, Kathy. [inaudible]. -- over that window,
Kathy, is that from that --

That was from me. I sprayed it and all the dirt from o
n top came

down.

Sprayed it with what?

[Inaudible]. . . . with the hose outside.

Oh, okay. I thought it was --

I need to get out and wash it now.
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MR. HAMEL: I thought it was the heat pump?

MS. HAMEL: No. No. That was my doing.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, that's a
ll right -- I feel better. [Inaudible] heat pump could do

that to you. -- Sorry.

MR. BLACK: So anyway, where was I? Out west, I think. Anyway, we were able

to bill out b
y

the hour, computer b
y

the tenth o
f

the hour. So we
use a little peg slip system, same way law firms do. S

o

we say,

"Conference with this guy."

We prepare witnesses. We'll get a witness in
.

Let's say, if your guy
ever wanted to come forward. We'd get him in, prep him. Get his -

- get a
n

affidavit from him, basically, to b
e part o
f
a complaint. In

a case like that, in a big dumping deal, you really need a live person.

You need somebody that can say, "My name is Wayne Black. I'm
over twenty-one years o

f

age, and I saw the following things." And
then you back that up with evidence and things like that. But that's
what we do.

MR. HAMEL: And then you go out and find a lawyer to do it
,

o
r

what?

MR. BLACK: Yes.

MR. HAMEL: Do you guys have the lawyers, or what?

MR. BLACK: Yes. We're both. I take it to the board, and they say, "Okay.
Here's who we want to use in this area."

One o
f

the things that has piqued me and drove me crazy since I -

since you first let me look at some o
f

the documents - I see you
finally straightened your boxes up. Last time I was here, they were
all over.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah! on every floor.

MR. BLACK: Oh, okay. One o
f

the things that piqued me --

MR. HAMEL: For some reason I have a stack of [inaudible] boxes.

MR. BLACK: - we've got a rather nasty, protracted litigation going out west against

a firm called Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher. I see a smile, but that's the
firm that Alyeska uses. That's a

n Exxon firm, and they -- I mean,
this firm lives and breathes a

s
a result o
f

their support from Alyeska.

That's why, when I looked at those legal documents, I was really so

-- I want to look at those again.
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[Inaudible 10 words]. I want to look with you if you ever want to
. . . . My fear was - I've been so hurt, and so much money has
been spent against me for these proceedings [inaudible 5 words].

Oh, sure. I don't blame you.

[Inaudible]. . . a lot cheaper but I'm not sure, yet, where it's a
t,

because I just keep seeing myself. I can't make one mistake. They
can make 50,000, and they’re ahead, and [inaudible 4 words]. I make
one mistake [inaudible], and I'm dead.

Yeah. I don't blame you.

[Inaudible 2 words].

I don't blame you, especially those documents. Those are so

powerful, you know. Attorney-client privilege documents are so

powerful, you really have to be careful with those. And I don't
blame you. I don't blame you for holding those close.

The people in that case kind o
f

look at it like their case has been
blown.

I know.

But I don't mind [inaudible].

Oh, no. What I want to do - and that's why we'll go to the office,
and maybe the - maybe my computer guy can make some sense out

o
f - out of explaining to you what the hell it is he's doing with

ReadWare, what h
e

wants to d
o

with ReadWare. He's plugging in
that, and see if it works.

He's really sharp. He's a genius. He says that h
e may need to talk

to you all, and -

Oh, absolutely. Is h
e going to be here for a few days?

Yeah.

You will leave o
n

the weekend. He works every weekday.

Oh, I'm here during the week. You can come over and si
t

with him
and understand it

.

But anyway, that's why those things are so, so important to me,

because you -- it's like - it's like the quarterback, the quarterback
that likes to throw to the left, the right, u
p

the middle, they like to
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throw the same way every time.

[Inaudible 5 words]. . . your case. . . .

Sure, love it
.

[Inaudible].

That's the other side o
f
a big, a big high-risk case. The biggest -

the first big one that we're going to trial on.

What kind of case is it?

Toxic. Toxic disposable deal.

[Inaudible]. You guys want to g
o

upstairs?

No. We're going to g
o

to see [inaudible].

All right.

Yeah.

And is your friend going to call here, o
r

on your machine?

She's going to page me.

And we'll be back for a couple o
f

hours?

But I think you should keep - if you’ve got reservations for 6:00,
keep them.

Okay.

Can I get in there like this? Okay? Chart Houses in Miami are
great.

[Inaudible]. They’re great.

They don't change.

We use it - [inaudible] down the hill from our house, and Annapolis

is on the water, and we always go to it down on the water. Food

is fine and always the location. . . [inaudible] is pretty good, and
they’re right here across the street. So --

You don't even [1 word].
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[Inaudible].

Oh, that's great.

Kathy tried it out the other night. She was quite pleased with it
.

Do they have a big salad bar, like most of them do?

[Inaudible].

-

Yeah.

Also something that they didn't have in Sun Valley o
r Annapolis, they

have a gigantic Caesar salad bowl.

Oh, really? They don't have that -
Full of Caesar salad.

They don't have that in Miami.

Above and beyond everything else. It might just be a good [3 words
inaudible].

Yeah.

No. They're there for three months.

Do they have a big thing o
f

caviar there?

I didn’t see that.

In Miami, they have a big -- just - I don't know how they make -

- how they don't lose it
. They have big bowls o
f

caviar.

Oh.

I didn't see that. But then, my introduction to caviar --

[Inaudible].

Me, too. I just take the bowl back to the table.

Oh. I thought it was blackberry jam. The first time I had caviar I

was about eight years old, and I had a great, big, fresh bun, biscuit,
and I just loaded this with blackberry jam o
n top and I took my first

bite, and I never cared again for it.
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MR. BLACK: What was the movie? The movie "Big"? Did you see that one?

MS. HAMEL: No.

MR. BLACK: Big big guy, - the little kid that would make some wish or something
and he gets big all of a sudden, and he goes to this party and he eats
caviar because he thought it was jam -- that's why it reminded me
of that. And he attempts to wipe it off his tongue with a napkin.
And he's going [sound] like this, and he's wiping it off -- and they
give him baby corns, you know, and he goes like this and tries to
roll them -- it

s funny. That was a funny movie.

[Laughter]

MS. HAMEL: I had never even heard of caviar, a
t eight years old.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MS. HAMEL: But a great buffet up in Vancouver, British Columbia.

MR. HAMEL: We'll be back in a couple o
f

hours, and I don't have anybody that's

# t
o find me, except -- I've got to do Roy sometime today that's

MS. HAMEL: Okay. Did you want to try to change the times of the reservation?

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Yeah. I think that's fine. If she's going to be back at al
l

tonight

before 10:00 o
r 11:00, she's going to be back --

MR. HAMEL: Before -- oh, a
t

all tonight [inaudible]?

MR. BLACK: I mean, if she's going to be back tonight, she's going to be back that
early.

MR. HAMEL: Now, I'll have to ask her about that one.

MR. BLACK: She went to school with a couple o
f people that live u
p

here, so she's
doing that, you know, [gatting?] and a

ll

that stuff. You know.

MR. HAMEL: If she gets back at all tonight.

MR. BLACK: She'll be back tonight. She'll be back tonight, o
r I'll lock her out.

MR. HAMEL: You can’t lock her out if she doesn’t come back.

MR. BLACK: That's true.
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[Laughter]

MR. BLACK: That's right.

MS. HAMEL: This is an official fiancée?

MR. BLACK: This is an official, 100 percent -
MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible]. Not a niece?

MR. BLACK: -- fiancée -
MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK This is not a niece. No. This is not a niece. This is serious.

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible]. He's got more nieces [inaudible].

MR. BLACK Yeah. This is serious, serious. So. Anyway. Yeah, she's great.

Great people.

MR. HAMEL: So this. That kind of case could go on forever.

MR. BLACK Yeah. I understand your apprehension, and I don’t blame you.
We're - I'm getting more and more, especially since I got that letter
from up there, I'm getting more and more not paranoid or anything

like that, but just more and more careful. We're password-protecting
everything. If someone breaks into our office, it's not -- you know,
it's not a problem to us.

That's the reason that we took this, this office over there at that
location, over at --

MR. HAMEL: For example, when they went down on Dan Lawn [Inaudible].
[Inaudible sentences - 15 seconds] [Inaudible] security guard

[inaudible] ex-FBI agent who was able to say employee,

official of Alyeska stole some documents [inaudible -- 20
seconds]. . . . [inaudible] it's so secret, you can't even talk to Dan
Lawn about it

.

[Inaudible].

These guys are really - they got people answering their questions that
way.

[Laughter]

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible] Dan Lawn is the guy who is o
n

sabbatical for 1 year,
anyway. These guys g
o

out o
f

their way a little bit.
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MR. BLACK: I saw him on, saw him on TV one of the times that I was up there.
He was on TV, talking about a spill drill, or something. Some kind
of special. He's got a beard, right?

Yep.

Yeah.

[6 words inaudible].

We don't have it from the head up.

What about [Rudermarknoff?]. He called me three times a day. I
got to help him. He screwed up royally on that Front Line show.
He let them lead him along so he took the thing for the truth. And
he became the myth. He became the center of the show with things

he didn't do. And that has come back to haunt him. And he got
carried away. He forgot what he did and didn't do, you know? He's
been in TV business for a year . . . [inaudible]. And now that his
assistant became head of the office, he's nobody. He's in the corner.
They’re ready to take the phone away from him. He is ready to
jump off the [2 words inaudible].

I keep telling him, "Hey, Chris. Better get another job. Better get
a job from there. . . which I'm working on getting something. He's
not the smartest guy in the world to do it

.

When h
e
screws up, he

does it well.

Yeah. Did Nye ever come up here?

Yeah. He spent a few days here. One o
f

the funniest things in the
world. [3 words inaudible] is here [2 words inaudible], and his first
day here they just g

o

to bed and the phone rings.

Oh, they were staying here?

Yeah. Yeah. The phone rings, and it's - one of my guys calls me
and says, "Hey. Alyeska is putting the rim coolers back on the
turbine." That's the deal if they shut the pipeline down, slow it down,

I don't care where - a couple of weeks back, they shut the pipeline
down --

You told me about that.

And that way . . . yeah. And they’re off. S
o
a federal judge put a

stay to his order, and then they negotiated something with Kelso.
Kelso is a bad person, he is
.

Commissioner Kelso just got a big
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award from the President of the United States for being man of the
year -

MR. BLACK: Yeah, yeah.

MR. HAMEL: He was helpful during the spill [in August?] - he is in Alyeska's
pocket [inaudible]. Because that is that. The environmental
community of Alaska will attack anybody, go anywhere, without sitting
down . . . Commissioner Kelso, do we or don't we [5 words
inaudible]. know it

,

but when you don't know it - I didn't
know it for a couple o

f

years what Kelso was doing, some things you
gotta live with to me, but after a while you get smart and you start
finding out.

But anyway, counsel worked it out and made this deal with him,

where they'll hurry up and do what they were supposed to do, for
EPA, but they won’t be in violation. So they can always say, "We
weren’t in violation."

But one o
f

the things they had to do overnight was, they were
running the pipeline, turbine, a

t

twice their speed. An example, a

car was cruising at 55. You run it 24 hours a day, 110, you're going

to spit out carbons like you wouldn't believe.

[8 words inaudible] They went from the optimum speed in RPMs
the turbine was operating on, and ended u

p with, a [pause] not
having put a

n

extra turbine (3 words inaudible] through a pipeline.
They were shoving it through. They were forcing it through. But it's
spewing out incredible tonnage o

f

hydrocarbons.

So they had to take - they put rim coolers on it. . . . [the deal?]

a
t RPMs, certain kind o
f cooling system. S
o they had to dismantle

the rim cooler b
y
a certain -- b
y

the judge - by the time of the
judge's order.

And they did. They dismantled it
,

and slowed those things down and

[9 words inaudible].

The night that Ray Nye was here, we got a phone call from the guys

that were putting the rim coolers back on. You know, you never
know, again, when you're being set up -- not b

y

my guy, but he could

b
e

set up, because they know who h
e is
,

I'm sure. . . . from the .

MR. BLACK: This is the guy you were telling me about --

MR. HAMEL: The dumb shit.
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MR. BLACK: - that sent return-addressed envelopes, or something?

[Laughter]

MR. HAMEL: Most don't . . . [10 words inaudible]. So he told me the boss was
telling him and a few other guys, that they were going to move the
pipeline up by 400,000 barrels a day, that - to hell with the parent
company and to hell with the environment. We'll take care of that
in Washington. We've got the right contacts.

[Inaudible]. And they put the rim coolers back on. And you know -
- it's hard to believe that they would do it that quick. They . . .
waited [way?] publicly, that they got permission publicly.

So I told Ray Nye and he laughed: "No, it wouldn't happen."

The next day, I got a call from another guy. And he said [someone?]
put him up. [Inaudible]. I don't have a lot of contacts, but I got the
key ones. And he - he put it on.

[Laughter]

Okay. Then I had Dan Lawn - I'd mentioned Dan Lawn -- he
talked to a guy at ARCO who wanted something from him -- an
official way up at ARCO, who confirmed that ARCO is a party to

it
,

and they’re going to run 400,000 barrels a day more.

Now this, a couple o
f

weeks ago, a couple o
f

months ago, that the
guy from Alaska politically is

,

you know, give u
s more environmental

relief, o
r

more -- you know, the field's a
t

maximum production now.
We're not going to spend extra money, and a

ll

that kind o
f

stuff. We
can't get any more out o

f

the field now, anyway. So they’re going

to have 400,000 more barrels a day more.

But anyway, who wanted to get more production out o
f

the field
when the prices were at $6.00 a barrel [below?] the market? The
market dropped six dollars.

As a tangent, you know I'm negotiating my final settlement with
Exxon.

MR. BLACK: Oh, good.

MR. HAMEL: And they fucked around until about [Thanksgiving?] on the appraisal.
All kinds of complicated deals on the appraisal, because ARCO and
BP didn’t want their information shown to the appraiser, and what
not. So [2 words inaudible] negotiation was going on and I didn't
Care.
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They were taking a long time, the market was dropping - and it
dropped six dollars just in the last few months and down since last
Thanksgiving, more than that, but anyway what could I do? And I
saw in ground in place when the market was going down,
long term was involved, but the first two years were - the bulk of
it working out and that's what saves prices was very
important.

But what I was aiming was, by the delay - of course, once the
appraiser got in there, Exxon negotiated not one paper delivery [4
words inaudible] Denver [6 words inaudible] geological [3 words
inaudible] going to take three months on the road. So if they had
problems in [house?] pumping, then we could negotiate, you know.
Knowing those guys, well, we were back like we're in court almost.
[inaudible]. Everybody arguing [1 word inaudible] BP and ARCO.

So instead, we had meetings of our appraisers, who - they picked
three, we picked three and out of that we picked two, and then
finally we picked two, and they met with Exxon and my guys a

ll

the
time, to get a

ll

this stuff out o
f

the way.

We decided July 1st finally. We finally went in the doorway.
[Inaudible] Now, they won't b

e out until September. [2 words
inaudible] 12, 13 dollars a barrel. But my -- talk about my wife
getting a new kitchen.

[Laughter] [Inaudible]

MR. BLACK: That's great.

MR. HAMEL: It's the only good thing that's happened in all this time, you know.
Sometimes it works out if you're lucky. My whole life is just been
lucky. Always. It's the luck I have.

MR. BLACK: Oh.

MR. HAMEL: I was hurting - I am hurting financially like you wouldn't believe
right now. So I had this money coming, so I hadn't done some other
things to make some money here and there because I knew it was
coming. It's just - it's Thanksgiving [inaudible]. A few million
dollars coming but the few million is not here. If it comes in the
doorway - I’ll hear it. [Inaudible] Now it turns out that the few
million I saw it coming down a little bit per barrel, and now it's gone
the other way.

So anyway, work hard and you get lucky.
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MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: And the other thing that's happened that you will appreciate is that
once the appraisers are finished the negotiating - because they
agreed, they’re going to give me a little extra, because they owe
damages and penalties, and we are not going to get that per se, but
they'll go an extra mile at this point.

They have to get me out. They can't open up - Point McIntyre
[Isle?]. [2 words inaudible] totally out. [3 words inaudible] I want
to be right there [10 words inaudible]. [Inaudible sentences] Get
[inaudible]. This is BP's, [2 words inaudible] somebody else, [3 words
inaudible] somebody else. It would take a genius to figure out, going
straight down, who owns what. You have to [3 words inaudible]
meeting [5 words inaudible].

Prudhoe Bay here [inaudible]. Prudhoe Bay has been operating for
fourteen years, and they didn't have a -- they’re still getting back this,

that and the other. So anyway, they don't want me around. so I
don't have to tell you, the White House has said, "Do everything yo

can in Alaska overnight."
*

So they said, Okay. Point McIntyre, which they were going to fuck
around with back here. They’re going to rush it now, and get it out
a lot earlier. Well, they get it out earlier at higher prices, but can't
get it out, everything out, unless they get rid of me. And my
partners.

I'm 10%, my partners are 90%. But anyway. My partners have no
say in this. I make al

l

the decisions. They just -- they're not oil
guys. They don't understand what they’re doing, and, and -- I make
the decisions. When I take up the right number [3 words inaudible]

if I'm right or wrong [3 words inaudible]. [Inaudible]. If I have a

gut feeling it's good, we a
ll
[3 words inaudible]. My partner says if

MR. BLACK: Neat.

MR. HAMEL: Anyway, so b
y

September, when we sat down and negotiated, I said
another thing. I don't do [3 words inaudible]. My boyfriend, partner,
buddy, friend -- a big oil guy with the card -- hit that friend has now
become head o

f

Hutcheson in France, big oil company in France.

S
o I told him about this. I told him, you know, they screwed me

around, and I'd like to pay them back with . He said,

[inaudible]. Oh, Chuck. I could take care of that for you. [3 words
inaudible]. He's going to take care o
f

that, because he talked to his
buddies. He said sure he'd like to have some in-ground o
il

in
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Alaska. He had some already up there.

So he's going to -- [inaudible] but I got a raise [3 words inaudible]
talked to Elf Aquitaine, because I really don't like what they got.
I want out of Elf Aquitaine to have a shot at buying my partners and
me out. [Inaudible]. I tried it.

MR. BLACK: So they all go crazy.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, God. [2 words] two more blocks right here adjoining
it. It's not for sale.

MR. BLACK: Will he really buy it
,

o
r
is h
e -

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. He'd like to buy it
.

But [inaudible]. By the time it would
take him to buy it -- oh, Christ. It would b

e another eight months
or a year.

I'm 60, and I - my wife has had enough hardships because o
f my

screwing around that I want that kind of money now, and take it easy

a little bit, and do things I like to do, which is where you come in

the picture, things I like to do, but --

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: But --

MR. BLACK: I want to talk to you about that too. I’ve got, I’ve got a plan, but
we should run over to the office --

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: -- and talk turkey here.

MR. HAMEL: [10 words inaudible].

MR. BLACK: But I would. That's what I want to talk to you about.

I hope we can find it. I get lost a lot, but it should be right there
on the --

MR. HAMEL: What's the address?

MR. BLACK: 2341 Jefferson Davis.

MR. HAMEL: Not very hard.

MR. BLACK: It's the Century Building.
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MR. HAMEL: The what?

MR. BLACK: The Century Building.

MR. HAMEL: The only time I was over there, is I saw you over there the other
day, and you were. - I saw my cousin over there - he stayed in
the hotel. That's the extent of my Crystal City activities.

MR. BLACK: It's on Jefferson Davis. Can't get lost.

[Pause]

MR. HAMEL: Honey? We're on our way.

MS. HAMEL: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: I'm going to leave the Muffin with you.

MS. HAMEL: All right.

MR. HAMEL: He's not too happy.

MS. HAMEL: [10 words] Dinner?

MR. HAMEL: I beg your pardon? Nope. Nope. Except, be sure to make that call
to Roy Dalthfort.

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: [Pause] Muffin, you stay! There's my buddy. [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: [Inaudible. Static predominates] -- What a nice day, huh? Is that
the back of the shopping area? [20 seconds inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible] . . . They mow my lawn a
ll

the time. The city manager

said there will not be a park. It's industrial. He wanted to put a

stone out front. We fought that one -- for tourists, whatnot. Then

h
e

wanted to put a beer garden in there, and [inaudible] the only
park in Northern Virginia.

MR. BLACK: Really?

MR. HAMEL: [7 words inaudible]. Volleyball court in there . And I said,
we're going to have one court volleyball, one - that's all they're going

to order. [Inaudible].
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MR. BLACK: my office down there [inaudible].

[30 seconds inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: Okay.

[Pause]

MR. HAMEL: In 1985, I filed - somebody has to get a permit.
MR. BLACK: Right.

MR. HAMEL: And you can’t just [2 words] somebody else's permit, you have to get
a permit [inaudible].

[Inaudible. Static. Voice breaks up - 20 seconds]

MR. HAMEL: We've got guys around for that. One was an ex-Justice Department
guy.

[Inaudible. Static.]

[Balance of Side 1 of audiotape - approximately 2200 digits, where 7000 digits is a full
side -- is blank.]

[Side 2 begins (2:00 meeting in Arlington, Virginia)]

MR. HAMEL: [10 words inaudible] I've got more data, unofficial, and I’ve got

corroboration from someone else of what he's saying is true [2 words]
and I can’t believe it

. Tomorrow . . . You'll love it
.

MR. BLACK: Yes?

MR. HAMEL: Yup. Pull right here in the driveway.
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[Pause]

MR. LUND?: [Inaudible]

MR. BLACK: [Inaudible remarks] Okay, go ahead. It's about ten till 5:00. We're
now at Chuck Hamel's house. We just returned from meeting in the
Ecolit office in Crystal City.

[Pause]

[30 seconds inaudible]

MR.

MR.

HAMEL:

BLACK:

[Pause]

[Inaudible]

[Pause]

MR.

MR.

:

BLACK:

BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

- HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

Nice car, you like that? Nice car . . . [dog noises] I know, I know
I was gone. [Inaudible remarks].

Thanks for driving. Listen, is this a bathroom? [10 seconds] I’m
in the bathroom at Hamel's residence. Before I start talking to him
again, I'm going to change batteries. Give me ones, if you can read
me, I'm trying to put it back together now.

Okay. You got a ah . . . We went to Brook [Ludvig's?]

Ah.

[3 words inaudible] so we got -
Where was it?

A couple of days ago. [Rick Steiner?] said they were
Kathy - all of us here a

t Cordova wish you a happy birthday. We'll
help you celebrate when you get up here. Rick, David, Riki, Nanny,
Claudia.

Can I use your phone for a sec?

Absolutely. What d
o you feel like sipping?
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MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Whatever you want. Nothing. Actually, I need a Pepsi and a couple
of aspirin. I’ve got - have a headache.

MR. HAMEL: Oh.

MR. BLACK: But what -- number.

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible]. How about the ice water, it's good for that.

MR. BLACK What number should I give for an incoming call?

MR. HAMEL: Oh, a, I read that number. 0515 -
MR. BLACK: [Inaudible]. What's the first part?

MR. HAMEL: 549.

MR. BLACK: I got you in my other calendar. 549-0515.

MR. HAMEL: 0515.

MR. BLACK Is this a new phone, an AT&T phone, huh?

MR. HAMEL: We got all kinds of goodies on that one.

MR. BLACK Last time I was here you had the brown one.

MR. HAMEL: No, we --

MR. BLACK It's got intercom, busy [busters?]

MR. HAMEL: The one upstairs, and we got -- the front door's out there. I walk
outside with it

.

And I got al
l

my lines and the portable.

MR. BLACK Oh, neat.

MR. HAMEL: The [one word inaudible] numbers [2 words inaudible].

[Pause]

MR. BLACK: You know, you're right. You d
o

have to hit the pound sign twice
to transmit data.

I had a lot of problems with it until I figured that out.MR. HAMEL:
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MR. BLACK: I want to see if I can get a call from that computer guy here, and

[Phone rings]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. LUND:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

see what he's doing for tomorrow. Let's see. 549-0515. Rick, call
me. Rick, call me. Say you're Vernon [?].

How about that. Hello? Just a second, just a moment please.

Yes. Dr. Jenkins, please.

Just a moment please. Do you want to pick up on that line?

Which one?

That one that's right - the . . .
Okay. Hello. No one. Hello. There we go. Hello. Who's this?
Oh, how you doing? Good. Good.

Okay. Yeah. I’ve been getting your pages, but I couldn't get ahold
of you, and what I wanted to do is make sure Vern's working
tomorrow, because we want to do some input tomorrow.

Tylenol all right?

Tylenol's good.

When did he get there?

Yeah. I saw his ride later. But that's not good. I mean, we got to
correct that one.

Really? Well, his ride wasn’t there.

Yeah. And then he, then he left.

No, I haven’t.

Okay.

I hope so. What happened was -
Yeah. But she wouldn't give me the right message. She told me he
was back in his hotel. And I was - I was [torked?]. And then I got
- I got the first set of threes. And I thought, "Oh, God. That was
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cool." And then I got the fifteen minutes, this would beep with three,
and I thought — oh, Jesus. I thought it was just - Thank you, sir.
I know that. We tried to do it. Sherree and I had worked on it -

- there.

Uh-huh. I know.

Uh-huh.

Uh-huh.

I understand. What I - what I'm going to do is, I'm going to try

to get ahold o
f

Diane to see if she's shopping. And she's - you
know, she's probably going to be -- she's probably -- I've been paging

a
ll day, and she's probably not going to call me back, because she's

with those, those school friends o
f

hers. But it looks like the three

o
f
u
s

are going to go to dinner a
t
a Chart House, which is close to

here, and then I'm going to turn in, because we're going to work
tomorrow.

I’m just real concerned that h
e did the right thing with it
.

Yeah. I understand.

[Pause]

Yeah. What -- he didn’t have to work on -- he didn’t have to work

o
n

that project in that office. As long as he's working o
n

it
. I just

want to make sure that he -

Oh, I don’t blame him.

Oh, yeah. Oh, yeah. It wasn't 'till the very end, b
y

the way. But

I just wanted to make sure that he was able to, to get the data.

All right. All right.

Would you d
o - give Sherree a page, and get in contact with her,

and - just to let her know what's going on, and tell her that I just
need her and the friend back there later on.

Okay. Just let me know. I - I -

Okay. I -

Oh, no, no. Yeah. Okay. Well, I just wanted to make sure. I'm
waiting to hear from what's-her-name, but I don't think that she's
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[Pause]

[Pause]

going to call me back. I'll just have to see her back in the hotel
later.

That's it
,

sir. Thanks for your help.

Yeah. I knew that, because it was -

[Pause]

Yes, I did. Once before and after you. Yeah.

Yeah, that - that worked good.
Yeah. I'm not -- what I have now is okay, but my thing isn't going
to work.

Okay. Bye.

Thanks for the aspirin.

You got it
.

-- orange twist in the water.

Yeah. Great.

[3 words inaudible]. There's a guy at Harvard University - he's Vic
Potter. Harvard and Boston College. He was the guy that -- [snail
darter?] - [inaudible] deal.
The what?

[Snail darter?], remember the Tennessee Valley Authority? [2 words
inaudible] And h

e

was a little small - [darter?]? [inaudible]. That

h
e

was going to b
e wiped out?

Yeah.

[3 words inaudible]. Turns out that h
e

was Vic Potter, professor at

the University o
f

Tennessee.
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[break in tape]

MR. HAMEL: And he's a lawyer. And he's a professor at the University, too. [3
words inaudible] now he is a biologist in health . . . working on a
project. And then he stopped [6 words inaudible].

So, the guy’s payment [2 words inaudible] Harvard. And he was
brought into the spill, the oil spill, by the state of Alaska. And he -
- as a consultant. And he fought for a Commission. He was up
there a couple of times, but I had to arrange that.

He calls me and he drives me nuts, because he calls me for
appointments. He says, "Okay. Can we talk from -- you know,
Monday's busy and whatnot, but I'll be at my office from class, et
cetera. I need to talk any time tomorrow between this and this.
What's a good time for you?" And I'll say, "All right. 4:30."

The next day, 4:30, he calls me. And he's picking my brain. So I
said - I didn't know what in the heck he wanted it for. So he finally
told me the other day - I saw him [2 words inaudible] -- and he
wanted it for - he's writing a book on environmental law, and the
publisher on his back because it

s going to be [inaudible] it's going

to be okay . . . the publisher wants [3 words inaudible].

[Telephone rings]

He's got 1200, and he's got four more chapters.

MR. BLACK: That's probably --

MR. HAMEL: - four more -- I can’t think -- four more chapters. But he's already
picking my brains, says I know more than anybody that he's ever met
[15 words inaudible]. I don't know why he's picking my brain al

l

the
time. So the last couple o

f phone calls, I finally [2 words inaudible].
Kept telling me that he had [2 words inaudible] who was dealing with
the President o

f BP, the Chair, in London, the Chairman.

MS. HAMEL: Chuck?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MS. HAMEL: It's the young lady o
n

line 1.

MR. HAMEL: Ah. For Wayne?
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MS. HAMEL: I think so. [5 words inaudible]
MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MS. HAMEL: Okay.

MR. BLACK: Thank you.

MR. HAMEL: [5 words inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Hello. How are you? Good. You didn't know it was me, huh?

Ah. I'm at Chuck's house. I’m at Chuck's house. I still didn't get
the phone situation squared away. I did hear from where Vern was,
and we're going to do some work tomorrow. I'm trying to get ahold
of - of Diane. I've also paged her. I've called her friend's house,
and they’re out shopping. So what I'm probably going to do, since
we have reservations at 6:00, is I'm going to run down the street with
Chuck and his wife and have a quiet dinner and get some rest
tonight. So that's what I'm doing. As far as you're going, you might
as well consider tomorrow a day off and those kinds of things. But
if you want to give me a buzz, or if you have -- if anything else
comes up, I'll be back at the hotel, probably 8:30 tonight.

Thanks.

MR. HAMEL: Okay. [Inaudible]. This person is a little strange. He wanted to tell
Robert Horton, the Chairman of BP, of some things that are wrong.
BP doesn’t [2 words inaudible] recognize that I know whether or not
they got to shape up or something. I don't think it makes sense.
But anyway, so I [5 words inaudible]. I've seen what they’ve done
before when I point something out that's wrong. They just deny and,
you know, cover it up. Some of the people are [3 words], caught for,
et cetera.

So he was on me again the other day, and by coincidence, he called
me to say [15 words inaudible]. And I drove right by the University
on my way out and so I told him - what is this deal [inaudible], what
are you talking about? What is this guy?

Well, it turned out the guy’s out of Rutgers. He used to be a law
professor in the environmental office. Now he's a full-time
consultant, consults with Exxon and a consultant for BP.

MR. BLACK: No!

MR. HAMEL: And - yeah. So. And what they wanted was, he wanted to show
that I had good information, and a [2 words inaudible] doing right
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MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

[Telephone rings]

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

by the environment and by [1 word inaudible]. Now, he had, you

know you are getting me for it [inaudible]. I mean, I didn't need
those people. They don't do anything to me. So -
Wait a minute. He's a consultant to Exxon?

And BP.
-

And BP. And he wants to see your documents?

Well, they wanted me to get some issue that I felt that I was well
documented on, that they’re not doing the right thing, and haven’t
done right, you know. Because they -
Who is he?

Well, I don't know who the guy is
.

He gave me his name. I don’t
even pay attention. . [Inaudible].

Yeah.

I will find out, though, a
t Rutgers University.

But I was in a hurry, and I was coming home from that
night, so [4 words inaudible] he is in Alaska for a few minutes with
[Rick Steiner?]. Rick's trying to think highly o

f

him. But I figure

. . . I'll get [10 seconds inaudible].

[Inaudible] and I’d feel a little better you know. Who are you?

What are you? [4 words inaudible].

And he said that, that --

It's for Wayne, line one.

Gee, I'm going to have to start paying your phone bill.

I was going to say [6 words inaudible].

[Side 2 o
f

Exhibit 1
8

continues a
t page 412020 o
f original transcript.]
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Prod. no.: Audio, F2R400338; orig. transcript, F2R412020-040; enhanced audio,

F2R416165.

Continued from page F2R412019 of original transcript.

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

[Laughter]

Where is it? We ought to use it. Thank you, Kath.

I've got another one right here. [Inaudible].

Yes?

[7 words inaudible]

Hi. How are you? - Good.
We were just on our way up.

Okay. -- Yeah, I - Good.
Yeah. Yeah. What we should do tomorrow - what time do you
want to work tomorrow, Chuck?

Any time. [Inaudible]

Is 10:30-11:00 tomorrow all right with you, Chuck? Yeah, 10:30,
11:00 --

Kathy, d
o you mind if I don't go to church tomorrow?

Hold on a second. He's checking.

No.

Thank you, dear.

You need to g
o

to church, Chuck.

Yeah. 10:30, 11:00 would b
e good.

How did everything g
o

with you today? I forgot --

I'd forgotten, and I was in there -- if you run into Sherree before I

do, she'll probably tell you I was saying. Where is that Vern? I

couldn't find him. Jesus, he is probably out goofing off. I'd forgotten

that you were going to do that other -
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Nah. Okay. Well, sounds good. We'll see you in the morning, sir.

All right.

Uh-huh.

Huh.

Bye.

MR. HAMEL: [5 words inaudible] privileged attorney work product on here.

MR. BLACK: That doesn't make any difference. We'll scan it

Yeah. Because we won't photo these. We'll -- that OCR stuff, we'll
just get the data out.

MR. HAMEL: That part we'll be good a
t, just wipe it out.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Yeah. Well, what they do, apparently, is that they circle these
phrases, and they go after a phrase, o

r
a way - or a quote, like

Alyeska statutes, and stuff.

Jesus. These are incredible. These came right out o
f
[2 o
r
3

inaudible words].

MR. HAMEL: [5 inaudible words.]

MR. BLACK: That's great. These people are --

MR. HAMEL: Came out o
f

their law department.

MR. BLACK: Oh, the law department. These people must really be pissed off that
they gave you this stuff.

MR. HAMEL: Well --

MR. BLACK: Or I mean, interest in your cause, at least.

MR. HAMEL: No. They weren't interested in my cause. They’ve got, got their own
thing. They hate the company and what the company does.
Everybody who works for the company knows that they [inaudible]
screw it up.

But that's why I'm telling you I want to start this little group of mine.
[Inaudible]. They had nationwide -- they sent this document
nationwide saying, our side o
f

the story against Chuck Hamel. They

called me to see if it was not true. And I said, "I'm saying, you be

57-91.3 O - 92 - 6
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MR.

MS.

MR.

MS.

MR.

MS.

MS.

BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

HAMEL:

HAMEL:

HAMEL:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. BLACK:

the judge."

I'll never - I'll never call them a liar. All I want to do is get out
the facts. Their stuff, all their stuff. [3 words inaudible] and say, you

be the judge. Right? It's more fun. More [inaudible].

I'll send a copy to [Cherran?] and each of the owners, and I’m hitting
him right when every employee is mad at them for the next couple

of months with al
l

the crazy things that they’re doing and everybody.
Everybody knows they’re a bunch o

f

liars. The . . . look up there.
[inaudible].

Is your lady friend going to make it
,

o
r

what?

I guess not. I checked the hotel -

Okay.

- looks like we're on our own tonight.
What are you up to, Kathy?

[1 word inaudible]

We're going to finish our drink upstairs?

Yeah. Let me get my drink, before we can finish it upstairs.

Are reservations for six, then?

Yes.

[5 words inaudible]

- ten to 6:00, then we're sure to get a good seat.
What time d

o they open?

I think they’ve been open for lunch.

Yeah.

Oh, then what we'll do, is I'll change clothes - we'll finish u
p upstairs

- change clothes.
What are you going to wear?

He's putting on -
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MR. HAMEL: Slacks --

MR. BLACK: Don't dress up too much, because I'm - I look like a bum here.
MR. HAMEL: I'm going to put on slacks and a shirt and -
MR. BLACK: Are you sure I can get in like this?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. No problem at all.

MS. HAMEL: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: And we'll go over and si
t

out in the -- it's beautiful outside today -

- in their patio area, have a drink and go ahead and eat.

MS. HAMEL: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: And then we can make sure we get the right table b
y

saying, "We'll
sit out and have a drink here and you can have the table you want.
You can pick the table you want." [2 words inaudible] unhappy.

You got to be happy.

MR. BLACK: This winding stairway is unbelievable.

MR. HAMEL: 5 words. I can see b
y

the window wherever we are. Have you been
up here?

MR. BLACK: I haven’t.

MS. HAMEL: [Inaudible]

MR. BLACK: No, I haven’t.

MR. HAMEL: This is my office. I thought you were u
p

here.

MR. BLACK: No. I never have.

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible] my sons and I. They’re my uncle he's a

fisherman. My son, my little 22-year-old, was running one o
f

the

boats. He was skippering one, he was, at his young age. They fired
the skipper and prior to becoming -- look a

t

how pretty this is
.

[Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Oh, it's unbelievable.

MR. HAMEL: Prior to becoming skipper - up in the Bering Sea. Prior to becoming
skipper, in five weeks, h
e

made $18,000.00. B
y

the way, how tall are
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you?

MR. BLACK: Six foot.

MR. HAMEL: I'm only --

MR. BLACK: That's a
ll right. -

MR. HAMEL: [5 words] [Rick Steiner?] can't -- hits him right on the head.
[Inaudible]. Let me show you that.

MS. HAMEL: [10 words inaudible]

[Inaudible]

MR. BLACK: Cut my hair.

MR. HAMEL: Cut your hair?

MR. BLACK: Yeah, cut my hair. I need a haircut.

MR. HAMEL: Okay. Look a
t my pants now. [Inaudible]. This was my document

[inaudible]. I can reach, when I may kitchen. My refrigerator.

MR. BLACK: Uh-huh.

MR. BLACK: We have a dishwasher and everything. This is where Kathy and I
live and eat, u

p

here. When the kids aren't around. [Inaudible].
Then I’ve got my beautiful ..

. [Inaudible]. And I never get
my exercise, because my lab has always called and . . . thousand a

day.

This is a brand new - ATT just came out with this [4 words
inaudible] filing.

MR. BLACK And this will work on anybody's phone system? This -

MR. HAMEL: Yes. This is on this system, but look. You never know which
buttons are which in this because it's so new.

[Pause]

MR. BLACK: Who's that?
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MR. HAMEL: The front door.

MR. BLACK: Oh, you can listen at the front door.

MR. HAMEL: No, I can talk to them. If somebody rings the front door -- this one
here. I am outside walking, and I just press this, and I -- and I talk
to them.

MR. BLACK: So you can talk to your own front door from the park?

MR. HAMEL: From the back out there.

MR. BLACK: Neat.

MR. HAMEL: But what I really like about it
,
is I walk anywhere from there to that

dock to that building, just in that area. [Inaudible] I'd g
o

off for an
hour. Gives me four miles. We used to walk to the airport and
back, but I can’t.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: And I carry one of those. I do have, you know, and transfer the
phone lab, but it's too hard anyway. S

o

we walk a
t night around

here, and when we are ready to come in, we came. It picked up
great when we g

o

in circles all the time.

I want to show you my phone. When Kathy is out of town and what
not. And a lot o

f times, I don't go out. Because if somebody's going

to call, b
y

the time that Dan Lawn says, "I'll call you in a little
while. I need you." An hour later, he finally calls, and I'm sitting
around. S

o

I've got a
ll my lines here, including my fax. My fax

lights u
p

here. [Inaudible]. S
o

now I'm getting a fax coming in -

- not that I needed that, but anyway.

But I got all my four lines on here, and my intercom, so that when
Kathy wants to g

o

take a walk. And those things -- I don't know
how to run it. It takes me years to figure out how to run anything.
But it's just a conference thing, and speaker and stuff like everybody
else has.

But I also have -- I got to learn how to run it [inaudible] -- a little
recording machine was downstairs, which, you want to put these o

n

hold, you know --

MR. BLACK: Uh-huh.

MR. HAMEL: Before I even answer it, I press a button here. When I'm talking to

you, and Merrill Lynch is trying to sell me [shock?] stock and I don't
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MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

[Inaudible]

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

know it's Merrill Lynch - I think it's somebody else -
You can put me -
I can put me on hold and then find out it's a waste of time. When
I - its going to be my voice, and when it says, "I'm in conference
right now. I'll call you later," that means I'm out. Because nobody
knows I’ve gone for the day, o

r

whatever. But you'll know. If I say,
"I'm on the phone right now," then you know I'm here. And if you
want me bad enough, you hold on, o

r you leave a message, and I'll
call you right back.

S
o

a
t

least I don't keep jumping off like I always do, and

[8 words inaudible]

Yeah?

[Inaudible]

[Inaudible] my car.

You need me to move my car?

[Inaudible] 3 words.

No, no, my car. I left it in the trunk of the car. No, no. I left it

in the back seat o
f

my car.

How did you know?

You know h
e gets pissed - I always forget . . . get something out of

the trunk o
f

the car, and [Inaudible] in the back seat.

Oh, he's in there now.

Oh, I forgot. I came in without my - my -

Oh, boy.

I didn't mean it. I didn't mean it. I know [inaudible].

I didn't mean it. [dog noises] How are you? I'm sorry. I didn't
mean it.

[Dog noises] I forgot him a
t

the dock a
t

the boat Club one night.
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MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

[Laughter]

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:
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Came home, 11:30 at night, shut this building up. I went back, and -
he was still at the dock waiting for me. And I came back and got
him, and we - and he just never moved. . . same thing.
Was he complaining or what?

No. He was out there, waiting.

Well, how did you know that I had forgotten him?

Well, it was very quiet around here. I thought [5 words inaudible].

I didn't mean it, I wasn't thinking and I won't do it again. I'm always
forgetting him.

You're my buddy, yes, sir. Anyway. I have this system working now,

I can diverge - different recording machines for - if I'm in
,

o
r if I'm

out, but I won't have to get off the phone, like I always do. All
kinds o

f

stuff that I'll never learn how to use, but anyway.

So you’ve got a Samsung. How do you like it?

Oh, God. It's so ancient. I’ve had it for so many years. But it [2

words inaudible] word processing. I don't do anything. I can't even
send things b

y

modem. I just called Rick when h
e

was -- can you
imagine. I called [inaudible] out of my system, because I don't know
how.

I just caught four guys [peeing in the park? inaudible]. Can you
believe that? Feeling better? OK.

Did you call ?

I'll do it b
y tonight. I'll leave a big note.

All right.

sister came in.

Uh-huh.

On my trip I have plenty of re-exposure to [H2F?] along with another
employee. She has a good story to tell. I called, and I got to talk

to her about what happened to her. They’re firing her, because she

is – the stuff. [Inaudible]. But she was dosed and she —
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MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

[MR. HAMEL?]:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL2:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:
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Who's firing her?

Alyeska. Because she was dosed in H2F.

[Inaudible] but it's the best I can provide. They want the names of
every employee of Alyeska.

Oh, neat.

They called me the other day. Where in the hell is it
?

Who's who?
Who's the supervisors? The problem is

,

h
e

has their phone numbers,
but he doesn't have their addresses. So I called another guy, and I

said, "I want the home address." It's at the pump station. And, ah,
here's some o

f
it
.

Here's a post office box, okay.

Oh, neat. S
o

another guy is sending me a
n up-to-date home address

for my little project o
f

[inaudible].

This girl really got screwed. But that's another thing. I'm going to

help her - the system is accruing 90-day disability, because she can't
stop it

.

[6 words inaudible]. They wouldn't know where to put her

[3 words inaudible]. So you've got 90 days to get well. She's lost
her sense o

f

smell. She's got -- the guy she was with was hospitalized

when she was dosed with H2F. So - so they give her 90 days to get
well. If she doesn't get well, they’ve got to let her go. So she's
home on leave. She can't get well. She's lost her system. So she's
got fourteen years and two months o

f nothing. Fifteen years here.
She's got ten years, but fifteen years to get full retirement, whatnot.
They clean house like this a

ll

the time.

And you know in this, they’ve got little beepers, little gadgets. You
can hook it onto you. And you can hear, you know, a little alarm
system [inaudible].

In here, then you put your hand there.

But they say well that's not investigate. . . . They investigated that,

and that's not what's good for her. They were worried about her
health off and gone she could die somewhere. [Inaudible]. Florida
Keys. [Inaudible], but that is going to be -

Okay. Yeah. I won't let you forget that one. I'm interested.

[8 words inaudible]. That's when the guy was -- first when h
e

was -

- you can't get caught at it
.

Doesn't know how wrong what they’ve
done, and you know they'll b

e

interested in that, and in exchange,

what I guess what he's looking for is I can help him on the crewing
problems [5 words inaudible].
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MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

[Laughter]

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

I had no - I had a little tanker called the James Hamel back when.
You told me about that.

-

13,000 men over there.

[5 words inaudible]

Yeah. . . . needs it
,

do you keep a phone log?

I keep them all. This is one. I got one downstairs. I couldn't
survive without it

.

[Inaudible].

That's neat.

That's the way to do it
.

We can just walk on down here whenever you're ready. It's such a

beautiful --

Can I change pants?

Take your time. I'll just hang here, whatever you're going to do.

[Inaudible]

That's a
ll right. I just --

[Inaudible 5 words.]

I'll just si
t

here and stare out the window.

I've got nice -- a
ll

kinds o
f

little boats. We've got oceangoing tanker,
oceangoing boats. And they come in

,

and they dock right here. [7

words inaudible]. . . . that way.

Then we get a
ll

those fancy yachts. The Trump yacht was here.

Yeah?

Yeah. Forbes, with his helicopter, you know. [3 words inaudible]
words when you get a

ll

that on, and [inaudible] watch the world go
by. That white one across the way, over on the left, is the
Williamsburg. The Presidential yacht o
f

ancient history.
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MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: A bunch of guys bought it and went up to Georgetown with it. And

MS.

. BLACK:

HAMEL:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

they’re going to cut off the stack, and I don't know what else to get
it under the bridge [inaudible]. And they haven't got permission

from the city, but it
s

been sitting there for eleven years now, and still
could our view forever.

What a beautiful place. Just yell when you're ready, Chuck.

Okay.

You getting ready, honey?

[Inaudible remarks]

[to Rick Lund] Let me give you a fax list. Patti Epler, Dan Lawn,
Doug Baily, CDFU, Riki Ott at the Co-op, Rick Steiner, Frank
DeLong, MITI, Charles McCoy, Julian Mason. U-I-H-O-R, it looks
like O-Y.

[12 words inaudible].

Yes, I did. Sure did. I'm just here talking to myself. Sure did. I'm
just sitting here talking to myself.

[Inaudible].

Yeah, yeah. I sure did. I'll give it to her at dinner.

Do you want to use the phone?

Okay. I was just thinking about it, but --

[5 words inaudible]

No, I don't need to. I'm just - I'm going to - she's going to page
me if she gets back.

Use the portable?

Yeah. She's going to page me if she gets back. Thanks.

[Inaudible]. The girls in the park, there aren't any. Usually there
are some girls.

I'm looking a
t

the boats. I'm looking at the boats.
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MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible] si
t

and look a
t
it with my binoculars. [Inaudible]

MR. BLACK: That's what you really do up here.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

[Pause]

MR. BLACK: [Back to the fax list] Chuck Panthion, [Sandy Cond?], Dickstein
Shapiro, Tesoro (T-E-S-O-R-O), John Lewis, Joe Lebeau (L-E-B
E-A-U), Frank DeLong, Bob Keefe, K-E-V[?], . . . Stan Stevens,
Lisa with Simon and Schuster, [inaudible] Barbara Rosewicz (R-O
S-E-W-I-C-Z), [inaudible], Emily Heiner (P-A-S-Z-T-O-R), Pam
Abramson with Newsweek, Bob Price, Jay Matthews, [inaudible] C

E-S-S-A-R-N-I, 907-835-4292.

The input came from William E-S-P-E[?], Junior. That means
William T

. junior. That's a
n employee.

He's going to the phone log in the morning a
t

11:40. A guy named
Roy Daltberg, D-a-l-t-b-e-r-g, called from 344-6282 regarding trouble
with his attorney.

The time is 5:32.

[Pause]

William D-c-f-e-e Junior, P.O. Box 7076, [Nasheka?] Alaska, 99635.

I can’t read the meter number.

Dan Lawn called this morning at 11:55. Apparently, they talked from
11:55 until 1:30. No, I take that back. That was on Friday, the 17th.

And it shows my call at 6:30 p.m. on Friday.

Frank DeLong called from New York on Friday and -- it doesn't say
what time, but it was before 11:00 in the morning, according to the
log. 212-947-0724.

[Pause]

There are . . . thirteen or fourteen boxes that we saw before.
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MR. HAMEL: Ready to go?

MR. BLACK Right. Ready when you are.

MR. HAMEL: . . . right now, outside? [1 word inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Ready.

MR. HAMEL: -- back in the house.

MR. BLACK: This is - this is mesmerizing. This view you have here.
MR. HAMEL: When I get my settlement, we're getting one of those. About that

SIZC.

MR. BLACK Which, the motor, or the sailboat --

MR. HAMEL: We used to have sails. We used to have a 22 [-foot?] ketch in
Annapolis. I don't have time any more for sailing [inaudible 5
words], I don't have time for that. And it won't be here [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: You go up and down that area.

MR. BLACK: Did you ever run a trawler --

MR. HAMEL: Well --

MR. BLACK: Like a Grand Banks, or anything.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah, I like that, but ah . . over here, but Kathy doesn't like the
trawler because she gets sick with it and can't handle it

.

MR. BLACK: Grand Banks --

MR. HAMEL: Can't handle the weather. Grand Banks can’t handle the weather.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Well, Grand Banks is pretty decent.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. All, all party boat, and --

MR. BLACK You got those party boats, you get a two-foot draft, two-and-a-half
foot draft -

MR. HAMEL: You mean --
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MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

[Laughter]

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

[Pause]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

Page 42

You get any kind of waves, you -
What we'll be doing with it is only the summer anyway --

Yeah.

- and we'll be at anchor every time the weather is questionable. It's
not like a trawler. -

Better be tied to the dock.

We'll be outside with the Muffin, Kathy.

Right.

[inaudible]. Would you ah . . . put the phone in answering service?

And I will leave a big note for [Rog?] Daltberg. Note to call [Rog?].
[inaudible remarks]

They get in, we don't get to go.

Okay.

[Inaudible remarks about dog and dog noises, etc.].

MR. BLACK:

[Pause]

[Inaudible remarks]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

[Inaudible] walking over to dinner. Hamel's going to be following
me, or he's walking with me over to the Chart House. I hope you
can pick this up.

When he runs around, that makes him do a doodie, he's a well
trained dog.

Humh.

That's a boy.
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[Pause]

MR. BLACK: About fifteen minutes ago, Hamel gave me some legal documents

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

inside. He said I could just take them. The words "attorney-client
privilege" were still on them. Earlier, he said he was going to cut
those off, but he hasn't - he hasn't yet, and I'm hoping he'll allow
me to take them with me to scan them in.

[Inaudible]. Go, go, go.

[Inaudible]

[Inaudible]

[Inaudible]

Come on. Come on.

He's not here. He [Inaudible].

Come on. Come on. [Sounds].

Now, now, now, now

[Recording ends]
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Exhibit 19
Prod. no.: Audio, F2R400339; orig. transcript, F2R412042-075, enhanced audio,

F2R416166.

NOTE: Tape 19 includes part of the August 18, 1990 meeting of Black and Hamel,
continued from Exhibit 18. However, all of this material is also included in the
recordings in Exhibits 49 and 20 (original audiotape production numbers 411217 and
400340). This recording is thus duplicative and is not transcribed here.

Minority Exhibit 30
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Prod. no.: Audio, F2R411217; orig. transcript, F2R412046-075, enhanced audio,
F2R416181.

Continued from Exhibit 18. Sides 1-2, ca. 1.5 hours

[Black and the Hamels appear to leave Hamel's home, walk to restaurant, and order a
meal.]

[Side 3 begins]

MR. BLACK.

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

. BLACK:

- - - would you like a red, burgundy wine, a little soda, red wine,
Chardonnay or something. Filet and a [inaudible] - - - and
she had a couple of glasses, I had 3, she had 2. The next day I was
as sick as a dog, and I haven't been sick from alcohol, just lean over
and . . . I was sick al

l
day yesterday, there's something wrong with

that wine. She said I think it was that wine, I don't know what else.

I said, wait a minute. The only thing we had in common was that
wine. But for a good brand o

r something but, oh, I never, I drink
wine every day. That's my little - the only thing that breaks my
diet is my glass o

f

wine. . . Look what they did here. When you've
got a background like mine, some guy in the restaurant. They dug

it out, and put in a wine cellar, in the back yard, o
f

course. Ah,
problem was, that the patio back in the cellar [inaudible]
flagstone filled u

p

the wine cellar. The bricked it al
l

u
p

again and

fills it with styrofoam, I don't know, what else, but then, still not
worth [inaudible] - - - They wrecked it and
[inaudible] - - - he'd g

o

with ya. Ah, see, he won't g
o
with ya.

Where have you been this week?

Just al
l

over. I was up here earlier in the week and was in Miami
and we were in Tampa, just, you know, putting out fires.

How many are you in the Miami office?

In Miami, we have total amount of people down there is about nine.

Wow.

Nine o
r ten, with Sherree, John, Vern, nine, ten, eleven, we have

thirteen o
r

fourteen totally.

Do you think you'll get a good place for an office u
p

here?

This place is perfect.

Minority Exhibit 31
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MR. HAMEL: So much you need out of town here, that, uh, that I am pretty good
at, things kinda like what you're looking for.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: I know how to help people, and I know how to get things out the
Hill and out of these agencies.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, you gotta be pushy, because know what the problem with the
agencies is you can't get in

,

uh, because there's only one entrance in

the building. You gotta sign in, somebody has to come and get you,

a
ll

this crap. [inaudible] you want something, you con them out

o
f it
,

you just tell them you're the messenger service. They'll finally -

_[inaudible] - - - messenger get it ten times faster than you can

g
o

get it yourself. That's why I can never give up my place here.

If you're out of town, or you're out of town, you know they’re
watching --- you're watching - - - everyone knows to find me here.
[inaudible] I'll always maintain this as an office no matter where we
live. My office used to be the third house up, but . . . garage . . .

[inaudible] - - - German lady was there, owned it
,

she owned it in

case o
f

emergency in Germany, war o
r something, she could rush

back here. She had the property here, she was a corporation name.

MR. HAMEL: [to someone else] We'll bring Muffin to you.

MR. BLACK: She decided to sell, in fact I had to move out in about three days,

so all my papers and documents, everything I stored in boxes, and
I've never gotten them a

ll

out. I mean is this, where would I put.
And I’ve been in a quagmire for [inaudible] prior to that it
was pretty well organized, but . . . my secretary [inaudible]. These
flowers look lovely, [inaudible]

MR. BLACK [appears to b
e speaking to his colleague out o
f

the Hamels' hearing]:

For your information . . . my wire, I have another battery

in my pocket which is about half life, I don't know if you will be able
to receive me from over there on the other side of all that brick and
metal, but we'll give it a try. Give me some ones if you still got me.
[Noise.] Thank you. [inaudible] I'm sorry but I didn't
do it.

Every time h
e

comes down the stairs h
e

takes a dive on all.

MS. HAMEL: The carpets go everywhere.

MR. BLACK: I understand you had a birthday.

MS. HAMEL: _ [inaudible]
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MR. BLACK: I want to give you this, it's not a birthday present but, this is
,

ah, a

little thing we have, that we're giving to people.

MS. HAMEL: Oh.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. It's kind o
f
a neat little pin.

MS. HAMEL: Thank you.

MR. BLACK: This is gonna b
e our motto o
r

our logo if we, I guess, if we have
Onc.

MR. HAMEL: Well Kathy, they’re a lot newer than I thought they were, they’ve just
started. Is Ricki still with it

,

what's her name, Ricki --

MR. BLACK: No. Ricki. No, she's not. She, ah, decided she wanted take the
summer off and spend some time with her kids, and then probably
move, ah, back u

p

North with her family in the fall, so she's basically

MR. HAMEL: She was looking to go to Pennsylvania.

MR. BLACK: She's from Pennsylvania.

MR. HAMEL: This brings me back to her area anyway.

MR. BLACK: No, she was doing some work for us, and she was real --

MR. HAMEL: Here, we'll put you in the middle, Kathy.

MR. BLACK: -- she was real good at it
,

uh,

[inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: _ [inaudible] When I met her up in Memphis and set up
_[inaudible]

MR. BLACK: Point was, we didn’t train her.

MR. HAMEL: Lucky for me, my point o
f

view -

MR. BLACK: Oh, sure --

MR. HAMEL: I'm on the airplane with her, and I saw her up there, and she was,
uh,
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BEGGAR:

BEGGAR:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

[inaudible]

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

[inaudible]

MR. HAMEL:

[Inaudible (Mr

MR. HAMEL:

[Laughter]

MR. HAMEL:

[inaudible]

Get back here, Kathleen.

Can I get a dollar? Quarter?

Sorry, I don't.

Thank you very much.

How come you got the money?

I have your wallet.
OK. That's better.

We didn't prep her enough.

Well, it's just this, you just got hired and sent up there but she didn't
know enough about it was to make any right?

Yeah.

Oh, you know what it is [inaudible].

And of course, it's funny because, uh, everything she wanted to know,
there was Rick Steiner, there was Rick Steiner, she kept saying Rick
Steiner, she saw Rick and I together at the bar, and, ah, started to
walk up to us, and that's when-

..
.

and Ms. Hamel argue about walking together)]

Walk three feet behind me but not in front o
f

me. [inaudible]

Anyway, she wanted to know, if Rick and Ricki, Oh could get to g
o

[inaudible] So we had a [inaudible] down; it gets kind o
f

[inaudible].
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MR. BLACK: I’m not sure she knew. No,

MR. BLACK: She was frustrated. Just got hired. And ah, well, she was in this
environmental advice group, that's all. [inaudible] What the help.

Who is this? Who is this? It's a plant.

MR. BLACK: It's really funny, remember the way you and I met? You returned
one of her phone calls or something and I just happened to pick up
the phone.

[Period of skipping tape]

MR. HAMEL: I didn't realize that. I thought when you called me --

MR. BLACK: No, I [inaudible] you, she [inaudible]. And then you said. [Skipping
tape]. And that's how you and I first talked. [Skipping tape].

MR. BLACK: And then you said --

[Inaudible, skipping tape. Music in background.]

What led you to Miami from the Midwest?

The weather.

Sailing.

The weather.

Do you dive?

[inaudible]

MR. BLACK: I've never been good at diving. The more I dived, the more I
realized that snorkeling is fun, because you don't have all that
garbage on your back. You don't have to worry about accidents or
things. I’ve been diving since probably, sixty-nine, seventy.

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible] equipment? [inaudible]

MR. BLACK: [inaudible] - Most dangerous thing in the water is us, as
you know.
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MR. HAMEL: Yes, but I just, ah, follow some boat, come up

MR. BLACK. We have a [inaudible]. If you want to go back to Florida,
places that [inaudible] If you like peace and quiet.

[inaudible] But anyway, we just have our own life and
real estate agent

[Ca. one minute inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: I like to be by myself.
MR. BLACK: You'd like to walk the beach. The problem now is [inaudible] It's

at the point that island [inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: Density problems.

MR. BLACK: When we first that the glass, all-glass structure is the only
One I like the most. All I do is see the glass. Those were
the only big buildings around. Now, the buildings are -

MR. HAMEL: It's unbelievable now. The density.

MR. BLACK: We don't want that. [talking about some buildings]

We used to go up to Palm Beach Airport . . . forty minutes . . . and
now they tell me . . . It's kind of weird . . . Key Largo . . . start
looking around again. We don't know where. Miami is . . .

MR. BLACK: 80 percent of the population of Miami is Hispanic. In the city 80
percent.

MR. BLACK: That's good, though.

MR. HAMEL: You know you have people who say, oh, you have problems with
Cubans or whoever it is you have. But the Cuban group is the group

that made Miami. Without the Cuban emigres from, you know,
during the Bay of Pigs, there wouldn't be a Miami the way it is now.
I mean, they’ve made it exciting, business [?

]

people. This is not to

be confused with the Mariel refugees that Jimmy Carter

, a
s long as they have jumped out. . But the typical

Cuban community o
f

Miami is business people, nice people, squared
away people. People who don't speak Spanish, object to three o

r

four restaurants Miami that use the menus may not be in English,
you know. But the South Americans in Florida, the Cuban influence
on Miami has been great, banking tourism, trade, it's been good.
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The crime rate in Miami is fairly intense [?]. You wouldn't, I don't
know if you would want to live in Miami. I live out on Key Biscayne
which is out where Tricky Dick Nixon used to live. . . .
the Sonesta. It's gotta be the or the Sheraton. There's only
two. I live a half a mile from the Sheraton on the beach.

[Ca. one minute inaudible]

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

Happy belated birthday. [inaudible] If you want to be on the beach,
you won't find that kind of a beach unless you go to Key Biscayne
and you're ready to pay between $200 and $600 for a two bedroom.

[discusses collapse of real estate market; inaudible]

They predict that within a couple of years, with the market down. .

[A couple of minutes of inaudible discussion of rental apartments]

MR. BLACK:

[Inaudible]

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

Waitress:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

Waitress:

P:

2:

MR. BLACK:

You can rent a big 2-2, on the beach, for about $1500.

I think we're ready now. .
Yep.

Would you like anything on the side of that, broccoli or rice_ [ordering food]
I'll have the filet, medium, filet mignon . . . medium well done. And
I'll do the salad bar also.

I'll have the crab cakes [?] and the salad bar.

Baked potato or anything like that?

Baked potato would be fine with sour cream and butter.

Want to do the salad bar?

She'd fi
t right in in Miami . . . salad bar.
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MR. BLACK: The time is 6:15. We're trying to get our dinners here.

Here we go. Here we go. Excuse me.

Want to do this Kathy? Can we get Kathy over here?

MR. BLACK: Yeah, I got the kind with the blue . . Special order kind.

[Long period of background noise].

MR. BLACK [appears to be speaking to his colleague out of the Hamels' hearing]:
I know there's a lot of noise in here. I hope they can hear me. I
think that in general, the conversation is going to be with regard to
generic things. He promised her he would not talk business. If
you're reading this, give me a 5, 1-5 please. I wonder what you guys
are eating at the surveillance van. I’ve ordered a filet mignon. It's
rather chilly in here. I know that you're probably
[inaudible]. The salad is great.

[ca. one minute inaudible]

MR. BLACK: He's on the way back. A young girl actually that I have here working
looking for a place to stay, near Crystal City. Do you have any
ideas?

MR. HAMEL: Looking for a rental?

MR. BLACK: Short-term rental.

MR. HAMEL: One bedroom?

[ca. six minutes inaudible]

... I told her that . . . when these people are in town . . . you tell
her that . . . One of my friends moved on to Philadelphia . . . place
that she liked very much . . . all right for you and I, but for a
[blond?] girl . . . It's a one-way trip . . . [long period inaudible]
Every one of these is a different product . . . Lauderdale, or Port
everglades, or Miami . . .

MR. BLACK: Have you ever heard the name Yevgeny Yevchenko?
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MR. HAMEL: [inaudible] When I was in Florida, a year ago, I was in Moscow
[inaudible - something about caviar, restaurant and a chef]. He said,
what do you want? Let me go look. We don't have ?

What do you have? I don't know. What do you want? I don’
[inaudible]. That's the way these restaurants run in Moscow. You'd
have to come back . He and I were just having great time
with wine and caviar. [inaudible]. I got my guide out there, waiting
outside in the lobby. Tell you what, tell him you're going to the Post
Office. Part of the hotel through the doorway. If you
want to practice your Russian, do what I do. Go out the other door
of the hotel. Run down in the subway station, run up the other side
and I'll be waiting in my car with a [inaudible]. After that we had
a bad, I had a [inaudible].

[ca. one minute inaudible]

This is good, this great . . . salad . . . breakfast, lunch, and I have
a field day at dinner . . . What happened is

,

Exxon[?] was . . .

We finally got the problem . . . water in the . . . you have to drain

it out first . . . was having real water problems -- has been for
years . . . I can tell how to get here . . . [music.]

MR. HAMEL: What time is he coming out?

MR. BLACK: He's at lunch.

[ca, one minute inaudible]

MR. BLACK: How far away?

MR. HAMEL: I guess I know how to get there.

[A couple o
f

minutes inaudible, then recording stops, with about seven minutes left on
tape. Side 1 ends]

[Side 2 begins]

MR. BLACK [appears to b
e speaking to his colleague out o
f

the Hamels' hearing]:
5198690, 5198690, thanks [inaudible], 5198690. Try
5198690, let me just chat with you anyway. The time is twenty until
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seven, we just had a quick phone conversation, our [inaudible]
is on the air now, it is twenty until seven, and I'm walking back to...
I'm walking back to the table, and everybody wonders why I'm talking

to myself -
MR. BLACK [appears to be speaking to the Hamels]:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

Well, she, the good news and the bad news is this, the good news is
that I got a hold of her, or she got a hold of me, finally, and I am
gonna see her later on tonight; the bad news is she's gallivanting

around with her friends. I know I am dragging, so she'll have a good
time and we'll see her tomorrow.

We'll see you tomorrow, good enough.

Diane?

Right.

[inaudible], of this country or what?

Yeah, some friend she went to nursing school with.

Where’s she from?

She is originally from Florida. She's a native. Went to school in
Georgia. Her friend just went different ways.

So, you guys are someday going [inaudible] or
whatever?

That someday is September 8.

[inaudible], oh, really.

Four weeks away.

This, September 8?

This September 8, on a boat...

Oh...

Under sail on Biscayne Bay, just us and two or three people from
her family. On a seventy foot ketch, excuse me, on a seventy foot
ketch in Biscayne Bay.

Oh, [inaudible].
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MR. BLACK: No, I wish.

MR. HAMEL: Where are you going off to?

MR. BLACK: We [don't?] take a week off after that, go to the Virgin Islands, the
British Virgins.

MR. HAMEL: This weather we got is terrible.

From the best [inaudible] of my life.

MR. BLACK: Can I have another one of these?

[ca. one minute inaudible. Food is delivered; talk of size of potatoes: "Like a
football . . . That's a Texas potato . . . I got a filet mignon . . ."]

MR. BLACK: So, where have you been in the Virgin Islands?

MR. HAMEL: For the first time, we went to, uhh, part o
f

our problem is that the
staff was mad because we went fishing, uhh, then we went to, uhh,
Tortuga, Island, Virgin Gorda and the [inaudible]
Islands.

[Period o
f

time inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: The Virgin Gorda, [inaudible], a little hideaway.

MR. BLACK: Where did you go in the Virgin Gorda?

MR. HAMEL: Little Dix Bay, I bet.

MR. BLACK: You know, that was that commercial [inaudible],
[inaudible], when we left, we flew out o

f

there.

MR. BLACK: Yep, beautiful snorkeling.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, left and right.

MR. BLACK: Doggone it
,

what do you think o
f

that wind there? Have you done
any sailing - sailing there?

MR. HAMEL: Well, that's how we're getting home. I said I wanted to sail. We
were going powerboating a

ll

the time. And I had never sailed in my
life. But I figured -- [inaudible]. Everywhere we went, they always
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MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

knew of something later in the day, on their sailboats, we'd be at
anchor [inaudible] some nights in a cove, and there they were.

One day, Kathy and I are snorkeling, we'd never snorkeled before,
and snorkeling away, and all of a sudden, she points over there for
me to look, and I did look, and a girl had jumped off the boat, -– [inaudible], wasn't wearing nothing.
Her contacts were out, I guess.

Yeah.

I could see her,

Sailboat coming toward her.

Right. Anyway, this gal had a nice set of boobs just hanging down
in the water when she turned toward me. I told her that's what I
want coming off that other boat. When she realized what it was -

inaudible] went too far without the
[inaudible]. She said get out the water.

[Short period totally inaudible]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

That's how I decided I wanted to do some sailing.

Good thing Mom and Dad have a sailboat which is just around the
corner here. I live with my parents. To make it even better, if I
lived alone, I just didn't want to be with this powerboat,
[inaudible] Dad was the powerboat guy from Seattle.

[Short period of inaudible]

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

My partner has, a newspaper, he owns a newspaper out there called
El Ninjo. What it is

,

is a blank checkbook.

That would be a very good friend.

Ah, his background was instrumental in his owning
[inaudible], and that would be indicative o

f
a [inaudible]

at the bank.

[inaudible; TV mentioned]
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MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

Page 13

[inaudible] election night. All the crowd was yelling at
[inaudible].

He wanted the spots.

He wanted a
ll

the spots. Money, he said, was planted.

Wait a minute [inaudible]

All you got to do is stay alive. [inaudible]. But if you do stay alive,
you could go for [rest o

f

sentence inaudible]

Not Maurice, no.

No, his father. If you can stay alive, you'll look good when you have

to go around on the other side.

Is this Maurice's [inaudible] father?

You see them [inaudible].

[Period o
f

inaudible]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

[Laughter]

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

You guys gonna sail down there or what?

We're gonna fly down and sail while we're down there a little bit.

Where're you gonna stay?

At the Bitter End.

The Bitter End, [inaudible]

Remember, you had more problems there with the mosquitoes.

Oh, yeah.

Each place a
t

the Bitter End has it
s

own front and rear entrance.

Oh, really.

[inaudible] yes.
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[Period of inaudible; Ms. Hamel talks a lot]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

You going to the Virgin Islands al
l

the time for snorkeling

[inaudible].

I used to sail down there.

Where?

Antigua, that area.

[inaudible] That's when he got his eyes full.
_[inaudible] it will be the last time [something sung].

She [inaudible] pretty bad.

[inaudible]

She bought all the food at the bad place, where they took that
[inaudible] caviar. [inaudible] She didn't want to

get her hair wet. She didn't want to get her hair wet. Her dad
had a [inaudible] boat and so close to shore they would
have to, ah, g

o
a little ways to get it in, to get the pick of security

there. They have to put the cables -

[inaudible] she didn't want to get her hair wet?

[inaudible]

[ca. 4
5

seconds inaudible]

Waitress:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

Your filet, sir?

Great, thank you.

[inaudible]

No, it's perfect. This is perfect. Great filet, thank you.

[Five exchanges inaudible]
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MR. HAMEL: That's why we got the sailboat.

MR. BLACK: You got the sailboat. Where're you sailing?

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible]. Ah, you know Diane. The one you got the
hots for over there.

MR. BLACK: She works there at Jackson Hospital. Which is the big one.

MR. HAMEL: How far away from [inaudible]

MR. BLACK: Probably, half an hour.

MR. HAMEL: Your important relaxation is sailing, or diving? Swimming?

MR. BLACK: Lately, it's been nothing but work.

MR. HAMEL: You could get her a little jacked up.

MR. BLACK: I think you can understand that.

[inaudible]

MS. HAMEL: Well, at least you have other [inaudible] to talk about.

MR. BLACK: Well, you see, that's very close, I don't have the protracted period
of time that Chuck has -- I don't have that, and I don’t have that
same preoccupation with it right now.

MR. BLACK: But, we're serious about doing this and I am going to make it work.
I’ve just been trying to set up the little offices around and this is one
of them, so, [inaudible]

[Period of inaudible]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

[inaudible]

- - - Little babies going out, such a beautiful [inaudible]
going out there - - - be destroyed by too many people.

[inaudible]
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MR. HAMEL: Finally, the people who are receiving it
,

can't live with the water, so

they have to be stuck with it
,

the [inaudible] shows up bad,

on their, uh, everybody has their own [inaudible] - fifty
thousand gallons o

f water, [inaudible], the refinery says it's not
happening. It was just the same situation that I was always in

[inaudible], They just didn't want to have it they had no way o
f,

cost

too much, simply the problem o
f

the refinery to separate it
. The

crude is pretty much [inaudible] - the window. [inaudible]. The way

to get rid o
f
it is to bleed the [inaudible] off the Florida coast.

When I thought of it
, -

[inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: Well, they could say dilute it
. Forget the law. [inaudible] Anyway,

five hundred miles offshore.

MR. BLACK: Well, what can I expect?

MS. HAMEL: [inaudible]

MR. BLACK: Coast Guard.

[inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: - - - they’re trained to run a boat, chase people, they’re good a
t

chasing. They don't know the difference from a tanker to a tug o
r

something zero. They don't know what a . They don't
know what to look for . . . Nobody knows . . . [inaudible].

[inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: This has been going on for five o
r

six years. They sold them this
past November, so I'm anxious [inaudible] before November. I would
like to be [inaudible] - - - a year later, [inaudible], that's why I want

to get out o
f

[inaudible].

[Three o
r

four exchanges inaudible]

MS. HAMEL: Too much labor.

57-913 O - 92 - 7
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[inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: Great big round sheet metal pipe. Put the [inaudible]
in the center. Put it down in there. [inaudible] near the
bottom. Pipe in the back to it

,

about three o
r

four sizes o
f glass,

[inaudible]
-

[inaudible; occasional mention o
f police, Iarossil

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

- maybe, five thousand barrels, four thousand barrels or whatever.
[inaudible] . . . twenty thousand barrels . . . Who knows,

what the hell? Somehow, it [inaudible] u
p

there.

[inaudible]

No, we bought it from, uh, with our AMI Equity.

[inaudible]

[inaudible; occasional mention o
f police]

MR.

MR.

MR.

HAMEL:

BLACK:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

Coast guard guys know . . . discharge . . . No requirement . . . The
police don't look . . . they have a window . . .

Where do you get the barrels?

- - - the barrels accumulate.

No.

And you're supposed to g
o

to the, uh, the refinery, _ [inaudible].
No, don't tell me they threw the barrels overboard.

Two hundred.

How many?

Two hundred.

Those guys, four to the boat, were something else.
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[inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: - - - what the hell are all those barrels doing there? But the kid was
so embarrassed, [inaudible] run around with two
hundred barrels [inaudible] On a ship . . .

Florida Keys.

MR. BLACK: That is a real problem here.

MR. HAMEL: Tell you what, [rest of speech inaudible]

MR. BLACK: Your guys?

MR. HAMEL: What he was doing is giving [inaudible]

MR. BLACK: Why'd he do that?

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible]

MR. BLACK: Well. Yeah, but -

[Short period inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: -- if you're gonna do it
, you gotta d
o

it
. If you don’t do it
,

you ain’t
nothing. You don't have enough [inaudible] full o

f

guts. But
you're [inaudible] do what you're supposed to do --

[Long period inaudible. Very loud laughter in the background. Mentions o
f

Coast
Guard, deposition, hearing.]

MR. BLACK: How about written orders? Any, written SOP's, or --

MR. HAMEL: Like I said, there's no record [inaudible]

MR. BLACK: But how about any orders, directives.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, - [Period of inaudible] . . . one very angry . . .

MR. BLACK: Are you gonna come forward?

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible]
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MR. BLACK: That's all we need. One body.

[inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: I got an idea. Some legal action. [Period of inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: What kind of, ah, legal action [inaudible]

[inaudible]

MR. BLACK: You did say, hey, [inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: Oh, yeah.

[inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: . . . It does go to the bottom . . .

MR. BLACK: Tell me how long a barrel lives in salt water at the bottom?

MR. HAMEL: I don’t know. About a month.

MR. BLACK: That’s it?

MR. HAMEL: A month, two months. Sure.

MR. BLACK: Not over a year?

MR. HAMEL: Oh, no. Regular oil barrel, about a month or two at the most.

MR. BLACK: I'm convinced that this lobster thing people cut their oil cans in half
and put them in there, you know, for lobster [inaudible], when
they throw them in the bay a

ll

the time. The lobster hide in there.
Those only last four o

r

five months. Because they get encrusted with,

with a
,
a part o
f

the reef and things like that. But if you have full
barrels in salt water, look what it does to a boat.

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: - I'll tell ya, I could be fifty percent right. We can get this out right.

I think there're few too people employed. Anybody I've ever known
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MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

who's going to live on the beach, gets a lots of tar balls, and we get
this out, we [inaudible]

Well, that's the time to do it
,

though.

Huh? I know. [inaudible]

Let's not let any grass grow on that one.

I know.

The most important thing to d
o
is to document that it has happened;

document that it is happening and just stop it
.

Stop happening.

Yeah.

[inaudible] . . . doing it . . .

We need somebody that saw that trip. We need any eye witness.

[inaudible], the guy who did it
,

[inaudible]

[Two o
r

three exchanges inaudible]

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

I’d like to have some, I’d like to have [inaudible], corroborate
his testimony, that the [inaudible].

Good idea, that, may not work, but, you gotta have something like
that.

[Long period inaudible. Some mention o
f

Port Everglades. "Unbelievable" said several
times.]

MR. BLACK [speaking to his colleague out o
f

the Hamels' hearing]:

I'm a
t

the table b
y

myself now. We're getting ready to get the check.
It's about twelve after seven. Give me some ones if you read me.
For your information, he's been, he's been staring a

t your LP [RV?],
because h

e gazing out the window while I literally thirty yards from
you, up and to your left. I don't know if I’ve got your, got your
three's, got your three's, I guess you're telling me I'm o

n my own.

[inaudible] No more batteries.
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I'll see you back at the hotel as soon as we get to leave. I'll see you
at the hotel.

[First few exchanges inaudible]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

What are you trying to do, ah, is there anything to be done before
you leave?

No, No. I know I can't get everything done. But I just want to get
the offices going before I go. I'll only be gone a week. In this
business, five days is not much.

[inaudible; mention of Coast Guard [?]]

MR. BLACK:

[inaudible]

MR. BLACK:

[inaudible]

MR. BLACK:

Wait ’til you bet one. We're gonna get Chuck one of these pagers.

Oh yeah, we're gonna go visit . . . You got me started now . . .

I'm gonna turn it off to save batteries.

[Loud noises in background]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

[inaudible]

MR. BLACK:

Wayne does not . . . he's got a rental car . . .

Oh, no, it's a rental. Budget or an Alamo, or some kind of
[inaudible]

I don't know, I didn't get hit [inaudible], but_ [inaudible].
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[inaudible]

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

[inaudible] .

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

[inaudible]

MR. BLACK:

[inaudible]

Page 22

Thank you.

[inaudible] — We haven't had a chance to . . . have dinner
together [inaudible].

How long ago was that?

Seattle on my birthday . . .

Well, not really, my Dad was, my Dad was born in 1900. So he'd
have been ninety today. He died in 1970. And my mom was killed
in an automobile accident two years later.

Oh.

A year and a half later, and she today would be probably seventy
something, seventy-five.

[inaudible]

Yeah, well, I'm an older guy myself.

[inaudible]

[inaudible]

Thank you.

All the guys in their twenties . . .

I'll be forty-three in November.
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MR. HAMEL: Did you ever go to the . . . Thought it would be a nice
place to -

MR. BLACK: . . . a
ll

that poverty . . . San Juan . . .

MS. HAMEL: . . . airport . . .
[inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: - - - she wants to go ski high, [inaudible]

[About five minutes inaudible. Some mentions o
f

driver's o
r

divers licenses.
Mention o

f

law firm]

. . . took a month off. ... a couple of months ago.

MR. BLACK: Thank you. This is a great place.

MR. HAMEL: My pleasure.

[Side 3 ends, conversation continues in Exhibit 20]
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[Last page of the original Wackenhut transcript (F2R412075) appears to be an alternate
transcription of the opening of the conversation recounted above. Note that in places the
identities of the speakers are reversed.]

ALEXANDRIA, VA. AUG. 18TH, 1990 PROJECT # 427 TAPE # 19

MR. HAMEL: inaudible ... on the corner here we were working on some stuff, lets
make sure you like my stuff and we had a couple ... inaudible ...

Yesterday, I was sick as a dog and I wasn't drinking alcohol and
bending over and upchucking, I think there was something wrong with
that wine, I don't know what else. I mean, wait a minute. The only
thing we had in common was that wine. Unless it wasn't a good

brand o
r something. I never, I drink wine every day, that's my little,

I need a break from my diet, that's why ... inaudible ... dug it out and
they put in a beautiful wine cellar in the back yard. Problem was,

when they put the patio back, the cellar leaked, so they had to dig

it up a
ll

over again and filled it with styrofoam and I don't know
what else but then it still was not working so ..

. inaudible ... where
have you been this week?

MR. BLACK: Just a
ll over; I was up here earlier in the week, I was in Miami and

we were in Tampa, you know, putting out fires.

MR. HAMEL: How many o
f you are there in the Miami office?

MR. BLACK: In Miami, w
e

have the total amount o
f people down there is about

Illne.

MR. HAMEL: Wow.

MR. BLACK: 9 o
r 10, there's Sherree, John, Vern, we have about 13 o
r

1
4 totally.

Good place for an office; the place is perfect. There's so much you

need when you're out o
f town; that Diane is pretty good a
t;

she's got

to tell me what she is looking for.

MR. HAMEL: OK.

MR. BLACK: When hiring people; with these agencies;

MR. HAMEL: Another problem with the agencies; there's only one entrance to the
building; they’ve got to find it

;

there's a
ll

this crap; the fact that you

want something you discount them out o
f
it you just
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Exhibit 20 August 18, 1990; Meeting at Hamel's home and elsewhere
Continued from Exhibit 49.
Prod. no.: Audio, F2R400340; orig. transcript, F2R412077-078, enhanced audio,

F2R416169.

[Black and the Hamels appear to leave the restaurant and walk outside. Note: "break"
indicates a period when transmission appears to be intermittent.]

[Side 1 begins with 15-25 seconds' background noise, conversation unintelligible.]

MR. HAMEL: You want to walk here? You want to walk out this door? [10-15
sec. inaudible] OK, I'll file my complaint tomorrow. They’re not
supposed to have more than 360 people. [20-25 sec. break, inaudible]

MS. RICH2: Fireplace . . . [5 sec. inaudible] in Sun Valley . . . [5 sec. inaudible]
they have that monster roaring fireplace. . . . [5 sec. inaudible]

MR. BLACK: [appears to speak into the microphone] We're on the dock now,
looking around. It's 7:33.

MS. RICH2: OK.

MR. HAMEL: Second dock for sailboats. Little red striped sail . . .[
5

sec. inaudible]

I haven't used it in a couple of years, it's still winterized.
MR. BLACK: Nice-looking Endeavor. 4

3 Endeavor. Something like that. A ketch.

MR. HAMEL: We found out that's too big for us, down in the islands using it
,

but

to try to keep up a boat like that and . . . [5 sec. inaudible]

MR. BLACK: It's huge.

MR. HAMEL: We were living in Sun Valley, and we'd come home once in a while.
It's just more than we can handle. Look at that puppy . . . [5-10 sec.
inaudible] I saw a puppy there. [10-15 sec. inaudible]

MR. BLACK: You can really tell, can't you? All the glamour . . . [5 sec. inaudible]
the Italians were the first ones to come out with these things with

a roll-bar looking effect. Remember when they came out with that?
Race boat effect . . . [5 sec. inaudible] a

ll

the high tech stuff. . .[
5

sec. inaudible] Looks like it
,

doesn't it?

Minority Exhibit 32
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[35 sec. break, inaudible]

MR

MR.

MR.

MR.

MS.

MR.

MR.

. HAMEL:

BLACK:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

BLACK:

RICH2:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

HAMEL:

This is going to be a carry-out store.

Ship's store?

Yeah, well, food . . . [inaudible]

Yeah, I'll bet . . . I used to. . .

The traffic last night; there were a lot of people on the road. [50
55 sec. break, inaudible]

[30 sec. inaudible] conversation between two young ladies [50-55
sec. break, inaudible])

She's cute but crazy.

[15 sec. inaudible] cute . . . [10 sec. inaudible]

Maybe it will be like a little bullet, shooting out of there.

Shoot right out of there.

Jesus! [30-40 sec. break, inaudible]

Tonight we're supposed to have a
ll

kinds o
f lightning and thunder

. . . [20 sec. break, inaudible] It's just like [rain?] yesterday. [10
sec. break inaudible]

You want to come over? [10 sec. inaudible] Why don't I pick you
up?

[5-10 secs inaudible] Old (5-10 sec.]

OK. Why don't you come over around 11:00? We'll spend a little
bit of time.

Will that guy downstairs let me in?

Yeah. If not, you can page me, but just come over and then we'll

. . . flowers. And then we'll . . . [5-10 sec. inaudible]

I hope she isn't making any [transmission breaks up]. Is that the
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same one? [15-25 sec. break, inaudible]

MR. BLACK: Yeah, it
s

the same one. Different pager. This is a local pager.
[dog noise]

MR. HAMEL: Yeah, I'm going to take him for a walk right now . . . We're almost
there. -

[unintelligible background noise]

MR. BLACK: It's 817-4253. Just put your number in there where you are. And

if the guy is here h
e will call you.

MR. HAMEL: [5 sec. brief response inaudible]

MR. BLACK: That will be good.

MR. HAMEL: That address, again, is 525 [10-15 sec. break, inaudible]

MR. BLACK: 2341

MR. HAMEL: Thank you, sir.

[5-10 sec. blank space]

MR. BLACK: I’ll read these suckers . . .

MR. HAMEL: [5 sec. inaudible] copy o
f them, don't lose them . . . [5 sec. inaudible]

MR. BLACK: Oh, don't worry, I'll give them back to you tomorrow. I'll read them
and dump them in tomorrow, have our guy dump them in and g

o

from there.

MR. HAMEL: [5 sec. inaudible] Copies o
f

the Public Notice, which is May 31,

. . . comment . . . [reads] . . . "Happy reading. I checked your listing
on our mailing list. It was correct. Oversaw the envelope stuffing

o
f

that myself. My guess is that either the U.S. Mail or one o
f your

... [2 sec. inaudible] diverters . . . [2 sec. inaudible] were the culprits
behind the fact that you did not receive the package, etc." I was the
only one who made a complaint in the first place . . . when . . .

called me up. The Alyeska people never knew this anyway.

MR. BLACK: Don't forget to get your phones transferred. Thanks again.
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MR. HAMEL: Yeah. OK. Thank you for dinner.

MR. BLACK: All right, you're welcome; my pleasure, are you kidding? Happy
belated birthday.

MS. HAMEL: Thank you very very much.

MR. BLACK: We'll see you tomorrow. I'l
l

see you around eleven.

MS. HAMEL: Good.

MR. HAMEL: I will be here around eleven and then we'll pick you up afterwards
and then we'll go to breakfast.

MR. BLACK: I'm going to get in there probably 10:30 or quarter to eleven, or so.

MR. HAMEL: Bye bye.

[10 sec. break inaudible]

MR. BLACK: Put the . . . Put the stolen documents in the trunk o
f

my car. These
appear to be the same ones I looked at before. [30 sec. break,
inaudible] Lincoln Town Car, 572756. It's a gray Lincoln Town Car,

57.2756. [10-15 sec. break, inaudible] I'm going to the radio now.
I'm switched off the bug and going to the radio. [25-30 sec. break,

inaudible] Rick, we're going to g
o

to the office, QSO [?].
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Exhibit 21. August 18, 1920; Meeting at Ecolit office
Prod. no.: Video, F2R400341; audio, F2R412079; orig. transcript, F2R412080

109; enhanced audio, F2R416168.
[Transcript based on audio track from original video, as enhanced.]
[Side 1 of audiotape begins; ca. 40 seconds inaudible]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

[Laughter]

MR. HAMEL2:

[Laughter]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

She's been wanting to write a book, and wants to co-author it with
me. I need her like I need a hole in the head.

Who?

Lisa Drew [?], the gal that wrote this article.

Have a seat.

Let me just make a quick call here. Rick Steiner says that the editor
of Alaska Magazine, who I know is a friend of his, is writing a book
about Alaska. It's about Alaska. The last chapter is about me. He's
coming to interview me -- I've met him before a lot -- and his - the
whole chapter is supposed to be about my being the - having done
more for the state of Alaska than al

l

o
f

the environmental groups put
together in the last five years in Alaska.

A whole chapter. Alaska Magazine is a pretty nice magazine. [10
seconds inaudible].

[10 seconds inaudible] the environmental community up there is so
bought out b

y

the industry.

Hard to believe.

See, they get their funding from industry to leave them alone.

Here's what we're going to crank up. I just got this in the fax. That
will give you a

n idea what we're doing.

How'd you happen to open up here in Washington?

Well, there's some -- it's very active up here, but the other reason,
basically, is you. We want to start doing some effective stuff. I’m
tired o

f

a
ll

these long distance calls. I want to be able to spend
some, spend some time, d

o
a couple things. I want to be able to -

- what are you looking for? That's the best, that's the best thing
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your shirt - I want to be able to get this ReadWare going, because
it's like it is the thing for us. I think it really is

,

Chuck. It's going

to be the thing.

MR. HAMEL: Well, she did get some stationery & everything already. All right.
She came through. Goddamn it

. Planet Management - yeah, she
did.

MR. BLACK: Changed it. See here's there looks like we were using Miami, and
she got that done.

MR. HAMEL: Good. We're in good shape.

MR. BLACK: I thought old Vern - Vern must b
e screwing off. I thought h
e

was
going to be in here today.

MR. HAMEL: That's the computer guy? Yeah, he should use Ken this week --

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: And anytime he's not doing what he wants, just put Ken to work.
I’ve got something going in Japan, to see if I can get the Japanese

to buy in, because he's a
t

the end o
f

his--

MR. BLACK: Is he? Well, he's got - Vern has got two assignments. One is to

get, get Sherree, cause Vern will only b
e

here through, I think,
Wednesday o

r Thursday, get Sherree plugged in on, on using the
thing. We've got the scanner there and we're ready to go.

We're still going to do this - are you familiar with -- I'm not
familiar, that's the reason I'm asking - this OCR stuff? So they’re
going to b

e

able to -- we're still going to put legal documents in

there, depositions and things. And we can still do, you know, how
many times have they mentioned, you know, Wayne Jenkins' name.

and it will still go to those . But it won’t think,

like we think ReadWare will. And the application o
f ReadWare, I

guess, is pretty sophisticated.

MR. HAMEL: And you know how to use it - he can help at any time he's, you
know, a couple o

f

minutes away. In fact, what -- if you're going to

need any computer time, someday to spend the time, you know, Rich

is - because things are slow, he's selling his services. He's outside,
doing computer work for people. Saudi Embassy is using him for
something, whatnot.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: But he needs outside work right now, he's got a baby, wife & baby.
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MR. BLACK: Oh.

MR. BLACK: He's got to find something, he can't afford to futz around, but now
he's getting serious ..

. any kind o
f computer work they got. And he's

good a
t using the system.

MR. BLACK: These guys have been out selling - they’ve been out trying to sell the
ReadWare thing, huh?

MR. HAMEL: Well, they can't - they’re not equipped to sell it. It's going to take
an outside subcontractor, some other company is going to take over
the running o

f ReadWare, and they just keep doing, developing, it
,

developing. And what I’m doing now is
,

until Ken, were going to get

a hold o
f

the company, I wasn't going too far, as far as I got a nice
hunk, I'm happy. But he's got to give something up. They’re not
going to get any big outfit to come in

.

a lot o
f money

[inaudible]. It's still not user-friendly. It's not windowed, like it's
supposed to be. So he's going to start - he's caving in now. He's
ready to - he gave up a lot of - a lot of what - a lot more than
the company before. But I have a real top guy, Tom Harper [?],
who's going to - he's big in Japan, and he used to be up on the Hill
with me, he's a great guy, and he'll sell u

s
with Mitsubishi o

r

something.

Now, which one is that? The Motorola?

MR. BLACK: Yeah, this is a new one.

MR. HAMEL: Okay.

MR. BLACK: That - apparently this phone doesn't work, for getting out, or
something.

MR. HAMEL: Which one?

MR. BLACK: This one here. I just called...

MR. HAMEL: Oh.

MR. BLACK: Then they can't call in here.

MR. HAMEL: That's the one I'm getting. A friend of mine has it
,

and he's very
happy with that Motorola.

MR. BLACK: Yes.

[Beeping sounds]
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MR. BLACK: Yeah, it's real -- it's thin.

MR. HAMEL: a friend of mine has it
,

and it'll recharges very easy. He
has it in his car, and recharge in his car, and it - it also -- it will tell
you who - if someone wants to reach you, you'll know that they tried

to reach you.

MR. BLACK Yeah. It will show you how to call, if y
o
u

have it o
n

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: But it has a cigarette lighter plug in.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: It's real neat.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. And you can also - you can add it to the extension in the
car. What do you call that? The antenna for the car, on some kind
of -

MR. BLACK: And you should only pay about eight o
r

nine hundred bucks for one
of those.

MR. HAMEL: That's what - they're really coming down. I can’t believe it. But I'm
not getting any o

f

this until Exxon: [inaudible].
MR. BLACK: Yeah. I hear you.

MR. HAMEL: I used to have one in each car and a
ll

that good stuff and now I'm
living without them.

MR. BLACK: Well, h
e

can rack it up.

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible]. Pretty quick.

[Pause]

MR. BLACK: I’m--

MR. HAMEL: And Peter Jenk-, Chandler is an attorney?

MR. BLACK: Yeah. He's a guy in a firm out there. I forget the name of it
,

but
he's getting ready to file that for us, and a

ll

h
e

needs u
s

to d
o
is sign

off on it. [Pause] But that's one o
f

four o
r

five things.

You see, these -- here's the -- I don't know how to explain this to

you, and I don't blame you for being careful, especially about those,
those legal documents, Chuck, but we're doing -- we're doing bits and
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pieces. Let me see if I can even try, if I can try to do -
MR. HAMEL: a civil suit. You've given written notice, sixty-day notice.

MR. BLACK: Uh-huh.

MR. HAMEL: expiration of the notice. I have one of those sitting out
there, so I haven't got a notice problem anymore. What are they
complaining about here? [Reads aloud. Unintelligible.]

Okay. This is a property that was -- screwed up, right?

MR. BLACK: Right.

MR. HAMEL: [Reads aloud. Unintelligible.] And the plaintiffs in this case would
be like, who?

MR. BLACK: Would be like us, and the people in on the property. We come in
as a -- as their friends and do it. Simple suit. No big thing. Not

a big dumping beef, o
r anything like that. But what we have learned

from that is what we're going to put in the computer. What we learn
from that is . So what I want to do is -- this is the
computer, we're going to headquarter ourselves u

p
here. What I was

going to say was, "Okay. We're going to suit these guys in L.A."
We've got one going now out there in San Diego. That's the Gibson
caper, San Diego." All these things are going to generate depositions

o
f

their experts, and that's like, what are they going to say this time?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: And it's going to -- I mean, whoever pays them most. And it's going

to generate legal memoranda internally.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: And that is going to -- they’re going to file motions.

So what I want to take are these motions, these motions and these
depos, a couple o

f

cases we have in Florida, and put them in -- and
you're the one that gave me the idea o

f

the ReadWare -- and put
them into this ReadWare. And that ReadWare, I think -- and
according to Ewell, and according to my guy, John, that you met, is

going to tell u
s

what they're going to do.

So we're real selective when we g
o

for the big one. Let's say we g
o

for this guy out there, the guy that you just met, o
r if that's like the

biggest case, we're going to know what they’re going to do. And
that's the way to shut them down. It's like knowing what the enemy's
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going to do next. It's a - it's a strategy thing.
MR. HAMEL: Well hell -
MR. BLACK: That's what I want to do.

MR. HAMEL: If that's what you're up to
,

you can get, for example, from the
environmental community that's done a lot o

f

these things, get their
files. I mean, they’re finished suits, they’re over with.

MR. BLACK: That's what I got Sherree doing.

MR. HAMEL: And get - you're going to get a lot of NPDES permits. And what

I found where you're going to enjoy this is - they’ve been whipped
too many times. Because they’ve got new people coming and going.
Okay. S

o

these young lawyers are making their way, spending a little
time here, and they g

o

o
n

to the next deal, I mean, to the next job,
and another young lawyer comes out o

f
college, and now he'll do the

next NPDES permit.

And they’re getting -- as you said -- they’re getting wiped out each
time b

y

the type o
f things that the oil companies keep doing a
ll

the

same thing. They're not geniuses, but these people they're dealing

with have never had any experience. They're a
ll

new people.
They’re all these things - the environmental community - in the
Washington state area, for example, hasn't done any more NPDES
permits in the pulp mills, pulp mills are terrible pollters.

So Weyerhauser puts a bundle o
f money up. They whip these little

kids. And new kids come on the block, and now they -- so the
environmental community, because they can't make any money.
They’re out o

f
it now. They’ve been out for a long while, and

nobody's been back.

So I can see you picking up a lot of what you're looking for from
prior cases that are done with. But you know, stacking -- and it's so

easy to just put it in
.

You scan it in, and you can get also -- and a

lot o
f

those that are already done, they're already in computer form,

some -- everything that the people - a lot of it is in computer form,
and the rest unless they’re burned out on them.

MR. BLACK: Okay. I understand that.

MR. HAMEL: Do you want to win one in a hurry, though?

MR. BLACK: Oh, sure. We always want to win one.

MR. HAMEL: Okay.
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MR. BLACK: Always want to win one.

What I don’t have is -- what I don't have is the -- is the legal
memoranda. I mean -- that's what I mean. That's the way to really
-- I mean, we can take all these other -- all these other situations,
all these other depos, and what I don't have and what I really need
is legal memos, and that's what is important.

But the answer is yes, sure. I'd love to win three or four. Tell me
how I can do it.

MR. HAMEL: Okay. What I - I have a funny little circumstance here. It's one of

these -- the kind o
f thing you're looking a
t doing, it's five years old,

so it's -- it's reached it
s

course now, and you just got to walk into
court and hit it between the eyeballs. And it's al

l
-- it's all been

done.

S
o

the thing, though, you a
ll will become known in a hell of a hurry.

I don't know if you want - when I say "known," and a victory
somewhere in someone else's back yard, in Alaska, and the case
would be filed here in federal court in Washington, D.C., and they
can't change the venue. It's one o

f

these peculiar things.

MR. BLACK: Tell me about ...

MR. HAMEL: The -- I'll tell you about this John Hahn [?] thing, and where that,
where that one's a

t. He then went to the oil companies and asked
them, "Hey, guys, you know. Have you been taking hazardous waste
from California and the West Coast, put in your ballast water and
taking it to Valdez?" So the attorney's present, and the head o

f

the
company, the shipping company and BP and Exxon and ARCO --

"Who, us?" You know. "We don't do that as a practice, not that."

But, he didn't ask the right questions. And my -- at the time, my
source a

t

the shipping company who issued the orders to have it done

is sitting a
t

the headquarters when they came -- when John Hahn
came to ask. I never told John Hahn that I had this source.

But I think, you know that much about me. . . I have a source, I

promise them anonymity. If I have to give up and never go anywhere
because o

f it
,
I won't do it. Because that's, you know, my thing.

That's my personal thing. I've seen too many people get hurt, and

I can't go help them when they’re hurt. I can't get them a job, I

can't help people. S
o what I can't control, I don't do.

But at least -- but I'm patient, too. And I keep figuring
some day, my time will come. So in this case, I never told John
Hahn that I had this source, because he would have insisted on
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meeting him, and he would have dropped the words somehow, and
the owner company would know it and it's a tough ballgame, in the
shipping business. So -- I just told him what to look for. I said,
John, you go to the owner companies, and ask them for the cable
traffic that goes to each tanker when it goes to Panama to -- to
Alaska, it stops for bunkers, either in San Francisco, L.A., somewhere.
When you stop for bunkers - - I've got it all documented,
you know.

-

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: When you stop for bunkers, it takes, say, four hours to bunker a ship.
Okay. For diesel fuel. So. The instructions are, "Hey, Captain --
and First Mate - there will be another barge come alongside, and
you're to take on liquids from that, put it in your ballast water, and
go in as ballast water." And ballast water is sucked from underneath,
but this is coming from the top, and mix it with your ballast water
and spread it out.

The captains don't like it
.

You never know who's going to give you
what. You don't want to pull a tanker u

p
and say, "Well, I've come

to take - they want me to take this ballast water, and there's
something in it." The whole thing is the worst. But it takes more
time. Instead o

f loading in four hours, it now takes nine hours, five
extra hours for this crud to come on board, and a super tanker, you
know, every minute - you know the story about the Valdez, you
know. Get the tanker out in minutes. So every minute counts.

So they - I told him what to ask for, and how. What he didn't know

-- is - I knew he'd go into the office and he'd ask for the wrong
thing [and he'd gotten it?], in each office. So h

e didn't ask for it.

Didn't ask to see the traffic. He had a
n investigator with him, the

whole schmeer. And he had the -- the third time they'd screwed me
this way, with the gal from Valdez, with a very major thing, that story
about this guy that committed suicide. I mean, he'd screwed me on
that one. And that bad one, the MAPCO. And so, I had to live
with it

.
I just forgot about it
. I didn't forget about it, but there was

nothing I could do.

Turns out that a year later, Robie Russell, the head o
f EPA Region

10, puts out a final report. The [TOSCO7] investigation was a failure
because it couldn't find any corroboration for my sworn testimony.

I had - four people give me sworn testimony, but they're a
ll

a
t

the
receiving end in Valdez. Knew that the stuff was coming in

.

Knew
that it upset the system. Knew that the cable traffic come in and
forewarned them that it was coming in

.

Knew that they had to

disconnect environmental analysis stuff and whatnot so they can dump

it in the Bay. And they can't treat it. It upset their whole system.
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And, and the problem was, according to Robie Russell, these people

said that, but they were a
ll past employees, and they can't find any

present employee who knows anything about it who'll say anything -

- except this gal who they they seem to want the answers from. And
we don't have good corroborations from the owner
companies. Nobody's volunteering. And so I was troubled at the
time, that the way the questions were asked, they weren't going to

get any answers. At the owner companies, a
s well. They didn't even

ask to see the cable traffic. It's very simple. If you ask for every
cable that goes to the ship between the time it leaves Panama and
the time it arrives to stop and get its bunkers, its toll , you

could find it right there. But he didn't.

Well, there's nothing I could have done about it
,

so, I just put it my
backpack and said, "Well, some day, you know, I'll bitch about it.

[Inaudible] Doug Baily always told me, "Chuck, keep a record. Keep

a record. Some day you're going to write a book on this and you'll

blow them out o
f

the tub. Keep a record."

[20 minutes into recording a
t

this point]

So about several months ago, apparently, EPA and DEC of Alaska
agreed with Alyeska that they were to modify their NPDES permit
where Alyeska would no longer be responsible for what comes out
the effluent that isn't ballast water material. I.e., if somebody puts
something in the ballast water that's not ocean water, and not oil
clingage from the boat, it's not their fault. That EPA and DEC will
henceforth become responsible. It's up to them to detect it

,

to have
the suspicion, to fl

y

somebody in
,

o
r

send somebody in to Valdez, get

a sample, and it's going to the tanker ashore, and analyze it - which
takes weeks -- and analyze it for what? You'd better know what
you're looking for, o

r it will cost you a fortune, and do something
about it.

But Alyeska is not responsible, because how can they b
e responsible?

They can't control something like that. Okay.

I was the one that filed the complaints. I should have known about
such a modification, I would think. But I didn't get any notice o

f
it
.

But they had a public notice. It was in the newspaper. I don't --

I do happen to get the newspaper, but I don't read the public notice
section, for Christ's sake. The public notice section said that between
June-something and July 12th of this year, there would b

e
a public

comment period, and they'd hold a hearing in Valdez. Nobody
responded.

Riki Ott was responding, and going to it
,

she shows u
p

in Valdez and
they'd cancelled it because they hadn't heard from her that she was
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coming. They hadn't heard from anybody who wanted to be there
so - so they cancelled it, two days before the final comment period.

And they know the fishermen were al
l

fishing, and nobody knows
what the hell was going on. She was out fishing. How was she
supposed to be reading the little ads?

So she got a
ll prepared for arguing about a bunch o
f

modifications
they were doing that were wrong. And she also had this little
modification here, and she was against it

.

It didn't make sense, that
they’d be absolved o

f
this responsibility.

And I was on my vacation there in San Juan Islands, and she was
phoning around looking for me, and my answering service said that
she called, so I got back to her. She was in for a day. She had
motor problems. And she says that she wanted me to see her
comments -- because she never says anything like that without going
through me and just - she made some horrible mistakes a couple of

times and got in deep shit, trouble, and ever since then, everything

she ever says about anything to do with Alyeska, Valdez o
r whatnot,

I have to see it first, just to make sure there's n
o
-- she just sends

it to me -

I was on these islands, and I was at a hotel, b
y

coincidence, just
having brunch in the camper. So she faxed it to me right away. And

I see this clause in there about relieving them of their responsibility
and crud coming up. And I’d been hearing that they were sending
the crud up again. I just didn't know what I was going to do about

it but I heard it was going on again.

Once they got it resolved and - you know, so Alyeska knows it's
coming, because it's all - hey, Alyeska and the owner
companies.

So Riki made her complaint, or her comment, that she was against

it
.

And I got in the next day to a typewriter at my in-laws and typed
up a comment, and I made it by ten minutes. I found a shoemaker
with a fax machine, and got it into EPA within ten minutes. And
went in the next day and raised hell with EPA about it

,

and they

said, "Well, you would have been told. We're sure you were told."

So last Monday, I got a letter from them saying, "We sent it to you.

It must have gotten lost in the mail, because you were on our list."
They didn't say that they knew they sent it -- it must have gotten it -

- "I
t

must have been sent to you. They must have sent it. Sorry you
didn't get it. The U.S. Mail must have lost it

.

You know. The
notification.
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MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

But anyway, with you in mind, I casually called . . .

Hello?

Hello?

Wayne?

Yes.

Hey, I got a problem [5 seconds inaudible]

I'm sitting right there.

[inaudible]

Yeah.

[inaudible] to know that [inaudible].

I need to talk to him. Give me a number where he's at.

[inaudible]. I asked for one . . .

I’m in the office.

[inaudible].

Well, that's his problem. I'm in the office here with - I need two
things. I need to know where Vern is

.

I'm sitting here in the office,
talking to Mr. Hamel. And I need to know from him where, where
Vern is. And I need to know now.

[inaudible].

I'm in the office. I thought you could call into these damned things.

[Inaudible]. You should b
e able to . . .

Right.

[Inaudible].

418-4106. And then it's extension 329. Which means you’ve got to

call the Switchboard.

Yes, and he told me that h
e really dialed in
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MR. BLACK: Well, doesn’t work.

MS. RICH: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: But I need to talk to him. I need to know where Vern is
,

because

I have somebody here that I want to crank up the computer for.
MS. RICH: All right.

MR. BLACK: So let me know, and -- and then I'll call you back. Where are you?

MS. RICH: I’m at

MR. BLACK: Okay. Yeah. It's real important to handle this for us.

MS. RICH: Okay.

MR. BLACK: Thank you.

MS. RICH: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Bye.

MR. BLACK: One o
f

these things.

MR. BLACK: Huh?
MR. HAMEL: I was so bad that I was always on my car phone, and I had -- my

office had a -- my secretary kept getting me o
n

this to get me off my

car phone to call into the house, the office.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: But I used to use the car phone like my mother. You know, you got

to talk to your mother [Inaudible]. And that's a good time. You're
driving around - I would talk to my mother. That was a twenty
minute call [Inaudible] --

MR. BLACK: I'm sorry to interrupt you. I'm getting pages - I'm trying to find
where the computer guy is

,

so he can show you.

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible]. Who was that you were just talking to?

MR. BLACK: That was Sherree.

MR. HAMEL: The new young lady. What's her last name?

MR. BLACK: Rich.
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MR. HAMEL: And where is she?

MR. BLACK: She's at the mall.

MR. HAMEL: So how did you find her?

MR. BLACK: She put her number in here. See, the number -
MR. HAMEL: Yeah?

MR. BLACK: 41 --

MR. HAMEL: Right.

MR. BLACK: 452124 and I called it. I was hoping it would be Vern, but it was
her. She paged me. She has one o

f

these also.

MR. HAMEL: But I didn't hear it go off.

MR. BLACK: That’s . It vibrates

MR. HAMEL: Oh.

[Beep]

MR. BLACK: There's the tone.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: It's three switches.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

[Noise]

MR. BLACK: So if you're in a meeting -

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: You know, I get six pages while we were sitting here.
looking -

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. That's why I finally had to call. I was ignoring them. But
it's neat if you have it on your -- have it on your hip.
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MR. HAMEL: Yeah. And then you're not -
MR. BLACK: And then you get a page - feel it. It's still going.
MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: And then you -
MR. HAMEL: I heard about them, but mine used to be [Inaudible] --

MR. BLACK: [Inaudible] -

MR. HAMEL: I used to turn it off so -
MR. BLACK: [Inaudible].

MR. HAMEL: - some Senator [Inaudible].
MR. BLACK: These are great. And then you get the number like this, and you

print the number out. See, if I was going to call this -

[Dial tone]

MR. BLACK: 817 --

[noises]

MR. BLACK: Okay. 555.

[noises]

MR. BLACK: Then I send it
,

just like the ones at home. [inaudible] a page. Then
we go like this. One page. Then you hit it

.

MR. HAMEL: Then you use the pound -

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: My problem is the pound has to b
e or it doesn’t work.

That's what I was doing wrong.

MR. HAMEL: Of course. Yeah.

MR. BLACK: These are great $9.00 a month.

MR. HAMEL: No kidding.
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MR. BLACK: $9.95. And we communicate through them.

MR. HAMEL: You're kidding.

MR. BLACK: You can't -- you can't beat it. You might want to consider one o
f

these, because -
MR. HAMEL: Yeah, I’m due for one.

MR. BLACK: Because she could get a hold o
f you, and a
ll

that stuff.

MR. HAMEL: She says it's about time she can -- I go back to my old systems.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Anyway. Hell, I can get you one on our thing, and that way,
we can communicate with each other up here.

MR. HAMEL: Okay.

MR. BLACK: I'll just get you one.

MR. HAMEL: The - what I did, though, - forget where I’m at with this
MR. BLACK: I'm sorry.

MR. HAMEL: Do you remember where I’m a
t with this? --They didn't ask the right

questions -- okay. So I sent the ten-day - I mean, my comment. I

talked to the wheels a
t EPA, and I didn't want to press them to just

knock it off. I wanted them to leave it where it's a
t. They wanted

to make the modification. They chose to make the modification, and
were going to issue a modification, until I made my complaint and

so did Riki. Riki Ott made her complaint on behalf o
f

the Oil
Reform Alliance -- which is a bunch o

f

environmental groups that
she's president o

f
-- and a number o
f

human beings o
f Cordova,

fishermen, the United Fishermen o
f

Alaska. You have a whole group
like that.

S
o they had to think twice before they moved forward with the

modification without playing with it. So they were going to take a

couple o
f

months. S
o

we got a breather, and I didn't want them to

just say no, and agree with me, and stop everything. Because I

wanted to take advantage o
f

that thing sitting there, because I still
have my 60-day notice. It's five years old, but it's still legal.

I gave 60-day notice that I was going to take action. They took years

to say, they're not sure what I'm talking about, and now they're doing

it again, and they were about to modify the NPDES permit to help
the other guys, so - and for a change, EPA in Washington is so
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upset about what this guy went too far at Region 10, that they’ve let
all of the employees out there - the technicians and the wheels --
emote. Everybody was PO'd about their program that was being
stopped by him. Go do it.

-

And that's how Air Quality went after Alyeska and hit them with the

- it's going to cost $200 million to clean up the air quality problem
that I identified in October '87, and had Bennett Johnson write a

letter and say - I mean, I gave testimony in the ANWR hearings.

I said, "Before you do ANWR, clean u
p

this thing."

Bennett Johnson, my old buddy who's a
ll oil, believe me. But

anyway, he's still an old buddy. He writes a letter saying, "What's
Chuck talking about?" And it took two and a half years to get an
answer to the letter. He hasn't got his answer yet, but Alyeska finally

answered EPA, and then they got hit with all these notices o
f

violations. When they answered, holy mackerel. This -- you can't
do these things.

But it took two and a half years to answer the questions. All the
lawyers are involved, holding off the answers.

So anyway. So they were a little nervous a
t Alyeska, because EPA

said - everybody's had problems that Robie Russell sat upon, go do
your thing.

Well, the lawyer who screwed u
p

o
n my stuff - he's a thirteen-year

man. I mean, he's going to be harder to deal with. But my thought
was this. I have since found out that they’re doing it very heavily,
again. And my - in between -- I keep forgetting half the story here.

In between, in the very beginning, when I made my comments, I also
gave the documents to EPA, that were Exxon documents, BP
documents, Sohio, etcetera, about ballast water, that were dynamite.

It showed that they knew they had a problem. They knew they had

to d
o things, but they didn't d
o
it
. They knew they had sludge and

a
ll

kinds o
f problems. And they were really secret documents, really

good stuff.

The owner companies - TAPS, Alyeska, and their attorney in

Washington - same guy who was associated with the people who pick
up my trash - went to Judge Jackson, federal court in Washington,
D.C., U.S. District Court, and insisted under the Freedom o

f

Information Act to get al
l

these documents that I gave EPA. So I

stopped giving any more documents u
p

to them, because every

document I gave them, I had put on the bottom something like, "If
you have to give these up, they have to self-destruct." And they said,
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"Oh, we can't accept things that way." Then you can't have them.
I said, you’ve got to have - I will give you nothing that you can't
agree to self-destruct if there's any subpoena for them or anything.
You've got to protect the people. So they accepted them under those
conditions. They accepted it

,

they took it on those conditions.

So they go to - the owner companies go to Judge Jackson, and they
say, "Hamel is not a source. The sources are, whoever they are, in

Alyeska. So you're not protecting, you can't protect Hamel as a

source that way. So whatever Hamel gave you, you've got to give

it to us." I don't understand it there, but you'll have it all, the
motions back and forth.

So the Justice Department fights on behalf, and the EPA attorneys
fight in federal court, takes several years. They never get written up

in the press - I told the press, they just didn't understand this kind

o
f

stuff. So it never got written up. It just hung there in the court.

Finally, Judge Jackson, o
r Johnson, whatever his name is
,

rules that
Hamel -- my name is there - Hamel is the source and the source
has chose to deliver, so the documents have to be protected. And
the Judge says, if we don't do that, you'll find out -- it's obvious
you're going to find out to b

e

able to hurt these people, e
t cetera,

e
t cetera, under RCRA -- all this stuff the oi
l

companies --

MR. BLACK: Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.

MR. HAMEL: So then they g
o

to the Court o
f Appeals. I mean, they didn't stop.

They went to the Court o
f Appeals. They lost a
t

the Court o
f

Appeals. I understood they went to the Supreme Court, but I never
got copies o

f

that. And it just died there. But they went al
l

the way,

okay? S
o

because o
f that, they chose the forum. I may b
e wrong,

but I've played lawyer too often. But what the hell. I have fun
doing it

. They chose that forum. S
o they can’t argue later that when

I finally exercise my 60-day notice, and EPA is here in town, I'm
here. The rest the diversities are a

ll

over the place. But they chose
the forum, and that's where they went -- they had EPA and those
documents and what not.

S
o if I move forward and finally sue, and sue here in town, they can

argue all they want they want to kick me out o
f

town to some other
court, to Alaska, whatnot, which I don't want to be, it's too costly,
it's too complicated -- I'm right here.
So that's one thing. So I think it would b

e

cute.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: Second thing, somewhere in the middle o
f

a
ll that, who says I can't
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throw in a motion, because I've got some real dynamite stuff. Wait
until you hear what I got in this suit. But anyway, somewhere along
the line I have a little second thought that I could throw a motion
in to Judge Jackson, Johnson, whatever it is

.

You know, you said
that they couldn't have these documents and whatnot because, you
know, they'll find out who it is

. They’re going to hurt somebody,
RCRA.

Those suckers have shown u
p

a
t my house trying to pick u
p

my

stuff. Any chance o
f - forget this lawyer-client privilege, but I want

to depose those attorneys who was in here, who was told, leave him
alone. Leave that stuff alone.

MR. BLACK: See who they’re hiring to -
MR. HAMEL: Yeah. Yeah. They can spend a

ll
the motions they want trying to

stop that, and they may succeed. But who said [I?] can't make that
kind o

f
a motion? I mean, there are a lot of things you can do if

you’ve got a - if - we're not brand new a
t

this thing. It took five
years. There's a history here.

Now, what I have that makes the frosting on this cake, is Exxon.
Now, you know about Prince William Sound. You know about the
whole plea bargain for the restoration funds, and they’re going to

have to buy things to make up for the damages that they -
MR. BLACK: Yeah, yeah, yeah.

MR. HAMEL: - never repaired. Well, it turns out that Exxon started a new type
business this past year o

r

so. They run the lightering. They use
some o

f

their supertankers, instead o
f coming down from Alaska, the

midsize tankers, the Baytown for one -- and a monster barge. It's a

huge tanker barge. The Galveston. They park it in - in San
Francisco Bay, right in the bay, a

t

anchor. And the supertankers
come to it. The Exxon Valdez types, that the . They come

to it
,

and they lighten her there. They lighten these tankers. The
Exxon Valdez is so big, they had to lighten it completely there.
Just for your fun, the -- Iarossi, the head o

f

Exxon Shipping, had had
great debates about running the Exxon Valdez a

ll

the way up the river

to his Benicia refinery. It can fit, but it would just be a complicated
thing to do. But he said, if they do it

,

the only guy he'll trust with

it
,

was Hazelwood. That was the guy.

MR. BLACK: I know.

MR. HAMEL: I thought it was the funniest thing -- I was told this the other day b
y

one o
f

the captains. The captain said that Iarossi, in person, told
him, only Hazelwood. He would only trust Hazelwood with that kind

57-913 O - 92 - 8
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of a deal. But everybody agreed it was too dangerous to run that
thing up that far.

At any rate, what they’ve done is
,

both those vessels had to g
o

into
drydock, as you have to periodically, for the [survey on up?]. And
maintenance. And both of them, you got to vapor-free them. You've
got to clean them. So - you put chemicals in, to clean everything
out, and a

ll
the sludge and the scales, and the slop tanks, which have

paint, crap, a
ll o
f

the stuff from the engine room, solids to greases

and chemicals, a
ll

that down in the slop tank.

The slop tank invariably goes to reclaimers. You're familiar with
reclaimers. And the reclaimer pick them - they do tank bottoms and
whatnot

MR. BLACK: Yeah, separates

MR. HAMEL: —and they squish out all the oil they can, et cetera, and then finally
they burn the rest, and Texas and Indiana are the only places with
some liquid permits allowed for burning liquids with extra space.
California and I don't know where else, they just - their liquid
burners are, have backup. They can't put any more - no new waste
can come in. You're going to like this. It's a [separate little deal?]
for you.

So what Exxon did is they shipped the stuff back from those two
ships to northbound tankers to Alyeska. Since the Exxon Valdez, this
gives it some pizazz, I thought you'd like a little pizazz; I don't know

if you'd like it
,

but I like pizazz.

[Beeps]

MR. BLACK: Go ahead.

MS. RICH: [5 seconds inaudible].

MR. BLACK: I don't know. I'm waiting on him.

MS. RICH: [15 seconds inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Oh, I want to know where Vern is
.

MS. RICH: [5 seconds inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Well, page him. He doesn't have a pager, does he?

MS. RICH: [Inaudible].
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MR. BLACK: Yeah. What's that number there?

MS. RICH: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: No, where Vern would be.

MS. RICH: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: The other office.

MS. RICH: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Well, check with Rick and see if he's got it.

MS.RICH: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Page me back. That's important. Have him - what I want

to know is
,
I want him to call and see if he's in his office, or what's

he doing.

[40 minutes into recording a
t

this point]

MS. RICH: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Well, have him, try to call him there. So page him. I'm going to

g
o

to the front -- walk up to the front desk here and see if I can
change the phones around, because hell, I mean, there's no reason

to have pagers if nobody can call us. But I need to know Vern's
location 100 percent for sure.

MS. RICH: Okay.

MR. BLACK: Tell Rick I need to know it. Thanks. Bye.

MR. HAMEL: So Exxon did a
t

least two, right? They could have done a lot more,

but I don't care about finding a lot more right now. I just wanted
two, okay.

What it does is
,

you have to understand that in the middle o
f

all o
f

this, there's still this big debate where Alyeska can't meet the NPDES
permit requirements. And they’ve been in court on that. Because
they futzed around long enough, so then they said, "Oh, you're forcing

u
s

to do things. It's too complicated." So their benzene -- they just

can’t control the benzene enough. So they're in deep trouble in

Alaska, on that subject and they’re still negotiating and negotiating,
how soon they’re going to do what they have to do.

But bear in mind that in that compliance order that I got way back
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in '85, it was an order in there that -- I complained 'cause they were
taking the tank farm - a huge tank farm, Alyeska's, which has
nothing to do with ballast water, right? It's a tank farm. The oil
comes in

.

They got a lot o
f

water problems. That's my problem, you

know. You read about me and my problems. Too much water in

the oil.

Because o
f

my complaint, some o
f

the owner companies got smart
and says, you know, we may have to take o

il right off the pipeline
and we get the water with it

,

but whenever it is in that tank farm,

whatever they divert water, oil the tank farm, they would not take
any oil from the tank farm without a water draw. And -- get a lot
of water draw. It takes six hours to settle the water out from the oil.

So they water draw, where they going to go with the water? It's got
pollutants in it

.

So it goes as ballast water. It's the same a
s

ballast.

But it's got a lot o
f

benzene in it
,

and they wish to hell they didn't
have to, but, you know, they convinced the government that where
are we going to build another -- we never knew we were going to

have that problem originally so, you know, what that is about is

water. Let us run it through ballast water.
Okay. They do.

But what I was complaining about is those tanks never have tank
bottoms. They, what they do is when they water draw, -- they got
pumps inside, little propellers -- and a

ll

that crap, that sludge that's
on the bottom o

f

those tanks always went out with the water into
ballast water. That's how they’re cleaning out their gizzards.

Well, ballast water can’t handle it
,

all this crud and things. The
whole -- so the order was issued, never can you have a water draw
that includes any darkened water . When water goes out,

when it really starts getting dark, that interface with the oil, you've
got to turn it off.

So that was the problem, for Alyeska, but, okay. So then they started
shipping that crap south to tankers.

But what you can’t have, beyond the water, any kind o
f oily substance

coming out o
f

the tank farm, what are you doing sending tank linings,
chemical crap from California, from a tanker in California that's
going into dry dock. The law is -- it's a hazardous waste, in

California, and it's got to g
o

to a reclaimer. But if you don't get it

on shore, you don't have to worry about it. You put it on a tanker
going north. Okay. Okay. That's Exxon.

It's got pizzazz to it that, of al
l

people who were negotiating u
p

to

$
2 billion for restoration, but it's not going to b
e popular
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Okay. It's a right arm, left arm syndrome. The guys that are
doing it at Benicia refinery didn't want to spend that money. And
they figure, what the hell? It's going to go up to the ballast water
anyway.

Do you know where the men's room is there?

MR. BLACK: That's incredible. I don't know, but I'l
l

tr
y

and find it for you.

They’re paging me.

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Well, the point is
,

how do we --

MR. HAMEL: No, no, no. It gets better.

[Laughter]

MR. BLACK: Who do we get to say that?

MR. HAMEL: It gets better.

MR. BLACK: Let me see if I have the keys. What the hell did I do with those
keys?

MR. HAMEL: Is the men's room in the offices, o
r
is it outside?

MR. BLACK: I think it's outside, but before you g
o

out there [Inaudible].

[Pause, ca. 30 seconds]

MR. HAMEL: Did I do this, or --

[Pause, ca. 1
5

seconds]

[Recording ends, a
t

ca. 5
0

minutes. Side 1 o
f audiotape ends]

[Side 2 o
f audiotape begins]

MR. BLACK: Vern, if you're here, g
o

to your door and -- where in the hell
[Inaudible]?

MR. HAMEL: Isn't that cute. They got a gal here.
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MR. BLACK. They do?

[ca. 20 seconds inaudible]

[Pause, ca. 3 minutes]

MR. HAMEL: Now I've gotten the - now, the other one is - I don't know what
ARCO's doing here - but BP has a dedicated dock and [tankage?]
in Long Beach, California, San Pedro, where crud of this nature is
accumulated in the tank, and two guys from Crowley Marine go to

it
,

they wear gloves and masks throughout their little activity -

MR. BLACK: You told me about that.

MR. HAMEL: And they carry - they put on the barge - the barge is brought along
side the BP Alaska-bound tanker, to put in the -- in the ballast. So
we spent a little time and effort on that one this week, and my guy
spent more time on it

.

It turns out, they started tracking down what's
going out o

f

California with this stuff. Because the reclaimers have
no more -- the permits don't allow any more liquid waste to be
burned, they’re shipping it to Texas and Indiana.

But they tracked down a one -- for example, let me just trace one
thing for you. The tank cleanings from a BP tanker, I guess. It was
put in these trucks, tank trucks. These tank cleanings have a

ll

kinds

o
f

crap. You never know what's in there, okay? And then it went

to the reclaimer, signed in. Then it was signed out to Texas. And
the truck never unloaded. It went to the docks. That was my
interest.

Now, the other thing they were trying to tell me, but was not
interested but I said you would be, is the tank cleanings from tanks
and whatnot out there, a

ll

the little producers out there, a
ll

this crap.

It goes to the reclaimers, and what the reclaimers are doing now,
they’re bringing some across the Mexican border, a mile and a half
across the Mexican border, and the truck driver gets paid to open the
spigot, a

s soon as he gets to the -- wherever they're going. One.

The second thing that's going on is farmers -- this is the one you're
going to like. Farmers in California are being given the stuff so that
they can put it on their roads, their dirt roads around their farms,
and keep the dust off.

MR. BLACK: No.

MR. HAMEL: I figured you - I thought that'd catch get your fancy a bit.
[Inaudible].
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MR. BLACK: Oh, my God.

MR. HAMEL: So. First things first. Going back to the Alaskan thing, what -- the
pizzazz of having Exxon pollute in it

s own back yard again - BP is

a much worse offender than Exxon, but I think you've been around
enough to know that every time I've been involved in this kind o

f

thing, if there's a tank they put crap in and somebody's getting rid

o
f
it for you, then other things - other people say, "Well, the guy

who's doing it for you, Crowley Marine, has got a contract."
Somebody says, "Geez. I've got this shit. Don't worry about it.

Get rid of it there."

Other things get in there you never even dreamed o
f

And that's why
Alyeska, one time they got like PCB or something, but John Hahn
wouldn't pursue it

. They got a bad batch o
f

something, chemicals.

The other thing you're going to find -- I don't have any proof on this.

I just know it's going on, but I decided you can only spend so much
money on this kind o

f

stuff. But the burden is on them. What the
hell am I doing spending a

ll my money? I mean --

MR. BLACK: Right.

MR. HAMEL: - I learned that a long time ago. But other than, what the owners
are going to say, "Well, Alaska North Slope crude. Something came
out o

f

the tanker. So it's tank cleaning, got a few chemicals in it
,

but it's really ANS crude, so who bitches?" That's the right arm, left
arm syndrome. They don't understand that we’ve got a compliance

order you can't have anything [from?] the tank farm, because it can't
handle what it's got. So you don't add more benzene problems and
more of these hazardous substances -- this is first off -- whether it's

AMS crude or not, at one point.

The whole ballast water treatment plant that Congress said they had

to have, and what they agreed upon, is water from the ocean and the
clingage, ANS crude, Alaska North Slope Crude clingage, in that
tanker. When it gets back.

What I know is happening, but you just have to trust me on that one,

is the product tankers for Exxon, Chevron, I don't know who else,
but at least Exxon and ARCO and BP. Their product tankers out
there, when they go for cleaning. That's what they had the last time,

so if they're back doing it again, I'm sure it's the same thing again.
The last time that I made my complaint, that's what they were doing.
When they cleaned up their product tankers -- it cost them a fortune

to get rid o
f

the slop tanks and a
ll

that crap. S
o give it over to -

- you know, talk about big money -- to the reclaimer, send it to

Alaska. It's ballast. Who the hell knows, it's oil? It was originally
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Alaska North Slope crude anyway, before it came out of the chemical
plant, or it became leaded gas in there, a

ll

kinds o
f

stuff

in there, clingage.

So I mean it's so wrong, I mean, it's a beautiful case, because it's all
done. It's been futzing around a

ll

this time, and it's finally got to the
point where now it's - it's -- and I’ve got everything. I've got [laugh]

- so yesterday, I met with the guy who's left the BP subcontractor,
the tanker company. And like, he couldn't remember half o

f it
,

because, like he said, a
t

the time, he thought it was legal. Everybody
thought it was legal.

So the details he can't remember, but the kind o
f thing I got out of

him yesterday I want to really low key him, because I’m really afraid,
you can't scare people away you know that --98 bucks for
lunch yesterday with him but, you know, lunch in New York, $9000
for two people. But I told him to get a nice, quiet place where we
could talk, and h

e picked a nice Italian place. But what I got out

o
f

him was - what I wanted to know was, you know, we don't need

a million answers -- piles o
f paper that mean nothing. I wanted to

know what wording were they using, what BP was telling him, for him

to tell his captain what to get. And it turns out it was ballast. They
called it ballast.

And so, fine. I just wanted to know what I'm looking for. And he
only remembers two times. It could have happened a lot o

f times,
but he personally remembers sending the cables twice.

And the reason h
e felt they weren't using him much is
,

his contract
was, pick up the oil, deliver it and I'll give you so much a barrel.
So it cost them money to use him. Using the tankers that they had
under permanent hire, it -- it was their tanker. If it sits an extra four
hours, it's their tanker. With him, he wants to charge them sitting

for four hours, and there's a lot o
f

debate and discussion, you know,

so you just don’t need that.

So he only remembers a
t

least twice, but he explained to me why it

wouldn't pay for them to be using his ships that often. It just
happened to be the right time and the right place, because it was too
complicated because o

f

the type o
f

contract h
e

had.

But he says h
e knows o
f

the slop tanks. That's the other thing. I

know that the slop tanks in these tankers are always dumped in the
ballast water and given to Alyeska. It's illegal, but who's going to

argue. It's illegal, but who's going to argue?

That not half as bad as -- as the - this would b
e comparable to you

having n
o

trash and garbage disposal o
n your house, and you're
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taking, you know lugging the garbage every day and walking up a nice
avenue and dropping it on the street along the way, you know,
trooping it off every day. Well, I mean, it's that kind of crappy deal.
You know you're not doing the right thing but, what the hell. Who's
going to catch you?

And the --

MR. BLACK: Is it going on right now?

MR. HAMEL: Oh, yeah.

MR. HAMEL: And what I’ve got is
,

the captain that I met with - who's scared to

the bejesus, for damned good reasons. He's got family and, you

know. He's been a captain for years, and h
e

can't afford to - you
know. What's h

e going to do tomorrow if he doesn't have this?

He was super. I'm going to -- do well with him. It's been, oh, four
months since he wanted to see me but wouldn’t see me.

[Laughter]

MR. HAMEL: Four months. But what he did is
,

he said, "Look. He'll call and
make sure the dates of these two tankers right now. I

says, "I'm going to do something. If you even asked one of your
fellow crewmen, a captain, what not, about some date like that, and
this breaks free, you know, you can get caught." S

o

h
e really

appreciated my thinking this way, and then h
e realized I was going

to protect him. And then I said, "Look. No, no. I don't need the
dates. They went into drydock. It's not going to be that hard for
me to find out what date it went into drydock, and before they went
into drydock they transferred the slops and cleaning, tank cleanings
and whatnot, to the tanker going north. So all I need is the fact that
when they were in drydock, what happens to the tank cleanings,
because you can't go to drydock.

Normally, when you g
o

to drydock in Oregon, or wherever, the
drydock people provide the barge for your tank cleanings and
whatnot. And they make the arrangements, and they make the
arrangements with the reclaimer. They just charge you for it

.

And
you're going to find out, when you start looking, that none o

f

these
supertankers have any tank cleanings anymore. The drydock doesn't
have any record. I mean, they don’t need it. But they're made for
free. Because they got rid o

f
it
. So the law is
,

it's hazardous waste.

In California, where d
o they go? Or in Oregon, or Washington

state? Where do they go?

It's a field day o
f

field days. But I don’t want to spend that money.
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Why should we? I’ve got enough [cold turkey?], and then you put
out -- now, what my - which I always like to play lawyer because I’ve
spent so many fortunes on lawyers now that I think I can
do some lawyering myself. And I'm always wrong, so - but anyway -
- they always shoot me down.

But my thought is
,

g
o

into federal court here with the data that we're
going to have o

n BP, and a lot o
f people are getting angry with BP

in this country. Congress and the public, because -- madder than hell
with them, because they do a

ll

this little cheating a
ll

the time.
They’re a big company, the number two oil company in the world.
Why do they have to cheat? You know, they make enough money
already. And they lie. -

MR. BLACK: I mean, I would love to do that. I think it can be done. But what --

MR. HAMEL: Okay, Now, when you walk in the door o
f

federal court to do this,

what I want to do is be so prepared in my interrogatories - I don’t
want to spend money on depositions. Bullshit.

Interrogatories normally aren't worth shit, I agree. But when you hit
Exxon with an interrogatory, "What happened with the tanker that
took - the Galveston took the Bay Ridge, the Baytown." And you hit
BP about what really is going into this tank that's dedicated that
they’ve wearing masks and gloves that you're shipping up to Alaska,

and have your interrogatories, a whole bunch o
f things I can list for

you, they’re not going to be able to -- they’re going to [gun?]. They’re
going to have to sit down and work a deal out.

Maybe I'm wrong, but I think the deal is going to be: I don't know

if you're familiar - About three or four years ago, somebody - some
crewman squealed on Exxon. Exxon's tankers from Aruba would
come up to Baytown in - Bayway refinery in New Jersey, dump the
crude oil and products, whatever they brought up, and instead of
turning around and going south, going up the Hudson River. Right

b
y

New York City. Right b
y

the Statue o
f Liberty. The tanker

would g
o

up, and turn around up near the Tappan Zee Bridge. And
then leave. Every trip. All the tankers.

Know what they were doing? Tank cleanings. And nobody knew.
The river was pretty dirty. Cleaning their tanks, and they picked up

fresh water up a
t

the Tappan Zee Bridge. Fresh, non-salt water.

Aruba doesn't have any water. The refinery needed clean water.
The tanker would g

o

full down. Nobody caught on. There's a tanker
going out in New York Harbor --

MR. BLACK: Hi, come in.
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MS. RICH: Hi.

MR. BLACK: This is Chuck Hamel. Sherree Rich.

MS. RICH: Nice to meet you.

MR. HAMEL: My pleasure.

MR. BLACK: Where is Vern?

MS. RICH: £e not been able to - I am clueless. I’ve been trying to find

MR. BLACK: Clueless?

MS. RICH: Uh-huh.

MR. BLACK: That turkey. I wish I knew. We're just sitting here talking.

MS. RICH: Looking at the computer?

MR. BLACK: Yeah. What I want to do is - if you get ahold of him, would you
ask him to call me? These damned phones, I can't call out. I've
been trying to page him, but he can call me on extension 329.

MS. RICH: Okay.

MR. BLACK: (Inaudible).

MS. RICH: Let me just get this stuff out.

MR. BLACK: I'm sorry.

MS. RICH: --if you don't mind.

MR. HAMEL: Where are you from?

MS. RICH: Originally, Tampa.

MR. HAMEL: Tampa.

MS. RICH: Tampa Bay.

MR. HAMEL: Tampa Bay.

MS. RICH: But I don't claim the Bucs, so don’t even look at me.
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[Laughter]

MR. BLACK: Thanks, Sherree. Anyway, if he can call me - what I want to do is
make some time when he can come in and - hopefully this afternoon
or tomorrow, when he can show Chuck what we're doing with this.

MS. RICH: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: What's your schedule? When are you leaving town again?

MR. BLACK: I don't know. I'm waiting to hear - I'll be here at least through
tomorrow. So I'll be here this weekend, so you can come back -- so.

MS. RICH: Now, you're having problems with the phones? You can't get out?

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Yeah. Oh, I can get out.

MS. RICH: Can't get in.

MR. BLACK: But I can’t get somebody to call in
.

MS. RICH: I'm going to - I'll talk to the people downstairs.
MR. BLACK: Yeah. Go to another phone once, and try to call me on 329. See

if it works.

MS. RICH: 329. [inaudible].

MR. HAMEL: Sherree's already found her apartment and a
ll

that stuff?

MR. BLACK: She's looking.

MR. HAMEL: It's a great town for looking -- but you have to know people -- a
great town for looking after somebody's house. We have friends o

f

ours, gals, who were making -- college girls who earned a living that
way in the summer. They'd look after someone's house and feed
their cat. And they'd get a beautiful car, look after their cat. And
they'd get $20.00 a day o

r something.

[ca. 2
0 minutes into recording a
t

this point]

MS. RICH: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Not working.

MR. HAMEL: She has a car, so I assume.

MS. RICH: Ringing?
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MR. BLACK: Huh.

MS. RICH: I called.

MR. BLACK: Doesn't work. That's just somebody else's phone set. What did they

tell you? What did that lady tell you about the extension?

MS. RICH: She said that with our phone, they hadn't hooked it up as of
yesterday, but it should have been hooked up.

MR. BLACK: I can dial out.

MS. RICH: You can dial out. And you should be able to get calls.

MR. BLACK: I can't get a thing. Can you call me?

MS. RICH: No, but I got calls yesterday when I was in here working.

MR. BLACK: Well, try--

MS. RICH: [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Yesterday, they transferred them, see.

MS. RICH: No. They weren't transferring them. It was after fire, I was in here,
doing paperwork.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Why don't you play with the switchboard? I gotta be able
to get calls.

MS. RICH: All right.

MR. BLACK: But I’m really looking for Vern. Hit those -- hit those automatic
answering things on the switchboard on your way out, and try to call
me then.

MS. RICH: Okay.

MR. BLACK: See if that works.

But anyway, she's looking for space.

[ca. 10 seconds inaudible]

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

I’m sure.

The-- I'll tangent a lot, but that's my nature, because I’ve got so
damned much in here to tell you. But a few years back on my
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water-in-the o
il problem, one o
f

the companies was MAPCO, in

Tulsa, Oklahoma. They took over Earth Resources Company, who
I'd had my contract with. And MAPCO was very familiar with Earth
Resources, - certain people were very familiar with my water
problem.

And I had figured that out, at that point, and they saw to it that I

wouldn't get paid. They cut off my contract. They were sticking it

to me when they knew a
ll along where the water was coming from.

And they never blamed the ship owner, and they said that I was
defending the ship owner, and I was the bad guy.

S
o I filed suit against them in Delaware, because they were registered

in Delaware, o
r incorporated in Delaware, knowing that they’ll scream

that their headquarters is in Tulsa and they want to move to Tulsa,

and I wasn't going to spend any money in the suit, and they owed
me four o

r

five hundred thousand, I forgot what it was. And I had
damages and everything else supposedly and penalties and what not

if I wanted to, but -- So I listed all that. I had my lawyer do it all,
and I agreed I didn't want him to g

o
to Delaware. I didn't want him

to drive that far, and hire one o
f

these guys and that dumps it into
court up there. He did so.

And immediately they started motions about moving it to Tulsa, and
jurisdiction, et cetera -- it was in federal court. But, I was ready for
interrogatories, and we issued the interrogatories. The day we filed
the suit were the interrogatories, and the interrogatories were just
plain English, you know. What about this, this, this and that in the
water?

Not like that deposition, where you're trying to find your way around.
But I knew what the answers were, if they didn't get a right answer,
they were committing perjury anyway, so [we're dealing with?] that
kind o

f

question. And -- so they didn't want to answer, and didn't
have to, because they were going to move it to Tulsa, and they were
going to do all kinds o

f

things.

So then we had the guy g
o

back and do another motion saying,

"Your Honor, while they’re playing around, we're fighting this
question o

f jurisdiction." That's fine, you know. But we disagree,
well, let them do their motion, we'll do ours. But in the meantime,

let them answer the interrogatories, because whether we're here o
r

out there, the judge out there is going to insist that they’ve got to

answer the interrogatories anyway, so we want the interrogatories
answered.

That one came in like on a Tuesday afternoon, delivered to the court.
And I was eating dinner at home that evening when the guy who
knows me from the company -- they used the right guy. They called
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me to say, "Hey, Chuck. What does it take to solve this thing?" I
want my money, and I want my legal fees, which were nothing at
the time. But I don't want any more, just my money.

And he says, "Well, can we negotiate it?" I said, "No. I just want
my money." "How much?" I said, "Just exactly what you owe me."
"And you don't have to - we don't have to admit anything, do
anything?" I said, "No. Just give me my money and close the thing
up."

And he said, "Can we add the old fashioned fax machine?"
_ can we do it by fax tonight?" Hell, it was 7:30 at night. I was
eating dinner with my family. Sure. I mean, he had the thing to me
in minutes, faxed it to me, and called me, "Please sign it tonight, send
it back tonight." I had to call my lawyer. I don't go for penalties
and all that kind of stuff in those days. That's not my bag. Just
like my present Exxon deal, that I just want what's mine.

So he - what I’m trying to tell you is, one thing about these oil guys.
They'll futz with you and they'll eat you up alive o

n legal stuff, and
do a

ll - and they'll just hire the best guys to keep you -- But where
their ego - not the ego, but where their PR is affected, where they're
hurting. Where they just can’t afford this kind o

f

stuff, they fall
harder than anybody else. They’re really -- that's when the wheel
says, "Get rid o

f
it
. I don't care what it costs. And money is no

object. Just get rid of it. And it can’t be in the newspaper again
tomorrow." Because that's the kind o

f thing, the longer it festers in

the newspaper, every article repeats the beginning o
f
it
. And they

took polls. They do surveys and polls in Alaska to see what kind o
f

damage I’m doing every once in awhile, that kind o
f

stuff. So I know
where they’re at, and where - but when I don't hit them hard
enough, [I've never?] filed a suit. So, so, they’re just futzing around.

But they're a
t this federal court here, and we bring u
p

the subject
of, you know, the last time that the judge, you know -- you didn’t
want him to see the documents. Now they're running around, picking
up my trash. We may lose the fact that we want to depose, for
lawyer-client privilege o

r whatnot, but I don't mind. Just start hitting
them all over the place, so that they want peace.

In the case of the Hudson River deal, it was an environmental group
that was told about it

,

Friends o
f Wildlife, whatever. And they filed

the suit. They just had it in court. Within days, Exxon made a
n

agreement with the state government who was still reeling, didn’t
even know what the hell it meant, and how serious -- you know, the
damages, nobody knew what.

And Exxon walked in and said, "We'll give you half a million dollars"
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MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

MR. BLACK:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:
MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

Page 33

- to the environmental group - "for restoration of the marshlands
and the ducks along the Hudson River." And of course, that's a

ll

they wanted anyway and so they got it.

I went downstairs, and the security guard doesn't know anything. But
I called the hotel back, and h
e got in touch with Vern, and Vern's

going to be busy a
ll day, but he said he'd try to call you tonight and

work something out tomorrow to come set u
p

with the computer.

Okay. Is Vern a
t

the hotel?

Yeah. But he says he's going to be working on something. He's
busy.

Thanks.

Sure.

Thanks.

Great meeting you.

My pleasure.

Have a nice one.

Where are you looking for an apartment?

I just went -- I drove and just wrote a bunch down over there by the
mall for renting signs.

What mall?

There's just a ton o
f

signs out there.

What mall?

Oh. Pentagon City.

You know, you can walk to work from there.

Yeah.

Yeah. Do you have any ideas?
No. Do you have any suggestions? [inaudible]

Do you have a real estate agent helping you, or what?
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MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

Page 34

No, just me.

You looking for a furnished?

Yes, it has to be furnished.

Just saying to Wayne it's too bad. . . We got gals in our
neighborhood -

[At about 25 minutes, recording is interrupted by about 7 seconds' complete silence]

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

- to get a beautiful house, and it's just a nice house , but
there -- it's hard to find.

Right.

She's -- you know, they do it through the church, and that kind of
stuff.

Yeah, who you know . . .

You just want a little apartment, right?

Yes. Just a one bedroom. Like I said, I got like four or five
numbers today, and I'm hoping that something over there --

Where are you getting the numbers from?

Just - every sign over there
had some for rent signs.

I drove by a condo place that

Oh. And you need it in a hurry, or what?

Yeah, I’d like it.

Have you tried like the Safeway? They have little bulletin boards
and stuff like that.

Oh. Okay. That would b
e something good. Because I looked in the

paper, and didn't

Uh --

1132.

You know where the Safeway and Giant is over in Old Town, in

Alexandria.
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MS. RICH: I can find it.

MR. BLACK: [Inaudible].

MR. HAMEL: I know that they each have -

MR. BLACK: Johnson. Vernon Johnson.

MR. HAMEL: - little [Inaudible].
MS. RICH: I mean, like I said, I got all of these numbers. I’ve got at least four

o
r

five numbers. I think something over here - when they say for
rent, they’ve got to be -

MR. HAMEL: But you've got

MS. RICH: -- unless they’re just an outrageous rent.

MR. HAMEL: But you’ve got to be careful -

MR. BLACK Would you try 1130 for me?

MR. HAMEL: - where you're going. Some of these places if you get in

a little white enclave, and everything around you -
MS. RICH: Right.

MR. HAMEL: – in the drug business o
r whatnot, it can't be too comfortable.

MS. RICH: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: Of course, you're o
n

the subway system -- you can g
o

almost
anywhere on the subway system here.

MS. RICH: Yeah. Metro.

MR. HAMEL: But do you want to stay very close to this, o
r

what?

MS. RICH: I'd like to
.

The closer the better for me, because [inaudible]. You
all should turn the air on in here. There's a fan.

MR. BLACK [Inaudible].

MS. RICH: That one's busted, but this one works.

MR. HAMEL: Well, where are you from originally?

MS. RICH: Tampa.
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MR. HAMEL: Where?

MS. RICH: Tampa.

MR. HAMEL: All the way back?

MS. RICH: Uh-huh. [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Just tell him to call.

MR HAMEL: You sound like Texas?

MS. RICH: Texas? No. Tampa. Loose.

MR. HAMEL: Just the -
MS. RICH: Tampa General.

MR. HAMEL: Tampa General.

MS. RICH: I'm going to go, because I’ve got stuff to do.

MR. BLACK: Okay. See you.

MS. RICH: It's been nice seeing you.

MR. HAMEL: Good luck.

MS. RICH: See you all.

MR. BLACK: Let me try to transfer -
MR. HAMEL: You know, when you have the [problems?] around the office I'm sure

they’re going to help you a lot, but my wife is also -- my number.
She's the executive secretary up on the Hill, the Senate. So she's -

MS. RICH: Oh, good.

MR. HAMEL: - knows her way around a little bit herself.

MS. RICH: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: And if you had some problems that we might be able to help you
with, or if something's not working or something, then --

MS. RICH: Good. Okay.
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MR. BLACK: Lock the door behind you.

MS. RICH: Okay. I appreciate it.

MR. BLACK: I can't believe these phones won't come in
,

Jeez.

MS. RICH: I don't -- like I said, the guy downstairs [Inaudible].

[Pause, ca. 30 seconds]

MR. BLACK: We've got these phones - if we ever get our game together, we're
going to be dangerous.

MR. HAMEL: She has a
ll

the manners o
f Sissy Spacek when Sissy - when Sissy was

her age.

MR. BLACK: Doesn’t me? She's cute as a button.

MR. HAMEL: Every thing about her.

MR. BLACK: She is
.

She is so intense. I look at her notes here, and reading what
she's doing -- water, power, offshore energy subcommittee - she's
like a

ll

over the map. She's really -- I mean - that's why we picked
her. I interviewed her, and she had all this nervous energy. She just
wants to raise hell -- which is fine with me. I think you'll like her
over time.

What I want to do is -- let me tell you. What you just said sounds
great. If we can focus on how to file an action, and how to get
jurisdiction.

I want to do two things. First, I want to stop, if this crap is going
on out there in San Francisco, we need to get somebody -- you got

to come in under a good faith -- we have to have good faith. In

other words, we have to - I have to b
e

able to say that my guys saw

it
,

which means that, through your source, I need to find out --

MR. HAMEL: We'll get that. I mean, we'd have to wait months, and I'm not going
to wait months.

MR. BLACK: Okay. Well, then we need a
n affidavit.

MR. HAMEL: You can have all the affidavits you want.

MR. BLACK: Great.

MR. HAMEL: Of crewmen.
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MR. BLACK: That's great.

MR. HAMEL: And you're going to get the tank, what's going on with the tank, and
whatnot.

MR. BLACK: Okay. If that - if that crap that they’re supposed to separate out
and burn off, if that is really ended -

MR. HAMEL: That's a gift you can have.

MR. BLACK: If that's ending up on land -
MR. HAMEL: It is.

MR. BLACK: That's incredible. And who's ultimately responsible for it? Who is
going to be the, the defendant? Whose is it to begin with?

MR. HAMEL: ARCO, BP, Exxon, Chevron, Unocal.

MR. BLACK: What are you telling me? They’re a
ll doing it?

MR. HAMEL: Well, you see, what they do is just like what's going on in New Jersey
that we heard about some time back, where somebody in New Jersey

had some hazardous waste and they give it to a truck driver, and they
go across the river to . So then it's no longer registered
anymore, and a

ll

kinds o
f funny stuff happens, and then somebody

opens the spigot, and they pay a farmer to open the -- to plow up

a big hole and drop it in that hole.
-

Some o
f

the things that goes on like that, up in the East Coast for

a long time. In this case, it's - there's got to be a lot of illegal
documentation, oh, yeah. But for the farmers to be accepting it --

it's the same old story. I don't think they - I don't think they really
know what they’re doing. I don't think the farmer who accepts it

really knows that when that runoff occurs, it goes into the water, and
the wildlife going down to the north and the south --

MR. BLACK: Cause they just look this far ahead, and even if they did now, don't
forget, he's a farmer. He has idea what effect that has long term.

MR. HAMEL: The - that's happening. You'll get it.

Then that - your guy - I thought of it there right away, when I was
on the road this trip and they were telling me that part, and I says,
"Well, that one there, what's happening" - there, you're going to do
just like you did a

t

Sailfish Point. You guys are going to start trailing
along and you're probably - you're going to have a field day.
[Sailfisher's Hook?].
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[Inaudible, overlapping remarks, ca. 5 seconds]

MR. BLACK: That's where we come in. What we do - and you were asking some
other things we do-is, we get these expert witnesses lined up. We
get - you know, to a certain extent, you could be - you could
certainly be an expert witness.

Here's what I want to do with you up here. Especially if we file an
action up here, this office is going to be kind of like the focal point.
I'll want to -- and I know that you and these guys haven’t had a
chance to load up your documents yet. Do you have a PC at your
house?

MR. HAMEL: Small one, yes.

MR. BLACK: How many megabytes?

MR. HAMEL: Just a regular little job.

MR. BLACK: It's a little PC, maybe 20 megabytes. Do you have a modem?

MR. HAMEL: Um, took it out, but I don't know how to use it.
MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: What I do is
, I use it to put stuff in my file, and Ken would suck it

out o
f

my file.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

What if we loaded your documents in here? We've already given you

a password I think - that's the reason I'm so pissed the guy isn't here,

but he'll show you tomorrow. Load your documents into here.
You'll have access to them. We'll collate the things. What I want

to know -- o
f course, it will be totally -- I told you about the legal

documents, but you'll have access to them. You can access them
from your house with a modem. We'll put a modem in your house.

MR. HAMEL: I don’t need that. I’ve got this kind of stuff in my own office. I

don't --

MR. BLACK: -- oh, a
t your other office.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: What I'm trying to say is
,

I'll donate the time to put them in,

whatever you want put in here. You can then - we'll format it for
you. You can collate it

,

and you can, you can really use it
,

because
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you've got to -- you know, you're like the CIA. You've got tons and
tons of the stuff --

MR. HAMEL: I'm a one-armed paper hanger.

MR. BLACK: Right. You have more stuff than you know what you have. If
ReadWare is going to work, this is how it's going to work.

MR. HAMEL: Okay. But I’ve got a problem, an immediate problem. The
immediate problem is on this crap that's going north. I’ve got to do
something on that before they move one way or the other on that
permit.

MR. BLACK: If it's a good action, we'll just submit a filing.

MR. HAMEL: Okay. Now, who do you have for me to -- I'm going to stack it all
up for them. I think I’ve told you, I've got newspaper stories, the
documents, et cetera - so I don’t have to spend time finding it. Who
will look at it and say, "Holy mackerel" - first of all, I know
somebody in this business [i

s going to?] say "Holy mackerel."

MR. BLACK: We will. We'll do it right here. I'll personally do it
,

o
r

Sherree can
collate it

.

One o
f

the things we'll do is we'll feed it into here, and
we'll say what do we have. We'll OCR the shit out of it right here,
and see what happens.

MR. HAMEL: You're going to get an OCR, or what?

MR. BLACK: It's in.

MR. HAMEL: You have one in there?

MR. BLACK: Yeah. It's in there. It's ready to go. What I mean b
y

OCR it is
,

we're able to look at it in there, and pick out the little phrases --

MR. HAMEL: But how do you -- how do you OCR this?

MR. BLACK: You scan it. This is a --

MR. HAMEL: Oh, you’ve got a scanner.

MR. BLACK: Yes, sir.

MR. HAMEL: I didn't see it.

MR. BLACK: Sitting right here.

MR. HAMEL: Okay. That, I know that one there. Dan Lawn's got one of these,
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MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

and he's been sending me stuff. I was very surprised, what he does.
He takes a newspaper story, puts it in there.
If we take, for example, this --

That's image, he doesn't have the ASCII file, but that's all right.

Yeah. Well, the - just the picture of it takes up a lot of memory.
Right.

And we don’t want to do that. I mean, that's about, you know, a
megabyte a page.

Image, yeah.

So what we do is we scan the data, you scan this in -
Right.

-- and OCR, and it says, "Tell me about" -- talk about moose.

Yeah.

And it says, first -- this is where it's mentioned. "Moose wandered
," and it gives us the highlights.

So, okay. You haven't got it -- but you have to have it in ASCII file.

Yeah. It's ready to go.

Oh, so this will give it -- I didn't know Hewlett-Packard would give
you -- unless you got a -- if you’ve got the board in here -- okay.

Yeah.

My guy doesn't have the board, the ASCII file. Okay.

This is -- you're looking at twelve, thirteen thousand dollars worth
of stuff right there that we just bought. Which brings

Who would you have -- let us say that this whole crap that's going
up there is

,

is -- everything I described is perfect, and it fits. And
we're going to federal court in a hurry with it. Who would d

o

that?
Who would b

e

the lawyers doing that?

We'd shop it
,

just like you shop for cars. We'd say, who have we
used in the past. What kind o
f

cases, and where is the jurisdiction.
And we --
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MR. HAMEL: They a
ll

have a problem o
f

conflicts, too, because o
f -

MR. BLACK: Oh, yeah --

MR. HAMEL: oil companies -

MR. BLACK: We check that out. But there are environmental lawyers around the
country that like to kick ass. And we shop it. We say, "What's this
guy charge?" Well, this guy’s going to charge 250 an hour. I’ve got

to d
o

that. That's where - part of the boring part of my job.
MR. HAMEL: I mean, okay -

MR. BLACK: I gotta present u
s -- look, these are the actions we're going to file.

Like this one right here. I'm looking at this one at 200 a
n hour.

But we're going to get some recovery on this. And part of our
research fees are going to be paid for. And I haven't looked at the
rest o

f

the thing yet.

But this is the kind o
f

things we need, and we need some -- we need
some real, what they call overt acts, o

r

some -- [inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: I figured that out.

MR. BLACK: On this date, this happened.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: We did this, they did this and this. This is why it's in violation.
Okay? It's -

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: We need to be able to prove - here's one. "In their activities of the
subject property, defendants generated, stored and disposed o

f

hazardous substances a
s defined in CERCLA -- anyway. Defined,

and it goes on and on and on. We can prove that. How can we
prove that? Because I've got soil samples. I’ve got affidavits o

f

neighbors o
f

these guys. And in this case -- I think this is the one.
We've got so many o

f

these little ones going on, I’ve got a video,

home video o
f

these turkeys dumping barrels and barrels. That's why

MR. HAMEL: So that outfit . . . so you're paying the lawyers? I thought they’d
kind o

f pro bono this.

MR. BLACK: Oh, no, no, no.
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MR. HAMEL: Isn’t that . . . 7

MR. BLACK: You can get somebody to do a pro bono case once in awhile, but you
want them - you want to get their attention. They’ve got twenty
programs - they’ve got twenty cases in the office, and one of them
is pro bono, that's going to be the last case they’re going to work
on -

[ca. 40 minutes into recording at this point]

MR. HAMEL: Oh, I know that. That's what I figured you had.

MR. BLACK: Oh, no.

MR. HAMEL: I figured these guys were pro bono.

MR. BLACK: We're paying them. And in fact, what I want to do with you -- and
this is probably a good time to talk about it - I want to pay you as
a consultant for things like this to help us get going.

MR. HAMEL: Well, I can’t. On this item, this is my item. My -- I don't want to -

MR. BLACK: This isn't your item, you're not an injured party.

MR. HAMEL: I --

MR. BLACK: But even if it was, even if this was somebody poured oil in your yard
at your house that we just came from, I'm not paying you for that.
I'm paying you as a consultant. What I’m really going to pay you for,
what I’m really paying you for, is letting me get the horsepower of
those legal documents that you have.

MR. HAMEL: I don't want to be paid for those. I was just going to give them to
you.

MR. BLACK: Whatever.

MR. HAMEL: But what I want is -- I want to do this action soon on the -- sue
them on the crap they’re putting in - It's my complaint. The 60
day notice is already there, and I would want you all to join me, and
we'd do it together. Have you ever done something -- joined with
somebody else?

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: . Yeah. You do it with the injured parties. I am the injured party for
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some reason, I'm the citizen I'm the one that filed the suit.

MR. BLACK: Bad thing about that is
,

they can take an emergency depo o
f you, and

we don't want you in a deposition.

MR. HAMEL: They can take a depo o
f

me?

MR. BLACK: They can take a
n emergency depo. They can d
o -- twist the thing

around and d
o a two-week depo o
f you. And depos in civil cases are

broad. What if they say, umm, how d
o you know this? Why d
o you

know -- so what.

MR. HAMEL: So what, as long as I'm . . .
MR. BLACK. We still have to come up with some first person, legitimate source

o
f

the stuff. We've got to come up with some -

MR. HAMEL: I've got that.

MR. BLACK: Okay. Some kind -- something we can put o
n

the desk and say,

"Here's what we have." And if I were to send guys out and take
pictures - on a personal note, I personally hate that shit, and if

they’re doing this, I want to stop it.

MR. HAMEL: You're going to be so loaded for bear on this, that they’re going to -

- they’re going to have to immediately - Well, I don't know how, in

something like this, whether -- I - where was EPA put in the middle
of all of this. -

MR. BLACK: You don't tell them until you get them.

MR. HAMEL: Oh no, no. But I mean, you don't bother suing EPA, in that kind

o
f stuff, you just sue the guys who are doing it
.

EPA --

MR. BLACK: What we do is
,

let's say this. Let's go down to say the guy is

dumping like this one, this little one here. We g
o

out, we find out -

- we get your horsepower. If that's enough, we can d
o something

with it
. If we need more, like more statements, pictures, anything

like that, we get enough just so EPA can't turn back.

MR. HAMEL: Right.

MR. BLACK: Then we report it to EPA. Then we let them d
o

the investigation.

MR. HAMEL: Not this one. This is the one -- not this kind of stuff. I’ve done
that, and they’ve fucked up.

MR. BLACK: That's fine, too.
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MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: That can be the other part of the action.

MR. HAMEL: They fucked up, and now -- take me back to what you're saying. If
I do the suing -

MR. BLACK: If we sue anybody, or they sue us, each party has a right to depose
witnesses, or plaintiffs or defendants on the other side. That's
basically it

.
You've got a right to depose, and ask them questions,

and ask them how they know things, and why they brought the suit.
And it's fairly, it's fairly broad. They can ask you, you know --

MR. HAMEL: I’ve been in depositions up to my ears, and when they start asking
something I don't want to answer, they can make a big fuss about
it.

MR. BLACK: And if they certify the question, then they can have a little hearing,
and they can have a judge ask it

.

But the point is
,

there's no reason
for you to b

e
a party.

MR. HAMEL: For me -- I don't like the other guys that -
MR. BLACK: Oh, you want to be a party.

MR. HAMEL: I want them to know it's me. So. Maybe -

MR. BLACK: Do you think that -- Well, let me ask you a question. Do you think
it's those kinds o

f

things that -- being party to a suit, that's going to

get them to pay you quicker?

MR. HAMEL: No. I think that when they know it's me that's done this to them,
they're going to pay me quicker.

[Recording ends, at ca. 45 minutes. Side 2 o
f audiotape ends]

[Side 3 o
f audiotape begins with ten seconds overlap with the end of Side 2
,

starting

from "those kinds o
f things that--" above. After overlap, recording continues:]

MR. BLACK: So that’s --

MR. HAMEL: Right. Everybody's in for their thing. I -- they -- I -- they keep
telling my lawyer they want to settle. They want to do something

with me. My lawyer happens to be in a very peculiar position where
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he's the negotiator on behalf of the state, outside lawyer, to negotiate
out the multi-billion dollar [sic] Amerada Hess case, which is the
TAPS case, the big TAPS case, where the state has spent $32 million
on outside counsel and experts so far, on the - similar to my case.
They’ve cheated on the - on the tanker rates. And they’re cheating
on tanker rates on the effect of taxes, windfall profit tax, al

l

kinds

o
f

things. They really raped everybody.

And they know - they agree they've really done it. But they didn't
want to go to court anymore. They wanted to go to court -- o

r

close

a
s

the courthouse steps, anyway - and then settle. Then came the
Exxon Valdez, and they needed to be in court like a hole in the head
now, in federal court admitting that they’ve done al

l

this cheating.

So they want to settle. So the state is using - by coincidence, the
attorney general took his old partner to settle on behalf o

f

the state.
And that's my lawyer, Julian Mason.

MR. BLACK: Mm-hmm.

MR. HAMEL: And so he leaves the state, and he goes down to San Francisco, and
he said to those eight oil guys, their lawyers, to discuss that
settlement. They spend a week at a time down there.

In the middle of al
l

o
f

that one o
f

them keeps asking, well, what are
we gonna do about Hamel and the other matter.

MR. BLACK: They’re asking Julian?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: The oil guys are asking Julian what they’re going to do about you?

MR. HAMEL: One o
f

his old classmates from Harvard. The criminal lawyer is

asking him, you know, what have you done -

MR. BLACK: Who is that?

MR. HAMEL: I don’t know. I’ll find out.

MR. BLACK: I’d love to know who that is.

MR. HAMEL: But then the Exxon attorneys, who were negotiating with my other
attorney, having to d

o

with my land deal, keeps talking about Chuck
Hamel, you know.

Oh, I forgot to tell you. The lawyer who's handling my land deal,
my leases o
n

the Slope, is Bob Price o
f

the law firm Groh, Eggers
and Price. And the Price in the law firm is his brother. He's a
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partner, but he's not the name partner. Okay. It's his brother.
Groh, Eggers and Price has represented Alyeska from day one. They
represented them at my hearing, my water hearing. But Groh has
gotten very old, and Eggers is dead or whatever, so they kind of got

lost in the shuffle. They do little odds and ends now. All the big
stuff is big outside law firms out in California and the Lower 48. So
they got a

ll

these big guys in
,

and Dunn, Crutcher, what not . . .

MR. BLACK: Gibson, Dunn -
MR. HAMEL: Yeah. S

o they got left out. All they got is
,

they'll take care o
f _

, they’re not part o
f it anymore. S
o

that's why I didn't mind,

b
y

coincidence, having them a
s my attorney with Exxon.

My partner, who is the biggest part o
f my deal, has had this fellow,

Bob Price, as his attorney for ten years, for - to solve his problems.
And he's got lots o

f problems.

So when we got into this hassle, I figured, couldn't be a better
lawyer. He's the Alyeska law firm representing me with Exxon when

I know Exxon wants to get out. If I had gotten any other law firm,
the guy would have begged me to g

o
for damages and penalty

because it's such a fantastic case, and he'd have been a
t

odds with
Exxon. I'm 60. My partners are 65. I don't want damage and
penalties. I want out. I got this - we've got a big place sitting there

MR. BLACK: And you think these guys are going to help you with that?

MR. HAMEL: Well, they’ve done a good job. Oh, I’m very pleased with everything

so far. They were tough, because again, what the hell -- like, we
were joking about it

.

One way for him to get the law firm back with
the oil companies is go stick it through the eyeballs, and business
would pick up again.

And Exxon says they’re very happy it's him, because, you know,
they've futzed around with him, futzed around with him. Now, I'm

a very patient guy. They can find out about me. I let them futz
around, futz around, until it's time to d

o something, and then I said,
"Spend the money to do one hell o

f
a suit." You know, tell them.

S
o

we started a
t Thanksgiving, and we agreed that, b
y April, we'd

have a court suit, whatever, whatever you guys call the complaint, and
all that kind o

f stuff, have it al
l

ready. Just put it in the courtroom.
Every little detail, the way you would have done it

.

Put the lawyers
on it

,

and all the legal assistants.

They did everything, a
ll

filled out. Just the date was missing. And
then we were futzing along, and Exxon was futzing along, and they
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were telling us they didn't want to deal with summer vacation -- we
sent it to them on a Friday night, and made sure the lawyer was
there on Friday night, that we had something for him, and make sure
he got it by fax. Seventy-nine pages of it.

And the lawyers were flying over the weekend to Alaska to see my
lawyer - don't do it, don't do it. Whatever you say, you know? I

know that about them, that when they say don't do it
,

don't do it.

So then, fine. They said don't do it
.

In fact, they agreed that I had

a hell o
f
a case, and I was going to paper them in Alaska. They

would have been published statewide. They’ve been hurt. It was
stupid o

f

them. It wasn't their fault. They meant well, everybody's
busy, they meant well, regardless from now on. And they were flying
ahead o

f their, the Point McIntyre Field - Exxon -- to

meet me, you know, anywhere I want to meet, they want to meet.
So -- I don't know how I got on that subject, but anyway. So I got
him taking care o

f

that.

Any other lawyer couldn't have done it that way. But now, they want
peace a

t any cost. And they tell them. Hey, we know that we're in

deep shit with Hamel, and we know what he can do to us, and we're
going to be funding him to hurt us in the other direction, so we know
that. But we're the production department, and we don't care about
the other parts o

f Exxon, and way up on top, they’re saying, "He's
going to use this money against u

s elsewhere, but hey, we got to get
him out."

So there is where I say I played lawyer. It was a hell of a mistake
on my part. I don't want to be deposed, because I got people I got

to protect. I was - Dickstein, Shapiro was going to use me a
s a

consultant when I got them the job I thought I had a piece of the
action. What the hell, I brought 'em u

p

there the day after the spill.
They did the first suit and got them together.

[Side 3 o
f

enhanced audiotape begins a
t p. 45 above. Wackenhut's document "Audio

dupe o
f

video Exhibit 21 (Tape 21-3)" begins at the end o
f

this paragraph ("the day after
the spill"), production number F2R411211. Continued o

n page 412111 o
f original

transcript.]
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Exhibit 21 August 18, 1220; Meeting at Ecolit office
Prod. no.: Video, F2R400341; audio, F2R412110, orig. transcript, F2R412111

122; enhanced audio, F2R416169.
Continued from page 412109 of original transcript.

[Transcript based on audio track from original video, as enhanced.]

[Side 3 of enhanced audiotape begins at p. 45 above. Wackenhut's document "Audio
dupe of video Exhibit 21 (Tape 21-3)" begins at the end of the paragraph just preceding
("the day after the spill"), production number F2R411211.]

MR. HAMEL: The right people. They had all the right plaintiffs, the real key
plaintiffs and the whole thing. Then I found out they were making
maybe 250 an hour, whatever, for stuff that I didn't get for them, and
do for them.

Then they mentioned I can’t talk to the people on the other side.
I said, "What do you mean, I can't talk to them?" "Well, you can't
talk with them." "Why not?"

They said, "Well, it's -- it's -- you can’t talk -- if you're working for
us, you can't talk to anyone at Exxon, Alyeska, et cetera, et cetera
any more. All your sources, you have to cease talking about it."

"I can’t do that. That's -- [I got to look after them?]. I promised."

MR. BLACK: Yeah. So they were going to give you 250 an hour in exchange for
you bringing them up there, basically?

MR. HAMEL: Well, they weren't even part of this whole thing. I just brought them
up, I picked on -- on Easter Sunday, and they were going to give me
250 an hour for a

ll

the work, a
ll

the stuff they figured I could do for
them, and all the stuff I had, and deal with them, and, and help
them, and -- because if I can’t have a contingency with them, I can't
be part o

f

the contingency thing --

MR. BLACK: Right.

MR. HAMEL: -- because I'm not a lawyer -- I love this, law firms. What the hell's
the difference if I'm a lawyer or not. But anyway: So al

l

right, I

don't d
o that, because I was spending a fortune. I brought all that

equipment I brought up there, I had my scanners and my

rooms up there. My house, three -- three hundred dollars a day.

I spent thirty-some thousand dollars up there, in that period.

But I figured, you know, if they’re going to pay most of it
,

a
ll

o
f it,

whatever. And then I found out I can't talk to my people. So hey,

Minority Exhibit 33
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I didn't sign a contract. They had a contract for me to sign and
whatnot. I didn't sign it. So I [took?] the lawsuit, but I wasn't going

to give up talking to the people.

So what you're telling me, I have the same problem here. It was a

great idea o
f

mine.

MR. BLACK: It's a good idea --

MR. BLACK: It all depends. If you want to use it
,
if this is going to be your so

called swan song -
MR. HAMEL: It's not a swan song. I've got a whole bunch o

f

them coming. But -

MR. BLACK: Then if you want to use this, like you say, to get their attention, and

if this is one of the things that's going to push them over, if you're
close to settlement, you know, it's your call.

MR. HAMEL: No. If they’re going to b
e able to depose me, I can’t. I can’t.

Because I have to protect these people. But there's no reason why
they can't know that I'm helping you guys, because it's a

ll my stuff.

MR. BLACK: But you think -

MR. HAMEL: even be quoting all this stuff that's been done.

MR. BLACK: We'll put you on the stationery. That's what it was. That will fix
them.

MR. HAMEL: But I can't b
e - but I would b
e deposed, essentially. I got to be

fixed so I can't be deposed.

MR. BLACK: Right. You just wouldn't be a witness, plaintiff or defendant. Those
are the people that are deposable. But that's interesting that you -

- so you think that would be an ultimate thorn in their side?

MR. HAMEL: Well, because -- I don’t know which one is going to do it
,

because
I’ve got something else I'm working o

n right now. For some strange
reason, the British don't seem to understand perjury in this country.
They don't seem to understand about what the hell -- I don't know
British law, but the British g

o

before the Congress under oath and
commit some pretty criminal perjury.

MR. BLACK: Go before our Congress?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. But our Congress doesn't do much about it
.

And our Justice
Department - you know, people commit perjury every day o
n the
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Hill. First of all, you're not usually -- you're not under oath on the
Hill most of the time. You're just giving testimony.

But Miller's had them under oath. They've committed some real
interesting perjury. I set it up. I set the questions up, knew the
answers, and watched them lie. No, Miller doesn't know what to do
about it yet. And I thought -- another little gimmick I'm going to
Start. I don't want to be illegally [?] involved and be
deposed. I found out that the employees of Alyeska love me a hell
of a lot more than I thought they did. I ran into one I think I told
on the airplane, that, you know, fell over backwards --

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: -- Taking out his wallet, whatnot.

MR. HAMEL: So I found it, then, that little newspaper they put out to their people,
they’re always lying in it. So I decided to form a group o

f

ex
employees and present employees, who are my sources, and meet.
Call it something. I even had the Prince William Sound Group. I

put out a couple o
f

letters on that, and drove the owners crazy. That

I would send -- first of all, the new legislation I told you has a task
force, a presidential task force. That's my -- a gift to me, that Miller
got. Presidential task force. The only other time we had one like
that for an audit was the Challenger.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, you told me that.

MR. HAMEL: And so -- and the employees don't even know about it
.

The press

hasn't even written it up. [Inaudible] piece o
f paper, throw it on the

stand, President hasn't signed it hasn't formed it -- They'll do it when

it gets formed. The employees don't know anything about it. But
they’re being told in their newsletter about legislation and this and
that. But this kind o

f

stuff, they're not told. So I said, and I'm
telling the employees -- they say, "Holy mackerel. Holy mackerel."
All excited about it. I said, wait a minute. It's going to be an 800
number. So they'll be calling stuff in, and I'll be out o

f

business

which is fine, and -- but this task force had better do something

about -- they have to admit what was told to them and what not, and
have to report o

n it and do something about these things.

Okay. They have to do the health audit. First o
f

all. If I ever get

a health audit o
f Alyeska, and it's favorable to the employees, they’ve

been screwed, they’ve been poisoned o
r whatnot, and some kind o
f

a long-range health plan for them, I owe the employees nothing else.
That's the promise I’ve made to them, and if I can deliver that, that
ain't bad. Because, you know, that was a big one.
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So I had the commitment, and I’ve told the lawyer, I can't settle with
them. It drives Alyeska and them crazy. They talk to the lawyers
all the time, and I says, "I can't settle with them until I get a health
plan for them."

And I told my lawyer, it doesn't have to be me. They don't have to
give me credit - they don't want to give me credit for anything,
because it would just encourage other people to do what I've done
to them. But they can work it out with Miller. They can say, you
know, what Miller - they agreed together that they’re going to start
a health plan, trace a

ll

the employees in case somebody got a little
benzene. I don't care how they state it. They haven't done anything
wrong o

r just the case. But the health plan, g
o

find every former
employee, and a

ll

the present ones and start marking, start watching

them. Because some o
f

them are going to b
e - benzene is

something that some are going to b
e

in deep trouble twenty years
from now, leukemia and whatnot.

So the other thing they said is they want to hire me as a consultant.

I said, all right. Bullshit. You know. They hire -

MR. BLACK: It seems everyone wants to hire you as a consultant.

MR. HAMEL: No, but they hire me as a consultant and pay me. They don't know
how to pay me off. They owe me millions. So they said they could
hire me as a consultant, high-priced consultant, and o

f course, [Park?]
may never talk to me, but just keep sending me money. And I told
them, I said, "Well, you know, there's too much money involved.
They can't have a consultant running around a

t
a million dollars a

year o
r something." So -- they owe me too much.

So I told them, go back to the drawing board and let them b
e
a little

bit more imaginative than that. They'll find - hey, they're big
companies. They’ll find something.

But one thing they're looking a
t,

I'm finding out, is
,

if they make
their deal - when they make their deal with me in September or

October, when they pay me off for my land deal, I also have another
little interest up there with them. A net profits interest in the
Gwydder Bay field. It's like six other leases.

And my partners -- a year ago if they had made some special deal
with me, my partners would have gone bananas, you know, what the
hell's going on? But now, my partners understand this from the
lawyers and from everyone else, and they’ve heard it

,

because my
partners have been approached b
y

the o
il guys saying, "What the hell

does it take to get rid o
f

Hamel? You know, why does h
e do this

to us? We're not" - My partner says, "I don't know why the hell he
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does it for. You screwed him, you know. You pay him, he'll be
happy.

So now they’re talking about -- I don't know how they do it, but
somehow, they’d give me a little more money than they’d give -- you
know, BP, ARCO and Exxon are all together in this deal to buy me
out o

f

the land deal, so they’d find some gimmick where they'd pay

me a little extra - a lot extra -- my partner would get this -- I'd get
this plus something extra. I don't know how they’re going to do it

,

if they’re even going to do it
,

but that's -- they’re going to.

Now, my partners don't mind that. They don't care what I get extra,
because they're happy with what they’re getting, and they understand
that the reason they’re getting what they’re getting is Exxon wants -

- and ARCO and BP are so scared o
f

me now, that they tell the
lawyers they’ve had it

. They can't believe the things I’ve pulled off
that cost -- I've cost them hundreds o

f

millions o
f dollars, and it just

-- it was easy when it was twenty million, we used to joke about it.

Twenty million. You know, Exxon had 20 percent. What the hell

is 20 percent o
f

twenty million? If you paid the guy, then somebody
else will d

o what he's doing. No agreement could last this long,
because nobody's got the kind o

f

money I had to last this long. So

I don't know that they’ll ever [hurt?]. But I find that if I don't
keep hurting their eyeballs, they'll dilly-dally with finding a solution,

..
. and I'm 60, and I'm tired, and I'm worn out. So I figure every time

I do something, it puts it back o
n

the front burner. They say, "That
damned Hamel." eight major oil companies, I work in a

couple billion dollar settlement with Julian Mason, who they know

is my attorney, and they wish to hell I'd get out -- it's the top
attorneys for these companies, and outside attorneys, who are
negotiating this thing.

If I keep goosing it
,

and I get to about -- I figure October,
November, they’re going to finally make that settlement. Maybe not,

but it looks like it to me in my mind, because o
f

the court dates and
what not.

But I want them just looked cross-eyed from the way I hit 'em.

MR. BLACK: Uh-huh.

MR. HAMEL: [So we'll worry about it?] later, about how it's worked with it. It

doesn't have to have my name on it
,

but they'll know it's me from,
you know, everything that's happened, and I just want them to know
that it -- that I'm not going away.

MR. BLACK: Then, from your point o
f view, you told me, Chuck, that you -- before

that you - I think, three or four times you know we talked on the
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phone, the banks were - were paying you [?] because you were
getting overextended, because you've been doing this for eleven years.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, they’re driving me nuts.

MR. BLACK: What I want to do, I want to give you a couple of thousand a month
just to act as a consultant. And at the same time - and it can be
an off-the-books consultant. And at the same time, I want to be able
to use some of those, the theory of those legal documents.

MR. HAMEL: The legal documents have nothing to do with that.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: They're yours.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: I had to make sure, you know, I wanted to know who the hell you
were. And I also - whatever you do with them, I don't want them
to come back to haunt me.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: The legal documents. The same person who got them to me is the
person trying to find out for you. Who --

MR. BLACK: Who's looking at us.

MR. HAMEL: Who's looking at you -
MR. HAMEL: -- I know who's looking at you, but what they're finding out, or what

-- or why - well, I know why. They're just - they ran across -- they
ran across it in my mail, they hit you. If you show up twice, they
want to know. But --

MR. BLACK: Those are dynamite documents. How in the hell -
MR. HAMEL: I know that.

MR. BLACK: How in the hell did this person that got them to you ever get them
out of there?

MR. HAMEL: Well, that's why I'm nervous about where you're going to have them,
because that's what life is all about.

MR. BLACK: They’re in-house documents.
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MR. HAMEL: They’re in-house documents that came right out of Alyeska, is

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

because somebody is pissed off. I got more people that are just
pissed off that Alyeska does these things, just like this ship captain

who - this guy is unbelievable. Why would he do what he did,
telling me the stuff they’re doing? I'll tell you what I hope to do
with George Miller. George Miller is going to be a big friend of
yours. And when you do send this stuff, I'd like to -- whenever it's
possible, you run it by Petrich, and let Miller look at it --

Those guys - those guys don't want to know about legal documents,
internal legal documents.

No, no. But they’ve been wanting to know, Petrich asked me for
those a long time ago. I didn't give it to them.

But here's what's happening to Miller. Miller got - originally --
Does Miller know about it

,

o
r just Petrich?

Just Petrich.

Okay. Good.

Yeah.

Because your other - your other lawyer said h
e didn't ever want to

see him. Because they’re hotter than a firecracker.

I can tell you that the Attorney General of Alaska knows about it.
The attorneys -- for the plaintiffs know about it

.

The Justice
Department knows about it. Everybody knows I got them.

And, and, and -- and they all si
t
in their room and say, "I can't look

a
t them," but I can teil you, some of them have just kind of wanted

to see what the heading was on each one o
f them, and they go,

"Whoa." And I said that sooner or later, I would find a way for them

to have the benefit, and I said, "I'll figure something out." Because
there's n

o

rush anyway. They're not there yet. And you may b
e

the
vehicle, I don’t know.

Yeah. Yeah.

So --

Well, see, in this form, once we put them in here, we're going to -

- you know the way your own ReadWare works, it's going to be the
form to extract the information. We're not going to have pictures

o
f

them after the first input. But my computer guy will explain that
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to you tomorrow.

MR. HAMEL: Now, you know that there are some big spills coming. I don't know
if that's an area you guys want to get into. But if you [thought?] the
Exxon Valdez was something, you watch.

[ca. 20 minutes into Side 3 at this point]

We saw the other day that a barge 5 - 6 days ago buckled in
Houston. You know, why it buckled, how it buckled? It's like, you
know, in your home with a plastic bag or whatnot. If you overload
it once, it's going to burst on you. Well, a barge, a tanker has to be
loaded very carefully, and topped off, and any supertanker, you could
bust that open, just by misloading it

,

a
t loading, a
t

the dock. And
they’ve had some close - but you're also causing stresses, and that's
why they’re having all these leaks and whatnot.

Well, everybody's cutting back crewmen, and just -- it's a hang up.

MR. BLACK: You told me about that, but you know, oil prices are going crazy
because of this Exxon -

MR. HAMEL: Exxon has, going on right now in San Francisco Bay - but not only
them, they’re a

ll doing the same thing, but I just happen to know
about Exxon, lightering operation, where these two vessels, the
Baytown and the Galveston, are -- you - I don't know if you read the
NTSB report on the spill, the Exxon Valdez spill, but even the NTSB
made a big issue about the crew was overworked. When you're
overworked, you make mistakes. You make mistakes, you cause
accidents. The accident was -- everybody was overworked. The first
mate who should have been up there steering, and the captain -
first o

f all, the captain shouldn't have had anybody doing it anyway,

but if you're going to have anybody, you're going to have the first
mate steering you out o

f

there. Instead, the first mate was sleeping,
the second mate was sleeping, because they were overworked. The
third mate was overworked, like them, but felt sorry for them and
figured he'd d

o
it because he'd never ran a ship like that, but that's

the kind o
f ego trip that will never show up in court, but anyway,

that's what happened. But -- Miller wanted the task force that we're
talking about to g

o

from Prudhoe Bay, which it's got now, to

California, Panama, the whole coast. Tankers and all. Merchant

Marine Committee, you've got n
o jurisdiction. You're always

overreaching. Screw you.

S
o you finally want to lease the terminal, because it's got federal

lands along the way, whatnot, but he wanted the tanker part, but h
e

didn’t get it. Merchant Marine and Fisheries, you know, with the
PACs - you know, they can d
o

what they want. They can have a
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one-man crew and a whole ship, and they don't care. Okay? So -
- paid, they're a

ll paid off.
It turns out that, that these two vessels in San Francisco Bay, the

guys are just -- they’re either loading o
r unloading, and they're

loading and unloading -- the tanker's coming, and as soon as they’re
full, they g

o

u
p

to the refinery, hurry u
p

and unload, hurry u
p

back.

Tanker's waiting for you. Unbelievable. And every -- and
undercrewed. And they won't give them any maintenance. No
maintenance is being done [2 seconds inaudible], but no maintenance

is being done. Everything is going to pot. Absolute horror.

And the only - the guy is telling me, the only reason nothing has
happened is

,

if you had some real oldtimers, they couldn't take the
hours and work involved. But the young tycoon -- the young guys,
they're just young and a genius and and just catch it before this
happens, and see this before it happens, and everything is being
saved, but it's a razor's edge thing.

Everybody is pissed because you're only supposed to be sixty days out,
you know, o

n

these things, and there's n
o replacement. Exxon is so

short o
f

replacements right now, it's unbelievable. So each time
you're promised b

y

next week, you get a relief, and h
e

doesn't show
up, so you got another two weeks, another two weeks, another two
weeks, o

r

whatever. And 120 days, you're still there. Double.

If you just -- if you got on doing 120 days, that's -- but being in the
battlefront and they keep telling you, you're going to be relieved over
the weekend. The relief never comes, it never comes -- you tell your
wife, "Don't worry about the dental thing, o

r

don't worry about the
kid, this." They're just like you and I.

And they make big money, so it's -- then they got a house -- some

o
f

them have a
n apartment deal they got, so they a
ll got little side

deals. Sixty days on, sixty days off. Like a
n airline pilot. They've

got a
ll

those little side deals going.

Well. They get angrier and angrier and angrier, and they're
frustrated. And they can’t do maintenance to the ship, and things
aren't working right. The anchor doesn't drop, because it doesn't
have grease in it

,

because they're not doing any overtime. They're
not allowed to do overtime.

There's not a radio man. So if something goes wrong, the captain's
got to, o

r

the mate's got to take turns go down and b
e

the radio
man, because there's no radio man. There's nobody o

n

the bridge.

And the interesting thing he told me. The captain was saying, "Just
think o
f
it
, Chuck," he says. "If there's an accident, I have to be a
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radio man too, or a first mate." But he said, "An accident on a
tanker, the Captain better be up on the bridge. But he's going to
be down in the radio room, because there's no radio man." It's a
whole new deal now that - and I think I told you, the radio man,
each one of them is learning to memorize the answers.

MR. BLACK: Told me about the test. Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: So the whole thing - but it's systematic, what they’re trying to do.
Cut, cut, cut. And it's not because of the oil prices. It's not due to
the oil prices. It's a profit center, and every profit center making

more and more - how much money can you make?
MR. BLACK: Well, they started that before this thing with Kuwait. They were -

- you told me about that months ago.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, yeah.

MR. BLACK: They were cutting back. Can you look at what they’re making now?
That's incredible. Look at it --

MR. HAMEL: But they always make it
,

though.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: The tankers make money.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: But see --

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: I guess what you’ve got to bear in mind is, if Alyeska was making a

billion dollars a year profit, and it -- and they still were cutting back.
They couldn't stand it

. Cut, cut, cut. Because any profit center --

everybody starts losing their mind. A little more -- if you make a

little bit more money for them, they give you a better promotion, and
when you retire -- three-year retirement, you know, three - last
three years what you retire a

t. And these guys just - they'll do
anything to make the profit center more profitable, and "what did you
do for me today?" type thing.

And that -- that's the way it operates.

But -- so what I'm looking a
t doing there for Miller, it's real cute.

I talked to Petrich about it very briefly, and he's going to be calling

in from the trip, so we can spend more time on it. I've got a guy
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who's no longer going to sea, who was inspector for the unions as
well as being a boatswain and mate. And he runs this thing they call
Sound Watch I told you about, and he runs [COP?].

And - nice guy. Very naive. Over his head in what he's trying to
do. He belongs at sea. He doesn't belong on shore - Out of
Baltimore [?]- And he's real cute in how he operates and whatever.
But yet, he's got great informants, great people, great -- great

contacts. But what I want to do, if I can pull this one off, is I want
Miller -- he's going to start campaigning very soon. He's already
campaigning this week. He's on vacation right now, but he comes
back for a couple of weeks, then he goes every weekend campaigning,

and he lives out there with his family every weekend. And then for
the November election, he's campaigning, in San Francisco, where his
area 1S.

And he's known for worrying about the -- the whole system.

He's always been arguing, he's worried about the system, and as it
goes by. Oregon, British Columbia, and we've got to be sure of this.

And what -- he's done a lot of things. He really trusts me, and we're
doing very well. And I can say if he wants to do this, he will hire
John Ballantine, an expert, who knows tankers -- he's been

in the tanker trade in Alaska, . And he was an inspector
for safety for, for the unions when he got out, because he was so
mad at what was going wrong.

[2 seconds inaudible] the committee. The committee, now under
subpoena and everything else. You know, the committee. Expert.
And hires him, puts him in his office in San Francisco for a couple
days. And he takes him with him, on a given day, and he tells the
Coast Guard, I want to take -- I want to ride around with you, watch,
you know, the ships and stuff one day. Gets that approved; Coast
Guard says sure, any time you want.

And then on a given day, and my Exxon captain is going to tell me
what type of day, when, just like I wanted to do with Alyeska before
the spill when the Coast Guard wouldn't do that for me. It's a
certain hour, certain time, loading and unloading and -- and the boat.
Everybody's so exhausted. And then they’re going to go up further,
to Benicia. And accidents are going to happen.

And that's when Miller would say, at that time, we know the right
moment, and everybody's going to be overworked, whatnot. Miller
is going to say to the Coast Guard, "Okay. I want to take a tour
with you. All right? This is my time." That cutter will be there in
a minute, forty-footer, whatever. "And I’m taking my assistants with
me." Fine. Staff member is going to have the United States House
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of Representatives, identification and the whole schmeer.

And as they start off - "What do you want to see?”
"I don't know. Let's go out - what's that over there?"
"That's a tanker lightering."

"I want to go see that, right around. Okay. Let's go out to it."
Nobody's gonna [inaudible].

So they ask to board, the Coast Guard boards the tankers all the
time to do safety inspection, to do whatever. "Let's go up and do
that one. Let's go up and see it."

So they get in there, looks around for a few minutes. "I gotta go.

Just got a phone call." I [don't?] know. He's got a beeper, got a
beeper or something. They’ve got to leave. I'll leave my assistant
on here with you.

The Coast Guard leaves someone with them. We're not taking,
leaving him, he's House of Representatives. How is Exxon going to
kick him off? He's got the Coast Guard guy with him. He'll look
around, and know what to ask. He's going to be told everything to
find on the ship that's wrong, and talk to the crew. How long have
you been operating? How many hours have you worked? What the
hell's going on here? Aren't you -- you know. And ride up the river
with them.

MR. BLACK: Whose idea was this?

MR. HAMEL: Mine. It's a great idea.

MR. BLACK: Does [Inaudible]?

MR. HAMEL: No. No. I ran it by him, but it's mine. Miller couldn't get that part.
But that's San Francisco. It's his town. I mean, if they spill, it's right
here in his town. And the refineries are right there for him. So he
may - he may say no. You know, he may be afraid [of the refineries
to go after them too much?]. You never know.

MR. BLACK: Well, it would be great.

MR. HAMEL: But if he does it, then what he would do then is
,
is scream, rant and

rave. Who is it again? Exxon. I hate to beat on Exxon, but what

a beauty. Exxon, you're about to have another accident again.
Exxon, don't you agree that that task force ought to include the
shipping, a
ll

the way down, and not just b
e

for Alyeska?
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And he'll go back and say, "If you don't agree, I'm going to have a
whole hearing tomorrow, and we're going to argue." He can hold a
hearing right there in San Francisco. you know, they'd do
that in a minute. He could demand to hold a hearing right there in
San Francisco, and have those Exxon -- top officials at Exxon, and
answering questions they don’t want to believe. And he's going to
have an expert of experts on that type of tanker, who will know what
to ask, and how to ask, and now make sure that it works.

Anyway. That could be fun for Miller.

MR. BLACK: But this is happening on a regular basis, though. My question, just

as a citizen and as a human is
,

what can we do to stop it?

MR. HAMEL: 2 That's his -- that's his problem. He's going to have a

task force, and it's going to have -- the task force starts operating,

and they put a Ballantine and whatnot o
n

the ships and whatnot.

Find the crew, a
ll

want to tell you. The crews are a
ll going to tell

you -- holy mackerel. Under, under subpoena, they want they wish.

MR. BLACK: [Inaudible]. But d
o they d
o it every day. I mean, they d
o it on a

regular, an ongoing basis, o
r
is this a -

MR. HAMEL: Yep.

MR. BLACK: Is this a specific time?

MR. HAMEL: Every day o
f

the week. As I said, they're undercrewed. It's not
working right. They don’t have enough men. [Inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Not the mechanical part, but what about the dumping part?

MR. HAMEL: This is not the dumping part. This is the mechanical part.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: The dumping is on a regular basis.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: So that, your guys are going to have a field day.

MR. BLACK: Okay. And you're going to bring me that stuff.

MR. HAMEL: And Ballantine is going to set you up, for your people, and you're
going to hire Ballantine, and he'll g

o

with you, and he'll take you to

his people, and they're going to take you o
n

the tour, and they're
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going to show you where to find all this stuff. And he needs - he
needs to go to work, Ballantine. He's good at - I mean, he's on a -
- he's $50.00 an hour. And he's working for you at $50.00 an hour,

and - and I’ve got his contract around somewhere. I finally signed
it the other day.

But - now. Another thing. I don't want to [fix?] you, but I'm going
to load you up this weekend, okay? What do you think the Exxon
Valdez spilled?

MR. BLACK: What do you mean?

MR. HAMEL: They had the spill in Alaska. How many barrels do you think, or
gallons do you think, are spilled?

MR. BLACK: You mentioned this to me on one of our telephone conversations.

MR. HAMEL: I know.
MR. BLACK: Well, you said -
MR. HAMEL: The newspapers said 10.8 million.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. And you think twenty?

MR. HAMEL: Over twenty.

The problem - now, from your point of view, how could that
happen? Well, Yost and the White House -- remember, the White
House tried to downplay this whole thing to start with?

MR. BLACK: Yes.

MR. HAMEL: And they didn't want it the biggest spill in the world, don't need that
right now - in history and all that kind of stuff. Exxon surely didn't
want the biggest. And within - when they still didn’t know what was
going on, they picked a number -- 10.3 million. I remember that.
10.2 -- it was over ten million.

Weeks and weeks later, they said they made a mistake and it was
10.8. Because everybody kept saying it was more and more.
Everybody kept saying it

,

and they - they couldn't handle it, so they
finally upped the ante, stayed but got below the eleven. I haven’t
looked lately a

t

what the big national disasters were but for some
reason, that was a lovely number for them.

The kind o
f

stuff that I've been given - for example, the pilot who
was flying the airplane with Stephens, Yost and Iarossi, where they
talked about leaving the figure at 10.8, 10.2, whatever. Keeping it
,
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keep the figure down. Ted Stevens in the airplane. That's nothing.
It's just fun, corroborating stories like that.

I won't bore you today with the details, but I'll tell you another day
u
p

here, because I'm not spending time o
n

that for the next few
weeks, and I stopped spending your money and time on that for the
moment, because I'm very happy with what I got.

It's a lot higher, and if it was just fifteen million, or twelve, thirteen
million, I wouldn't agree the discrepancy, you know. They made a

mistake, you know. No big deal. But it was a very conscious act,
and the first mate did some crooked things to keep the number
down. Disconnected the computer system, e

t

cetera.

Pump man, who flew in - was flown in from Seattle to - because
they did it al

l

from the deck pumps that were brought to the ship.

The regular pumping system didn't work o
n

the Exxon Valdez -

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: I - I don't understand this stuff, but I talked to my experts to find
out why. My experts said, this is the tanker -- the oil is here, and
when you had the accident, the oil in that tank, wherever it's been
punctured, the o

il

will g
o

down to the level o
f

the water outside
because o

f

the pressures, atmospheric pressure. That's one.

I always thought that the water underneath - would only be - if this

is a
ll

o
il - would only be equal to where the perforations were, to

the height o
f

the perforations. But they call it seepage, and water
just keeps going up, and o

il keeps coming out. Okay. So it's water.

So you've got the oil down to the water level outside, and the water
keeps coming up.

MR. BLACK: Water rushes in and pushes the oil out.

MR. HAMEL: And pushes the oi
l

out, and it's seepage for days, and it keeps going
On.

Well, I remember that the measures were supposedly being done,
counting the water - the water level below. The tanker has along
each tank, there's a picture, like a tape, in that case, which is actually
something like this. This is in there. Because you always want to

know how much water you've got. There's always water in the
bottom, o

r

there can be water in the bottom. Separation, whatnot.
So that tape system is connected to the computer in the Exxon
Valdez; it's super modern. And you can press a button, and it will
tell you where the water is at
.

The to the satellite
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telephone system was talking to Houston how to disconnect that tape,
because it was screwing up his quantities. And the guy who was with
him, that helped work the computer with him when he disconnected
the system, so that the computer gave measurements based on no
water. So then he had to extrapolate for himself, because - no water
on the bottom, because it was too damn high. But -- al

l

these are
just little things, okay? But then, Mr. -- the pump man, who was
flown up from Seattle, who was introduced - Ballantine has
interviewed him personally - the pump guy says -

[Recording ends on Side 3 at ca. 38 minutes; continued in Exhibit 22.]
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Exhibit 22 August 18, 1990, Meeting at Ecolit office
Prod. no.: Video, F2R400342; audio, F2R411221; orig. transcript, F2R411222

242, enhanced audio, F2R416170.
Continued from Exhibit 21 (ca. 52 minutes).

[Transcript based on audio track from original video, as enhanced.]

[Side 1 of audiotape begins]

MR. HAMEL: He was there. Talking to everybody. Friendly to everybody. Nice
guy and he was a wheel to talk t

o
,

[inaudible phrase re "fish and
hatcheries"], so they paid attention to him.. but he got to know, like
you and I would do, you got to know everybody and anybody, he is

here, all those, for the month and a half that she was sitting here and
whatever. And [his problem is?] in the radio. He had a press
conference and they would say how much o

il

was transferred that day
and h

e

was here for a boat show, [inaudible]. What the hell. He
had nobody to talk to

.

Who was h
e going to talk to VHF called in

to say, you're lying. You know.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: He kept bitching so one o
f

our guys would show u
p

and coming
through he'd tell him... Oh, a big lie, this guy is full o

f bologna, but

h
e

was getting $4500 a day for the boat and his crew, h
e

was there
for three months.

MR. BLACK: Jesus.

MR. HAMEL: I mean, they kept them busy and the spill clean-up and what not
when h

e

came in in October, everybody was gone. Three months
more or three months whatever it was 6 months. He made a fortune.
But, everybody was gone, ah, the fishermen had gone to Thailand,

wherever their girlfriends are, their girlfriends are Hawaii,
Thailand, a

ll that, Taiwan. And the rest went to Seattle what they
would do et cetera. It is like everything else, h

e

made a lot o
f

money, what are you going to do. You know there might be another
spill and that is when they really beat me, you see, if ... the next spill,
the guys will make a half a million dollars doing nothing. Not even
being o

n

their boat, they got crew, how they pay the crew, so they
don’t want the boat any more, so what was h

e going to do, nobody

would listen to him, nobody cared, so he is going to be talking. He
will be through fishing in about two and half weeks and h

e knows
me through - we have a good mutual friend. He'll tell me what

h
e

knows. Ah, the Captain, the alternate captain to the Exxon Valdez

- Stalzer. He was brought up immediately and h
e handled the

unloading, the transfer. Cause it is very complicated. You don't
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transfer right, the whole ship will break in half. That whole pumping
operation was very critical, and the way you took o

il out, water had
to g
o

back into it
s place. S
o

there is water a
ll

over the place, see,

even when the non-ruptured tanks couldn't b
e sitting, couldn't take

the oil out and let them si
t

empty, cause the stress is against it
.

Everything has to be balanced out. So Stalzer was the expert. The
ultimate captain o

f

the ship and h
e

was with his uncle, run this thing.

On his way out, Stalzer was pissed. I mean, when you have worked
your way u

p

to the best ship in the fleet and your alternate captain,
you never liked the alternate captain, anyway, as long as the guy was
not as smart a

s you are. Lost them on you, and you become, ah,

what you call that when you go from ship to ship. Ah, ...

MR. BLACK: Filler.

MR. HAMEL: You are filling, you don't have your ship anymore. See, you are
sixty days on and sixty days off. That is

,

and you make 120 grand a

year, and ..
..

MR. BLACK: What do they call those guys, relief?

MR. HAMEL: Relief. Wherever they need them, h
e

has been shipped around in

rinky-dink boats wherever, for voyages too, not just for [inaudible]
fill in the gap there -- the guy was pissed, so there my friend Rick
Steiner who is [inaudible], Rick tells me one day, Iarossi owes him

a lot cause Rick saved the hatcheries for him. Rick ran the entire
hatchery thing, before there was Rick the hatcheries was al

l
gone.

Rick Steiner was a brain and our [inaudible] fishermen didn't know
what the hell they were doing and h

e

was the brains, and very cool
calm, remember his mother used to be at the White House.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, he told me.

MR. HAMEL: So this kid knew what he was doing, so he told Iarossi, you owe me
one, h

e says I want to ride the tanker from Alyeska to the pilot

station. Just to see what the hell this is al
l

about. Iarossi says sure,
Baytown. [inaudible] Go to the Baytown. So h

e rides out o
f

the
Baytown, and I don't know if you know how long it takes, b

y

the time
you get aboard the ship and shove off, it is probably four hours, and

it was only then I forget how many hours before the tug gets you off
and [you're finally under power?], Jesus, I think it was about 12

hours. And you are sitting there in the wheelhouse with the Captain,
and Rick is the nicest guy you have ever met. 6 foot 4

,

nice guy,

he's a marine biologist, fisherman, so he got very friendly with the
captain and let the captain spout off with the fuckin' Hazelwood, and

h
e wanted to spout off. And h
e said, Hazelwood the story is not

true, that he wished h
e would pull this up there a
t NTSB, because

they are not telling the truth and h
e

is pissed a
t everybody, so, ah,
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the crewmen are his crewmen, they didn't like Hazelwood the
alcoholic anyway, they liked him, so the minute he got to the ship

he found out what happened. Each crewman told him what really
happened, but he wouldn't tell Steiner what he knew, but he told
him it is a

ll

bull shit, I wish to hell I could testify, but they won’t
let me testify. They don't want me, the NTSB people, nobody wants

-- so well, he is pissed, so then afterwards, hours and hours with him
and he's pissed and doing a

ll

o
f

this complaining but he won't tell

in details, Steiner says I don't know how I did it. When I told him

it was discrepancies, h
e says, "I'll b
e damned," h
e says, "Chuck, I

remember [to my dying day?]," and I just told him, that Steiner, who
was handling the defense o

f
the hatcheries and all that stuff, a

ll

that

oil heading down to Japan, h
e said, I asked him, 10.8, I had a

problem with it
,

was a lot more than that o
r whatever, and Steiner

said, "It is more? Wow." And his eyes goes up in the air. And so

Steiner says, well, "How much more?" Wow, [inaudible] would you

tell me; h
e says, "I can’t tell you," but he says, don't believe that

[figure?]. Again, what are you going to do with it? Who cared, what
are you going to do with it? But when I told Steiner who cared, this:

If we prove that the Chairman of Exxon, Rawls, Lawrence Rawls,
knowingly deceived, talking about, forget deceiving the government,
cause Yost was involved. Yost had coast guard people all over the
ship a

ll

the time they were involved, but they, ah, I'll tell you how
serious this is

,

if I can solve this one, you are going to love it
.

Because, ah, picture a war. A Valdez, 20 feet of snow, a war is

going on, nobody can live anywhere is like foxholes, everybody is

living in someone's basement, there are no basement, but somebody's

attic and you need to use their phone, they are not the greatest

homes in the world, u
p

in Valdez, but everybody, you talk to the top
correspondents o

f

the world, is Chabakov, New York Times, Peterson,
you name it

,

Ken [Weld?] o
f

Wall Street, a
ll o
f

these top guys, a
ll up

there and extra people from every newspaper, New York Times had
five o

r

six people, you name it
,

every newspaper, okay, Bill Coughlin
spent sixty days up there, from the Globe, everybody, living like, you

wouldn't believe it
,

and the person whose house you are in
,

you ride

in their car. It was really crazy, and walking in boots, but -- they
were herded around b

y

Exxon. Exxon would call a press conference
and you would b

e herded in this huge room where no one could
move, it was so thick o

f people. They say what they want and they
got the hell out, after a few questions, they got the way out, and
nobody is following the story so the whole thing was, it was a crazy
deal. But every single person that was there, Tokyo news, German
news, they went to the banquet hall at the hotel where Exxon had
this little command center, and in the doorway you would wait and
then the guard would meet you and wait until they got whoever you

wanted to see from Exxon. Iarossi [inaudible]. And everybody did
no different then I did. You would standing here right in front of

this huge chart, United Way-type chart, original quantity, amount
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discharged, transferred today, hurray, you know. The whole deal was,
will the ship capsize with a

ll

o
f

this oil, what's lost is nothing
compared to what is still in the ship and we got to get it out. [A

lot o
f

barrels there?]. Now you tell me, if you break this thing, not
you, but if we break this, you know,

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: Six months, no; three months, now, why not, the whole thing was
Exxon and Yost, just to keep, for their own purposes, and many
reasons, lied about the numbers. How do we prove it? Okay

MR. BLACK: As they say in the Wendy's commercials, where is the beef?

MR. HAMEL: Okay, that is where, I got, I've always been a one-armed paper
hanger doing too many things a

t
one time and right now, as I said,

I got to get the shipment or the crud back up there, it is timely now,

I got to do that.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: So I told al
l

my people, including the captain, I saw him the other
day, that I'm going to get at that but I need a few weeks, I got to

get rid o
f

this one thing. He wants a lawyer, instead o
f doing this

-- there is nothing I can do, if lawyers take over, okay, on this thing.
Ah, the captain that I saw, the Exxon captain, I tell him the story.

I hardly tell him the story, and then outside aside from believing up

to him... he said oh yeah, everybody in Exxon fleet knows about that,

it is big money. Where is it coming from? He said, well, I can help
you there. So I said, okay. Let's just do, I got to get my, I didn't
want to approach the guy, you got a guy like that who is scared to

see you, when you are talking to him, you know you want to keep
him low.

MR. BLACK: I understand.

MR. HAMEL: S
o I made a deal with him, I says, here is what I am going to do.

I may not succeed, but what he wants is he wants to clean u
p

the
operation a

t Exxon, without getting caught. For him and all the
other guys. They want to have a safe ship, they don't have one
now. They want better conditions, they don't have them now. They

are not looking for extra pay o
r anything, they don't want to get paid

for it
,

they don't want anything. So I said to him, if I could get him
the task force that Miller's got, and if I could extend it to the ships,

it is exactly what he would want. That 800 number, all o
f

this,

anybody from BP anybody could call in and this is what is wrong and
all that stuff gets straightened out o
r

a
t

least get looked at and some

o
f
it gets straightened out, he couldn't be happier. So that is my deal
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with him. I am going to accomplish that for him, or not, but I am
going to try. That is a

ll

h
e

wants.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: And then when I told him that I had to do a little number on my
crud being shipped out, so right away h

e said h
e thought he owed

me one, h
e

will make some phone calls [inaudible] you don’t make
any phone calls. Now, what he did d

o is he gave me some through

Bill Coughlin, the reporter for the Boston Globe, the Maritime
reporter, ah, h

e

has a number o
f

Exxon people talking to him. And

h
e

does like I do. One guy never knows the name of the other guy.
I've never, ever, a

ll my people, they think I got more people than
anybody's got for a

ll I know. None of them know who the other guy

is
. They joke that each one, they says, I want to [inaudible] I wonder

if he is one of your people, or she is one of your people and I don't
answer. They say we are not asking, but I just always wondered I

don't even know who he is talking about, Coughlin does the same
thing. Coughlin has talked to his people, and
they a

ll

are saying, yeah, they know about the water. So the first
boat that came there is the Exxon New Orleans? yeah, the Exxon
New Orleans, the first one, you saw it in the movies and the T.V.,

she was coming to pick it up and she was discharging her ballast,
you could see all the crud in the clean area, they always have, all
the dirty ballast get in there, so she gets in

,

she loads up. And she
gets the empty, I mean, the un-ruptured tanks, the wing tanks,
empties some o

f

those out, then takes some o
f

the center tanks,

they had to keep it balanced, so she takes some o
f

the center tanks

that had the ruptures, and she had a lot o
f

water. Okay. A
crewman, mate type on her set, the [bell type?], but they had so
much water that they tried to get people to come in

,

Stalzer o
f

Exxon, to take back the water, it is on the bottom o
f your boat. It

was so slow in this operation, that it separates over six hours, so it

is all in the bottom, so that is how you empty your tanks anyway, so

it is very easy to drain all this water out o
f

the boat back to the
Exxon Valdez. She thought it was a pretty smart thing to do, why

take a
ll

o
f

this water. Oh, God no. We've already counted it as oil,

[inaudible] people a
ll

over the news watching together, the count o
f

all this oil and this thing says all about the oil that was transferred,
how many gallons and whatnot, and a

ll

o
f
a sudden a ship with I

forgot how many million gallons back, so let's now get the hell out

o
f

here. It goes to Hawaii. This is the crewman, the officer, mate,
whatever. On the way to Hawaii they start draining the water and
they fill the slop tank with it

.

When that is full they drain the rest

o
f

the water to the segregated ballast, you know, the segregated

ballast o
f

the ship? It is like double -- a lot of the ships -- The
double bottoms were not, in this case, it is segregated ballast, you
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take sea water in, sea water out, there is no oil in it
, you don't have

to wait in the port to discharge.

MR. BLACK: Right, right

MR. HAMEL: As you are loading. So they dump it 9 point - when they got to

Hawaii, they dumped what they had into the refinery, which the guy
said it was loaded with water, refinery is bitching, a

ll

this water we
gave them, but we didn't give them the rest o

f

what we were able

to get into the segregated ballast was 9.2 million gallons, in the
segregated ballast alone. Then when they headed back to Alaska,
they have a way to flush out this stuff. They flushed out the
segregated ballast back into their ballast water, dirty water, and then
the flushing o

f

the chemicals, they clean it a
ll

out. And when they
got to Alyeska they gave it to Alyeska. The story is so good and so

detailed, from the guy, that is great. But what I need, I’m like you,

I want corroboration for everything, o
r

I’ve got nothing. So I

mentioned it to Coughlin and Coughlin said, I got the captain, New
Orleans that made that run.

MR. BLACK: Oh God.

MR. HAMEL: One o
f my sources, and better than that, he quit Exxon. Since then,

and he'll not only give you the data, but he says I'm sure [he will pop
up for you?]. But he's still in the shipping business, so, you know,

and I said, Bill, he can't, I mean, what other dangerous stuff L__ ships, people fall overboard every day, you know. For a dime,
they throw somebody overboard. These guys play hardball, so, but
the captain being able to give u

s

his story: dynamite and, and,

whether they come forward o
r not, I don't care. As long as I know

from two people, and then the rest o
f

the crew, there is a lot o
f

things you can do, the pump man, the key guys would know what
happens. So that is that one ship. So whatever the story is there,

now I feel more comfortable 'cause the story was pretty good, now

I got the captain ... I just haven't done anything, Coughlin gave it to

him to do, gonna get a hold o
f

the captain for me, okay, that's is

one. The next one is in San Francisco. San Francisco, Was

in San Francisco, o
r I forget where she went. I got it written u
p

somewhere, I got the story o
n her crewmen again. May type. Who

said to Ballantine that when they got there they go into the Chevron
refinery and they stay at the Hook for two days, which doesn't make
any sense a

t all, a
t anchor, I mean, you don't keep crew [inaudible]

a
t all, [in waiting at anchor?], it always falls right in
.

So for whatever
reason there was something wrong, the crewmen knew, they were
waiting at anchor for two days. They gonna take her o

r

not take
her. They finally take her. They get into the Chevron refinery and
they start unloading and they only unload so much then she gets

kicked out o
f

[inaudible] b
y

Chevron. They got too much water
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The reason I like these kinds of stories is
,

some aspects o
f it
,

crewmen can’t make up. Turns out that the Chevron refinery is

under a notice o
f

violation b
y

EPA that their NPDES permit is being
violated cause the system is just not able to handle the quantities
[inaudible] that they been having, so now they can’t have more than

so much dirty ballast water, and dirty water, in their tanks a
t any

time, and they have too much, and they are in violation, so get the
hell out o

f

here. Okay. Too much water in their tanks. So send
them back to the Hook for two days. That is a good story, I

[inaudible] to NPDES say, I never knew what NPDES was, meant
nothing to me...

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: S
o

then when she gets out o
f

the Hook, they bring in another boat
alongside, they move o

n

from her to a boat going to Alaska, a
ll

kinds

o
f

crazy things. Then she goes back to Alaska with seven times more
ballast that she normally has before o

r after, so she has a
ll

this water,

back there to Seattle, to Alyeska, dirty water. But it wasn't oil.
Okay, I figure, well, I’ve got the numbers. How much. Now since
then, the third one was the Baytown. The Baytown gets down and
she ships back some o

f

her stuff to a tanker that comes along, she
can’t get rid o

f everything, same way, so she is at the anchor, and
then a ship going back to Alaska comes alongside and they transfer

to this ship going to Alaska and bring it to Alyeska, takes a lot o
f

water that was counted a
s oil. Now what I did also is
,

last week, I

got a hold o
f

Dan Lawn, and I said now Dan, g
o

get me a
ll

the

documentation you get on what the ships said that they had ROB,
remaining on board, o

f

ballast when they loaded, they could turn
around and say, well we didn't empty all the water out.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

[Ca. 20 minutes into recording at this point]

MR. HAMEL: [one sentence inaudible] Well, it turns out they found some numbers
for me which were pretty interesting because they had, uh, they said
that they didn't want to get down to the dirty water. So when each
tank got down so far and they stopped transferring and left that on
board. Well, who knows if they made it up or what, but anyway, I

wanted to know what at least what the documentation showed, so we
got that. But what I am finding out is

,

everybody who was on the
Exxon Valdez and these three tankers all are aware that a lot ofwhat
was transferred was water, that the water level underneath was very
high, and - So then I start asking, where did they get their number?

It turns out they got their number as a 10.3 that became 10.8, from
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Caleb Brett. Caleb Brett is an international surveyor. Out of
England. You know when the old days of shipping days, you had to
have some surveyors all over the world for cargo, for the manifest
[inaudible] cheated and right weights, and a

ll

that kind o
f stuff, that

is their expertise. They are a
ll

over the place. They are in Alaska.
Well, Caleb Brett is the one who screwed me about water in the
oil. I mean, I know them well, and I know how they cheat, because
they get paid, they get paid to measure. Well, the outfit says, this

is what I want you to measure a
s my own ship as to me, that is what

I want to measure, I own the terminal, so whatever they want they
get, and, you know, I got that from, I just knew that I was getting
screwed b

y

Caleb Brett so I got some people [showed?] me how they
did it. Well, Caleb Brett was brought o

n

board to measure, well,
they get paid b

y

Exxon, I mean they get paid this week b
y

Exxon,
they get paid next week b

y Exxon, so the Caleb Brett guy, when h
e

measures, he's not an expert for a casualty a
t sea, he's a

- he's a
t the tank farm, you know, h
e

measures the tank, and
measure the ship, so how to measure and calibrate how much water

is out there - I mean, I don't know how he did it, but he is getting
paid so I really don't care, all I know is what bothers me is

,
is it just

this much more or, what everybody says, double. If it is double, then

I think we got something b
y

the, b
y

the balls because if it is just a

little bit more, so what, but if it is double I think Lawrence Rawls
and half his board goes down the tubes, because how could the board
not know it? Rawls has to tell some o

f

his people.

MR. BLACK: How can you -- The point is
,

how can you develop, and which ones
do you pick as your priority o

n

a
ll o
f

these issues that you have going
On.

MR. HAMEL: Okay, here is what I do. The Exxon Valdez quantity is over here
and I get out that, weeks from now when I got free time. I have
already got Coughlin digging up the guys, and I did well on a two
day trip as it was, so that is sort o

f
a gut one for me I am not going

to let that one g
o

away, it is just, I spent a little time at it and I

know it is real, the problem is
,

how bad, and when the time c-,
weeks ahead I'll, Coughlin's gonna make some phone calls, and the
same guys I am going to be seeing o

n

this crud going to Alaska, he

set me up with some guys to see, o
n

the crud that's going to Alaska,

where they transfer the cargo. So while I am seeing them on that
I'll ask about the water in the open, that is not priority yet. The
crud in Alaska is urgent because the modification is sitting there, it's
just a beautiful little vehicle, to use; once the modification is canceled

o
r implemented, it is a little late, then you get to court, well, they

did something, well, let's get it changed, but it's being considered
right now and I’ve got a comment in front o

f him, and Riki Ott's got

a comment on behalf o
f
a whole bunch o
f

environmental groups so

it is the time to g
o

in and d
o

that one. Now I like the idea that I
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had a sixty-day notice in there so you didn't have to wait sixty days,

what the hell is the difference - just give the sixty day notice and go
to court, whatever, we are going to talk about later [inaudible] The
experts could figure all of this out. All my time right now I want
to spent on the crud going to Alaska.

MR. BLACK: I understand.

MR. HAMEL: Because it is very visible, very bad, and Exxon, again, is caught in
the middle of this and it is front page.

MR. BLACK: Well, let's, as soon as we can, get some horsepower on that, put it
in here and see what we have. At least we can use this and collate
it.

MR. HAMEL: Well, this one is so simple, you just put the documents in the
newspaper stories. You guys will have no trouble at all.

MR. BLACK: I mean, they have the backup on it, ah.

MR. HAMEL: What do you want, uh, How are you going to d
o

the - the – this pile

o
f

crap that I got from - from the Legal Division of Alyeska?
MR. BLACK: We can zoom it right in there, same time, give you back the only

copies.

MR. HAMEL: And who is the zoomer?

MR. BLACK: My computer guy, or me, or you.

MR. HAMEL: Okay, no problem. [inaudible] He'll have a
n ASCII file.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, I guess; you'll have to ask him that tomorrow. We will zoom

it right in there, give you back the hardcopies, if you want, or we will
put a lock o

n

the file cabinet, whatever you want, whatever you think

is safe.

MR. HAMEL: I want to take that – I want to make sure that each one got this, I

cut the confidential lawyer-client thing off each one o
f

them.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: Each page got that kind o
f crap.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Well, that's all right.

MR. HAMEL: [ca. 2 seconds inaudible] When you get it... that's [got to be?] taken
off.
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MR. BLACK: The point is you need the data. We are not going to take a photo

of the thing like what you did. We are using the data. So the
lawyer-client thing, if we don't OCR it

,
it is not going to -

MR. HAMEL: - like cutting it off every page, [one second inaudible] then for me

to give you something you shouldn't have, if I cut it off, you can
have it.

Uh, and, uh, I don't know what else I’ve got of that legal stuff.

MR. BLACK: Well, we will put in the legal stuff, what about all your other stuff,
want to use that?

MR. HAMEL: My other stuff is not in any kind o
f -

MR. BLACK: And this is for you, not for -

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible] don't even worry about for me right now.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: Right now - My other stuff would be where the oil companies have
been lying and cheating, well, I got something I don't know what to

do with, that the [Mer?] wants and doesn't know what the, seem to

do with it either. You have read and heard about the corrosion in
the pipeline. It is a bad one.

MR. BLACK: You told me about that.

MR. HAMEL: Just that the state has filed suit and everything else and the Energy
Department then goes all up in arms and I had the data on it, it has
just been sitting in a

ll my records, so what, but nobody cared until
this Valdez incident. Well, ah, picture the pipeline, is belowground,

most o
f

the places in the permafrost and it is aboveground in

probably about 400 miles o
f
it
. And a
ll

o
f

these [little?] vertical
supports, I think I have told you about the vertical supports that are
holding it up. They had a problem with them for the first day. They

think it is the Northern Lights somehow affects them. It is a gas in

the vertical support holding the pipe, the pipe's o
n the saddle so it

just slides back and forth, but it can't go up and down. So if there

is an earthquake, it can move. You got the two vertical supports and
everywhere the permafrost, you know, the permafrost is only 1

3

inches deep; in the summertime it melts 1
3

inches --

MR. BLACK: Yeah, yeah, I have heard.
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MR. HAMEL: ..
. and the rest is ice and dirt and in the wintertime is frozen. So

they sink this down into the permafrost to hold up the pipe, you

know it is 15 - 20 feet a
ll

the way down I don't know what it is now
- lo
,

okay. So down below you have some kind o
f
a gadget where,
a
s

the heat from the pipe and the support starts heating up the pipe,

it would sink, and it's ice. So they got inside of here ah, a liquid
that absorbs the heat for the metal...

MR. BLACK: And it creates an exhaust.

MR. HAMEL: ..
. it creates a vapor that goes to the top. The vapor goes to the

top and into this little radiator u
p

there, [noise] [drain?]pipe, and
cold air even in the summer time cools it off, it goes, just it lasts
for ever. Minor problem: hydrogen gas is getting into it

,

they don't
know how. Just gets into it. Now hydrogen gas takes up this space,

the vapor doesn't get out, it is sinking. As it sinks, your pipe is out

o
f

alignment. You have a little earthquake and stress: [expressive
noise]. You thought the Exxon Valdez was something, wait till you
see this one.

MR. BLACK: Ah, you think that is going to help it
.

MR. HAMEL: Well, here is what they did. It started happening early on, typical
Alyeska, you know the guys are telling them what they are doing,
what am I going to do with it, this stuff that keeps coming in to

me, make phone calls all the time, the guy the same, you and I

making a billion dollars a year and we got so much riding in this
pipeline we bring in top experts in the world, trying to solve it

;
but

they use their in-house [inaudible phrase re "engineers"], they have

been kicked out o
f

the company, they send them to Alyeska o
r you

g
o

out, so you got these geniuses that says, well I can fix that up, I'm
an engineer. I don't know, al

l

these engineers from Alyeska were
trying things. They have it taken out o

f

the ground, put a new one
in, try to figure out what this is a

ll about, meanwhile the pipe some
place is getting really out o

f

kilter. So, they use a
n airbag, huge

airbag. They pump up the airbag and start lifting the pipe up, back
up where it was, and there is a

n

old ring around this vertical support

that holds that saddle I told you about, the pipe. The support. So
they unweld the old ring so it will slide. So they le

t

the pipe si
t

where it is a
t

'cause lifting it up won't help it
,

sitting down a
t

the
new level, the old ring goes up lift, with the bag lifting it up, and
they put the pipe back where it is supposed to be, weld it back again.
They d

o

that forever, but that's a hell ways to run the pipeline. It

is going o
n

for years. I’ve known about this for years, but I don't
know what the hell to do with it

,

nobody to talk to o
n

these things.

MR. BLACK: But sure the pipe is going to be sitting on top o
f

the --
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MR. HAMEL: Well, it is not that much, just inches, but some places a little more
than the other. But the point, what is important for you to
understand is that if you have a car problem and you are on a
highway, you don't go try to fix it yourself, if you don't know anything
about cars, so you may be driving, but you go get a good garage.
But you don't go on the highway every time you stop at a good
garage, check that out, before you go on the highway again. These
guys keep playing this game, okay. Then they have their own ideas
they think it is the Northern Lights and whatnot that's somehow
doing it, so they have been finding ways to try to purge the thing out.
Every engineer has had a shot a

t

this. But you know how long it

takes to have a shot a
t

this in the wilderness is the cold weather and

a
ll

that stuff, six months project, six months project? But the key

for them, and this is what you're trying to get to
,

the key for these
guys is show that you are trying, so if it blows up, it ain't your fault.

MR. BLACK: Do you have memos like that?

MR. HAMEL: No.

MR. BLACK: That would be a smoke.

MR. HAMEL: That came out o
f my lawyer Mason, was figuring out on my water

in the oil, what they showed is they couldn't find where the water
was coming from. Oil companies, eight of the biggest oi

l
companies

in the world could not figure out where the water was coming from.

It kept trying to find it because it behooved them to let the water
down the pipeline, they were putting him u

p

above, but they showed
meetings top officials come in the owners' committee, bring it u

p

in
the meeting. "Hire a new task force." Always task force, task force,

task force, trying to figure out what is wrong. S
o therefore, you can

survive. Something goes wrong, hey, you know we tried. We spent

a lot o
f

money in task forces [inaudible]. Well, that is what they d
o

here, they don't want to spend the money cause they know when they
face this thing, it is almost $800 million, I think, to replace them all,

5 thousand each and I forget how many thousand of them there are.

S
o

a
s long as there is n
o earthquake and if you are lucky they can

get by with it. S
o they say, you save $800 million 1
0 years ago in

interest, that is big bucks, so even if you have to spend it now, so

what, you went that far with it
,

so this little spill happens and
whatnot, and then you can g

o

have it straighten out and g
o

spend a
ll

o
f

the money. That is the way to operate, that is the only way they
can operate, in their mind. So now they finally with the Exxon Valdez
they panicked, they said uh-oh, we got to, we can't afford something

like this any more because Miller is making noise, everybody, so they

hire the Battelle Labs to come and d
o something, maybe with the guy

a
t,

o
f

the guy, h
e

doesn't know h
e knows me but I got a friend of

the guy, like everybody else he's out in the wilderness, this guy keeps
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telling his friend everything he is doing. The guy that designed the
special type of tool to get this damn system out so he could sell it
to Battelle Labs that the engineer if they put another one in these
five thousand dollar deals, just you, not lose the whole system
someway it is sucking the whole piece of equipment out and carrying
it out to run tests and that's what I’ve been hearing for years about
this stupid engineers, everybody trying to figure out why the hell
[don't?] they get somebody that really knows what they are doing
here, correct the problem somehow. So I tell Miller about it

,

Miller
and Patti Epler. Patti Epler asked Alyeska: said, n

o problem with
vertical support metal, it was okay. Everything that is belowground

is rusted, corrosion problem. Nothing aboveground. But they admit
that they have some problems, but nothing serious. Miller asked the
question o

f George Hermiller, the President of Alyeska, in the last
hearing, just a few months ago, it was a set up, the guy. He wrote
him a letter asking him a bunch o

f
innocuous things that I had asked

for and we agreed we wouldn't say anything about the vertical
support [members?], just catch him cold turkey. He says, you have
any corrosion problems with the vertical, with the aboveground, how
about the vertical support members, ah, no, no, no, no problem, none

a
t all. Now we have a
ll problems with the shoe, they rust down

below, but we can cope with that. Like any metal o
f

shoe

underneath the ground like that will rust a little bit. Okay, no
problem, the system is fine. They were really well covered. Three
pages o

f

everything's fine, no corrosion problem a
t

all. Under oath.
But George, James Hermiller, the President, didn't answer the
question; when h

e

was asked, Petrich says his face just tensed. He
says, I wished you could have seen it. I usually have my TV camera
set up and I didn't, that day, the kid that was supposed to d

o
it for

me didn't show up so I just didn't do it
;

he said, I wish you had it
on film you could see the way he was casually having a

good time and all, [several words inaudible], what were you asking
for, and this came out o

f

the blue and he froze and he didn't answer.
And this guy Rocky Williams, his Vice-President [to the right o

f

him?] who is head o
f

corrosion problems, h
e is an engineer, h
e said

"may I answer that for him," Mr. Hermiller said, fine. Then he
actually said we have problems with this little shoe, but we have no
other corrosion problem o

r

vertical support members o
r anything like

that, I don't know what you are talking about. Well, about three
weeks later, the Insider, the little newspaper, they announce that they

have a little corrosion problem with the vertical support members and
they are working with Battelle Labs, working 'cause that is what they
are afraid off they haven't told their people, but they panicked. That

is perjury. Under oath. But they didn’t know it was coming, they
panicked. Now, what do I do with it? You know, for Miller to go
do something about it

,

how can he, and deal with the Justice
Department, how serious is it
,

was it
. Well, I happen to know what

it is
.

So now, I see that they tell their people that Battelle Labs is
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working on it
,

and they think they found a solution. I have to wait

it out. I got a phone call. I left Boston two days ago where I had
some midnight phone calls. Hey Chuck, guess what, Battelle Labs
tests what they thought would work out, didn't work out. Battelle
has screwed around, it's up in the air. They don't know what to d

o

about it. Nobody has a solution. That was two days ago. But Miller

is gone. He don't want to hear any lectures. Hey, wait a minute,

I got to do something, so I am going to do this. I'll [tell you?], see
what you think. I am going to - I just got the mail today, every
employee o

f Alaska, o
f Alyeska, getting their addresses, home

addresses, and I go to write this group [inaudible] call myself and
my guys. And we are going to say, you know, you b

e

the judge.

That Hermiller and the [two Williams?], they always boast on behalf

o
f Alyeska and all o
f

that stuff, and there is an article on our
newspaper about how they appear before the committee and,
fantastic, had no problems, every word perfect and they, you know,
Congress was satisfied, it's a big mix-up shouldn't been up there in

the first place: this is the way they handle things. So send that,

which they all read. Send the one which they say they got a corrosion
problem that I know about it, they can't solve it

. And in between I

give them the questions, the testimony, right out o
f

the testimony, a
s

printed, the hearings, I have the hearings, not printed yet
but I got the original transcript.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: Send the transcript. Then you say, did they tell the truth on our
behalf, you b

e

the judge. I am not saying they lied, you be the
judge. And a lot of them know about this vertical support thing
and just when they read it

,

[several words inaudible] and then they
call the corrosion problem themselves three weeks later to their
employees. These guys are so fucked up, I mean they just, they are
always on the run. They are always, like a stage coach, with the
robbers coming at them, and then someone else [inaudible], honest

to God, these guys is that bad. So, you b
e

the judge. I thought it

would be fun. I got a whole series like that to start out. Just send

it to them. They used to put out brochures against me, what the
hell, it will be fun, and al

l

the employees get a brochure about, you
know, their side o

f

the story against me. I mean every employee
knows who I am. And all of them, I understand, are getting a little
pissed off at the company, and now - Oh, I forget to tell you what
made me think o

f doing this. Alyeska is reorganizing. They are not
changing their name like I thought they were. BP's going to take
over, it's gonna be a BP Company on behalf of the other companies,
well, gotten that far anyway, and that's a little victory. They are, and

I have been hearing this for a long while, but they went ahead and
fired the guy who was running all the task forces against me. Ivan
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Henman. He is the Vice-President, used to be head of the
terminal --

MR. BLACK: Who is he?

[ca. 40 minutes into recording at this point]

MR. HAMEL: Ivan Henman, yeah, he was head of the entire pipe line system and
each one of these things that I brought up, they form a task force
all the time, [several words inaudible], and he is chairman of all these
task forces and he and the attorney here in town, Quinn O'Connell,
together use to say to everybody, and I got the word, they can handle,
they can contain Hamel, don't worry about it

,

they can contain him.
They will get their permit and I will fall by the wayside sooner or

later, don’t worry about me, well, he has been fired. Two weeks ago.
For what Hermiller did, he had closed circuit TV to the whole system
and told everybody where h

e usually goes on the system, now it is

something new h
e

is using closed circuit TV, the whole system,
everybody had to be there, in these auditoriums and all kind o

f

stuff,

and he told the reorganization, and everybody and his brother at the
higher level got fired, a

ll

new people, a
ll BP people, and switching

people around, and for example the guys that screwed u
p

the night

o
f

the Exxon Valdez, the terminal superintendent, remember the one
who went back to sleep, his assistant went over and didn't send a

crew out. Well, they’ve been -- You can't fire those guys, I mean,
they need them for court. S

o

the terminal superintendent suddenly

became head o
f

oil movements in Anchorage. They shoved him in

a
n office, and h
e watched the digital computers saying how many

barrels o
f
o
il

move somewhere, just to keep busy. The guy who was

a marine superintendent o
f

the terminal who didn't send the guys out
has been switched over, now h

e
is in charge o
f

the ships that are
watching, the [service?] ships that are watching the tankers, and he's

-- which is nothing, not the job h
e

used to have, and no
responsibilities, n

o nothing, where they are captains o
n

these things

that take care o
f

themselves, I mean g
o

there o
r go there, you know,

and everybody else has been switched around, wheels. But they

announced that every employee, h
e says, has to justify his job,

because they used to run the whole pipeline for a 1/4 million, and
now it is costing just short o

f
a billion dollars a year. Since the

Exxon Valdez, legal fees, a
ll o
f

their problems, almost a [billion?]
dollars, so typical, they got to cut somewhere a little bit, so

employees again, so everybody got their jobs got to b
e justified and

b
y

September 6th, they are going to b
e really reorganizing, where

they have four supervisors there will b
e two, the two missing

supervisors become technicians again o
r out, already three

are out, fired. Guys that have been with the..
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MR. HAMEL: Laid off.

MR. BLACK: Well there are no layoffs, they never rehire anybody they laid off,
or retired out. They never, never take back, so top guys are being,
supervisor guys, who have cheated and done a

ll o
f

their dirty work
they wanted, are being let go, but every employee is pissed because
they will begin to be short changed some more, harder with the
marine department and the maintenance department for other parts

o
f

the terminal were separate and a
ll

o
f

that stuff each to d
o

their
own thing, now guys who never went near the oily crap stuff have to

air change. Everybody is unhappy. I hear, that they already know
some o

f

the jobs the assignments is going to be and everybody is

pissed. That is a perfect time for me to start getting this out. Not
that it's going to d

o much, but they react, they’re the greatest
reactors, trust me. Everything I have ever done with those guys,
before I even g

o public, they react on me.

MR. BLACK: What are you going to do, it brings me to this point: what in the
hell are you going to do --

MR. HAMEL: What am I going to do?

MR. BLACK: If they’ve settled with you in a month?

MR. HAMEL: They won't settle in a month.

MR. BLACK: What if they settle in six months? Who is going to jump in there
and take your place if you are going to stop after they settle?

MR. HAMEL: Well, the task force is going to do a lot. And if the task force
includes their ships, I think everything can be solved with it

. But

if I get the settlement, I kind of like what I am doing,
my wife says I thrive o

n it
. I don't have to be doing things o
n

the
Alyeska Pipe line system and Prudhoe Bay, just like the stuff I have
just tripped across in California. If I had not been where I had been,
hell, you would have not known about it. Because it would have
been one ear and out the other. I hear a lot of stuff in my life, I

don’t know what they hell it means. I mean, here I talk to these
captains, they don't know what they were doing with Ron, but I did,
because I lived in it

, I know what caused it. So I will be so busy,

I am a
s
a business, I think I told you, I am trying to get into cleanup,

o
f

environmental cleanups, with the John Hancock Group.

MR. BLACK: Okay, but you are going to quit [pinging?] Alyeska, o
r Exxon, o
r

whatever when they pay you?

57-913 O - 92 - 10
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MR. HAMEL: I will be out of the Alyeska picture when they pay me. But I hope
that where I am going, I'm gonna hit them so hard that its going to

be cleaned up anyway, but the rest o
f

them, they’re not getting any
commitment from me I'm not going to do, do what I want to do.
But just like this California stuff...

MR. BLACK: Speaking o
f
..

MR. HAMEL: I wouldn't get out of that.
MR. BLACK: Speaking o

f commitment, I have some spending money here, so we
might as well start our relationship today.

MR. HAMEL: What do you guys d
o

with - How come you got cash?
MR. BLACK: It is just easier for different things. I could write you a check if you

want, if you don't, if you hate cash, but that is real cash. That is

real, that is two thousand dollars in real United States currency there.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah, I know that, but you guys don't operate with cash do you?

MR. BLACK: Well we have a checking account, like for expenses, and things like
that we’ve got the cash. I do American Express for hotel bills.

MR. HAMEL: I can't touch this till I give you those documents.
MR. BLACK: Take it now and give me the documents tomorrow.

MR. HAMEL: Oh no. I will give you the documents today. And then we will
work something. We will talk about this in checks o

r

whatever.

MR. BLACK: So, you don't want --

MR. HAMEL: I want you to have those documents before the [engagement?] that
ConCS --

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: Because I don’t want it ever said that I sold the documents. I am not
selling documents. Those documents, like I told you one night that
I'd let you have them and I know when, I felt confident about who
you guys were. But ah, -

MR. BLACK. Whatever you want to do, if you - I mean, I wasn’t giving it back

to Alyeska. It is between us. If I give you this cash you will not
be on our books. If I write you a check...

MR. HAMEL: . No, well, I, ah, I have to be on the books.
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MR. BLACK: It's up to you.

MR. HAMEL: I have to be on the books, ah, and now, initially, that I want to play
with, what I would want is that all the money I spent to get the data,
of al

l
the people I hire to g

o

get everything we need, that I'd love
to have current.

MR. BLACK: Reimburse you? Yeah, just give me a ball park figure.

MR. HAMEL: No. They wouldn't spend a dime each time without my knowing

what is going to be o
r why. [inaudible]

MR. BLACK: Then, you could give me a budget so I can cover it.

MR. HAMEL: None o
f

that is going to be big stuff, it is just -- it just costs me,
and I really haven’t been doing a lot of it because it used to cost
me a lot o

f

money, [several words inaudible] not doing it any more.

MR. BLACK: But the bottom line is that I will b
e glad to write you a check.

What -- you have -- You and I have spend a lot of time together
and we are going to be spending a lot more time together hopefully.

I want to help you with your stuff and this computer, but what you
are helping me with those legal documents is incredible and I want

to pay you for that time, maybe not for those documents but --

MR. HAMEL: Nothing to do with those documents. [several words inaudible] I

got them for nothing, and you will have them for nothing.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: I didn't pay for those. I pay for a lot of stuff I get, but I [inaudible]
pay b

y

stuff, in fact I have spent a fortune in going to get stuff and
getting stuff done. But those documents I didn't even pay a cabfare

. Somebody met me in Anchorage and just gave it to me.

MR. BLACK: Okay. I hear you.

MR. HAMEL: It's the funniest thing in the world, h
e gave them to me, h
e put

them in my briefcase, I went back to my hotel and I see the two
attorneys from Dickstein, Shapiro and the other law firm in San
Diego, you know which one that was, and they were late a

t the
airport to catch a plane and trying to flag a cab down and couldn't
find one. So I went back to my car and I said how far and I'll give
you a ride to the airport. And on the way to the airport, I wanted

to tell them so bad that what I had, but I hadn’t even read it all the
stuff, you know. [several words inaudible] I got some stuff here, I

got to talk to you guys a in a week o
r so, got new material, it's good
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stuff, yeah, good stuff, I kept saying to myself, man, if they knew what
I had they’d go bananas, but --

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: - it was so funny.
MR. BLACK: It is 4:20, you want to go think about getting cleaned up and having

Some din-din?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: And you are going to hear from her, at al
l

o
r

what?

MR. BLACK: Yeah. [inaudible] Well, she is the only person that hasn't paged
me, if she doesn't, that's her - Yeah, take one of those. [laughter]

[Side 1 o
f

enhanced audiotape ends at ca. 48 minutes; side 2 follows.]

MR. BLACK: Those are neat.

MR. HAMEL: "Treat the Earth Well". That is cute.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, the foundation purchased about 200 o
f

these and we have
been passing them out.

MR. HAMEL: Did ya.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. But take one o
f

these, they’re neat lapel pins,

MR. HAMEL: You can give one to Kathy tonight.

MR. BLACK: All right, I'll do it. You take that one, and I will take...

MR. HAMEL: Now, here is what you are going to have when I make my peace,

if I ever make my peace with them and they pay me. What they
are paying me for is not the environment. They are paying me for
my water in the oil. That is a

ll I want from them. And I’ve told
them that they got to clean up their act. With this little gal named
Riki Ott. I told Riki Ott --

MR. BLACK: You told me about her.

MR. HAMEL: And I am her, I don't know what you call it
,

but anyway, she doesn't
breathe without calling me, doesn't d

o anything without calling me,

and I go into great pains to get her in to the speaker circuit this
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MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

winter because she is dynamite, and Doug Baily, I want to get him
on the speaker circuit this next year, and I already introduced him
to the speakers' bureau here a couple of weeks ago and he's going
to do a tape for them, . But Riki is all of fire, but she is

a
ll

over the place. She needs direction, needs help, but she could
be dynamite for you. Out in Alaska o

r

whatnot. But somehow she
couldn't handle the part that I am talking about, we'll just have to

find somebody else to b
e receiving the phone calls and for Alyeska.

I just think that once this task force is operating, it could be a whole
year before it's operating, but once I hit them hard with the next few
months with what I am doing and the task force gets operating, they
can’t get anywhere, they can't get Arctic National Wildlife Refuge

[ANWR] without it
,

and I think they will shape up. But you guys
want to do Alaska.

Sure. Hell, yeah. In fact I was just thinking, if you want we'll take
over your 800 line when they settle with you, whatever you want to

do. We'll make sure that something gets done with it
,
it gets referred

to the right people.

Well, the problem with these guys that call me is
,

it's a funny
relationship. For example, some of them call me every night. You
know. [several words inaudible] I know al

l

about his family and, he

would talk about everything. Probably h
e

has no one else to talk to

and h
e got me so, you develop that kind o
f
a relationship, you know.

But he, I can direct someone like him to somebody, but a lot o
f

other people won't, they come from way back when I first started and
they knew about me and they approached me, kids would knock on
my door, a couple o

f people, used to g
o

out o
f

their way o
n

vacation
to come down and see me. But there is a void in Alaska and I think

I identified it to you before, the environmental community won't do
anything up there in this nature any more. They d

o NPDES stuff
where they hit one oil company here and one oil company there, but
they don't hit the group, because they are afraid o

f

them.

Do you trust the EPA people?

EPA'? Ah, a
t

the water quality division, zero.

Where is what's his name, Nye?

Oh, Nye is the only guy I trust, and his -- Cooper, Hooper, his
assistant. They are the only two I found that, I found one guy a

t

DEC that I could trust -- [Clarence?]. But when they are crooked

a
t EPA, I say crooked, I don't know -- they all want a job down the

road with the industry o
r something. When the gal on the NPDES

permit really clobbered me b
y

saying that Alyeska was non-profit that
she wasn't going to force the best available technology on them --
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MR. BLACK: Right, you're tellin' me, that's ridiculous.

MR. HAMEL: Well, you tell me how people could -
MR. BLACK: That is ridiculous. You told me about that before, I was just

wondering -
MR. HAMEL: Ray Nye is - like that.
MR. BLACK: With you. Ray, you say is a good guy, though, in other words you

trust him also as a friend as well as a --

MR. HAMEL: Oh yeah. And I trust him more he is trying to [several words
inaudible]. Now when he was getting discouraged because they were
sitting on it

,
I kept telling him relax, don't lose your job over it.

[several words inaudible]

MR. BLACK: Are you able to help him with Alyeska?

MR. HAMEL: In his case, everything h
e got I gave him. I mean that is how h
e

did his thing. Remember, I went to EPA in '85, and told them
there was a

n air quality problem, and the head o
f

EPA in Seattle
kicked me out o

f

the office, said it was none o
f my business, that

everything is fine as far as they are concerned and I am crazy. Two
years later, I took two years to get my data, it was slow in those days,

I didn't know how to do all the stuff. It took me two years to get
enough data and the vehicle and then what do you do with the data?
And my vehicle was when Bennett Johnson held an ANWR hearing
who was then a personal friend o

f mine, and they were [noise] go
and I never did testify in person like I was supposed to, his staff
pulled a fast one o

n

me a
t

the last minute. But I didn't care a
s long

a
s I got the data in as part of the testimony, and Bennett was upset,

you know, [Lowell?] Weicker said he would get me on if I wanted,
but what I wanted to do was set the record and get Bennett to write
the letter. When h

e wrote the letter, they put everything in motion.
Now Ray Nye is sitting a

t

the other end, and they g
o

[beat?] him
right away, h

e

can't believe what I am saying, but he says h
e wasn't

surprised; but having the letter from the Senate to his boss gave him

-- and they said g
o

find out -- and h
e could d
o

what he wanted, h
e

thought. And h
e found out he couldn't, when h
e

started finding
they wouldn't answer his questions, they weren't doing it right, and
the state wasn't doing much about it

,

and whatnot, then he was
getting perturbed and you know, so what, the boss says are there
any dead people, anybody die from this yet, no shit. And so --

MR. BLACK: Jesus.
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MR. HAMEL: Oh no. So then what he did, though, is he kept writing this stuff
and let it get bottled up at his shop here in Washington, what had
to be done and what -- he wrote up a 114, it's like a court order,

answer questions, sign it
.

S
o

the day, within a week o
f

the Exxon
Valdez, Ray Nye is looking for me in Washington, Kathy says that
Valdez, they called me and they, Hey Chuck, you got a little victory
here, I said, what's that? He says, our headquarters says get that 114
out today, the Exxon Valdez, they are scared o

f

that, and they are

scared o
f

what is going to happen, so h
e says, but I can't get it out;

I said "but why not?" "Chuck, it's so outdated, they’ve been sitting
on it for six months. I got to rewrite the whole thing and run it back
through everybody and it will take weeks, but they said, rush it rush

it rush it," and they finally did, and it got out. So then when they
didn't answer right for a long time and just drag down on the lawyers
kept, when h

e finally got all o
f

his answers, a
t

least enough answers,

h
e did issue the notice o
f violation, weeks ago, a couple o
f

months
ago. They called me, and said you should be the first to know, we
are issuing a notice o

f violation, if it wasn't for you we wouldn't have
any, you wanted one, Chuck, I wanted you to be, you know, this is

yours. So h
e

issued it and you know the rest o
f

the story.

MR. BLACK: Is he going to give any opinion on what he thinks these turkeys are
going to do about settling with you?

MR. HAMEL: [He had?] nothing to do with that. [inaudible] See, what they're
settling with me on has nothing to do with the environment.

MR. BLACK: No, but just as a friend, does h
e think they are going to settle?

MR. HAMEL: He knows. He doesn't know anything about that.

MR. BLACK: Oh.

MR. HAMEL: But, what the people h
e

deals with the lawyers, with the EPA stuff,
there is nothing that, what's his name, ah, ah, what they settle o

n

with me has nothing to do with the environment. It has to do with
my water, they know [three words inaudible] that I am trying to prove
that they cheated everything in my water in the o

il problem. Now
they are going to ask that I give them relief, stay out of Alaska, come
up in a ferry boat maybe, but you know that, they are going to ask
that I just stay out of their hair for a while and that is easy. Ah, for
everything I am doing somebody else can do, I'll tell him no.
Anybody else say I can't tell you how. What they would say is

,

if I

am going to get into being deposed [several words inaudible], they
sure would like to be around like something like that. I don't work
for them so I don't care. They d

o

that with a lot o
f people that they

can make peace with. But what they are going to want is what I got
and they can't have, and I am not going to give them back anything.
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But when I agree to, you know, I'll stop pursuing them, and from
their point of view, from what I'm told -- I am not - what they find
terrible is that I am pursuing them to the point of finding things that
they just keep [looking?] under the rug, and what they going to want
is that I stop looking under the rug. What is done is done, but stop
looking under the rug, and every time that they say, every time I
look under the rug I'm finding new stuff that they won't even know
about because that is their system. Don't tell everybody everything,
just do it

. So, but there is so much else to do there. This country

is so screwed up. The old guys - I heard the other day from a
n old

guy I had dinner with who really knows the business. He said, if the
oil industry for America were to set aside their reserves for the
restoration that they have to do for the oil pollution, for the damaged

chemicals [several words inaudible], they would all be bankrupt today.

That is good to know. I know that's that bad. Every refinery in

America has got this much oil and they are all oil wells underneath
and they always let things leak in

.

It is cheaper to let them leak
[than to?] deal with it. If - the word was out of ARCO that if the
pipeline had shut down for 15 days, they would have to b

e talking

to the bankruptcy judge. I don't believe "for 15 days," but anyway.
The cash flows. ARCO's whole business is Alyeska, Alaska. They
have no other oil. That's a big oil company here in California, you

shut down that, somebody blow up that pipeline, and ARCO has no
cash flow; it's like the Kuwaiti, you know the Kuwaiti that are in

deep trouble right now. The Kuwaiti oil company they are sitting
there, there is no government, they don't know who is who, but then
they use 400 hundred thousand barrels a day through their system,

in Europe, they got gas stations a
ll

over Europe, they got no oil.

MR. BLACK: I love it. That-a-way.

MR. HAMEL: But the oil companies, what I really am trying to tell you for a fact

is
,

you start hitting those people hard and you are going to have their
attention because they can't take bad publicity too long and when
they really get nailed doing something wrong, the government, they
get away with murder, with - [several words inaudible], the
government, EPA, they gotta forget it

,

you know, we will negotiate,
the Justice Department will work something out with you. Energy
Department [we need?] the oil. You know, but they can't with you,
and they can with a lot o

f

environmental groups, because they have
gotten to them. Every environmental group, got some o

il company
giving them some money somewhere, they are always being covered
somewhere, and you are the new guy o

n

the block. Until they figure
[several words inaudible] figure you guys out and how to get to you,

MR. BLACK: Well, that is the nice thing about setting up, the, uh, let me make
- sure I got the keys. (noise) Okay, we need to get, it is 4:35.
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[ca. 15 seconds' inaudible conversation outside the office as the door is closed]

[Side 2 ends at ca. 12 minutes: conclusion of meeting at Ecolit office.]
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Exhibit 23 August 18, 1990, Black describes documents received from Hamel
Prod. no.: Video, F2R400343; audio, F2R411216.

[15 seconds inaudible]

MR. BLACK: We just returned from Hamel's house, where he gave his
here on the tape very quickly. These are the attorney-client work
product, privileged documents, that he told me about earlier. We're
going to put these in the computer, but I wanted to go on the tape
and tell you what they’re about.

The first one is a document to Robert S. Warren regarding

[REDACTED]. And this is a document that has an introduction
and a table of contents. This is one of the documents I saw before,
and it talks about various things. It starts out with a chronology of
pertinent facts, and goes on and it cites theory and Alyeska [sic] law,
and a brief discussion of various statutes, federal and state, and it's
a total of 84 pages in length.

The second document is a memo that's marked privileged, attorney
work-product, at the bottom of a

ll o
f

the pages, and it's dated June
29th also. It's to Robert S

. Warren and Charles C. Ivie from

Document Review Team, and it goes on, and it talks about
[REDACTED].

It says that this memorandum is a working memorandum for internal
use b

y

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher. It also has a table of contents and

it talks about [REDACTED]. At the end, it has an exhibit
[REDACTED].

The third document is dated May 26, 1989. It's on Alyeska
stationery. It looks like it's to several lawyers from Alfred T

. Smith,
general counsel o

f Alyeska, and this is a - it appears to b
e
a group

o
f

documents that are lumped together.

Some o
f

these documents are on Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher memo
stationery, and they're citing cases. Here's a memo to Pamela A

.

Ray, Esquire, from Thomas M. Picone, and it's regarding
[REDACTED], as most of them in these stacks are marked privileged
and confidential, attorney work product.

This document is I don't know how many pages long, but it's -- this
one is fairly thick, as you can see. And the last page o

f

one o
f

the

memos attached in this packet is from Cheryl D
.

Justice with copies

to Robert S. Warren, Charles Ivie, and Carlos Goodman.

The fourth batch - and we haven't separated these yet. This is the

Minority Exhibit 34
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exact way we got them from Hamel, with the - with the little clips,
the fourth one is to Robert S. Warren from Thomas Picone regarding

[REDACTED]. This is stamped confidential, and it's basically the
same thing. It's a legal document. It quotes cases, quotes different
laws, and it's internal, an internal document.

The next one is a memo to Robert S. Warren regarding
[REDACTED], and this document is probably 62 pages long and
it's also a legal, legal memoranda form.

The next one is marked attorney work product, privileged and
confidential, and it's entitled [REDACTED]. And it says "Prepared
for Alyeska Pipeline Service Company." And it talks about
[REDACTED]. It has some diagrams and some drawings inside, and
it is - I don't know, approximately 30 pages in length.
The last document we obtained today is a memo to Robert S.
Warren again, marked confidential, re [REDACTED]. law
again, attorney type memo.

We're going to take these documents back to our hotel and copy the
documents, and then tomorrow, when Hamel arrives for our meeting,

we're going to be inputting these into the computer.

The time now is about 8:25 on the 18th. Okay.

[Pause]

Rick, you can shut it off, if you haven't already. We're just going to
go back and copy them now.

[Pause]

[15 seconds inaudible before end of audio recording.]
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Exhibit 24 August 19, 1920; Meeting at Ecolit office
Prod. no.:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

[Phone ringing]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

Video, F2R400344; audio, F2R412123; orig. transcript, F2R412124
146; enhanced audio, F2R416171.

Did you not put a filter in it?

No. This [purr coffee outlive?] ... put coffee a
ll

over the floor.

Ah.....

Before I forget before h
e

comes in there.

Well, we got to talk about that too. This shit.

You mean ..
. met him yesterday

How long can that do? Find out where we are at... got to be, uh
comfortable. What time were you meeting Diane for brunch o

r

what.

Hopefully whenever get done we get back we'll give her call, she
felt terrible yesterday. Apparently they went out and did a little
bit o

f rum, we'll call her when, she said, I'm not going to g
o I

feel terrible. I said well, we'll call you first.

Okay, n
o problem, cause I told Kathy to give her a call for where

she is staying right here, so let's have brunch right around the
corner from us, unless there is breakfast around here. We’ll wait

a while and see. Let me call Kathy and tell her what is going on.

Okay. Here you go. Just use the phone, dial 9.

When is your flight?

I got a bunch of options. I am waiting on some calls to see if I

have any meetings, need to dial 9 first. There you go.

Answer: Hello, Charles Hamel & Associates.

What are you working o
n

the weekend? Associates. That is right
you wouldn't b

e answering the phone. This is the private line that

I was calling. I don't know whether Diane is going...

Too much rum.

Minority Exhibit 35
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MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. JOHNSON:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

Too much rum with her friends last night. What, call O'Connely
and ask them what time they, how late their brunch runs and, well
maybe we'll do that because, wait a minute. Wayne is leaving
today so maybe he and I will just continue, we'll just go breakfast
somewhere and skip the brunch, he and I will go eat somewhere
and you won’t have to get dressed, bye, bye, dear. That way, she
won't have to get dressed.

Okay.

And she is in the middle of al
l

o
f

her nudity. You ever hear
David Lynch. Twin Peaks. The big T.V. series that is going on
Twin Peaks. Rosselini, what's her name, ah, Ingrid Bergman's
daughter.

Oh, yeah.

Her movie is coming out. David Lynch the director. He is so

famous all o
f
a sudden. He did Dune, he did Elephant Man, and

stuff like that, but I produced the first movie, real family to us.
He says h

e is basically talked me into it
.

So his fame I share.
New York Times is just every other page is about David so she

was in her jimmies reading all that stuff and, she said, I'll have to

get dressed, I want to keep reading while working in one -

We are just going to have breakfast somewhere. Vern, hey Vern.

Hey Vern.

Yeah, I'll be right there.

Alright take your time. I want you to meet him anyway and ...

Vern is up from Miami.

Yap.

And h
e is the computer person. He is not the one I met. I met

Fox.

Yap.

You mean they work together, one is younger.

Fox is more o
f
a thinking guy, how to kind o
f computer guy. and

Vern is into the super details o
f

the program and cuts ...

The software part.

F2R418.397
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MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. JOHNSON:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. JOHNSON:

Yeah, I'll let him explain it to you, what he is doing. He is
,
I

certainly hope h
e is better a
t computers than what h
e
is a
t coffee,

but, I asked him to make us some coffee and I walk in there and
it is all over the floor.

My eyes. I can't, personal system two - Oh yeah, PS/2.
Yeah.

-

386, that will move right along. It's my next set u
p

is suppose to

b
e
a 386 [Contel?] talk me into with that color because o
f

my

age, ah, but still, not to d
o anything more than have a lot o
f

memory put a
ll o
f

my stuff in
.

See I got a couple of few million
dollars coming sometime in October, November at the latest from
my Exxon property deal, from the part that I’m selling and o

f
so I

just don't spend any money until a
ll

this comes in
,

pay my taxes,

and of, but what I am going to do is to get a person back in just

to follow me around. Which I used to have that is what my
courier use to do. He use to pick up after me all the time, file
things...

Before she went on the dive trip.

Yeah, before her husband ran off on her I didn't get to talk about
that. She was built like you wouldn't believe, blonde, highly
educated, languages, travel all over, just but she does love her
husband, and they were in the same law firm. She graduated

from I forget where, but he was some body's ace partner and she
fell in love with him, got married, and she couldn't stay there
because h

e

was the partner and she was secretary for the company
so, I didn't need anybody to be around a

ll day long, I just didn't
mind having to pay for a full day, but I just want them around
when I need them. So for the secret of my business, I never had

a staff. I’ve never had people. I've just had one person follow me
and keep up with me. And I had a fax machine in each house
and telex in each house, in each of our places, and my secretary
would do in the house whatever, and it was great. She just loved
the house and she just set up in the roof take her sun anyway
she...

Hi, how are you doing?

This is Vern.

How are you doing Vern?

Just fine. How about you?
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MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. JOHNSON:

Just finishing a quick story. So when interviewing for a new
person one moved away, so my wife had a

ll

these people run b
y

me and she was interviewing for me she was down stairs and I

was upstairs in another office we had a
t

the time. And she, this
first gal comes in

,

really a beauty, out o
f sight, everything about

her it was just, you know, you’d want to run away with her so, so

I interviewed her, I said can't have that in the house with my wife

so going to Seattle a lot and what not. So ten days later we
finally getting down to who we are going to hire so she says, well

I think the best one is that name Sosa. I didn’t know who the
hell she was talking about. She gave me the ... I said that one?

I didn't interview her. She said you didn't interview her, why not?
You couldn't have that running around the house I know that.
She says well that is the one. So they had to find her she was off
somewhere on vacation, bring her back, re interview her, she
thought I was crazy, but to have a house like I am, you live in a

house, and the secretary is there all the time and my wife is not
around you can't have a raving beauty like around that so that is

why we ended on hiring her.

But your wife picked her.

Well, I picked her because she had all the qualities that my wife
wanted and she trust me and her. I am too old for the lady
anyway but she turned out to be o

f

all the secretaries that I have
had in my life, she was the one that just understood me and picks
everything up files it and puts it right where it belongs and is not
around when I don't want her. Don't suggest I should do this or
that. Most secretaries, why did you d

o

this o
r why, that guy I don't

like. Well I don’t need that. Just want them to follow me around

and to do what had to be done. And yet every once in a while,
she would say, you know you really ought to consider, she would
write in a little note, you know this, but I shouldn't say so but it

is not a bad idea usually, but she saved up. So anyway I haven't'
been able to even consider having someone. Who the hell do you
bring into my type o

f operation till you find another one like that.
And I have not had time to look but come this summer I'll start
up again I'll do whatever, I'll try to get a person like that who she
even talked about coming back if I get a job for her ex-husband

so ..
.. He's cheap. I got to hire him put him somewhere and it is

a
s long as I got her.

Yeah. Let me give Diane a call. Why don't you crank this thing
up Vern for u

s

so we -

Sure, sorry about the delay. I was trying to b
e hospitable and

making a cup o
f

coffee and I tried to make a pot of coffee and I
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Exhibit 24 (8/19/90) Page 5

made several and most of them are on the floor so I had to play
maid and clean all of this stuff.

I hope you can do this better than what you can make coffee.

No problem. This I can do.

You haven’t seen these before, I brought these in today. These
are some documents that we want to scan in there and do your
thing and use the "read ware" and hopefully this week you can
week with Ewell or Chuck's other guy.

Ewell

That is some complicated software and I mean I read through the
manuals and it looks pretty straight forward but it has got a lot of
technical areas and when it comes to language I don’t know what
is used, semantics and I am going to need some assistance to get
this really fine tuned.

He has a tendency of wanting to tell you how it comes about
unless you want to bury yourself when you get into it

.

But a
ll

the

time you start with them, I will be briefed after each time to

make sure that you are getting where you want to g
o

and b
e able

to accomplish.

One o
f

the things that Chuck wanted u
s originally to do with that

is that software is tell them, tell Ewell. How we can make it user
friendly for application for law firms and things like that. You
know law firms are use to sitting down with Nexis and Lexis
making a paralegal and they are use to seeing that kind o

f
a

screen. Like I am. He had Fox do this F1, F2, F3 thing for me.
Without that without a path, I'd would b

e

lost. But I love it

We got to rewindle this stuff and that is what we want to do.
[phone is used]

I am going to have him come here.

Good.

Because his phone over there, if he comes here h
e won't get his

phone calls. Let me get...

This is a pretty straightforward process. It takes each document
and reads it out. You will see an image of the document on here.
And a

s part o
f

the process it reviews the documents and spits out
the text.

F2R4164OO
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[inaudible]

MR. BLACK: How are you feeling?

DLANE: Fine. I feel good.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. JOHNSON: Sees what it can read. And then it produces errors, but it can't
read something you have to go back through and pick out what it
can’t be read and put in the proper text. Hewlett-Packard -

MR. BLACK: I was afraid of that, I guess we'll have to blow it off for now in
fact Chuck is here now and we are talking about computers and
we'll wait until next time. All right. I am sorry you feel bad
honey I will be there as soon as I can. Okay, bye-bye.

MR. HAMEL: This is same as ah, [inaudible] Palantir? the Calera. The Calera
system is supposed to be pretty good for the Justice Department.

I lot of people are beginning to use that I understand. In our
system that we have is must be the outfit. First of all, first of all
the reason we've got this because of the system, it is because we
had multi languages, Russian, Arabic, what not.

MR. JOHNSON: Right.

MR. HAMEL: Now what do you in the case if one of those documents had the
word confidential or something, how does that come out of there.

MR. JOHNSON: We'll find out in just a minute, it may or may not be able to
determine what it is

.

Now according to the manual this product

which is called Omni Page can read anything from I believe 6
. to

7
2 pointer o
r

1/10 o
f

a
n inch o
r u
p

to 1 inch high.

MR. HAMEL: What do you do with handwriting?

MR. JOHNSON: With handwriting, cannot be interpreted. Some printing can.

MR. HAMEL: Then, how can you get that out o
f

the way, you just use the
mouse to erase it.

MR. JOHNSON: Oh, yeah, but it doesn't bring in handwriting, that is we're in Text
Mode.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, perfect.
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MR. JOHNSON: For the image. If we were to do an image mode....
MR. HAMEL: That image you have just let it go.

MR. JOHNSON: That is just going through, showing you ..
..

MR. HAMEL: Oh I see they image in two text. Okay

MR. JOHNSON: It just brings u
p

a
n image and reads what it can read. It has an

image where we can actually scan the document and and maintain
its actual true form but that creates what we call Pift File
[phonetic] and italic format, and essentially what that does is

create a file that is a megabyte o
r

more per sheet and that kind

o
f

stays on here right now

MR. BLACK: A megabyte per page.

MR. JOHNSON: Yes. One million bytes o
f

information.

MR. BLACK: You know what that is...

MR. HAMEL: Yeah I know but I don’t think that the Calera does that, the
Calera keeps a

n image a
ll

the time. Ask Ken about this because
the Calera what got us exited about the Calera when we asked
the Justice Department people for a system, they were able to g

o

to the image to get the handwriting and that kind o
f

stuff at least
see it and and know about it so if they wanted it they could sort

o
f

type it into the text. As I understood it anyway.

MR. JOHNSON: That doesn’t mean we can’t do this, it just simply means that the
size o

f

the files are restrictive a
t

this point. We need to get a

bigger drive for this thing so we can maintain. Some --

MR. HAMEL: Or you might get where it will take some what do call it-a
hookup

MR. BLACK: [inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: . No, CUO is something is only in memory you can’t deal with it.

MR. BLACK: A worm.

MR. HAMEL: A worm. A spider element. I'm out of my element. Ken. Ewell.

MR. BLACK: What we want to do, Vern, is I want to be able to recap these
documents the thinking o

f

the guy and they way the guy thinks to

defend things. The confidential and a
ll

that other little
superfluous document marks, I want to take off.
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MR. HAMEL: For example down below I want to take off, I was just going to
cut it out, but ...

MR. BLACK: Where it says privilege, work product.

MR. HAMEL: I'd like to take that out o
f

each page in your system.

MR. BLACK: It's only on a few batches believe it o
r

not.

MR. HAMEL: I took it off. Yeah

MR. BLACK: Oh you did. Okay, good.

MR. HAMEL: And I recopied some of it. Taking these from the beginning. No

- okay -- I - took it off.
MR. BLACK: No there aren't that many any more, huh.

MR. HAMEL: Look in the bottom line.

MR. BLACK: Sure.

MR. JOHNSON: Sure, we can get that out.

MR. HAMEL: Cut them out of each one. Then...

MR. BLACK: I think we should take out the document control notes too. You

[inaudible - noise]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. JOHNSON:

MR. HAMEL:

see those T numbers at the top. Those are peculiar to Word
Processing and things.

It's telling you that this spot is having trouble with that.

No, this is only representative o
f

what it sees on the page. It

does that so you get an idea o
f

whether o
r

not you have the
darkness too dark o

r

too light. Because if it is too dark
sometimes it will overlap characters, like a

n

"a" and and "e" will
get attached together if it is too light and a "d" may come out as

a "c" o
r

"1". So it just gives you some kind o
f
a representative

sample.

You can fax this to the system right down to where ever the
record -
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If we had a modem we could do that.

I want to do that, Vern. I want to do that for a couple of
reasons. We got the one in Miami that we use to do
CompuServe and do that New York Times terminals for articles
and that is really neat thing. But I want to put a modem in here
I should have mentioned before, I asked Sherree to get one, but
you ought to ask her.

We are going to have to check with the office people because I
know these are digital phones we are going to have to have an
analog phone circuit.

Okay, get a 9600 baud, the new kind. The quickest kind and then
we can either --

Send it computer to computer load or apparently from the
computer to a fax.

The fax is a 1200 baud process, it is a slower process than it is
data disk to data disk.

Yeah, yeah, but you know when you are dealing with one of your
attorneys and you got to send him something, he doesn't have this
aspect of your system....

They could also get a fax board and drop a fax board in and then
if you want to actually fax something you just out put across the
fax board.

It is kind of strange, probably be better because of most law firms
are networked in-house and they don't want to hear this stuff, and
they are not that up on it

.

The thing that we can do also with
your system is put a modem in your house and you can access --

I don't need it, I got a modem in there. I took it out.

This is a slow and tedious process getting it in here but once is in

here this is really looks like is going to be a
t
a tremendous

advantage.

Sometimes with your lawyers it gets electronically, with, you're
dealing with lawyers and he's got and that kind of stuff.

Absolutely.

Besides giving it to you, in disk form he'll give you the same thing
he'll put it on the disk for you and you just slip it right in there.
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MR. JOHNSON: Sure

MR. HAMEL: One thing that I we'll talk about when Henry gets back for what
he is doing if I understand it correctly, for example, trustees for
Alaska who have done an enormous amount of NPDES permits
and some other outfits like that, if you just go into the courthouse
get [inaudible] the file, if the trustees will give it to you they will
give it to you on a floppy disk, if they won't give me no floppy
disk they'll give me the file or you go in the courthouse and get
selectively what you want, and everywhere that there is a NPDES
permit the XYZ outfit that they been using al

l

types o
f permanent

[inaudible] because you can have it a
ll

in your system in a hurry.

MR. JOHNSON: Well this is all brand new to us. I mean we've never done, never
done this stuff o

n computer before, so this is really a training

session to find out what the most efficient way to handle this data
is.

MR. HAMEL: He'll be very helpful to you if he is not I'll shoot him, cause I

keep telling him, he likes this system, because he is a computer
person, h

e invented the system, h
e designed the Toshiba laptop.

He put in the computer system for OPEC. And ARAMCO. So
his problem is

,

h
e

is so computer-literate h
e can't understand why

people like me can't memorize this stuff. I have a problem. I

use to run a telex and I had to, I knew more about telexes that
some o

f

the mechanics a
s far as memorizing them, but at the

same time, I'm passed that now, and I do other things my mind is

cluttered and if I got to learn backslash this that backslash, why
can't I just do that. Then I g

o

about my business and I go on my
trip like I did the other day and I came back exhausted, I came
back exhausted to my computer I'll be damned if I am going to

have to memorize, and I own the system. I never use it. I find it

not friendly. He can't understand me and if anybody wants to see

it work I do. Now computer people in Library of Congress that
spend all day in the computer love it

. They say there is nothing

in the world like it
.

The CIA guys, the Drug Enforcement guys
who do only computer and they are like you and they are being

hired what they are going to play and d
o things with it
,

they love

it
.

But that is not where the guy like Ken is going to walk into
the office and if he's got to learn backslash stop matrix something

o
r

other backslash, h
e won't do it. And he is going to forget and

he's going to g
o

home that night you have a screwed up system
like I use to do it. So what I want to do is while you all learn
how to run the system, ah, knowing what you people do this. The
window was like this and windows was like that, ah, we get a

system h
e should show you over there, a system like this with a

mouse, a battery powered mouse o
n it with Sony and Phillips and
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MR. JOHNSON:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. JOHNSON:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

we are doing the 20 volumes of military medicine for the
government on a compact disk interactive and the doctors are able
to study a

ll

kinds o
f

books then play with this they find what they
want there is the color o

f

the skin, flesh, all that kind o
f

stuff.

Wow, very nice.

Everything that is in the manual is verbal. And the manual is still
there and it is also in the laptop if you are in a war zone in the
laptop you don't have much image cause it uses u

p

so much space

but it is really a great project. Moving slow like everything else,
but slowly moving forward and we are the retrieval and until our
retrieval system came in the picture they weren't going to d

o it

all. Project, they didn't like every retriever system they had so

far. This is so natural language that is so easy to use except it has
like everything else it has a draw back one o

f

them is that it

keeps giving you information, it finds relationships that even you

and I don’t find. Sometimes is that not bad that it gives you a

clue to something knew which I had fun using but for people who
don’t understand that, then why isn't giving the exact information
and nothing else, but the army people said I’d rather have more
information than what I got now, I have something, it

s very good

a
t misspelling things for example, very forgiving, well the system

that is out there is now you either have the exact o
r nothing. We

have that too, but then with outpost it's nearby you make a few
mistakes in spelling and so what. And it just gives you other
things you put who was it -- government guy -- put in gobbeldy
gobbeldy goop -- an attorney they found the relationship with this
huge text in the Congressional Record. In the Congressional, so I
guess Record's [inaudible] what the machine found, it had a low
score but there was a relationship [inaudible] with some o

f

the

letters but garbage in garbage out. S
o you are going to be here

until when?

Well, probably another week. I have my main purpose is being
upheld is to train Sherree, the girl who is going to run the office
here so that she knows how to do this cause this is rather

technical software and I don't understand it that well myself, I

spent most o
f

my life learning how to think logically and now they
want me to think intuitively and I am having a trouble with the
transitions. I am trying to ask these questions so that the machine
understands what I am asking about. It looks very very nice.

It is just going to be what we really need to do what we are doing

so we can get it cranking.

Well, you get him in here tomorrow morning, I don't -
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I mean this concept of scanning them in there is light-years ahead
of what most law firms are doing anyway. With depos and things
like that.

I'm just saying, Wayne, for example, when you get the NPDES
permits, you do one of two things: either you go into court and
get copies of what you are looking for though, motions that
interest you.

-

Can I mark on here.

No. That is the only copy we got.

Yeah.

I just want to make sure that I had some way to ..

Why don't you put a, just put them over and put a mark on the
back. How about that?

Yeah, can I do that.

Yeah.

Cause I want to make sure that they don't copy them twice.
There is a lot of people here.

Go ahead what were you saying about --

That what you can do is people like trustees and others in Alaska
[Trustees for Alaska?] have done a lot of that either they would
cooperate and give you their files and then you could pick what
you want, or you go into the court house and get copies of those
parts that you want, but if they would give you their files, they
would already have it electronic, they use IBM whatever, just put
all that in and depending on what you are looking for, how, I
think the oil company use the same lawyers, all the time, that
kind of stuff.

They do and what is more important is that they use the same
expert witnesses. And that is what we want to put in there. We
want to be able to overlay, Vern tells me we can do this
somehow. He can tell you the technical part but I want, the thing
you are talking about, I want to be able to overlay what witness
John Doe said in July of -- eighty-eight.

Now there is an example of ReadWare. That is where your
expert is going to si

t

and tr
y

to determine what they are u
p

to
.
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MR. BLACK: That is why John Fox went nuts when we were up there. He said,

MR.

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

"just what we need. He went crazy and" - Then he told you
about that.

Even for misspelling and the words he may be one day using the
word this way but he used a synonym and next time might be not
on purpose, as human beings, rewriting it doesn't want to be
saying the same stuff a

ll

the times, that is probably rewrite a little
bit.

I can't tell you how impressive it is when you blow those up. You
know we put those on poster boards, we send them someplace

and put them on the depos on poster boards, and in front o
f
a

jury in front o
r

in front o
f

the guy say, "What do you think, what

if somebody told you...." and they will say, "No, that is wrong".
Oh really, here is a poster board o

f your testimony last year.
That is devastating.

There are not that many around neither, are there? I mean once
we get started on this you will start --

That is why ReadWare is so important to us, it really can help,

make the windows o
r

whatever more friendly.

Ken will be in here, give him a call, he'll come and then what you

want to do is show Ken a session when you are working with
Sherree and Ken should be here and see how you are both going

about it and then he could say you could do this, do that. The
only problem is that you see him ahead o

f

time, he'll tell you a
ll

that part about how we found it
,

e
t cetera, and how the system

works inside with Sherree would g
o

bananas if she had it here.

She just needs to think the mechanically. She cannot be
thinking about....

What is the stem of the word.

What we are going to d
o

with her is
.

He is going to teach her
the mechanics o

f putting in depos and things like that. So she is

going to load up basically. He and I are going to do the thinking
part, pretty much. So we are just going to have her answer the
phones, d

o

the research, bring the data in and she is going to do
things like there is the checkbook o

n

the left, in green, she will do
things like getting the witness list together make sure that they
have hotel reservations for the different cases. That is what she is

going to do. And we will change that every week.

F2R4164O8
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MR. HAMEL:

MR. JOHNSON:

MR. BLACK:

MR. JOHNSON:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. JOHNSON:

You know who would be helpful to you early on... with the ah,
when you start comparing. Hire Ken on an hourly basis, some
time to si

t

down and tell him what you are trying to find and in

almost set up the computer program...

Well, between these two guys....

When Ken understands where you are going, what you want. He
can put together a computer program that as you put stuff in you

can ask questions o
n

the weekend and let it this run all weekend.
And it will just set up answers a

ll

weekend long for massive
amounts o

f
..
.

these guys were giving testimonies 1
0 times, it will

just give and every time h
e gives a new testimony you shove that

in there and the computer and it will compile right away and have
those questions in there, and start over again. Wait ti

l they d
o
it

this time. These are easy little programs that you could just add
on there. When he understands what you are trying to find, he
spends all day long to try to find something wrong with the
system, so you are always taking text and trying to find how it

comes down. I understand better what you are trying, ... there
aren't that many, ... The reason is a friend o

f

mine that is a

witness, an oil field witness, in oil field matters, and he is a good
friend o

f mine, I love him dearly and he's my expert. Only for
my lawyer to understand what the appraiser, experts are doing

with Exxon and u
s

and I just felt these are good in between, but I

know love him dearly and a
ll

the rest o
f them, h
e got to be, he is

for hire, so h
e
is got to, you know where is your problem h
e got

to make the problem work out so you forget certain things in the
back o

f your mind and you remember this in this instance and you
forget that and you get this and I got this picture what you are
talking about cause I lived through it

,

ha, ha, ha...... Then, what
you are forced him to d

o
is get new experts. When you win a

couple o
f

cases I'll wait.

What I am doing now is I am scanning this document and what is

looking for now is the things that it did not understand, for
instance, here I know that these now are quotation marks, you see
like quotation, ... end quote. It finds these things and marks them.

I also found another error where instead of Extend it put it in as

Estend.

So that was telling u
s that it was a spelling error.

So see these things once they are scanned, it doesn't make the
document perfect, we have to go back there and correct for a

ll o
f

the mistakes that it found and then we can transfer it to --
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MR. HAMEL: You see that is important for lot of the systems where a
misspelled word is a disaster. Where as in our case it makes no
difference.

MR. JOHNSON: That is if it has enough of the word in order to make it barely
Correct --

MR. HAMEL: Express, it will come out somewhere

MR. JOHNSON: This word "Memorandum" came out as "Merqdu

MR. HAMEL: Sure, it is reading the underline. Yeah.

MR. JOHNSON: So it did not spell the word even close enough for the -
MR. HAMEL: All this part I am familiar with cause we have this system too.

MR. JOHNSON: So having to go through and change a
ll o
f

these things.

MR. HAMEL: You won't have to a lot o
f

these you won't have to -- save a lot

o
f

effort now in a case like "Memorandum" what do you do there?
Do you just erase what is there and type in yourself or what? If

you wanted to keep it
.

MR. JOHNSON: Yeah, like for instance I took off the "Confidential" here, just go
through it and cut it out.

MR. HAMEL: Where? Is that PageMaker?

MR. JOHNSON: What, this, No. This is OmniPage.

MR. HAMEL: See someone else in this typing here all the "N"s are coming out

a
s

..
..

that's a problem.

MR. JOHNSON: Right.

MR. HAMEL: That will happen, Vern when the documents are photocopied a

lot, I understand. If it was photocopied, the original had a bend

in it
,

folded, when it has been recopied, somehow, .....

MR. JOHNSON: Undertane, Undertaking, that has got to be. Even where no duty
was unwanted, .....it is probably generally I’m ware ... [inaudible]
Here is the word, that was the original word that I didn't think it

WaS.....

MR. HAMEL: Here is right here.... undertake
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Yeah, right. I know why this is
,

you see this is in bolded print.

S
o
it copied it too dark and it could not read that ...
.

couldn't
read the character

What.... does it show what page is on?

No.

Back up there because you had another one.

Or maybe a page.

Four. Back up to page three... Where you were and then
undertaken, can you come back to that?

What page. No, this is just moving forward. Just a second
here..... Here we go.

Next, next. It does give you the page. You got it there.

On page four, this..... page four

What time is your flight... gonna be?

I got two options I got the four and the seven. I talked to you
when you guys were talking, I talked to Diane and she just feels
terrible, so we might take the four.

Four and get her out o
f

here.

I told her, I you know, you got to laugh at someone with a

hangover, but they can't take a joke.

That is doing a lot, for example, I think Ken maybe be able to do

it
.

Set you up with a program. All o
f

the quotations will become
quotations so that you don't have to do it b

y

hand. Your big
problem is going to be when you get other people's copies that
have been worn..... a little worn I’ve noticed that... Some of the
worn stuff in the newspapers, it is very hard to deal with because
the print runs into each other...

Well, this is a little time consuming but it nevertheless provides u
s

with a way to correct any errors it o
r

...finds.

All the systems have the same problem, but as you start working
different areas, you see the same problem coming u

p

so that new
programs can b

e

made for it. Like a spell check or... See that....
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MR. JOHNSON: That is not a, 2, and it is underline. It is going to be a 2.

MR. HAMEL: Well, some of these attorney's underline everything. How did that
consideration come out. In small print it came out alright didn't
it? It's in the uppercase ..

. it

MR. JOHNSON: Well, I don’t know until I get back and check it ... it finds these
errors, the ones where it marks the, actually marks the error. It

may have read this a
s something else. See that is something that

I can't insert, the statute symbol.

MR. HAMEL: Where are you now in your text?

MR. JOHNSON: Page five. I want to ,.. find it. .... I.D., so this is ...

MR. HAMEL: That was underlined too probably. Some o
f

the your briefs have
the numbers o

n

the side, that helps a lot in this kind of....

MR. JOHNSON: There is that 2 with the underline again.... you see it missed this
here. That should be AGE.

MR. HAMEL: And spell check didn't get that hah?

MR. JOHNSON: I wonder if it sees that...... well.... that's a one

MR. HAMEL: I understand this, what are you going to do next then?

MR. JOHNSON: Well, we're are going to take this and move it over to ReadWare
and have ReadWare analyze it

.

MR. HAMEL: That part I understand all of that part. So what am I doing?

MR. JOHNSON: What are we going to do with this?

MR. HAMEL: I know what you are going to do it, yeah, I understand all this,
cause I have a system.

MR. JOHNSON: Yeah, I just want to you ... be him in case I am not here and you
need something out o

f

there.

MR. HAMEL: Because I think that I can dove tail with you when you g
o

from
here to there and get him over here before you leave town and a

s

many times a
s you have my kind o
f
a problem, go over and ... it

to with him. Pardon?

MR. BLACK: How d
o

we call him? I forget, I don't have his card.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, 337-2013, and ...
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MR. BLACK: Ewell.

MR. HAMEL: And I don't carry his home number in my mind. Because we can
call him at home. And set this up.

MR. BLACK: Help yourself, dial 9 first.

MR. JOHNSON: That will be perfect.

[Phone being dialed]

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

What do you usually have for breakfast?

Not much... I'm just

-Ken Ewell In Washington, D.C., Ken E-w-e-l-l. please. Right.
In D.C.? Uh. Okay. Thank you. Anyway. When, call the
office. ..... he's there so much

Nine.

[Phone being dialed]

MR. EWELL;

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

Hello?

What the hell are you doing in the office? What are you doing in
the office? Chuck. You were working. Oh, yeah, I am over here
with Wayne Jenkins and his, Vern, his computer guru, Vern
Johnson, his computer guru and they just put in a IBM 386 set up
and reading documents into mave own to ReadWare, and I told
them that to give you a call, I thought I try you at home, so I
said fine, let's call the office, so that you can set up a time with
them so you can come over and work with them on this.....
Yap.....Okay...... Oh, boy.....When do you want to do this, he is
here in fact today, staying at a hotel here in Miami, here at the
office working on, is this a good time today..... today, or tomorrow
or what.... what ever is best for you. No problem, he is still
putting stuff in....

He is going to be putting stuff in al
l

week....

He is going to be putting stuff in al
l

week, so what he will do is

call you during the week and when h
e got enough stuff in to have
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MR. JOHNSON:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. JOHNSON:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. JOHNSON:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

you come over an evening and help with the rest. Alright. Okay,
very good. Talk to you later. Tell Gloria it's not my fault you
are there..... Okay..... Talk to you later, bye. [Hung up the phone]
He is putting in a proposal with Mitsubishi, to the government has
a 4 million dollar contract to try and understand algorithms in the
area of documents, text search. We have the only patent in the
world for that. And we know that it is very, if the defense
department has got this sudden, this strange, what ever you want
to call it

, RFP, ... and o
h they want four companies working o
n

it
.

In other words they want to get other people to get what we are
doing. So obviously most likely h

e

can get one o
f

the contracts

and three others may get it and Mitsubishi is a cohort a
t

this
thing, and h

e

is working a proposal and h
e is 18 hour day, so...

his wife is p.o.ed a
t

him for being at the office,... h
e

can work
with you evenings this week, o

r Thursday o
r Friday during the

day, but until Thursday h
e

is u
p

to his ears during the day time.
But he is around.

Whatever is convenient for him.

Well, what you can, we want everything in
,

and you want, I think

a good idea is to get Sherree and a little computer familiar with
all o

f

this and then you spend some time with Ken and whatever
you want. By then you will have some problems with what you

are doing.

Sure.

You got my number too, we'll be talking during the week, when
you are ready for him.... Ah, I could bring him over.

Okay, that is fine.

Yeah.

Basically, he and Foxx are going to be putting them in, Sherree is

going to get the documents from me and from other sources and
she is going to be putting them in and these guys are going to b

e

taking them out for our specific use. They are going to be the
problem solvers.

Who is going to be looking for the relationships and all that kind
of Stuff.

These guys.

OK, Are you a lawyer?
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MR. JOHNSON: Who me? No, I have enough problem being a computer person.

MR. HAMEL: How do they know what they are looking for? You are going to
give them the questions.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, oh yeah, .....

MR. HAMEL: So you guys aren't just going to be accessing yourselves without
asking questions.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, I am going to be able to and in fact have you put in a put
in a password in for Chuck, have you done that yet?

MR. HAMEL: I don’t need one.

MR. JOHNSON: You don’t want to.

MR. HAMEL: What you want to do though for that very purpose, that I just told
you, you are going to run into some of your attorneys running
network before you are going to say I love it

, you do it ask this
question, lot o

f good that does, the question, you get the answer
but you don't know the follow up. That is not your business, so

what you are going to be saying is wait a minute, I'll make this so

simple for you that Chuck will use it
,

meaning other guys like me,

will say where they have, the way I see the great way of this
system is when you got data that you want them to start playing

with and you download into whatever you call into a laptop file
and h

e
is on a trip somewhere and the spirit moves him you

made a so simple window that h
e

can start comparing depositions

to comparing stuff that h
e

can do it the way you are doing it for
windows here, ah, he is going to say, I don't have to be a genius
and h

e

will find some stuff that he'll go ask you next time. How
can I say this stuff, is made easy enough without the backslash
what you call it to save it

,
if he saves it all and he doesn't have to

print it and gets back and gives to Sherree o
r

who ever, and he
says okay, I found all the stuff that we wanted print it.... print it.

The next thing you know h
e will print it himself because it is easy

enough to set this up and then don't forget to put in the gadget in

here near the printer back in the office so that you can print it
,

Patrick [Petrich?] carries his own portable printer with him and
only because h

e

has become computer familiar. But a lot o
f

guys

until they get something good out o
f it
,

they'll never became
familiar with it

.

And if you window it al
l

the way so that the only
thing we got to do, like I need, when I was in the office, my
attorney's office in Anchorage one day, and I had spent al

l

this
time in a laptop drawing u

p putting a
ll

this stuff in but when I got
there they have a different system but the printer was there, but
takes a genius to disconnect and reconnect and finally I phoned

57-913 O - 92 - ll
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MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

home and I was told .... everything I did, pull this and pull that
put it in and print it. Don't ask me why, but.... I think when,
since we have the same kind o

f relationship that you have, that if

it starts doing whatever it is suppose to do for you, and you are
able to get what you want out o

f it
,

that is something usable and
it is simple enough, window system, then you guys will start using

it too.

What we want to be able to do don't forget is
,

we want to make

it so user friendly, that they Sherrees and the Wayne Jenkins o
f

the world can use it. But, and I use the First Choice in a couple

o
f

things, so I kind of understand saving some things, but we, what
we want to end u

p selling and b
e able to bill for is sustain this

thing that can turn it into something where we can get some
operating capital where we projected two years without. It looks
like we are going to be there quicker and so everybody is happy

about that. The money people are happy about that. We want to

be able to bill for our research time and come up with this
incredible how your people are doing that - not the.... yeah, yeah,

so we are going to help Ken make it more user friendly to sell it

but the data, this massive, bunch o
f

data, we are going to hold
that close, and we are going to be able to sell it to people and
give it to people.

You know what you are to do while you are here.... His assistant
Rich, Ken's assistant. Well, now I didn't go on that trip. He
went out to see what the ah, legislative, I don't know the name of

it
,

legislate o
r something here in Chantilly, the president o
f

Calera
told me to say, what you're doing we don't need this outfit out
there, that already does what you are doing and so on. So I told
the Justice Department. Apparently what you and I were trying to
do they do it for your, g

o

out and see. I didn't bother going out.
The head o

f

the Justice Department, litigation support guy calls
me back and say, they don't have what you got, what they have is

what you are doing. An automatic scale, huge 30 machines and
employees that's all they do is there and do corrections,

then they send it back, these are law firms a
ll

over the country

that use this, comes in
,

they right near Dulles o
n purpose, because

they are Federal Express from airport to airport that pick u
p

their
own little packages run it through, next morning is on the way

back to the law firm a
ll

scanned in
.

But, and cleaned up. But
then they have their own little various ReadWares o

r

whatever
they are in the market attached to it

,

index, I'm sorry they index it

for you. But what they have done is they have indexed a
ll

the

mistakes too and the hyphenated words all indexed and I don't
know what else they do, so on scanned material, the Justice
Department says no one has what we have, and that is fine, for
scanning and doing whatever you guys do, for your kind o
f
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MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. JOHNSON:

operation just do it yourself I guess cause you know what you are
doing, and actually some of your stuff that you will be running,
they are doing for the attorneys their chasing around anyway. But
you ought to go out and see them anyway. Just to see what they
are doing and how they are doing it as a customer. Because if
they are doing something for a

ll o
f

these guys that you are
chasing, I talked to Rich about that and you are just make one
appointment and you just say you heard about them and you just

want to see what they have and that you get a lot o
f

materials
you want scanned in. See what they say. It would just be a

n

education for you to see this thing. I haven't been out there but
they make a lot o

f your system. Because but Rich has been out
there and I don't know what h

e gained b
y
it but as long as he is

here in New York and this kind of thing they may be a given day
that you haven't got time to scan it and you got a case that is

alive and you are in a hurry you send to them they give it back,

then the like Justice Department is getting their own like you are
and the heck with them, and you readware it and see and what
your competition is doing. And this is al

l
over the country.

Yeah.

And this is al
l

over the country. There is another guy where I

spent some time with, he's got filipinos in the Philippines. Who
are college graduates who have perfect English, they are all this
stuff that instead o

f using in the scanners, h
e air freights the stuff

to them, b
y

Philippine Airlines out o
f L.A. every night and these

Filipinos come everyday and they type everything they, a
ll

these

sheets are typed verbatim into the computer.

These are the computer...

There are some space in this but still. As any time you can
[inaudible] they have no way o

f they use, spell checks and stuff
like that to catch their errors, they ship the stuff back the next
day. S

o everybody is doing a lot o
f

this into the computer, but
then they are stuck with it when they get it and what you want to

know is what are the other people doing, so you definitely should

g
o

out to Chantilly a
s
a customer and let them be selling you o
n

it
.

Cause one day you might use them for a time, but otherwise
you would know what the other guys are getting in the systems
they are using and what they are getting a

n

index system and the
guys a

t

the Justice Department are surprised they came back and
says, don't bother going out, it doesn't have what you want. I

thought they were a step ahead o
f

u
s o
r something. They said not

a
t all. But you should go out and see them.

I'll do that.
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Transcript:

MR

MR

. HAMEL:

. JOHNSON:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

. JOHNSON:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. JOHNSON:

- HAMEL:

. JOHNSON:

. HAMEL:

. JOHNSON:

. HAMEL:

. JOHNSON:

. HAMEL:

Exhibit 24 (8/19/90) Page 23

You got a car? You got a rental car here.

Yes.

That is great.

It's right out there near the Dulles Airport, they are easy to get to
down on 66. Rich should go with you but I don't think he should
have to - I think you should just go out there as a customer.

Sure see their operation and see if they are doing something we
can do.

In a given day you might want them for something.

You know what we need. He is totally familiar with what we
want to do the [inaudible] why we are doing this and this is his
responsibility and what Fox's responsibility and see what he does.

Make a note, where are you staying at?

Over at the Marriott.

Make a note. I am at 549-0515. If I am not there I got a lousy
answering service that takes forever to answer but, and ah, my

wife's name is Kathy. We are right over here in Old town.

Okay.

And, any kind of problem with just whistle while you are here.
While you are here.

Rich? Is in the same office as Ken.

Yes his name is Rich Hyams. H-Y-A-M-S.

So I could give him a call....

Rich, when Ken is not there and Rich is out doing some other
work these days and he is in and out of the office, ah, they Rich
is the, he understands the system and the fine things and that kind
of stuff, so when Ken is out he is pretty good. Ken is the
inventor and our other guy out in L.A. The California ..

.

is the
dreamer who dreamed it al

l

up. S
o what, ah, what has happened

to them, these things is like a new transmission in a Mazda. I'll
get a Mazda but the old transmission that everybody else learned
about and find out about the interior thing, they [inaudible]
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MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

guarantee is good and that is what is happening here a lot. For
what Ken's got. He didn't window it in my opinion to be used
enough to use usable equipment, and everybody, and we don’t
have any marketing or anything like that, and we were waiting for
a White Knight to come in and buy out part of the company but
he wanted too much for the last time. I am a very, maybe I am
not patient, maybe I just put things off one way or the other but I
just can't waiting. Now Ken is in the mind now that I can bring a
white knight in for a nice healthy piece of the company, give him

a
ll

the money h
e needs, d
o what he wants to do, and let the

White Knight d
o

the marketing and h
e still won't loose the

company. Ah, but he wasn't, probably a year ago, I don't know
how many things I didn't pay attention, h

e wanted everybody to

come in for a piece o
f

the action. It was so funny you know. My
wife, now, he is coming out for air once in a while. Ken are you
ready now? In a nice way, he doesn't know,... Hey Ken are you
ready. So he is ready now so I have some people going to Japan,
but we have to do the Japanese, the Americans are trying to get

them backing. Some Japanese outfits we, aren't dealing with them
anyway. And he has a contract with Mitsubishi with u

s anyway.

He is about to turn the corner but until he was ready I just
couldn't d

o
it for him super guy.

Well he'll know that we are serious about this, and we can give it

a push we'll be glad to. I think it is like everything else, you
know, when the Nissan formula cars win a Gran Prix, everybody,
takes notice.

Well, he's got, IBM's, been in your office, Digital, everybody in

the Library o
f Congress trying to sell these new programs to them

Library o
f Congress says, don't ever talk about this about when, in

our big system, but they are a
ll trying to get this huge system in

the library, that Japan Diet and the Government are all trying to

copy whatever, Library o
f Congress decides on. And so, all these

people are there negotiating, they are always being told, we like
everything you got here but we don't want to talk about your

retrieval system cause we are going to have to, we have readware.
We have a contract with him and we support them in the contract
and if that is what they want. And it is unbelievable, so these
guys can't believe it. They come see u

s and o
f

course we want to

see how you d
o it
,

and a
ll

that stuff anyway, g
o

d
o your own.

And you know put out your money. And not invented here, they
are trying to reinvent the wheel themselves is like selling Motors

to General Motors, so you got that company problem but the
Japanese usually a

t

the right time to do something. What I have is

the head o
f MITI, the Japanese Government that runs everything

in the industry, the ministry o
f industry and they are....
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MR

MR

MR

MR

MR.

MR

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. JOHNSON:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. JOHNSON:

Is that where you got that name? MITI.

No, no, no. MITI is Ministry of Information Technology in Japan
which it tells Mitsubishi this is yours and it tells Toshiba this is
yours, and it tells [Iawa?] this is yours, salute. And each one does
it thing and they support the other guy cause that is his and then
we'll make it up for you over here and... that is the way they run.
And my very close friend is an advisor to the computer guru at
MITI. So as long as he was in that position he moved over to
the other part of the industry so it is very easy to make deals with
him as well as his partners. And I just wasn't ready. And I
didn’t want to bring them in as long as Ken was in mind that it's
got a great bag and he is right, and if he waits 40 more years
then he could sell what he is talking about. How much you

need.... But you will like him, your language. And he is so proud
of this that you will say to him this, I wish you could do this, you
know, except that this week he is so busy with this other program

that other program he has to hand it in September 7th or
something, could be over night, he gets a hold of the guru at in
the other end. They are in the modem all night long and their
wives understand I guess.... and a

ll night long, playing around they

find out, what if we d
o this, well give me some more and I'll work

on it. He's a
t

home h
e

works in his house a
ll

his computer
redesigns it and gives it back. But you will find that these guys
have the patience to start 1

5 years they took to Koran, they
researched the stem o

f

every word in Koran to get the read ware
and I met them in Saudi Arabia doing that I busted. I remember
you guys, but I don't what a piece of that one.

Let's go eat.

Okay.

Okay. This is going to take me a few days, Doc. This is a
ll
a

slow and tedious process but once it is in there, you know that
information is going to be a great value to you.

You got my number.

The most important thing is that we get done with this we leave it

here in the office we'll lock it u
p

and that's why I was checking
the locks, and ...

.

you might give these to Sherree. These are the
only keys to that set over there and that is why I want to lock it.

Okay, you want me to put them in there and lock them up.
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MR. BLACK:

MR. JOHNSON:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. JOHNSON:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. JOHNSON:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. JOHNSON:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

Yeah, would you please, when you are done. I will see you, i'm
probably going to go back because what's her name is sick and I
will see you, I will be back here Wednesday.

Alright Doc, have a good trip. Nice meeting you.

When you are through with them you call me up and they come
back to me. -

Great.

No problem. Like I said I won't mark on any of them except on
the back of that page just to make sure that you know... I already
copied....

See ya.

Vern, thank you for everything.

Learn how to make coffee.

What kind of ....

Yeah right.

Next time we'll go out for coffee.

If not I need to take a lesson in moping.

Yeah that is true ... Moping / o /.

Thank you Vern.

Where d
o you want to go. ...
.

[conversation fading away]
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Exhibit 25 August 19, 1990; Lunch at Howard Johnson's
Prod. no.: Audio, F2R400345.

[Transcript based on original tape recording from Mr. Black's body transmitter; no
enhancement possible.]

MR. BLACK:

[Laughter]

MR.

[Inaudible].

Well, they said they - they were going to have it on over the
weekend.

[Inaudible].

It's 12:20 on the 19th. The following will be a tape-recorded
conversation between myself and Hamel as we go out to breakfast.
We don't know where we're going, so it cannot be covered by the
transmitter. Rick [Lund] in the listening post room, and Vern is
here in the Ecolit office.

[Inaudible].

Well, you've got to decorate your office [inaudible].

[Inaudible].

[Inaudible]. Vern is gonna call . . . [Inaudible].

Okay. This is one of these two-month home study courses.

[Inaudible].

[Inaudible exchanges]

Minority Exhibit 36
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MR.—: I'll probably when I get back home. [Inaudible].

MR.—: [Inaudible] I can get you?

MR.—: She doesn’t drink.

MR.—: Okay. [Inaudible].

MR. we can do something about you [inaudible].

[Inaudible exchanges]

MR. - we can do those type of things. [Inaudible] the court case, and
[inaudible] where we're going to use. This hot-shot computer

[inaudible]. I don't know what happened to Vern; is he still around?

I don't have enough to go around.

[Inaudible].

When you [inaudible].

[ca. 6 minutes inaudible]

MR. BLACK: The other thing I need to do, is we continue to be involved with each
other's . I’ve got two weeks and I need to go to L.A. and
[inaudible] for a conference to see [inaudible]. That one is going

to be on the other side. I’m taping that one already. But when we
get down there, I'm going to have an operation to do the
day-to-day bullshit kind of thing, so I can struggle [inaudible].

[Inaudible exchanges].

MR. BLACK:

[Laughter]

MR. BLACK:

MR.

You become a slave to those things. [Inaudible]. [Inaudible] for
reminding me I got. I know the -

My mind is working on something.

was right.
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MR. : I know.

MR. : [Inaudible] and turn right.

MR. : [Inaudible] on one thing and get it done [inaudible].

[Inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: Get somebody to look at that stuff.

MR. BLACK: - just bring him in
,

h
e works nights, whatever. [Inaudible]. But h
e

could [inaudible].

MR. HAMEL: He'll work any hours.

[Inaudible]

MR. BLACK: If anybody knows how to use ReadWare it
s

MR. HAMEL: We got Vern a
t

2
5

a
n hour.

[ca. 2 minutes inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: Now you've got a little bit too because --

[inaudible response]

MR. HAMEL: My partner and I were calling in . . . to me trip. Exxon was
trying to my partner controlling interest [inaudible].

[ca. 2 minutes inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: My point is that the Board o
f

Trustees [inaudible].

[Inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: What happened from the Board's point o
f

view when you went what
do you do about when we're going up to AH.
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MR. BLACK: They don't care. The two guys on the board don’t do any

environmental stuff anyway.

MR. HAMEL: What about the law firm?

MR. BLACK That was part of our deal that they don't have any

They represent states, the Iroquois people, you know one
guy was in Miami for years . Sales
people tried to con them.

MR. BLACK: You guy’s actually, I [inaudible] what they do.

MR. HAMEL: I mean I was really I was off and running with
[inaudible], and I never thought [inaudible]. And I looked in there
[inaudible].

MR. BLACK I think what happened [inaudible], if that ever happened -
MR. HAMEL: T, R, U, M, P; T, R, U, M and what do they have going

this time?

MR. BLACK: shopping centers, corporate , banks.

MR. HAMEL: So they set up a foundation so they have nothing to do with you and
you'll report to them what you're doing. They just supply the money.

MR. BLACK They get a written report. Every 30 days, I do a written activity
report. It's only 3 or 4 pages, just a of what we're doing and
everything. The foundation and these guys. too, they’re
on the board. That's where the big money is

.

[Brief inaudible exchange]

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL: .

Well I guess they’re in 50 percent [inaudible].

They’re not making any money on it?

The foundation. [Inaudible].

A couple of cases will do it.

Oh yeah.

I had a guy who the most important.
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[Inaudible] Couldn't handle the situation -

MR. HAMEL: I’ve never, I’ve always found that I could never have anybody, for
example, you've got to find a missing . A missing
_. I never went back as far as that . First of all, I
looked at it it didn't seem that important. It didn't
seem that important. But I would never go back and ask
- to get it. The reason is

,
I didn't think h
e picked me, he wanted

me to do something -- you give it away don’t want it to

b
e given away. I don't want to be ing around trying to figure

out who the hell's got it. who's got it give

it away. You know, so I never went back [inaudible] male or female

I don't know which. [Inaudible].

They get caught, they get fired, they got [firmly?]. [Inaudible]. I've
never asked any o

f

my sources to go get ..
. [Inaudible] My

environmental . If it weren’t for him, I would have never
gotten where I’m going [inaudible]. Rockwell International, 30 years

[inaudible] this is wrong! [Inaudible] State o
f

Alaska found out –

the EPA guy had to find out they got out

o
f

[inaudible].

MR. BLACK: [Inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: Sending and putting out documents beyond what they
were, giving a little [inaudible] printed out that [inaudible]. So not
only do they put the sludge back in, but here's what it does and
here's the conclusion. [Inaudible] h

e

said a "conclusion?" We're
gonna contract you later for that, well, you don't have to, I've already

done it. It doesn't pay anymore, here it is
. They don't want it
.

What good is it? [Inaudible] so he turns around [inaudible] and a
h

[inaudible] if it wasn't for him I would never continue to -

I write every goddamn, everything that ever came out of the system

. I was only trying to acquire it. I couldn't afford it.

. Well, it turns out that once_ always free to use their entire ..
. But I never

involved , never had any money for it

[inaudible].

MR. BLACK: You're saying the Exxon Valdez had put 'em together share.

MR. HAMEL: There you go.

MR. BLACK: [Inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible] h
e ah, he's probably using 'em all.

two days' leave in Seattle.
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MR. BLACK: [Inaudible]

MR. HAMEL: So finally he gets up over 5 grand (ca. 30 seconds inaudible].

MR. BLACK: No, no.

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible]

MR. BLACK No.

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible] he fired him on Monday morning. [Inaudible] They
ruined the man, and ah it was a crime [inaudible] so we
got

[ca. 20 seconds inaudible]
[Recording ends at ca. 25 minutes]
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Exhibit 27, August 23, 1920; Meeting at Ecolit office
Prod. no.: Video, F2R400347; audio, F2R411256, orig. transcript, F2R411257

288; enhanced audio, F2R416174.
[Transcript based on audio track from original video, as enhanced.]
[Side 1 of audiotape begins]

MR. BLACK: Okay, this works much better, it's a lot more handy, we'll just do a
couple of letters; this thing slides out, ah, it's super, it gets out of the
way, super... coffee, hot chocolate?

MR. HAMEL: Coffee.

MR. BLACK: Let's go. Go hunt for the coffee machine ... brewed up forever, o
r

what?

MR. BLACK: He has a personality ... he has a personality that's incredible. I

notice the way h
e ah, the way he talked to you that h
e

has a

personality.

MR. HAMEL: He's gonna grow.

MR. BLACK: He tells u
s when he misses us, he tells us; when he's upset h
e tells

U.S.

MR. HAMEL: So how was your beginning o
f

the week?

MR. BLACK: Good, ah, interviewing the guy up here to do some work; you ever
heard o

f him, some local, local lawyer? Did some SEC stuff?

MR. HAMEL: Is he with a law firm now, or ... ?

MR. BLACK: He's looking. He's looking around. He heard about us in Florida.
I'm gonna interview him this afternoon. Talked to him on the phone;

sounds real energetic; h
e

was involved in this latest Drexel Burnham
thing.

MR. HAMEL: Yep.

MR. BLACK: What's nice about him is that h
e tells me h
e

doesn't mind going up
against the big guys.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, okay, I'm following you. I'm missing part o
f

this, that's when he
was going to school. ’80-'86; he's still a young guy. Who's he work
for now?

MR. BLACK: He's clerking for somebody. He's looking.

inority Exhibit 37Minority
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MR. HAMEL: Clerking? He's got a senior counsel securities extension commission
[SEC7]. He did it before.

MR. BLACK: Since he's put them out, he left that and he's clerking for a law firm.
However, he's not clerking, but you know, like a low level guy.

MR. HAMEL: Why would he have left before he had something, that's kind of a
mistake?

-

MR. BLACK: Cutback. These guys, these big firms. Make you a great deal on
these sunglasses.

MR. HAMEL: Cutback in the government?

MR. BLACK: No, in the ...

MR. HAMEL: Why did h
e

leave the government, before this happened?

MR. BLACK: A lot of guys go out, think they can make some money

MR. HAMEL: A big mistake, they lose the job; I did it before, it's difficult; anyway,

I work for myself. But, ah, ah, a couple of things; my captain is

travelling, and I didn't want to call him until I heard back from the
travel department; from my, my contact with them, finally reached
last night and said to me that ah, that h

e

had good vibes and that
he trusted me and so that now I can call in a little more; this is

where I g
o

call him up and hone him some more; offer to come back
up and see him right away;

MR. BLACK: What did he have to say?

MR. HAMEL: I felt good about it, but you never know. He said he had good vibes
and he trusted me.

MR. BLACK: Good.

MR. HAMEL: My project for him that I’ve gotta get done which is,.... I'm finding
some guys who are working on the Exxon and Exxon mining ships,

in San Francisco Harbor, two o
f

them; a huge monster barge and the
other one is a Baytown tanker and I got to stay away from him
because he's served now, and ah, and ah, I went another route,
non-Exxon route, in fact, to my guy at Ballantine in Seattle, because
know some o

f

crewmen on that; and I'm getting some data a
s to

how bad it is from each o
f

these guys; that it's just safety problem
things; an accident ready to happen; they’re undermanned identical

to the NTSB report on the Exxon Valdez; same human beings; it's
the three breaks, first, second, third periods, who are working crazy

hours taking the ore [oil?] off the Alaskan tankers, coming south,
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laundering [lightering?] them, and as they finish laundering them, they
immediately went to port themselves. See, they’re moving all the
time. A tanker is going to Alaska, leaves Alaska, has the first,
second, third man out there watching the ship sail down
the coast, taking their turn ( ) taking their turns, except
when they get to L.A. or San Francisco. Then, they have to repair,
hours before they hit the dock, get everything ready. Just with four
hours or no sleep, get ready to move. They hit the dock, with a few
hours of sleep and then they have to get in there and start rolling.
And then, ah, closing up, leaving, so you got crazy hours. Get a little
sleep on the way back up. And you got 6, 7, 8, 10 days off ... -
anyway. So you get your rest and you start off again. But you're
not allowed to do any repair work or maintenance work; this is all
those cutbacks, okay. Picture that kind of, kind of operation, that
kind of crew, suddenly become a laundering [lightering?] ship where
coffee's just being poured all the time, what they’re getting, you're
getting out. You getting it out and you're just on constant duty.
Normal wages, nothing going in, very tired and dangerous operation,

and remember what happened. And you have to do things that you

shouldn't do anyway; for example, as far as these guys down in the
engine room, or what not, you're not moving anyway for a while, so
what the hell's the difference; except with the engine; that happens

to make it work; she wasn't moving; she wasn't anchored; so there
was a problem in the engine room; something went awry; and a
couple of guys happened to be down there doing something else,
doing maintenance work, and off she went. Ah, the safety aspect
very bad for the men, and they can’t bitch because who are they
going to bitch to. Now, Mr. George Miller just passed that new
legislation, I think about the task force, and he got wiped out from
under the shipping area because the maritime committee said that's
our bailiwick and they just cut it out as a favor to the Exxon and
ARCO [proper?]. So, what I'm working out, it may not work out but
I think he'll do it, I think he'll be tickled pink with it, it turns out
that their lightering is going on, the Exxon lightering, b

y coincidence,

is going o
n

outside o
f

his district, a little bit, down the bay a little
bit, but the boats doesn't come into his district, the two boats, the
Exxon refinery is in his district, and ah, he's being accused o

f hitting
too hard a

t Exxon, e
t cetera, e
t

cetera. S
o

h
e makes; I just can't hit

that hard; he's u
p

to his ears in two other things, I've checked. He's
got two major things coming up. Major hearings before h

e

comes

on the session here. He's campaigning in his district.

MR. BLACK: Ah - huh.

MR. HAMEL: And my plan, my suggestion to him is that h
e bring?

[Telephone rings]
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MR. BLACK Hello.
Yes, okay, thanks.

MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. HAMEL:

Hold on. Go ahead.

How are you doing?

Good.

Is everything okay?

Yeah, fine.

Just calling to let you know that we got a continuance in the
California Power case until October 1st.

Really. What, did the judge's chambers call?

Yes, sir.

Thanks. -- Would you call the lawyers on the case?

Sure will.

Thanks, Jen.

Okay. Bye.

Okay, that's great.

Got good news for you?

Yeah, let me just jot this down. ..
.. I got to take a while I

think o
f
it
. Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher [?].

Um, huh.

Unintelligible. , NPDES has a permit in Alaska?

Yep.

And [inaudible] he has a NPDES permit?

Um, huh.

Okay, so what I can do is that I've got a guy up there, ah, who
worked for EPA for many years, a great gentleman, and he teaches
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at the University; however, he got kicked out of the SEC, he got
kicked out because he accidentally tripped across the big

scandal- and he wasn't supposed to; it wasn't in his district, or
what not. He didn’t check with the district boss who was involved

in the scandal. So the present SEC commission just took away his
desk along with everything else and also as part of his problems, they
figured he worked with me, but it turns out he wasn't. It doesn't
matter but we knew what he knew and he knew I knew but it's one
of those things. Anyway, he's running his own little environmental
group that he's set up because he tried to work for a Trustees for
Alaska Energy, NRDC and, ah, Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund and,
each one the DEC Commission picked up the phone and said "talk
to we got a code, talk to members of the board, don't
touch him as a favor to me," don't touch him. Because if he got in
any of those organizations he would show them how bad the DEC
is with Alyeska and the oil companies. They got a little
understanding between the DEC Commission and the oil companies.
They hit you hard here; they hit you hard there; we gotta show 'em
something. Each company gets hit a little bit in one little area; and
that goes real bad. So anyway, what he did is

,

h
e

started his own
little operation; he suffered a great deal, I was trying to help out in

any way; and strangely enough, when the Exxon Valdez occurred, his
resume was out a

ll

over the place; private companies; h
e

was a
t

the
university at the time; [Vico?] hired a

n outfit to come in and help

them plan how to clean u
p

the beach; the outfit slowed u
p

with him

a
s head o
f

the team. Twenty-five people worked for him planning

to clean up; how to clean up; I haven't seen him secretly--we got a

fishing boat, I mean a little sailboat we g
o

meet on; like the Wall
Street Journal; and I haven't seen him prior to ... it's the funniest
thing in the world. Anyway, so he made a lot o

f money, h
e

worked
overtime, like the other stuff. They didn't take his advice. They

didn't d
o
it that way a
t

all. They cut everything h
e

wanted. They

cut back b
y four, anyway. The funny thing is
,

h
e

made a lot o
f

money, which h
e

needed badly, and h
e got his act together. And he

went back to the university, then h
e

took months off, and went to get
away from everybody and went to Indonesia; he just got back. What

h
e

does is h
e

forms these little, every time there's a group o
f

citizens
that has a problem, pollution problem, there's a law, an EPA deal
where h

e puts together for them the package where h
e

asks EPA for
money u

p

in the Alaska and that area for $3,000 per group and h
e

gives them the three grand, h
e

shows them how to get their own
three grand, and h

e supplies the crew o
f experts and they g
o

clean
up; and they obtain from the gas, etc., companies. It's a fun thing,
he's forming his own environmental group o

r

board. S
o

he's doing
his own little environmental thing. And you'll like him and he's
very knowledgeable.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, I’d like to meet him.
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MR. HAMEL: And, I think he'll be a vehicle for you for some things. In the
meantime, what I’d like him to do is I’d like to call him up. He
doesn't charge much at all. I’ve paid him for stuff I’ve had him do
up in Fairbanks for me. He doesn't charge a lot. What I'd like him
to do is one, go find and get this Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher thing for
you right away, that new NPDES permit, go get the data.

MR. BLACK: I'd love to get that; Speaking of which, those things, those internal
legal documents that was from them and from some of those other
people were great.

MR. HAMEL: Good deal.

MR. BLACK: Those are just exactly what we needed. It's always good to --

MR. HAMEL: What I'll tell him is to go find the Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
submissions and the NPDES, and permits; that's eight NPDES
permits that I’ve heard about up there in the last few weekends by

the Sierra Club, and NRDC and Trustees and so ah, if he goes out
there, let me know, and that kind of stuff.

MR. BLACK: What's his name?

MR. HAMEL: Carl Eller [?].

MR. BLACK: Ask him to give me a call, too, I want to talk to him.

MR. HAMEL: In fact, what I'll do, I'll talk to him first and then you can go ahead
and call him, you do it

,

rather than go in through me. Tell him what
you're looking for 'cause it may b

e more than one, a
ll I know is that

it was one.

MR. BLACK: Where’s he located?

MR. HAMEL: Anchorage. He's working for a
n

outfit right now, a
s a pollution

expert. So h
e

can’t get his phone calls there. If they knew h
e

was
doing this kind o

f

stuff they'd g
o

bananas, too. But if he'll g
o

get

that for you and it won't b
e expensive I can assure you and some of

the things he's doing u
p

there, you may just have a problem with any
way.

MR. BLACK: Speaking o
f

that stuff u
p

there, have you heard anything about those,
about us?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah, oh, Nope, and I’ve, shoot, last time I talked to the gal was
about 10 days ago.
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MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR. HAMEL:

BLACK:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

HAMEL:

BLACK:

And she's on the inside where she would know?

No, she is
,

ah, a friend o
f

hers is in the Lakeland area and tells her
what's going on. And a

ll I told her to do is I told her that you knew
ahead o

f

time she, ah, that you know that the Legal Department is

Ecolit Group. And, ah what they’d like to do. Who was the Ecolit
Group, what was the Ecolit Group a

ll

about? Because I know you
guys are looking into it. Look a

t it that way.

That's perfect.

So, ah, remember to do that. That's the Alyeska Group.

Tell me about Alyeska. I understand the way they work that they’re
this management company o

r
this service company that runs the

pipeline for these other people -- we talk about Exxon ships and
things like that. Do we have anything that we can file on them? It

seems like it
s

the head o
f

the triangle there. Is there anything, do
we have any kind o

f

nastiness going on with these guys that we can
prove?

Well, yesterday - this was -- I didn’t even bother
reading it al

l

cause it was read to me on the phone and when it

comes in I never bother reading. This came out, yeah, here's the
front page ok.

Yesterday's Anchorage Daily News, yeah.

Ok, what's today - I got this yesterday. Then people called this in

to me yesterday. What Exxon is trying to say is they are trying to
separate the shipping department from Corporate USA. It's just a

standalone company over there, and, for the indictment that - good
thing to talk about. One o

f

the things that we would b
e doing if we

are successful in the Florida Keys thing, is we'd, we show it isn't no
hands off. The USA Refinery Department is handing off water,
diesel-contaminated crap to the ships and say get rid o

f
it for us, so

who runs who? From your point o
f view, who's running who? Isn't

the ships running the refinery - get rid of this for me, it's the
reverse. So, I don't know where it fits, that, but I just thought it

would be cute.

Yeah. Yeah.

Just, I don't know how you get it to fit, that, but I thought it was
cute anyway. If you don’t have a use for it when we do something

in the Florida Keys -- and the Attorney General's office would have
fun with it -- Justice Department, I don’t trust 'em here to the wall.
They are, they have a problem. They’ve been covering u
p

for years
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for not covering up and this been told to leave things alone
[inaudible]. So, and now unfortunately this Iraqi thing, ah, the oil
companies are having a field day in Alaska with editorials and stuff
every day about, ah, ah, we need the oil there for -- wait, I'll tell
you one thing, I do have a fax -- they don't tell you about the time
but it would be in my own newspaper the next day or too. I get
these every, it just take me a week later to get it

.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. So do we --

MR. HAMEL: You get the Anchorage newspaper?

MR. BLACK: We get the Times.

MR. HAMEL: I get the Daily News, I've stopped getting the Times. You know who
owns the Times?

MR. BLACK: No.

MR. HAMEL: The Times belongs to Exxon and ARCO. They bought it right after
the spill. You remember the company Vico?

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: They cleaned up the spill.

MR. BLACK: They bought the newspaper?

MR. HAMEL: Vico bought the newspaper. They own - the Times, Times used to
be the biggest newspaper there, now it's not. He's doing a good job.

He's spending millions and millions and bring in some top talent to
revitalize and regain it

s readership. It use to be the top -- you read

in here about Carl Godstein the second largest employer o
f

Alaska.
Who --- after ARCO and were two buddies and sold out for
$300,000,000, and they put it

,

started with Quonset Hut, ah, grocery
store, and a little
wholesale grocer, and, two guys, and they just sold out u

p

there for
$300,000,000, and they’re keeping most their business, just selling their
grocery business for $300,000,000; but I'd say they started out a

husband and wife both husband and wife, I mean they were just
scrounging day to day. Some good things happen in life.

MR. BLACK: Ah, so I don't know what --- I'll get that in the mail.
MR. HAMEL: And you'll get that, the same thing will be in your newspaper in a

couple o
f

days, Wednesday's paper, ah, so I will call Carl Eller and
get you together with him. And get some stuff going. Ah, the
Alyeska -. The Florida Keys, ah, Bill Coughlin, the newspaper that
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I told him that you were around and that you and I were going to
get involved and that the, that I’d commit to whatever he's
contributing to

,

which is anything to d
o

with Exxon he's contributing,

'cause he's leading me to other people. To corroborate everything
I'm getting. Ah, that we were to make sure that he get ---- our
scoop. I told him - of the way I could see it going is ah, you know
you all have press conferences and whatnot, but people scoop all the
time, background, so you’d be background all the way - because first

o
f

all he's going to give u
s

some o
f

that information. Some call he
can make that I can’t. You guys should talk to him not to me, but
he'll corroborating things that are important to us. What h

e would
do is

,
is- I can see for example if you were to file an action you'd

dump in the court a
t

10:05 in the evening and if it closes at 5:00 and
you call him u

p

and say it's in
,

and h
e prints the story and if it

comes out during the night in the Boston Globe and where h
e

knows
he's got a

n

advance copy o
f

what you're going to b
e saying -- in draft,

and he adds to what you got, cause he's going to have guys who are
going to corroborate what you can’t get to and I what can't get to,
because I just can’t, and you could, and you get to him to use him
then --- or not, but his can’t be. Apparently they just can't be
touched -

MR. BLACK: First Amendment.

MR. HAMEL: -- and that makes your thing flop up cause everyone in the press is

going to come to see your press conference the next day and chase
around trying to figure out where the hell these guys are that the
Globe had to try to find their own, o

r

a
t

least talk to the ones that
you had, but anyway I think it's real good, I think from his point of
view the secondary articles everything else that happens after that so
be it

,

but he'll have a
,

it's his thing between with him between him
and Exxon. This guy’s a

n Exxon, so h
e

liked that. His problem was
we were supposed to work yesterday, and h

e

called me yesterday and
said that the we were going to do a conference call with a couple o

f

guys he put me together with that would talk to me, and I could
-- New York and maybe drive up and see them. One's in New
Jersey and one's in New Hampshire somewhere, and he called
yesterday and h

e got caught in this military call-up and he had to do

a rush article.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. So these are the Florida Keys people.

MR. HAMEL: Both Florida Keys and the waste products going to Alaska, but I got
off on a tangent here. On George Miller [BEEP! BEEP!]

MR. BLACK: Jesus!

MR. HAMEL: That's a
ll right.
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MR. BLACK: Excuse me - fine- all right - good --really -- no kidding --- well,
isn't that special - No, this is no big thing, in fact I’ve got
somebody in the office who we'll need. I am here for awhile, we'll
just continue to talk and just give me a buzz in a couple o

f

hours.
Bye. Go ahead. Sorry.

MR. HAMEL: So, if it works right what Miller will be doing is he'll take John
Ballantine, my expert in Seattle, who is with Seafarer's Internation

a
l Union, ah, Safety Officer and ----- ships for them besides being a

mate himself and a bosun before that. He knows the ship from the
[bottom?] up. Bosun runs everything below the base. He runs the
crew and guys, et cetera. So, ah, what we'd b

e doing, is Miller would
during his campaign, a

s

the boat arrives in Benicia, right in his
district, the guys are totally exhausted because ----- trip, it happens
every, we'll be following the crewmen ---- aboard who are going to

be involved. And when the boat arrives [I?] Miller's going to arrange
with the Coast Guard that he just wants to look a

t things for the
Coast Guard in his district. That makes a lot of sense. He has the
Coast Guard cutter their and, ah, he'll plan his timing so h

e gets

hops on the Coast Guard boat the same time the Benicia's coming
up to the dock, and, ah, so "let's get o

n

that ship," I mean the
tanker's coming up to the Benicia refinery, "So let's get on that ship

and do the Coast Guard thing," well, hell, they’re going to be
docking, so that's no big deal. The tug boats are pushing her in

,

and
all that stuff. They'll get on, he'll walk around and he'll be told
ahead o

f

time with this expert with him, Ballentine, what to look
at. He'll go see some things that are eye-openers. How come, why,
and this and that et cetera. Exxon will know they’ve been set up,

but so what. And what we're gonna do is know the crew on that day
will be the people involved. Anyway it's kind o

f

real cute.

MR. BLACK: Does Miller know this yet?

MR. HAMEL: I’ve talked to his people that I have something coming in, and the
whole thing is

,
if Miller could say, hey, I can't hit Exxon anymore,

I am not a politician. So h
e may say, hey Chuck, do it some other

way.

MR. BLACK: I can't hit Exxon on any more because -

MR. HAMEL: You never know. Where if he starts making excuses then I know too
well, that oh, oh, he's a friend o

f

Exxon right now, I don't blame him,
he's got to stay a

t

home. So, hopefully if he doesn't do it we have
some other way o

f doing it
.

But this is the best way. I owe
everything to Miller, my deal with him has always been give him a

shot, if he doesn’t want it
,

we'll both decide who else is going to d
o

it instead o
f

him. It could be environmental groups that comes in
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and hits them or whatever. But see, the Coast Guard, as you know,

is crooked so can’t depend on the main part of this. So what he'll
do is just start it and by the time that thing docks, you know, he'll
have a beeper or one of his assistants gonna be his press man and
have a beeper, oh, shoot, I gotta go something, something just come
up. However you gonna put Ballantine on his payroll at a $1 a year.
I mean remember I used to run a senate office I was Tom Downey's
aide down say, hey, way back when.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: Chris Dodd's father, I use to do juvenile delinquency stuff. We use
to do investigations or what not, in San Diego or what not. So, put
a guy on for a $1 and he become, he becomes,

MR. BLACK: So Miller would put,

MR. HAMEL: He would put Ballantine on his payroll for a buck and he then
becomes a committee and staff member on this investigation, the still
ongoing investigation of the Exxon Valdez: Miller's argument is he
wants to know the whole transportation system. So, he's gonna catch
him now, see, he can't go to Maryland and catch him doing
something wrong, or Louisiana. He's got to be, I mean it had to be,
when I first talked about this, I can’t touch that Florida Keys thing.
That's OK. The way I started wiggling around, maybe there's
something in California, Wham-o, and hit California, that not only

hit San Francisco, but hit his district, and the particular stuff I am
asking about is going right into, and the Exxon guys who are
communicating with me. This is their bitch. That's why they first
came to me. If you think the Exxon Valdez is bad we're gonna do
another one. Because they’re making us do the same circumstance,
everything's the same.

MR. BLACK: Unbelievable.

MR. HAMEL: So [we?] don't have a radioman, all that kind of stuff. So from
Miller's point of view, if he flies with this we're going to have a field
day cause he's got to leave. So he leaves this committee expert
onboard, with the Coast Guard guy and the Coast Guard guy, you
know, they’re a

ll

alike. I don't say nothing, but if you show it to me
and I got a Congressman in his district, OK, I see it.

MR. BLACK: S
o

this committee expert is really going to be Ballantine, [your?] guy?

MR. HAMEL: I know.

MR. BLACK: And Exxon -
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MR. HAMEL: He has no money for this. I mean he has I, I, paid, between you
and me, I have the Chief Counsel for Alaska to Alyeska at my
expense.

MR. BLACK: The Chief Counsel for who?

MR. HAMEL: Miller. His Chief Counsel. Miller's office, his committee has no
money. Udall keeps things ..

.. no money.

MR. BLACK: Oh, this is this guy Jeff....

MR. HAMEL: Jeff Petrich.

MR. BLACK: Petrich. You flew him up there?

MR. HAMEL: I paid for everything. Well, you know why. What happened. That
lead u

p
to his big air pollution thing that's going o
n

that they’ve been
polluting their people, everyone, every Alyeska employee now has a

mask....

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: - because they’re polluting.
MR. BLACK: But Exxon ... But Miller's been a thorn in Exxon's side. And Exxon

knows that Miller's getting the scoop from you.

MR. HAMEL: Well, they know that all along. Oh! The President o
f Alyeska has

called all employees, you're talking about 1,600 employees, into
conference, where he has them go to seminars. Changes shifts so he
goes on Valdez on a two day period, so there's a morning shift, night
shift, a new morning shift, a new night shift, over several day a

t

Pump Station 12. I think it took him four days to do this. All the
shifts a

t Pump Station 12. He's running around in circles, there's a

whole pipeline. The second time he meets his employees, ever, -----
but the first time was only that whatever ship h

e

came through on.
Now the first time he ever met a

ll

his employees was about 4 months
ago, something, 3 months ago. He meets them for the first time
since November and h

e says, "All right, I want you to know that
Congressman George Miller is out to shut the pipeline down. He
wants to destroy us." And all these people, now you have to be
talking to a moron for the moron to believe you. Cause the thinking
guy will say, wait a minute, most o

f

them don't know where Miller
comes from. They don't know that Benicia refinery. The two
refineries in his district, that without Alaska crude oil, his San
Francisco people will have no gas. Oakland and San Francisco, NO
GAS! I mean, h
e

shuts that pipeline down and he'll be out o
f

office

in one hour. They’ll impeach the sucker. But they don't know that.
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So they’re being told this guy, George Miller, is a bad guy, 'cause
they know that I got people feeding stuff to me that filled Miller.
That's all the employees know. That's a known thing, it's been
written up. So, he says, "now he wants to do this at the behest of
Chuck Hamel." Well, you know I'd never want to close that pipeline
down, hell, I got oil up there. You know.

MR. BLACK: - just ----- want to pay ya.
MR. HAMEL: Oh, that's one thing. But then on the pollution side of things I am

known for ----- on pollution. So, al
l
I want is clean up their act.

Then I ain't got nothing to bitch about. But the employees would
be safer, everything gonna be, safety in cleaning up their act, they

won't be drinking benzene, you know, fine. So. But he says. "He's
doing this a

t

the behest o
f

Chuck Hamel. And h
e says, "and I want

you to know," and he's walking up and down the podium, "I’ve been

in Washington, and I’ve seen Chuck Hamel and George Miller
holding hands together in the quarters on two occasions." This is the
President o

f Alyeska. The BP President. The BP wheel.

MR. BLACK: No.

MR. HAMEL: Four ships. I get, get my phone calls from your ships. So then he
says, now, here's my problem. And h

e says, a
s you a
ll

know Hamel
has a number o

f

informants in Alaska up and down the pipeline, and
you can't imagine what it is for me, President o

f

the company. I

hear that Hamel is complaining about this incident o
r

that incident.
And invariably he'll go, oh shoot, I'll know sooner or later, because

h
e always knows before me, and then boom, I find out it happened

again. He said we can’t run the pipeline this way. Now what he's
telling, I know what he's up to. The guy’s got al

l

kinds o
f problems

in this world. What the hell is he going meeting a
ll

his employees
and that's a major part, a major topic. Why. He wants his
employees to grab [gab?], find out who the hell my informants are.

MR. BLACK: And who is this? The present President.

MR. HAMEL: The present President o
f Alyeska. You know, the President o
f

Alyeska Pipeline. Eight o
il companies have the pipeline, and he runs

it for them. So, to me, this is the same guy who's picking u
p

my
trash. But anyway. This guy, he's British, and he's British American

o
r whatever, but he goes the British way. They don't follow our laws

very much. And I’ve got him on perjury, and on pollution, and
perjury in the Congress. I am putting out a newsletter. I’ve shown
you their newsletter called the Insider. I finally decided to do my
thing. I am putting out the Outsider. I’ve got a duplicate of theirs,
except different color, mine's green, theirs is red. And I am going

to send out, I’ve got a
ll

the address o
f

both --
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MR. BLACK: You showed me those the other day.

MR. HAMEL: Well, I am going to start sending out the Outsider, and al
l I am doing

in that is
,

is pointing out their testimony in Congress on behalf o
f

their leader, speaking o
n

behalf o
f them, and here's what h
e

said.

And did he speak the truth on our behalf, you be the judge. He
committed perjury. Try and get the Justice Department to do
something with - but get their own employees and these fuckin'
people are lying, I got a whole bunch of perjury things. If the
employees would just look a

t

and say, holy shit.

MR. BLACK: Like what? What's he, what's he....

MR. HAMEL: Oh, I'll get to that another day. Just to show you what kind o
f

things

they’re gonna do. This is what they put out against me.

MR. BLACK: You showed me that, OK.

MR. HAMEL: Now, I am gonna get this reproduced and part of my newsletter, and
send it back to them and remind them, because now this is not only

outdated. They wished to hell they never put this stuff out. Because
this is

,

that's the one where I said that they woulda, that they woulda
shipping hazardous wastes to California and sending it north, that
article, that they a

ll

saw and the company made a big deal off o
f
it
.

But they didn't mention that in this. --- you the picture.

MR. BLACK: This is the Patti Epler article?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: Alyeska is accused o
f dumping waste in Valdez.

MR. HAMEL: That's where they are sending the stuff up. I am going to be filing- and I hope you are going to be filing a suit. So when I filed the
suit I send him this. I said, remember, you know.

MR. BLACK: Unreal. You gotta be able to prove that stuff so you know we need,
like I said, I want to be real aggressive on that. If they’re sending
waste back up to Valdez, let's get some warm bodies in here....

MR. HAMEL: Well, let me tell you. I can't make one mistake, mind you. So when
we d

o

this you'll have everything you need, I wouldn't be going.
Because I’ve already been through the wringer o

n

this. All these
articles on that subject.

OK. So, anyway o
n

the lightering, what Miller would b
e doing is
,

he'll identify while Congress is still in session, it's important to me.
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Before Congress goes out. He can come back to Washington and
raise hell on the floor, get something in the Congressional Record,
holy mackerel, you wouldn't believe what's going on, and try to tack
onto some bill an extension of his task force going south. They took
away the shipping part of it

.

The task force can only do a
n audit

down to the terminal. And what he wants is an article all the way

to California. And so for Oregon, Washington state, and California's
benefit, you now, the ships aren't working right, something horrible
can happen. Well if this is done right, and h

e gets this incredible,

I mean, ah, Coast Guard has to agree to his experts identifying all
these terrible things that are going on, o

n

the ship, a
n

accident
waiting to happen. Then h

e turns around and makes some noise in

Washington, and says, I want to add on to one of the bills going by
an extension o

f

that audit to include the ships. Can you see Exxon
coming in and bitching to him, and fighting him. Can you see any

members telling 'em they’re against that, 'cause he's become sort o
f

a name in this thing. They were against him saying it's none o
f

his
business, he is not the Merchant Marine. Now it comes out it's in

his port. No ships. The only control he has is in his port, is to add
that audit to, it's not a big deal. If he doesn't pull it off, I don't
know George Miller. I can see him pull it off. And then you know
our Congress says, if you pull something like that off, the White
House, you know your opposition, it's your bill, it's your thing. The
White House has to let you have a little scoocum [?] on that. So
that's what I am saying about some of the people named to the
committee - to the commission and he'll have some say of, and any
time h

e

doesn’t like what the commission is doing, this task force,

he can hold a hearing against it
.

He will have a field day, and it's
what h

e

wants. So, I am sure he'll pull this off unless he, for
whatever reason, politically decides h

e

wants to back off on Exxon.
And if he does we'll bring some other vehicle to do it.

MR. BLACK: If he doesn’t back off Exxon will have a heart attack?

MR. HAMEL: Well, it's gonna hurt em. They'll know it's me ---. I think I told
you when the Vice President o

f Exxon, their top lobbyist, a guy here

in town who is an adviser to Rawls. When Rawls first testified in
Congress that first day over Exxon Valdez, and Iarossi, they were
trying to leave. It's like a stumbling effect. They were trying to

leave and the new people were trying to take their place in the seats
couldn't move because the Vice President stops Kathy o

n

his way,

she was in the front row, and h
e stops everything, pulls her out o
f

her chair and h
e gives her a big hug and turns around and says to

Rawls and Iarossi, I want you to meet the wife of your worst enemy.
They said who. Chuck Hamel, shake hands with Kathy and laughed.

Meanwhile everybody is stumbling into everyone, nobody can move,

the Congress o
r

the Senate, I forget, the Senate, they’re a
ll waiting

for this crowd to move out and they don't seem to b
e moving out.
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They’re talking to Kathy. So they know me real well. I tell you, very
well, that's life in America. Ah, so this ..

.

the San Francisco
lightering I need that something whatever, if I don't do it with Miller,

I am going to do it somebody, because that's my commitment to the
Exxon crews. They help me o

n everything else, this is what they
want. I mean the Florida Keys they’re afraid o

f,

because they're

going to lose licenses if they get caught having done it
. So, if they

gettin' caught with our -- shipments b
y

Exxon in the north, they don't
care about that, because they won't get in trouble for that. They

didn't know they were doing something wrong, in terms o
f

the proper
thing to do. So that's why a

ll
o
f

them are speaking up now. So that
up to something, it's a ringer, I got to get that done for the guys to

get everything else we want in exchange from them. And the same
guys are going to b

e giving u
s what we want o
n

how bad Mr. Rawls
lied about the quantities and ah, and ah, Exxon Valdez spill. And you

know there might be a suit there. If Exxon apparently collected ah,
they got a tax deduction for all their costs up there -

MR. BLACK: Ah ha.

MR. HAMEL: - the two billion they’re spending apparently is a tax deduction for
them. And, and part o

f

their statement is that they lost 10.8 billion
and they want to chase it

,

and they achieve X percent --
And if it's a big lie, what are their statements?

Ah, and it was 20, so they didn't recover as much a
s they said. So

some o
f

their statement is lying. I don't know how you do it
,

but you
go in and say, hey, wait a minute, you can't run around getting tax
deduction b

y

lying. You can get your tax deductions for what you
did, but don't lie about it. I don't know, it's just an idea.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: I’ve got an expert a
t Harvard University Law Department -- great

environmental expert who calls me a
ll

the time on this kind o
f

stuff.

He said h
e would research everything in the law for me in that so

we could just run with it makes sense when the time comes. So, but
the guys again from the Exxon crews, they don't care about that
subject. I mean, so, they don't mind helping us but they don't want

to get caught in it. Ok, so that's why I got to spend time on the San
Francisco lightering, but it also doesn't hurt for Miller, 'cause another
good deed for Miller when we're doing our things I can tell you,
Boston Globe will be talking to Miller and the day h

e puts something

in court, ah, the Boston Globe article the next morning is going to

say Miller said Miller said Miller said, which is what makes articles,
and then the rest o
f

the press picks up because it goes back to Miller
and get something new from him. OK, Florida Keys, ah, this is going
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to be pretty tricky because, ah, I am gonna see a guy who quit, who
was on that route, who's going to be supposedly my vehicle. He
doesn’t know it

,

but he's gonna, h
e knows only that -- etc, etc.
I got to get him to agree to b
e

the vehicle for us, out front.
Everybody else could be through the Boston Globe o

r secretly to you
o
r something provide some kind o
f

thing where they won't get caught,

that they can’t be subpoenaed, and, a
h they can b
e subpoenaed, all

o
f

them want to b
e subpoenaed ..... Very funny.

As long as you don't subpoena one guy saying - setup. But if you
do a across-the-board subpoena for all o

f them, they’re all looking

forward. And it's not that many, and I'll tell you why. You're talking
two ships, four officers, and a pump man, that's five, ah, with the
alternates that's ten. Ten o

r twenty guys plus a couple more
alternates. Twenty-four guys is not a lot -- and then in the Iarossi
and his deputies, so you're talking thirty guys, but almost, from what

I can tell you could almost do interrogatories, if you have the right
questions the guys are gonna, yeah I know. And the thing that they
would need is before they get hit with subpoena o

r interrogatories,

is some kind o
f
a blanket pardon o
r something from the court, that

even though they did any illegal lack, that they had to d
o
it for their

jobs, and ah.

MR. BLACK: Boy, that's difficult, see, I'll tell you what our priorities are in any o
f

these cases and ------ the crewmen.

MR. HAMEL: Now Iarossi and his people a
t

the refinery who made them d
o it, are

the responsible guys.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. I'll tell you what our priorities are. First priority is
,

if there

is any pollution going on, we want to get there, like, if you can tell
that tomorrow morning a

t
9 o'clock in San Francisco somebody is

doing something bad, I want to get there, film it
,

and stop it
.

The
second thing is before we hire a lawyer, file any kind o

f

action, o
r

d
o anything like that, we need to be able to g
o

in there in good
faith, and b

e

able to prove it. I need somebody to say, Yeah, I am
Chuck Hamel and I was on this ship, and we dumped these barrel
over before.....

[Side 2 o
f original Wackenhut audiotape begins; Side 1 o
f

enhanced version continues]

MR. HAMEL: Yeah, I got that one guy.

MR. BLACK: OK. That's the guy I want. Once we file that complaint, then with
that affidavit we find out who the injured party is

,

the State o
f

Florida, whoever it is
,

we file that complaint. Then we have the
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authority to issue subpoenas and interrogatories, depose people. We
can depose the bad guys. They can depose our witnesses.

MR. HAMEL: But how do you protect the guys, these 22 guys, from the future, the
Coast Guard will go after them and take their license away?

[Side 2 of enhanced audiotape begins]

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

BLACK:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

HAMEL:

BLACK:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

- HAMEL:

BLACK:

The only way to protect them is to
,

for us to protect them, and we
can't give them immunity and I don't know if even a judge in a civil
case can give immunity from the criminal, from any criminal
prosecution, but what we can say is that these are the guys that came
forward to help u

s against personal....

But they can't do that. If they come forward they’re going to lose
their jobs a

t

Exxon.

Somebody has to come forward.

I got the one guy.

The one guy. So we get a
n affidavit from him.

Right.

We attach his affidavit to a complaint --

Right.

-- and we file. This is on the, on this, just so I am clear, this is the
barrels deal that's stopped.

Barrels, and also the liquid where they, I mean the gunk they threw
the stuff out besides the barrels.

So this is over.

It’s over.

It's over.

Since November.

All right, since November. So that's the one you wanted to do this
year. I am ready to meet with this guy tomorrow, I mean, you tell
me where h
e is and we'll go meet wherever -

57-913 O - 92 - 12
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MR. HAMEL: No, but that's not the problem. The problem is the captain. One
of the captains is my source here, and he was one of those four who
devised how to do this. How to do the water part, the dewatering

and dropping product overboard -
MR. BLACK: Oh, your guy is one of the guys that devised it

.

MR. HAMEL: Well he had to - of a job.
MR. BLACK: OK. Well, the guy that wants to come forward. We need to chat

with him and see.....

MR. HAMEL: The guy that comes forward is just bitching about Exxon and was on
that crew. So he doesn't even know about all this. He knows what

h
e did, but he doesn't know that, that I have the captain. He doesn't

know that, that about the captain------

MR. BLACK: And who are they employed by? All these names.

MR. HAMEL: All Exxon, except the one that's been coming forward that has come
forward already to the Boston Globe and said, you know, he's pissed

off at everything. Ah, who's quit. He not going to sea anymore.
He doesn’t care.

MR. BLACK: He was employed b
y

Exxon?

MR. HAMEL: Was employed b
y Exxon, was o
n

this crew, knows about it
,

one o
f

the crewmen doing it
;

but, ah, but my problem is the captain brought

this to my attention is scared the bejesus o
f

the whole thing because

h
e will be, he's got a family, he'll be without a license the rest o
f

his
life.

MR. BLACK: Well, that's something that everybody has to consider if the guy, I

mean once we start this snowball it's going to turn into a
n avalanche,

hopefully, and you know the reason to file the action is to bring it

to people's attention, to put a stop to it
,

to make sure it doesn't
happen again, and to make somebody pay for it

. So, we need the
first guy. Will your source, the captain, get in the cloud o

f
a fallout?

That's possible.

MR. HAMEL: Then we can't do anything. 'Cause the Coast Guard doesn't even
know we're coming to 'em, and it's the captain who gave me the
Ilantic.

MR. BLACK: Well, tell the captain, look, here's what may happen.

MR. HAMEL: He's got, what about his wife, what about his kids.
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MR. BLACK: I mean I don't know how to protect him.

MR. HAMEL: Then I can't do anything. Because, ah, it's not only him. There's
only about 20 guys involved in this thing. They'd have no jobs if they
didn’t do it.

MR. BLACK: Was he ordered to do it? :

MR. HAMEL: Well, they call it ordered to do it. Because they were, ah, if they,
the way they described it to me, if they didn't solve the problem then
the system is you get forgotten o

n shore, the next go-around.
Everything to do with the system is

,
if you don't solve their problems,

then they don't call you back for a long while.

MR. BLACK: Was there any other way to dispose o
f

this stuff?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. It was supposed to be dewatered before it got on board. The
refinery's not supposed to be sending water with the, the refinery not
supposed to be send barrels with --

-
that go where. They just put

it on board and you got to lose it for em.

MR. BLACK: So the captain and three other captains devised a way to dump it
.

MR. HAMEL: Ah. Dumped it
,

the captains and the, and the mates.

MR. BLACK: Devised a way to get rid o
f

it?

MR. HAMEL: Well, yeah, dump ’em overboard.

MR. BLACK: And they dumped it overboard?

MR. HAMEL: And, and, and, dewatered dumped product overboard in order to

dewater every trip.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: And so you'll know what dewatering means. This water is highly
contaminated with benzene, this is what this ballast water is all about.
So your dumping a

ll

this benzene -- toluene - and xylene overboard.
Up and down the Keys every four days.

MR. BLACK: In how many feet o
f

water? How far out?

MR. HAMEL: Ah, well, hell, when they g
o

by, when they g
o

b
y

Sailfish Point they're
right off the water, I mean I just look at 'em right off there.
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MR. BLACK: There in the stream? Up at Sailfish, but in the Keys, you know they
need to go further out?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: But can you tell us what depth the water is?

MR. HAMEL: How far off you mean?

MR. BLACK: He would know. He's in the lanes.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. You're in the lanes and because they want to do it in the
lanes. What ships gonna be blamed on it

,

but the barrels are going
off at the same time.

MR. BLACK: Boy, I can't tell you that bends me out of shape, being a diver down
there.

MR. HAMEL: I know it bends you out of shape, but you know, these guys have
family, and you're at sea, and you do what you do, what you gotta
do, o

r you don't have a job.

MR. BLACK: Why would the captain refer us to the other guy, knowing that if the
other guy talks, h

e may be in a jam?

MR. HAMEL: Oh, that was the understanding I made with him. We are going to

do this very gracefully. You see, here's my problem. When I met
with him I knew h

e

was very knowledgeable in this area, cause he
was the one who told my mutual friend h

e

hated doing the suckers.
He wished -- that's the kind of fucking company h

e

had to work for
over there. He was bitching about what they did wrong. I just, you
know, caught my fancy, I use to live down there too. But anyway,
so, when I talked to him h

e knew what I, what I am talking about
the subject. He wanted to talk about what I, you know, the firing
thing, the EPA stuff that was shipped to Valdez. He said we did
some terrible things but there's only two ships around the clock and
only so many guys, and he's one o

f

them. And h
e

was one o
f

those

that devised the system, just fuck it
,

they tell us we got to do
something with it

. But, what the hell we gonna d
o

with it
? So,

dump it overboard is what they wanted, obviously. They put these
barrels on it

,

they don't want to take it off, the argument is
,

you
know, do something with 'em. Don't tell me. Just do something with
them. You do. Otherwise, you know, you don't come back. So, ah,

h
e just didn't want to talk to us, that's why I wanted to know how

his vibes were when I said, look, how about if I get, I said I know
there is one guy who is o

n

those crews with you who's quit. And he

said I think I know who you're talking about. And h
e says north o
f

here, and I says yeah. I said h
e could tell me. If he wants h
e could
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come forward. He says yeah. He says the problem, Chuck, if you
go to him with this, and he comes back and the whole things on the
dock, the Coast Guard is gonna come in and lift the license, and lift
the license of a

ll o
f
u
s for having done it
. It's against the law. We

did it
. And, ah, but if we didn't do it we didn't have a job, you

know. Round robin. So I said what I’ve got to do is
,

the lawyer that
I find have got to find a way to protect you guys from the Coast

Guard, because even if they get immunity, well, you know, Exxon will
leave them on the back o

f

the list, because they got too many
crewmen, officers, first o

f

all. Secondly, ah, the Coast Guard will
know who they are, and they'll get ’em, the first opportunity, because
the Coast Guard works for Exxon in that respect, you know.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Let me tell you about immunity. Immunity is a thing from
the criminal prosecution that the Coast Guard's interested in

.

Immunity is the thing that can only be granted b
y
a prosecutor, o
r

a prosecutorial authority, like the state attorney o
r

the whatever, and
the people that they grant immunity to are the people come in

,

in

these cases and say, look here's the deal; and I am only going to give
you this information if you give me immunity. So, if people can't
make cases b

y

any other means, then they use these people that are
immunized. So, there's no way that this guy that wants to be a good

citizen that comes forward and talks to us, there's no way we can get
immunity for somebody that doesn't want to talk that did it

. So,

that would b
e like u
s being a third party, saying, you know, in the

old mob days, the guy that's talking is the guy that collects money
and he's gonna give, and we want give Santos Trafficante immunity,
ah, as a result o

f talking to the loan collector, it's just not going to

work. It's not going to work.

MR. HAMEL: Look a
t

this. What we're talking about is
,

we don't know yet if it's
Federal o

r State, right. What is the state prosecutor, what's state
orders down there?

MR. BLACK: Well, generally the state controls, you know, three miles, ---, hello,

o
h yeah --- that's fine --- I'll be ready in just a couple minutes with

that ---- thanks.

MR. HAMEL: You gotta go somewhere.

MR. BLACK: No. No. They're gonna give me a buzz here in a couple o
f min

uteS.

MR. HAMEL: Ok. Well what we'll d
o
is get more information o
n

this and seeing
how it could b

e

done. I could see if it's federal, if, or in state, if

you, if the guy who will really do the affidavit. 'Cause he won't
screw all his friends either. He'd rather forget the world to than
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screw the, I mean, first of al
l

it's very dangerous. Somebody's going

to get you for this.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, yeah.

MR. HAMEL: I met a guy on the ship who reported the pollution thing the Coast
Guard wouldn't d

o anything about. He kept talking to the mates
about it

. Finally the mate came to see the guy, and the guy said I

am sorry, I apologize, and the Coast Guard said you withdrawing your
complaint, yeah. So, this is dangerous stuff. And the guy was on
shore never to go to sea again, but they came and saw him. And
said, hey, you know, why did you say that. So we'll leave that on the
table because I'll just, I'll get what I can, but you, but if the
information is good enough, and it was good enough, and it was good
enough, what you might do is say, all right, to the guy, I'll, we'll go

to the federal prosecutors o
r

whatever and ah, o
r

whatever we're
gonna do with this --

MR. BLACK: Yeah, we still need the guy’s affidavit.

MR. HAMEL: You'll have the affidavit, number one; and the understanding that the
you will to depose the key officers and crew, the key officers o

f

this
thing and each one, I don't know, would be given ah, we would ask
that each one b

e given immunity, ah, for his testimony.

MR. BLACK: We can ask. We can ask but, see, if
,

if
,
it all depends on what

everybody says it --

MR. HAMEL: ----- if it's good enough stuff you can walk over the Justice
Department and say we're gonna file here, you suckers. Will you
give these guys immunity, if not, we'll drop the damn thing and you
need this affidavit, you won't see it again, that's the end o

f
it
.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Well the Justice Department can say, wrong, give me the
affidavit and then leave me.

MR. HAMEL: I know the Justice Department and Exxon don't want to do anything.

MR. BLACK: OK. Well.

MR. HAMEL: --------- I took the risk, but....

MR. BLACK: All I want you to know is that Wayne Jenkins wants to do something
with this. I don’t wanna let it slide.

MR. HAMEL: But, but, but I do too, but......

MR. BLACK: Consistent with what you want to do.
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MR. HAMEL: But, but, the captain who brought it to my attention, ah, if he's gonna
get hurt I just can't let it go by.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: If he gets hurt it's a bunch of other guys with him. All family men
that are going to get hurt with him. Exxon has a surplus of these
captains and mates and they’d like to clean shop this way anyway,
suckers, real honest, let em do it

.

But there are other ways o
f

using

this. If push comes to shove, we'll use a
n affidavit against Exxon.

And if so we could walk up to them and say, hey, here's
what the deal is

.

We got a
ll this, this and that and if you agree to,

just like the Hudson River one, here's a suit ready to b
e

made. If

you agree to come forward and make your arrangement o
f cleaning

up and making damages, I mean, accepting the responsibility of the
thing. I mean you did it

,
whatnot. Then we won't go to court

against you. We do the same a
s

the Hudson River one, g
o public

on it and that will be the end o
f it
,

and we'll get the Justice
Department to agree to sign off on it

.
There's a lot o

f ways o
f doing

it
.

When I get enough data that shows you that this is unbelievable
and it's worth spending some time on how to solve the problem for
humans.

MR. BLACK: What can we do.......

MR. HAMEL: -- and that would be an Ecolit matter.

MR. BLACK: What can we do about anything, is there anything going on right now,
right now that we know o

f

we can stop?

MR. HAMEL: Yes. This is only some o
f

the articles. Ah.....

MR. BLACK: Those people going down to Mexico, b
y

the way, o
n

that other
thing....

MR. HAMEL: OK. Yeah, that's started, and ah, it starts with the, my water in the
oil and Wall Street Journal. Let's get to my part about my part about
you'll find in there immediately starts with the people started giving
testimony about pollution ........

MR. BLACK: Wall Street Journal, 8
5 articles, Oilgram business, not telegram.

MR. HAMEL: Having to d
o

with oil, price o
f
o
il every day, every o
il guy, president

o
f

every oil company reads it. That Oilgram, it
s
a daily --- memo

MR. BLACK: George Nelson. Who's he?
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MR, HAMEL: President of Alyeska.

MR. BLACK: At the time?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: Oh yeah, this is his, I think I know if you showed me this, but I saw
this in background this article I didn't know, I didn't put em together,
this March 20, 1985 article.

MR. HAMEL: They’re out of order, but anyway. This gives you a little bit to start
with.

MR. BLACK: Why did you.......Oh, here it is...

MR. HAMEL: This what..... now we start with this. That's where we are. OK.

MR. BLACK: This is you, oil broker charges toxic waste water dumped at Valdez.

MR. HAMEL: Right. You see why I'm saying they’re shipping stuff up from
California.

MR. BLACK: This is dated 3/26/85.

And you think they are still doing it?

MR. HAMEL: I know they’re doing it.

MR. BLACK: Shit.

MR. HAMEL: You know, I want you get a flavor for what I'm talking about and
how much press was on this thing. And those suckers are so damn.....

MR. BLACK: Chuck, if they're doin’ let's film it in.... you know -- Pictures speak
louder than words. Let's tape a god damn movie o

f

'em.

MR. HAMEL: Bear in mind when you're reading a
ll this, separately I am hitting,

it's not in these articles, the ballast water treatment plant is unable

to handle, it's overloaded, it's not able to handle what's coming
through. S

o benzene, toluene, xylene, and naphthalene is going into
the drink. So, if any thing, ah, anything additional going in can’t
handle, if it's chemicals it's even worse it's a separator. S

o

that it's
still being argued about now and they're still trying to negotiate how
they're going to upgrade the system to cope with just the ballast
water o

f

the ships which I'll show you in the permit, is water from
California o

r Oregon, whatever, and the clingage o
f

the o
il

in the
ship. Nothing additional can g
o

in the system o
r

what not.
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MR. BLACK: Alright, let me read through these first samples.

MR. HAMEL: Just get a flavor for it
,

there's a lot more articles that give you

the area we're going into.

MR. BLACK: OK.

[Break in conversation - it appears that Hamel has left and Black

is reviewing Hamel's files in front o
f

the camera.]

MR. BLACK: This looks like his personal file here.
Anchorage Daily News articles. He's got his handwriting o

n it,

3/26/85....

Mostly about him, you know, news clips, Wall Street Journal marked
28, 1985, news clips involving pictures o

f

him. Here's a Fairbanks
Daily News - April, that's March 28, 1985 and Juneau article.
Here's some other articles and, about his allegations. Looks like
March o

f ’85, April of ’85, April of ’85, Oilgram o
f April 10, 1985.

Looks like in just these personal files. I am trying to get him to

come forward and tell me something that's going on right now with
Alyeska. We're trying to pin him in to giving me anything concrete
that we can do something about. Ifs there's some pollution going
on right now. Vern, give me a call please, on 330, extension 330.

MR. BLACK: Now would be a good time to change the tape if you need to. Oh,
do you. OK. No.

Yeah, I understand. What I told him before you didn't know about
the background. It goes along with what I told him in the
background. I told him we did three years of law school or

something. So that's easy. I had to do that also just to let you
know what the story was. Are you o

n

slow speed o
r high speed with

these things? How many tapes you got?

OK, we're on the first, we're on the first.

And the sound is OK?

I sort of whisper sometimes. Yeah, you just let it roll, right.

All right, sir, thank you. Talk to you later.

MR. HAMEL: I don't know - Make some money the one next door.
MR. HAMEL: Defense Marine Marketing?
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MR. BLACK: Yeah, yeah, let me shut the door.

MR. HAMEL: See that carpet in there that he has?

MR. BLACK: No.

MR. HAMEL: It's beautiful. He's gonna.... We won't get eight ships that are ready

on military sea transport service. Eight ships. They’re loaded with
tanks now on route to Saudi Arabia. What we have in Saudi Arabia

are no tanks. We don't have tanks there. Those guys got 500, I
mean tanks on the border. We got personnel carriers, that's what
you see on TV. But it takes one CSA to move one tank, plus -----
air fuel all the way. So they got eight ships period, and what we're
trying to do is

,

we got a whole bunch o
f

old ships that were
mothballed. You know what it is to take a old ship out o

f

mothballs
and let g

o

to ----. It costs you more, they can buy some foreign flag
ships call them American and sail tomorrow morning.

MR. BLACK: Did you ever see those ships, where is that, out west, out in

California. Down b
y

Seal Beach. Mothballed fleet out there. It's
frightening.

MR. HAMEL: Frightening because they aren't usable. They just been...... It’s
supposed to be well kept ---, but as usual, you know the guys have
got the job to do, don't care......

MR. BLACK: Well here's the, this paragraph jumps, it's just beaming in red. Ah,
your, your lawyer Mason's allegation, ah, talks about there's more
water in the oil that has been reported in the past and more than
we believe is being recorded now, Mason said. It has to g

o

into the
tankers o

r

into the Bay. We think more o
f
it is going into the Bay.

MR. HAMEL: That's the continuing argument about the --
-

whole thing.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: What's got to get you is this. You gone through this?

MR. BLACK: Yes.

MR. HAMEL: OK. In here you saw one article, separate from me, where the State

o
f Alaska, one that had the Supreme Court to keep ships from

dumping their ballast off shore.

MR. BLACK: Umm uh.

MR. HAMEL: OK. So they got to g
o

somewhere with it
.

Gotta bring it to Alaska.
----- efort try think - it didn't work out. Nobody came to see her.
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MR.

MR.

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

Oh yeah, this what we did.

I know. But she had done that five years earlier.

This didn’t work for us either.

But she, everybody, she been a ----- I was at my hotel, she was hers.
She kept saying, anybody keep people coming tell me that. I'd go
see her and get caught over there, and tell her this. But then, ah,

one of the things that you're gonna find that we accuse them a
ll

the
way though here o

f shipping, tank cleanings from other ships. They

did a
n investigation and they didn't find anything, you know that

whole story I told you. Now, this is out of here. This is recent.
They said, hey, we're gonna make some modifications to the, and they
asked if I wanted to make comments ------ so I caught them by
accident. The night before it was due. The night it was due I think
my questioning. OK, this is Jim Hermiller.

Ummm.

Alyeska request ------modify ------. See, h
e requested, Alyeska

requested these modifications. This is the DEC -----. The EPA
saying, you accepted those modifications, however, we can't just give

it to them. We got to go through ---------------- 401 certifications -----.
So, you got to do a 401 certification. OK. That's being done now.
That'll be another month or so before it's done. These are the
proposed modifications. The one we're interested in is this one.
Starts o

n page here.

OK.

What you see underlined is the new modification, before, ah, they
were to determine whether ballast water was contaminated with
pollutants.

OK. So you're saying. For each tanker contaminated with pollut
ants other than crude oil the permitter shall one, examine the oil
record book, two, obtain a copy o

f Alyeska's ballast water survey
form contains specific information. OK. If the ballast water survey
form indicates that the ballast water contains substances other than

crude oil, these shall be identified and the [volume?] known certified- these are your.......
This is theirs. This is what they want changed.

This is you....
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MR. HAMEL: I am complaining about this.
MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: The reason is
.

What they’re saying is
,

up until this time. They’re
supposed to count on, check, find the crap going in, because they

can't handle anything.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: And guess what. They’re saying, they want to modify in order to

determine ballast water survey form stands out like a red balloon.
Which, what happens is the survey form doesn’t say anything. What

it says is how much ballast water they took on when. Each time they

sucked in some ballast water. The ship is like this. It's got a little
pipe underneath, that sucks in ballast water.

MR. BLACK: Right.

MR. HAMEL: And every time you suck it in you mark it in your log book. And
you not allow to discharge the whole route. So, o

f

course, b
y

this
law the Supreme Court, ah, so when you arrive a

t

the discharge port
you're allowed to get rid o

f your segregated ballast, that's clean.
Segregated ballast is a separate compartment in your tanker which

is what the new double bow is going, it's a
ll going to be segregated

ballast, so you don't have to put any dirty water into your ballast and
into your tanks and then get it back u

p

again to b
e

cleaned. If your
whole ship is loaded with double bottoms and double size, double
hull, those compartments will be full o

f

water now for ballast. And
when you get near your port o

f discharge you just dump it in the
water, it's water from California dumped in Valdez Harbor. It's
perfectly clean. Now, because they don't have enough segregated
ballast to their ships they have to take [on?], for storms and whatnot,

additional water to maintain their stability. They put it in the old
tank that still has residue in it. The residue is a clingage. And that's
the ballast water treatment plant. When h

e gets to the terminal, you
got your survey report, and you look at it

,

h
e took on 50 barrels here

and put 5,000 barrels outside San Francisco harbor, and so on, all
the way up. And if he hits the Gulf o

f

Alaska and it looks real
stormy ahead, suck in some more. All that's in the log book. And

it shows it he ever let any out again a
t

sea. You got to show it
.

That's the protection the government has. Now when h
e gets to

Alyeska, they have a
ll

these totals and that's what they suck in
,

that's

what they accept, from the ship, into the ballast water treatment
plant, separate the water from the oil, water goes into the bay, the
oil goes into the tank lines. OK. Now, they don’t, the crewmen
doesn't put in there that, incidentally, the company brought alongside

a barge and put 2,000 barrels o
f oily waste into the ballast water.
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It just doesn't get registered. Because from their point, of view it's
not ballast, it's just, it could have been the cargo whole, it doesn't
come in the ballast, ballast is brought in by special pipe.

MR. BLACK: Where's it go?

MR. HAMEL: What?

MR. BLACK: Once they put it in
,

where's it go?

MR. HAMEL: It gets diluted with the ballast water to be disposed o
f

a
t

the

terminal. OK. Here a picture o
f

the pipe right here. It sucks in

ballast water to all these tanks. This is a fuel tank. Now, it sucks

in and it adds water to each tank cause you can't have it just a

certain tank ------. And that sucks in and that is logged in. Coming
in, coming in

,

coming in you got a total, total o
f

what is discharged

a
t Alyeska a
s ballast water, OK. That's the form that they read.

Now my whole argument is they use to transfer, when a tanker goes

to dry dock you gotta vapor, devaporize the entire tanker, and let's
say over here is a slot ------------- engine room, chemicals, paint, --------
this is garbage now, liquid, garbage --

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: And so when you are going to, if you have a problem with tanker
that's got to be worked on, you clean it with certain chemicals and
that goes to the slop tanks get dumped overboard. All that is slop,
you could have 5 o

r
6 thousand barrels ----- waste. Now, on you way

to drydock, you tank clean the clingage, everything, rust everything

that you dream o
f

could have vapors o
f

oil under the rust and scales
and whatnot. You have certain types equipment, of liquids, like we
use a

t

home. Soapy product that will clean all this out like you

wouldn't believe. There's nothing left but bare metal to go into, no
vapors, no nothing, to g

o

into the drydock. You have to survey every
----------. Ok, now, you keep, as you keep cleaning you work your way

back to the stuff, this is clean, this is clean, this is clean, and finally

it all goes into the slop tank.

MR. BLACK: This is while you're under way?

MR. HAMEL: No, a
t

the end o
f,

when you get to ah, to the last terminal where you
discharge everything. Now you can stay at that dock, clean all this
up, clean all this, put it inside the terminal.

MR. BLACK: As you're supposed to.

MR. HAMEL: Supposed to. Or you do it on the way to drydock. When you get

a
ll

into the slop tank, and one extra tank to hold a
ll

this shit. Pick
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one tank, and you work you way into all this ok, you got

and you got it a
ll
in these two tanks. And when you get to drydock,

the [dock dry?] company will g
o

b
y

the barge. Empty a
ll

this out,

clean this out into the barge and the drydock company charges you
so much per barrel.

MR. BLACK: Like Crowley's.

MR. HAMEL: No, no, Crowley's is a tugboat company. A dry dock is Oregon's.
It's a big huge dry dock in Oregon for example.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: They'll charge you, let's say, I don't know what. I know that some
certain thing is $1,800.00 a barrel, depending o

n

what the stuff is
.

So they'll do a
n analysis o
f it and they'll charge you, reclaimer,

charge you. They’ll squeeze the water out and they’ll something

about burn what's left over, etc. . . . what not. So ------- is big
money. Your talking about 3

,
4
,
5 thousand barrels o
f

this stuff. Big
money.

MR. BLACK: At $1,800 a barrel.

MR. HAMEL: Well, it can be. I don't know what this slop's running for. I know
you got stuff in Alaska you what to send back, the only place you can
do it is in Oregon. You can't dispose o

f

hazardous waste in Alaska.
Depending o

n

what they d
o analysis it can g
o

u
p

to $1,800,
depending what they see in it

. Ok, PCBs, a little bit o
f

PCBs in it

then it's, the whole thing is $1,800 because o
f

what they have to do
with it. Now, when you’ve done that, ah, normally, in the case o

f
the

Exxon, after it was built, the Galveston and the Baytown, the two
lightering ships they’ve had sitting in San Francisco Harbor, both o

f

them last year, after the Exxon Valdez, last year they had to g
o

to

drydock. Both o
f

them did this cleaning, and one o
f

the ships, the

tankers coming by, from Exxon o
n

the way to Alaska, pulled up
alongside, a ship that just got through lightering in fact, lightering to

'em earlier. On the way back now to discharge their cargo, on their
way back to Alaska, they come along side and they ti

e up, and this

is a
ll pumped into that ballast water in the northbound ship, spread

out the ballast water. Ah, diluted. You talked about gunk, crap,
shit, you know. It's a

ll dumped into there. The northbound ship gets

it to [Alaska?] as part o
f

it
s ballast water. OK. Now, when you read

this you're gonna find what's going o
n here, that, that description o
f

ballast water, ballast water is
,

water from the river, ocean, o
r

whatever. It's clean water added to the ship to maintain stability.

And when it gets to Alyeska it also has, inside that ship that got
caught, you know, all the waste from oily clingage coming down,
period. That's a

ll

ballast water is
. If you looked at the whole history
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of this thing. It's to protect the bay and Alyeska, and, and Valdez.
Now, you also find in here, because of me, because I caught Alyeska
and there big tank farm up in Alyeska...... with this nice little
brochure. This is your ballast water tanks, from the ships.

MR. BLACK: Umm uh.

MR. HAMEL: Here are these huge tanks. Ninety tanks. And then it goes to
recovered crude tanks, and then it goes to these, dissolve their
floatation chambers, bubbles and kick up more, and o

il particles, and
then it goes down to these [impound bases?] for about 8 to 10 hours,
then it finally goes into the drink, OK. Now, this is ballast water,
that's a

ll
it supposed to be; however, the water problem you heard

about from me because o
f my bitching, the owners have said, if

they’re caught taking oil straight off the pipe when they have no
choice, they have to take it right to the tanker. Any time o

il
is also

coming to their tanker from the tank farm, since the oil water
separates in 6 hours, every owner then said I'll never take any from
your tank farm until you show me your water drawn. Because o

f

so

much water. And so, the water that they draw they can't put in the
bay this time. That's the time in L.A. when horrible things happen.
So Alyeska was running it through ballast water. While the govern

ment said, what the hell, we got to leave it there. It's not ballast
water, but we’ve got to live with it

,

OK. The problem was, these
tanks are huge, they’re half a million barrels each. These two
together are a million barrels, OK. They acquire crud at the bottom

o
f

the tanks. Here's your tank, a
t

the bottom is this hole, crud
accumulates a

ll around, heavy, heavy crude and heavy metals and all
kind o

f

shit. It just doesn't flow good. The paraffins, et cetera. So,
Alyeska started way back when, they got no propellers inside this
thing, and they start blending this stuff around and just cough up this
crap so that when they water draw, this crud goes out with it

.

Ballast
water. --- got the ship, it's no good for ballast water, right. You
find a

ll through are documents for years --- the bitches that ballast
water system is not sufficient, incomplete, it's not doing the job,
they’re still negotiating using lawyers. Why they haven't gotten

around to it. They’re still negotiating what they'll they d
o

to make

it better, cost-effective, and a
ll

that kind o
f crap. So, in the

meantime, when I catch them with this stuff, they also get natural gas
liquid condensate from this vapor recovery system. They're sending

that to ballast water. Cause it's cheaper. What they should d
o
is

use it
.

It's fuel. Use it as fuel. But they don't want to stop.
Everything is gravity flow, don't get involved, trying to save a dime
here, oil doesn't cost us much anyway we can lose it

,

OK. So I catch
'em a

t

this and I pass it on to EPA. S
o they issue a compliance

order, and it's in here. It's in the new permit as well. Compliance

order which I can get you, cost of the new permit. It says, you can't,
ah, it's right here, ah. They hid your ballast water ----- harbor rivers
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seawater adding to tankers' cargo tanks -----They can't be added
crap to it

.

Over here, the waste water treated containing ................

If the permittee drew up the water crude oil storage tank with the
purpose o

f treating the water, ballast water treatment facility. Tank- should be conducted in accordance ............ visible oil or emulsion
should not be transferred with BWT. In other words, you got to

drain it. As soon as it gets discolored, any, turn it off. Because it

used to bring all that shit down. You can't do that because you're
upsetting the system, and you'll find a

ll

these other things that you

can't do. You can’t have cleanings from the pigs. Scraper pigs that
come down the pipeline.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: A lot of cork comes down with that. You can’t have that go in the
ballast water, OK. Well, if you can't have that, what are you doing
with all this stuff out o

f California, that b
y

law in California, when

it hits shore, it's an EPA hazardous waste, and it's got to be cradle

to grave? Instead, they don't hit shore with it. In this one instance,
they did hit shore in another instance, but this one for Exxon, what
they did is they moved it from ship in the harbor. Two ships going

to Alaska so that it goes up....

MR. BLACK: On these barges you're telling me.

MR. HAMEL: From the huge tank o
f

the Baytown which is used a
s a lightering ship

and the Galveston which is a monster barge lightering ship. Their
cleanings is diluted with, ah, ballast water going north, but it's not
registered. Now if it was registered, Alyeska could not accept. But
Alyeska and [EPA?], nobody's looking for it

,

and they are trying to
amend the present permit, modify it

,

so that they are not responsible.

The way it was set up, if somebody does what I am talking about,
it's not Alyeska's responsibility.

MR. BLACK: Because it's not registered.

MR. HAMEL: It's not registered.

MR. BLACK: But what's happening is
.

Does Alyeska even know about it?

MR. HAMEL: Well Alyeska knows about it on a number of occasions because it

[sucks up?] their apple cart. When it gets to be a lot o
f crud, and

my employees say it really upsets the system, and they’ve got to putz
with it.

MR. BLACK: So you got guys here, that are telling you what's going on?
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MR. HAMEL: Well, that, over the past years. Lately I don't have anyone in that
department. They’ve really cleaned house on me. But, the point is

[Continued on Side 3 (page 411244 of original transcript).]
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Prod. no.: Video, F2R400347; audio, F2R411243; orig. transcript, F2R411244

255; enhanced audio, F2R416175.
Continued from page 411288 of original transcript.
[Transcript based on audio track from original video, as enhanced.]
[Side 3 of audiotape begins]

MR. HAMEL: The permittees of this pipeline, up until recently, they also changed

the permittees on me, so, only Alyeska is a permittee. Up till
recently the permitees were Exxon, ARCO, BP, so the permitees,
themselves, are shipping stuff to their own, so the permitees, who own
that terminal, who own the NPDES permit are the ones who are
breaking the law. Sending stuff to it that they’re not supposed to.
Now, my opinion is right arm-left arm, the shipping department don't
know shit from shinola. They knew this was a problem way back
when. They got cleared it up, nobody caught them, so they're back
doing it

.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: But this is as illegal as hell.

MR. BLACK: So g
o

through the scenario again, briefly. They pull u
p

the barges,
put this junk in there that's supposed to b

e ballast water.

MR. HAMEL: No. Forget the barges. This is another operation. That's BP. BP

is barges. ARCO is o
n land, and Exxon does it a
t,

ah, a
t,

a
h

[lightering?]. Exxon took the tank cleanings. The crud, the shit, the
chemical that they use to clean the tanks, all that crap and they

diluted it in the ballast water going north, and there's no record of

it
.

What I am going to have, is the guys were on board, who tell us,
what day it happened, what ship it went to

,

and a
ll I got to do then

is go to the drydock and say, if they knew it was going to drydock,
I've get that data now they go to dry, drydock, did you get this thing

clean? Vapor clean. Did you accept any tank cleanings? You can't
into drydock without cleaning the tanks. Did you accept it? No, we
don't have anything to do with that, OK. Then you go to, ah, Exxon
and you say, hey, Exxon what did you do with it? We know you
went, I am gonna accuse them of having it taken to Alaska, because

I know they did. I am going to have some sworn testimony.

MR. BLACK: Where did you go?

MR. HAMEL: It went to ballast water treatment plant. And then ballast treatment
plant can't handle it. It's not legal. First o

f all, secondly, I know but

I haven’t tracked it down yet, but I know the practice in the past has
been, know, the product tanker, like the ones in Florida, they carry
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everything. Chemicals, shit -- you name it
, jet fuel, leaded gas, etc.

When they clean those out to g
o

to drydock, I know that they used

to send it to Alaska. That's what I bitched about the first time.
That's what I was bitching about was that stuff. And they do the
same way. The product tanker was a

ll

set and clean to either come
on side with their on ships and ship it over, which took a lot o

f

time
invariably they went to barge in the ship because they were holding
up two ships in the operation cause they still hadn't finished clean
ing. So it's easier to do it through a barge. But I am not going to

prove all o
f

that right now. Why should I? Why should, how much
money do I have to spend a

t this? I've got them with the Galveston,

and I’ve got them with the, with the Baytown. And I’ve got 'em since
the Exxon Valdez spill, and I got an article for you that Ken is going

to blow up for you, forgot to tell you, on today's paper in Alaska
where the whole description o

f

Exxon's people are suggesting that
Exxon pays two billion dollars restoration funds to restore the bay.

If
,
to restore the bay b
y

saving some pollution here b
y buying trees

it would b
e

cut. Do this, do that to help save the bay. And yet,
since the Exxon Valdez, the Baytown which unloaded the Exxon
Valdez, cleans out it

s innards, ships it to Alyeska, which you'll know
from what's going on a

ll

over the place, is unable to handle what it

has in the way o
f

clean ballast water, I mean, normal ballast water.
And this stuff has to leak through, I mean every expert will tell you.
How’s Exxon doing it? Have they lost their minds? They're
polluting their own place that they got a 2 billion dollar suit on them.

I think it smells real beautiful. I think it's a pretty one.
MR. BLACK: But it's going on now.

MR. HAMEL: Well, that happened, OK. Now, catching Exxon this week and last
week, I don't what they have done, but I do know this. From what

I am told, that, and I got the maps over the weekend faxed to me,
and I got to AAA to get the same map because it's pretty dark,
what I got from the fax.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: But, ah, ARCO is doing it at a GATX terminal. GATX is a huge
terminal outfit a

ll

over the country. It rents it
s

terminals to people

like ARCO. And ARCO was, been doing, our guys were told, is

when, and we're getting guys o
n

the ship who are going to tell us

when it happened and how. That ARCO.....

MR. BLACK: Witnesses, will there b
e

witnesses? Will they raise their right hand?

MR. HAMEL: I don't know. -- But I know how to g
o

about now finding out what

I want.
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MR. BLACK: You understand what I want to do. I want to catch them.

MR. HAMEL: You want to catch them and that, ah, is I’ve already told the guys
that we want that for one catching, the rest of 'em we can throw
what we got out and go to discovery. Because .....

MR. BLACK: One catching is good. We can.....

MR. HAMEL: We got this catching. This occurred in its, they’re blindsided on this.
There's no way they could deny it

.

This occurred. And they have

to show were they went with it
.

And where they went with it
,

it

doesn’t exist.

MR. BLACK: And whose ship is that?

MR. HAMEL: Exxon.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: Exxon Galveston and the Exxon Baytown.

MR. BLACK: And when did that occur?

MR. HAMEL: Last fall.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: Or this spring. Somewhere in the last, since the Exxon Valdez
incident. Somewhere in this past year, this has happened. More o

f

it
s happened, but this is so cold turkey. Because they went into to

get, ah, drydock, you have to do something with your crap, you have

to crap before you leave. You have to have a record o
f

what you

did with it. In this case. They transferred it over. That would be

in the log books o
f

the two ships. That we're going to have cold
turkey from the log books. And the guy that are working out for me
for you, a way o

f discovering the log books, where they don't say this
crap is coming o

n board, but when they show the ship stopped and
picked up fuel, and this I know all along, but I didn't realize we
could d

o
it this way. In my instance, when I made my complaint, I

knew that they were coming alongside for fuel. That the fuel barge

would take 4 hours. That the crud barge u
p

front here, fuel barge

is back here, the crud barge using the cargo pipes, ah, hoses to put
the crud on would take 9 hours. So the ship's log shows it finished

in 4 hours with the fuel, that it showed, fuel pipe separated, locked
up, sealed, etc. And you hang there 5 more hours with a barge
alongside. Now what they put in o

r not, it shows that 5 hours as

blank, which is unheard o
f I mean as they let g
o

o
f

that fuel barge
they’re gone, they’re on voyage. But that's not important. What is
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important is ARCO, which would really make it for me, if ARCO
gets caught. I didn’t think they were doing it. ARCO's doing it

onshore. When the cargo hoses get rid o
f

a
ll

the crude oil, instead

o
f

disconnecting the hoses and leaving, the hose is reconnected on
shore to a tank that loads crud back into the tanks from ARCO,
shoreside. I have to tell you my speculation. ARCO is sending back
tank cleanings from GATX. That's the tanks on shore. Because that
costs them money, now wait a minute. The tanks on shore, if you
can’t do it there, you can't have a little bit o

f

oil in the water. Can
you imagine cleaning these tanks and sending that back with your
ship. Ah, and I'll tell you why Alyeska likes it

.

Because some o
f

this
crud literally floats up to the top and it's counted as oil and they sell

it back to the owners mixed with all the oil. And these guys are
really, believe me, I know this to be a fact. So......

MR. BLACK: You said this was speculation, but --

MR. HAMEL: Oh, oh, I mean a
s far as all this shit, some o
f
it does float to the

top, but the benzene goes out, but the crap floats to the top and gets
resold as oil.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: And that's where they think they’re cute. But we know that they
can't handle the benzene, the benzene is going into the water and
they can't keep it with them, ah, what the government want and
they're negotiating how they’re going to cut it back. But if you
adding benzene to the system and don't tell me about how you are
trying to cut it back, and you're adding it illegally, for Christ's sake,
but I, I hear this is happening enough from what shore people are
talking about. But until I get, I just started sending out the word
getting guys to tell me, but if this is happening, I mean how much
crud could ARCO have to send out, but if it's a common practice,
that we could get, really quickly. We could get, ah, when the guys
nO.......

MR. BLACK: When you say send out, you mean that these guys are sending the
crud out. It's being treated.......

MR. HAMEL: Not treated, they don’t treat this, separated......

MR. BLACK: It's being separated, sorry, being separated up at this Alyeska --

MR. HAMEL: Ballast water treatment plant....

MR. BLACK: Ballast water treatment plant. And then the water still has
contaminants in it.
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MR. HAMEL: Has contaminants, first of al
l
it has the benzene, toluene, and xylene

that's been additionally sent up. Naphthalene, which is a horrible
problem.... -

MR. BLACK: And where's it going?

MR. HAMEL: In the bay. And it also has the chemicals. Whatever chemicals
they’ve used to clean this BWT does not treat. It just separates oil
and water. Then they got a biological degradation that they boast
about which is new, which is worth shit during the winter time, but
they say it is

.

And they aerate some o
f

the benzene which you are
not supposed to do, but they do it

.

But these [need?] chemicals end
up in the bay. Chemicals are water soluble, g

o

through the system,

and nobody's testing for chemicals, that's not their thing. They test
only for hydrocarbons, benzene, toluene, xylene. So if you want to

send some PCBs up, 'cause nobody's testing for PCBs it's just gonna
go. I am not saying they sent PCBs up. But you been around
almost as long as I have and you know that if the GATX terminal
guy is able to send his tank cleanings up. The Exxon guys they will
send his crap up, then shit, when he's got some barrels o

f

crap it's
going to cost him $1,800 to get rid o

f
it
. And a
ll you got to do is

dump it in here, it goes to here, it's clean. But where do you think
the barrel goes? And we won't prove those, but I am just telling you,
that's why this has gotten will stop because it's a vehicle for this other
crap. I’ve heard about this for years and that's how they do things,

but that's fine. The other thing that you'll b
e surprised about is

Exxon, ARCO, and BP, one o
f

their problems is the product tankers.
Now when they g

o

into drydock a product tanker, this one has jet
fuel, this one has leaded gas, unleaded gas, diesel, you name it

,
OK.

And other little chemicals that they have, that they ship. This one
might be a chemical tank. And when you clean that one to go into
drydock, you know, $1,800 barrels. I say $1,800 barrel because
analysis done b

y

the reclaimer, he finds the crap himself in there, he's
got to charge them a lot more. So if you take the product tankers'
crud and you put it in a tank that BP seems to operate, separate
from ARCO, oops, I made a mistake. ARCO is its own tanks. BP

is the one that uses GATX. BP --- West Coast GATX terminals.
That's where I told you there's dock, a barge that dedicated we
understand, strictly for shipments north to Alaska.

MR. BLACK: This is the one that pulls alongside the....

MR. HAMEL: Right. Masks, and the whole shmeer, gloves, and these guys are
rugged when it's just hydrocarbons they don't wear masks and gloves -— a

ll

the time. But, ah, this one it goes to the BP ships, and
that.....

MR. BLACK: That's a BP operation only.
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MR. HAMEL: BP operation, this is an ARCO operation only, and Exxon -- at
Anchorage.

MR. BLACK: When does the ...... Hold on a second. Hello.... OK..... That timing
is fine with me. I'll just wait on your call. Fine.

MR. HAMEL: What. Who is going to do what, where, when, I don't know. We
got the word out to everybody. We're trying to find out, ah. We
know, for example, that on BP so far, there could be others, but the
one we know about for this. Are Panama, the BP ship called
Panama, through the pipeline of Panama. On the way north, that
stops for fuel use GATX terminal. Fuel barge comes here and this
one comes here, and what we could do is where we know what ships
they are, ah, the Brooks Range and I forget the other two. The
Brooks Range is one of them. And so when we know when they are
coming up, we could start watching for this this and --------

MR. BLACK: Do we know when it happens? Well, instead of watching for the
Brooks Range, why don’t we just look at the GATX barge?

MR. HAMEL: Well, we're doing both.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, but I mean. Instead of getting out, way off shore looking for
the big one we could see.......

MR. HAMEL: Oh, no, no, no, I am going to find out when she's coming.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: I used to have a source. I know exactly when they're everywhere.
I got to spend some time trying to get my source. So, when I know
that Brooks Range is going to be there, or any ship coming out of
Panama is gonna be there, it's easier to be watching for it

,

because

these guys may want this, but don't know it gonna be, it could b
e

adding stuff to it ---. Now what we're going to do is get some
samples out o

f

this. We already found out who owns the terminal,

the dock and what not. We're gonna have a guy that works with two
guys, ask some more questions.

MR. BLACK: Using Ballantine's people?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. They're already started. And part of what comes here b
y

truck they understand is that couple's gonna b
e watching where

everything is going. They were watching ah........

MR. BLACK: The couple you were gonna give the expense to?
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MR. HAMEL: Well no I've already given expense money to those guys to start with
this.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: This and this. What I want him to do, gave him my credit card,
telephone credit card, and said use the phone from here to eternity.

rebill me and all that stuff. I said just use my card. And
then, don't think about it as a call, and I am having a new card made
special for him. It will be ready within this week. That will be only

his card. For everything he's doing for us on this stuff. The
telephone is

,

when h
e know h
e

doesn't have to rebill it and all that
kind o

f

crap, I think he'll be a lot looser.

MR. BLACK: Sure. It's a good move.

MR. HAMEL: And everyone o
f

his people will call back to him on that. Now if

the guys have to call on their nickel and get reimbursed and all that
stuff So I told him that card is his for everything that he
does in this area. And first thing h

e
is getting, for example, is what

day did this go to drydock. That famous Galveston and the Baytown.
The guy was on it

,

you see my guy didn't go to drydock. He wasn't
on before. He just knew it happened. He knew when, because h

e

was off duty, but the ship, when he went off duty weeks ahead o
f

time because the ship went in, one o
f

'em was going in.

MR. BLACK: You know I just got, just talked to phone cards. I’ve got a bunch

o
f MCI cards. Use MCI? You use project codes on those things.

MR. HAMEL: Well that's, I don't want to complicate it.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: Far as I am concerned, ah,

MR. BLACK: You can give 50 of 'em and give 1
0 on project code #1....

MR. HAMEL: Well, OK, well in this case, ah, guys that call on, same guys, for
example the crewmen o

n

this are going to b
e telling 'em o
n

what
they know what's going on elsewhere.

MR. BLACK: I was just thinking of your expenses. You can group 'em -

MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: - at the end of the month. They bill you b
y

credit card number.

I don't know if AT&T does that, but MCI says these 1
0

cards....
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MR. HAMEL: That's why I got my cards. I’ve got four cards now that, ah,

MR. BLACK: Different numbers?

MR. HAMEL: Different numbers.

MR. BLACK: Oh.

MR. HAMEL: What that does is
, I am giving him, well -- is using my regular one.

That everybody and his brother seems to have. but the, ah, I got a

bunch o
f Alyeska people that a
ll

have that too. Call other people

for me. Network and. But, what he'll b
e doing, he'll b
e

1264
number, and that's gonna be his number, everything he's doing here,

cause everything he's doing here is for you and anyway. So, and his
people will use that card calling him. Also gives me a sense o

f

who's
doing what. Sure. Shows up on the card. All the numbers were
called, where they were called, etc. I didn’t get it for that reason,
but anyway it still tells me what's happening. And if any people go
wild with it then I can shut it down....

MR. BLACK: Show them....

MR. HAMEL: and so he will be, he's got his marching orders right now are. I'll
tell you what I am up to

.

I want to get you to get your lawyers on
this. And to get your lawyers on this they have to feel like
something is happening.

MR. BLACK: Oh, yes.

MR. HAMEL: So, the first thing I am getting is right away is I want to get the two
days, the date that this went into drydock, and the Baytown went into
drydock, OK. What day they went into drydock, cause that's when
this transfer occurred. Gonna have a guy, a guy o

n

each one o
f

these, he's looking for, that he know, he knows there's enough guys

on him, and Ballantine knows both these ships, cause he's tied u
p

to

'em. He's brought cargo to 'em for Exxon. Knows 'em well, and
knows exactly where, position for me on the map. But he's telling

me the same thing I already got from my captain, so, that's what I

would like to hear. He's finding the date the guys who were on
board, who's gonna give him a statement. We may not use them,
because they’re gonna get caught. They were the ones who did the
transfer that day. But they are gonna give u

s

the day it happened,
what happened, what it went to. So I want to know when this went
into drydock, the Galveston, she transferred her tank cleanings to the
Exxon Juneau, OK, and the Baytown transfers cleanings to the Exxon
Baton Rouge. Well that's easy because I also have from the Alaska
side, the day it arrived, with that ballast. And how much it was.
Cause that I get from Damron, I get from, ah, Coast Guard,
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everybody has that. It's spoken record, OK. So then we know that
this went into drydock. I can walk into the Coast Guard. I got a
Coast Guard guy way up there. Who will do al

l

the things for me
a
t

Coast Guard, and I can g
o

Coast Guard, San Francisco to where
my guys get the record she went into drydock this day, in this
drydock, OK. Then, and I know from crewmen, that they transferred

to whatever tanker to g
o

north. Now with that, that day, when I give
you that. I expect your lawyers to say, OK we will understand this
with you, Chuck. And we will make the case that that was so wrong
according to

,

cause I know it's wrong, but your lawyers have to look

a
t
it and I can show 'em it's wrong. But, you know, they got to si
t

down and start, and say, yeah, your right, holy shit. We really got

them b
y

the ying yang. And Exxon's polluting it
s own, it's already

peeing in this place, now it's taking a
,
I mean, crap in this place, now

it's taking a little pee in the side. It's working it
s way back in
.

So
that to me has a little pizzazz to it

,
because it's Exxon. OK. Now

you're also going to find that, ah, I think your guys would agree that
we can g

o

to federal court here in town, in Washington, cause that's
where they went to when I made this complaint. They went to the
federal court. Never showed them all these articles. And I got that

a
t

home for you. But they, Alyeska and the TAPS owners went to

federal court, to Johnson o
r

Jackson wherever it was, said to them,
hey, you now, --

- guarding this on those days I gave the EPA some
documents belonging to Exxon, BP, Sohio, and ARCO in those
documents. So they went and tried to get the judge to agree, under
freedom of information, I couldn't be covered. EPA would have to

give it to them. You know the whole story. They lost all that. But
they established a venue a

s far as I am concerned. That court, on
this subject. They picked it

,

not me. I thought I would have to g
o

to Alaska to file suit. A lawyer said try here, but, so they went to

this court here to save them some money, 'cause their guy is here
in town.

MR. BLACK: Quinn O'Connell.

MR. HAMEL: Now, that's to me, I think we can g
o

into that court, using the 60
day notice that's already there, Ecolit joining me together we g

o

in

and say, hey your Honor, we're asking for a stay o
f

the issuance o
f

this modification to change to get Alyeska off the hook. Simple. Not

a big court suit, but, and the reason your Honor is this is an example

o
f

what's happening, and they’re not doing it right, they're not, they're

crooked the way they're doing the operation. When these two ships

went u
p

there, there was nothing in their log that shows that they
got this crap. It's part o

f

their ballast but it's not registered. S
o

here, your Honor, here's the proof, we'll have proof, sir. I'll get
somebody who's left those ships. Once we find out the dates and
times, then we're gonna find out who's quit and not going back to

Exxon.
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MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: All right. I'll have it when you need it. Now the records. Now

MR. BLACK:

then, what I like about this. Then we turn around and I have to

have little goodies out o
f

this too. I say to your Honor, ah, these
people been, ah, trying to get these documents. You said they can't
have em. You said it's to protect the guys who gave them to me.
Somehow I think these are the people who are picking up my trash,
because historically this outfit works for TAPS here in town, has a

history that I can prove of picking u
p

people's trash, and a
ll I want

is
,

can we depose Quinn Connell, and take away the lawyer-client
relationship. Are they still trying to get these documents through my

trash? If you want to say we can't, we can’t, but if we can I would
like it

,

because it's something for me. I’ve got to have something too

in this deal. And then, if nothing else, all I want, even if the judge
says that h

e can't, I want it written up so it's not frivolous. The
judge says well, you can't o

r they start arguing. Fine, I don't care
how long they argue. But all I want is the Wall Street Journal who
begged me for this. Then says, wait a minute. If it's been talked
about in court, Wall Street Journal picks u

p

the phone and calls
Exxon, you fucking ------------ and BP, ARCO and so on. Are you
doing this kind o

f

stuff. Remember GM, and so. It puts them
behind the eight ball because for a few bucks I can prove it. But

I am not spending this kind of money for the moment. Why should

I? And b
y

the time I get my money in November, I will spend the
money and prove it's them. So, in the meantime, they might as well
either admit it or say we're sorry, we're not gonna do it any more,
which is fine. But I just want it on the table, in a proper way.
Meantime I will also allege, I will allege, for you, I'll have for you,
some information on BP and some information on ARCO, that
they're doing the same thing. So that you can, from this stay,
perhaps your lawyers will say we can then ask for interrogatories to

see how commonplace is this practice o
f

not registering it
,

and who
says h

e

can't do it with interrogatories. Because I am told, each guy

I talk to like Ballantine, and the people he's talked to already, and
my captain. They’re all saying the, shit, we're doing it a

ll

the time.

Don't tell me it's not legal. We're told, it's from Alaska. Alaska
North Slope crude. What the hell's the difference? I mean, they are
flabbergasted. Everybody I've talked to so far says, that's legal, isn't
it? They thought they were legal, just didn't want to put it in the
log book. Hey, the guy who was sending instructions from BP to the
ship owner, the captain to d

o it
,

looked at me a
t

lunch the other day,
says Chuck the reason I don't have a good memory I thought it was
legal, even when you were bitching about it that bad. What the hell.

What does your buddy in the EPA say about this, or does h
e know?
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MR. HAMEL: OK. Here what I did finally on that. You know, I love to stick it
to EPA, but I can't take [on?] the world. So I called John Hahn,
the attorney at EPA, who did this strange investigation. So I said,
John, the other day you're going to trust me more time, John.
Everybody likes John. And I said, ah, I said, here's one of our
problems. I said there's something wrong with your investigation, and
your not going to tell me Robie Russell told you not to go to far.
No, Robie, I can't say Robie Russell told me not to go to far. He
took me off, put me on, took me off, put me on, you know. It
dragged out for ever, and I know from a friend of John Hahn, John
said I really feel bad, about Chuck, and all that shit because I am
just enforcing it, tone this thing down, and I can't d

o it the way I

would like to do it
.

And I have to look at it as a certain focus that

I am being forced to take on. So, he's got wife and kids. He's got

1
5 years o
r

1
4 years o
r

whatever the agency - I said, John, what
did you do. I says, ah, you know, the guy who sat and watched you -

------ right question whatnot. He said I thought --- stuff. He
says, well, I did the best I could, and I said, well what, did you
subpoena the owners and ask them did they d

o

it
?

He said, n
o I

didn't. I said, why not? Did you subpoena and ask 'em if they did
this kind o

f things? Well, I had no proof that they did it
,

so, all I

did, h
e says, Chuck, you owe me this much. He says, I want you to

know that I personally went over every single ballast log on every
ship that ever went to Alyeska. No, shit. John, you told me the
crewman's gonna put that on. He said, well nobody told me
different. Well, yeah, he wouldn't talk to me, see, he couldn't talk

to me. Once they gave him a
ll

this his boss wouldn't let him talk

to me any more.

MR. BLACK: He checked this?

MR. HAMEL: What he checked was, what they’re talking about. This logs, and he
looked a

t every single one o
f

them. Bullshit. He subpoenaed those
and looked a

t

them. But what the hell he's, o
r

h
e got 'em from

Alyeska and whatnot the Coast Guard. So h
e never saw. He only

saw what they sucked in and what they gave out, and he couldn't find
anything added in. He just knew there was something, because he
had these sworn affidavits that I had gave him, that it happened.
But, my affidavits were from the receiving end that saw a cable saying
that were shipping some shit up to you.

MR. BLACK: Ummm.

MR. HAMEL: You know, warning them that, you're going to have a
n upset

condition. We're shipping up some stuff. So, what he couldn't find
was anybody bringing it o

r anybody sending it
,

and when h
e didn't

ask for the cables, I said what did you ask for the cables? He said
how could I. I wouldn't know what cables to ask for. I said, well,
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MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

you know I was trying to tell you at the time. The cable content was
very simple. Well what I wanted him to do is

,

sure h
e

couldn't.......

Cablegrams.

Cablegrams to the ship. You know, he would b
e walking around with

50,000 documents to look a
t. And that's why he didn't g
o

to that.
But I said, John, what I want him to do, but h

e wouldn’t
communicate with me o

r

his boss wouldn't either, is I would ask for
the cables only........

Excuse me. Yes...... OK..... Um...... That's fine with me. Tell him
we’ll.... The most important thing for me to d

o
is that h
e

does the
research and, ah, and finish it and we'll authorize overtime. Yeah,
OK, thanks.

All he had to do was ask the cable traffic from the time the ship
leaves Panama to leaving, refueling, ah, Anchorage. And that's where
they're told, pick up this other stuff. It's right in there. And you're

not getting a lot o
f

cables there. But he didn't ask for that. And
he didn't ask for the cables, cause h

e couldn't go through all the
cables, h

e

said. So, anyway, that's what my guy was expecting when

h
e

came in his office. He was expecting him to say, well, let me see
the cables, you know, for loading, you know gives instructions to put
anything else in there, o

r anything like that. They would have been
bound to give it

. Instead, he said, do you do, do you ship, you know,
ah, hazardous waste o

r anything like that.

Do you know o
f

any hazardous waste being shipped up there wrong?

The guy was easy with the lawyer sitting there, I don't know nothing.
Do you know anything about - now. How do I know. I don’t
know if it's hazardous waste. He never ran an analysis. You know
how lawyers handle that. And that's why his report says he couldn’t
find anybody. He said to me, Chuck, if you got something, h

e didn't
say bring it to him. No. He knows me well enough. He knows that

I don't trust EPA. He'd have to bring that back to Washington with

a
ll

that stuff. I says, John, I am going to do something about it.

And I says, you know, I’m going to do something positive about it.

And h
e says, I guess you'll be taking some action. Some legal action.

I says, yeah. He says, please do not. It won't hurt me at all, and
ah, I'm tickled pink. Just d

o it, firstly. Secondly, I said to him, I

said, oh, I should have brought a copy of my fax to him. I said, OK,
John, what I want from you is this. He had been sick in the hospital,

so -------- back in work. I said, John, I want to know what is the
statute o

f

limitations o
n this, because, you know, when you went and

investigated you didn't find anything. So, I said I’d like to know
where the statute o

f

limitations o
n this, how far back they go. He

said, I don't know maybe 5 years or more. He said, I honestly don’t
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know. He said, I'll look it up. I says, find out for me what is the
statute of limitations. How far back can we go? Cause I still got
the ones that I still have, when I first talked about . . Now
that my guy has quit, I can make a bigger issue of that one. Or the
ones that he didn't catch. Then, and at the same time, in my fax to
him, I says, I'd like to know the statute of limitations. How far back
can we go? And what is the penalty, you know, what is the penalty
for this? Reading the NPDES permit and whatnot, it says it's wrong.
They talk about $25,000 a day for each occurrence, or what not.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: That ain't much to me. Cause, each one, but, but, ah, but the
practice of doing it. If it's one-time shot, but if it's a practice of

doing it
,

what is the penalty under that. It's not 25 a
, I think it's

2
5
a day for every day in between.

[Side 3 o
f

audio track o
f

Exhibit 27 ends; meeting continues in Exhibit 28]
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Continued from Exhibit 27.

MR. HAMEL: Ray Nye had nothing to do with this. Ray Nye is air quality. This
is water.

MR. BLACK: OK. But does he know this stuff?

MR. HAMEL: Ray Nye is like [inaudible] that's the way EPA works. This is mine.
This is yours. If John Hund knew about this, he's just the attorney,
he'd have to take it to the new head of EPA, who is just EPA in
Region 10. She's a former attorney for AirWest here in Washington.

She is just moving into Seattle momentarily. There is a temporary

head sent from Washington because the prior head was relieved of
his duties for helping Alyeska and Bunker Hill, two outfits, the
atomic energy plant.

MR. BLACK: Really?

MR. HAMEL: Oh, yeah. He's been relieved. [inaudible] The inspector general got

so many complaints from employees after the Exxon Valdez,
everything started with Exxon Valdez, I'll tell you. You know, EPA
started waking up about things and so the inspector general had so
many complaints and the deputy director quit and went to the IG.
They all went to the IG and said we'll be running a bookwork
operation and everything that we find wrong. The head of EPA says,
anybody dead? anybody die? any dead fish? dead animal? Show
me a dead animal, a dead person, I'll do something. Then he sent
back the memo. Whatever. It was terrible. So then, Bunker Hill,
had sick people. They were hiding their radiation effects on people.

And that's what he got fired over. Because then he was covering up
because he couldn't find dead people, they were only sick. Show me
some dead people, a dead animal. And then, on Alyeska, he was
protecting Alyeska as well, so and now Alyeska went sour; everybody
went bitching to the IG. And so the IG confronted him with all
these bitches and what they were going to do and he quit that
afternoon and then they sent a temporary guy out of Washington,
Dunn. When Dunn arrived, he just told everybody, you know, sorry,
Washington wants to make it up to you. So what did he do wrong
and what did they want to clean up? And everybody came up with
this is what I wanted to do. OK, go do it Ray Nye. OK, I had to
go do it. Everybody g

o

d
o your thing. And we'll leave it alone.

And Washington will back you u
p

o
n everything. S
o

that everybody
got clobbered out there who were going sailing high and a

ll o
f
a

sudden like Alyeska and whatnot and a
ll o
f

them were in deep
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trouble. But this new gal is a backed political appointee and she's
supposed to have her wings of her own in another three weeks to
a month. Dunn's coming home. And she's going to take over. So,
if you were go give something to her now, Dunn wouldn't do anything
with it. Because h

e

is going out. And she's a political appointee;
she's got to look a

t it, what's it a
ll about, she's going to b
e up to

here in her job, she wouldn't do any unnecessary -

MR. BLACK: Oh I understand. I was just --

MR. HAMEL: John Hund said if we come out and we do a legal action; if we do,

h
e

doesn't know it that I have, he thinks I am going to come in with

a big suit. Which is fine. I want him to think that. But if I come

in and just say "stay". "Don't issue it
"

because it puts the onus on
them. Overnight, they’ve got to g

o

find out what is going on. This
time, they are going to have to d

o it right because they can't afford
wrong twice. So we won't have to do a hell o

f
a lot. If we don't

want to
.

Once we’ve hung them, photographs and that kind o
f

stuff.
Look, what I am telling Ballantine is

,
get his guys and we may have

to pay for a trip for him to g
o

down. Where h
e would get his guys

and book it straight, you know which local place to g
o

rent a video
and go rent it one day and try it out.

MR. BLACK: Well, we've got people that will do that.

MR. HAMEL: I know, but by the time you get the people there, I want to be there
the minute the guy knows that that barge is over there, get their ass
over there with a video and start videoing.

-

MR. BLACK: If I get a telephone call, I can have people over there in four or
five hours.

MR. HAMEL: You've got guys out there a
t

the coast?

MR. BLACK: Oh yeah. Hell, yeah.

MR. HAMEL: So then what we would d
o

then is
,

we will tell you where the
locations are that we are going to want done and when they will
call you o

r

them o
r whatever, and they will grab those guys and get

them out there b
y

boat o
r -

MR. BLACK: I'll put one of my guys with them. We'll see, h
e picks the place,

we'll meet them. I’m real concerned about, I mean, the historical
stuff is great to hose them on paper but I want to make sure that
we stop what's going on. I don't want to let anything else happen,
you know, that's ongoing. You know what I mean?

MR. HAMEL:. The day you do that, and we get a stay and whatnot, it will stop
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happening that day. And that's why I agree that while we're, what
I want is for your guys to be preparing that stay and we won't use
it until we do a photograph. I agree that that's, it would have gone
quicker but I agree that we catch them in the act one time and that
ship's on it

s way to Alaska with that shit in it and then that's when
we hit them with video, photographs, whatever. Then, but in the
meantime, I want to get it ready so that the day we get, it only takes
6,7,8 days to get to Alaska, you want to g

o

in with that thing before

it gets to Alaska. If your lawyers say, "I've got to study this and
understand this", oh, no, --

MR. BLACK: Even if they do say that, at the same time, we need to put them on
notice that --

MR. HAMEL: But if your guys understand all this shit well, then their stay is a

hell o
f
a lot stronger. They can say, "this is what they’ve done, this

is how Exxon is polluting itself". In other words, when you do this,
and you catch it on it

s way, you also got the big highlighter here that
Exxon did it and was polluting it

s

own area that it was trying to clean
up. I mean, they’re just killing some more fish.

MR. BLACK: It could be rude.

MR. HAMEL: The history is there. You know if it was just something that was
happening and they were arguing, what's it gonna hurt, what's it

gonna hurt, its all, the history is there. Then I get Riki Ott, who
ust got off the boat last night, and she's a sediment toxicologist, Dr.
Riki Ott, an official woman, board o

f

U.S.A. and all that kind o
f

stuff, --

MR. BLACK: Yeah, you told me.

MR. HAMEL: And Oil Reform Alliance, president. And she's going to be calling

in tonight and she'll be ready with a statement for
our friend up in Boston, it'll b

e
a quote. She's becoming a
n expert

on ballast water. And she has been making a lot o
f

complaints about

it
. And she put in comments trying to stop some o
f

these
modifications. So she'll say the Oil Reform Alliance, and she's also
on a technical advisory group now to the EPA DEC for ballast water.
That was my idea way back when. A citizen's advisory group. Well,
she's on a technical advisory group. And she'll say this is absurd, I

mean, what the hell is going on?

MR. BLACK: Doesn't anybody take any water samples in the bay there o
r
in the

water outside the ballast water treatment plant?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. Its self-monitoring. It always has been. MR. BLACK:
Very well. If they are dumping these chemicals, can't somebody
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just go out there?

MR. HAMEL: But see, you have to know what you're looking for. If you were to
take a sample, and not know what you are looking for, there's a
certain test to run for PCBs, and a certain test for heavy metals and
whatnot. When you dilute it

,

for example, you are going to find a
s

Ballantine has been saying, there are times these ships haven't been
carrying any dirty ballast and live only on their clean ballast and the
weather is perfect a

ll

the way u
p

and they’ve got this enormous
amount o

f

water. Why? He, independent o
f

me, found out that,
well, h

e

knew that something was wrong from, this time Baker told
him that I was bitching about that. So h

e

started looking into these
ballast reports and says, wait a minute, why d

o

those ships show up

there with all this ballast, dirty ballast, when all prior trips and after
trips has had segregated ballast? See, when you get there, you dump
your segregated ballast and you start loading on arrival. You dump

it in the ocean as you're going in, the tugs are pushing you on and
you're just dumping it

,

because it's clean, segregated ballast. But your
dirty ballast, you got to hook up to shore, you got to wait, and your
ship's gotta pump that stuff off in 12 hours, 1

5 hours, whatever time

it takes, depending on how many barrels you got. When you are
finished, you got to lock up everything, repipe it

,
rechange it

,

so now
you're gonna receive. So the whole thing is

,
a supertanker costs a

fortune, right? Every minute counts. So you never want any dirty

ballast if you can get by with it
,

but the captain makes that decision.
And if he's coming through the Gulf of Alaska and the weather is

going to be bad, he's sucks in a lot o
f dirty ballast to make it through

there.

MR. BLACK: Sure.

MR. HAMEL: But when you’ve looked like Ballantine, whose job used to be, h
e

didn't know why this was going on because h
e was a bosun, h
e

used

to get all that stuff done for them, and he starts wondering as he is

telling me, "I'll b
e damned, now I know what you are talking about.

I didn't know why we took dirty ballast on way the hell back." You
know. And mix this shit with it

,

so they’re sitting in the harbor and
they are taking o

n

ballast way back in the beginning o
f

the trip, crap
coming o

n

board from a barge. You've got to dilute the stuff, you

can't just le
t
it si
t

o
n

the bottom and then you can't get it out the
other end. You've got to spread it out so it stays a little diluted,

otherwise it just would b
e a pile o
f sludge. You see, its really sludge,

what he's sending up. There's a thing for you, it
s really sludge.

Sludge has everything, heavy metals. If you do a product tanker,
you’ve got lead and everything else in it.

MR. BLACK: Sludge?
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MR. HAMEL: Sludge. S-L-U-D-G-E.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Yeah, I know, all right.

MR. HAMEL: And in this thing you'll find because of me that I accuse them of
the ballast water treatment plant taking it

s sludge and putting it

back through the front end. And I caught them a
t

that. And they
were issued a compliance order to stop doing that. Because when
you keep putting through, finally, it dilutes out. And the dilution o

f

the solution is the pollution. And they argue, you see in newspaper
articles, that the thing against me is

,

that they just happen to have

a good plant and don't compare with other plants because they just
happen to have a plant that doesn't accumulate sludge. They do such

a great job. A great job of what, you know? How do you not have
sludge? Because in the total suspended solids, you keep it floating

around so much, that you have a high total suspended solids. In

Southerville, Scotland, the water has to go through sand. The sand
filters catches a

ll suspended solids, but then they’ve got a big
problem. They’ve got a lot o

f

shit in the open sludge. But Alyeska

has no sludge. It has no sand filter. And it is part of the total
suspended solids and it just goes into the drink. And a big part o

f

that is naphthalene, and naphthalene, deadly to the fish, but anyway,

another story. So anyway, what I want is for, I'm going to photocopy
this back to back for you, and I'm going to give some o

f

the
compliance orders and the original crap and you get your lawyers
looking a

t

those points.

MR. BLACK: I'll have Sherree photocopy that and give it back to you.

MR. HAMEL: OK, if you want. And then ask her to make two copies, one that

is not back to back, so it's easier to work with. I'll do that part
and you get your lawyers to start looking a

t --

MR. BLACK: This will give them the background.

MR. HAMEL: I've got more to give you a
s far as the judge's involvement, the

federal court involvement, the, it ought to keep u
s busy for awhile.

In the meantime, a
s
a side issue, I will work some kind of a thing

in o
n

the Florida Keys that if worst comes to worst, if we can't g
o

to court on it
,

then we can confront Exxon on it as Ecolit. And
say, Exxon, what d

o you want to d
o

about this? We put sworn
testimony, Exxon, here's sworn testimony, one o

f your people, I won't
give you the names involved, Exxon, but this is what I'm going to do.
I'm going to do something about it.

MR. BLACK: And you let me know if you need another check.
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What is your schedule? When are you leaving?

Hell, I'm waiting here this afternoon. I may run out, I may leave
this afternoon.

That quick?

And come back Monday. I am waiting to hear what goes on. I
got a couple of things going.

Yeah, I'll put a package together and get Sherree to send it to you
or fax to you or whatever that complements this for your people.
And they can have a list that gives them an idea of there's a lot
more articles, but that gives you an idea. There's 160 articles in this
period.

When are you going to do your mailing to everybody?

I'm just working on that now. I got last night a computer, Rich
came over to set my computer up for us to put all those names and
addresses of every employee that we have for Alyeska. There's a lot
more. But we got a lot of them; enough for me to make the mailing.

Do you think they are going to correspond with you? As a result
of this?

No. I'm not asking them to but my postal box is there. I'm changing
my postal box from me to the outsider. And if they want to
communicate with me, but I'm also going to put my 800 number.

I was going to say, feel free to use our address if you want, they
can send you mail in care of us.
Well, they don't know who you are.

But if you want to be associated with us for the purpose like you
said of getting --

Well, that we'll add in to one of the newsletters. Well, right now,

and I told three people from Alyeska yesterday of the Outsider. All
three of them were just flabbergasted. Chuck Hamel, I want you to
know that every guy I know in Alyeska will be looking forward to
your Outsider more than the Insider. They just, a

ll

three o
f

them just

went through the ceiling. It's going to b
e
a very simple number to

keep flushing this stuff out.

How are you getting this mailing list?

I already got the mailing list.
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MR. BLACK: Well, you showed me that. But how do you get an accurate mailing
list?

MR. HAMEL: Well, this was done for the union that tried to unionize them. And
so I got, I don't have a complete mailing list, but I got, in fact, guys
who are pro-Alyeska are not on this mailing list. But I don't care
if they are pro or not, what I understand will happen is

,

anything like
this happens, there's always these guys at the shop who put it on the
bulletin board right away. Anything like this. For your thing, from
when you put your thing, I mean, the guys were playing around with

it
,
it was on the bulletin board. So, those who didn't get it in their

car that day, on the next shift, and every time the company pulls it

down, somebody else puts it back up. And then the guys just take

it and photocopy it for themselves. I mean, it's the funniest thing in

the world, this operation is unbelievable. So, what I'm told is
,

every

employee will know about it
. Especially since I’m going to their

homes. Now, I have a list of all the employees that come to the
back o

f

the Insider for their 10th anniversary, new hires, I really have
every employee if I took the time, it's in small print, to do something
with it. But even putting it through scanning it would b

e too hard

to work with unless, what I'm looking a
t doing, is blowing

it up and then scanning it
.

MR. BLACK: If you blow it up, we'll scan it and we can make labels.

MR. HAMEL: Well, I’ve got one o
f

those label set-ups now where I put it in and
then it alphabetizes them, but the problem with those is that I'd
have to mail it in care o

f Alyeska, each one. And I don’t want to
send anything care o

f Alyeska. See, the list that I have, the old list
that I have, every week in the Insider, people who were hired,
changed position, and a

ll

that kind o
f stuff, with this list I can track

everybody, could have access if I wanted to
,

but it just says where
they are, pump station eight, o

r headquarters.

MR. BLACK: That list that you showed me,

MR. HAMEL: That I'm putting in the computer and Kathy is beginning to type
them in and that is going to b

e

with the system I have, a letter
writing system with photomask o

r whatever, and then just push a

button and put them in alphabetical order, press a button and d
o

labels only o
r envelopes only, and then I can have information on

each one o
f them, like I can have the phone number of each one

o
f

them and a postal box. And those that I don't, I'm going to put

in and have them separate. Separate until I can get the information.
Now yesterday I get a new guy who quit. It

s
a funny deal. A guy

that sent a message through a mutual friend probably eight months
ago. The guy was paranoid a
s hell; he was just so scared. And h
e
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sent me photographs that didn't come out. He had taken
photographs in the terminal and he was afraid he would get caught
with them, gave them to her, a roll of miniature camera jobs and
whatnot, and there just wasn't enough light.

MR. BLACK: What's he taking photographs of?

MR. HAMEL: Well, it turns out that he found, according to him, and he thinks
they are going to kill him and all that shit, so I never called because
a guy that thinks Alyeska is monitoring his phones and he can't call
me from his home, he can't call me at my home, he is afraid they
want to kill him, he's scared to death. I need to initiate contact with
that man like I need a hole in the head. Because if something
happens to him, I've got another burden and I got that guy that
committed suicide.

MR. BLACK: Do you think it
s

real o
r
is h
e paranoid?

MR. HAMEL: Paranoid. But that's alright. But that's why we're a
ll

here. Because

I don't need that burden either. I got enough problems in my life.

If I was the company, it would be different, you know. So what I

did was, I got the film and I sent the message back that it didn't
come out but he was going to be, I gave him a way for him to call
me if he wanted to, and I got up to Alaska and what I should have
done was contact my friend and have dinner with my friend in

Anchorage and say, hey, I could have said, hey, I want to see the guy,
I'll drive down the parkway and meet him somewhere. I got so

afraid that I would not initiate it until he came back to me; I just
told it that way. Well, it turns out he quit.

MR. BLACK: When did he quit?

MR. HAMEL: His last day was yesterday. And h
e

was scared to death. He was
afraid something was going to happen to him; he's leaving

for Thailand. So, his girlfriend o
r

wife is in Thailand. And he's
got retirement. He'll live off the retirement in Thailand like a

,

but
the guy, uh, he's going to take two weeks to sell his house o

r

more

b
y

the time h
e finds a buyer and a
ll

that kind o
f

stuff and make
arrangements to sell it

,

so, when I called him the other night, h
e

was
sleeping. And h

e

was going o
n

shift later, but he had a
n unlisted

number, it took me from the time h
e quit a week ago it took me a

week to find his number. I found his number and called him and

h
e

said h
e would b
e glad to talk to me. Go to his office, yesterday

was his last day on the job, and I gave him my 800 number for him

to call me o
r I call him back. And h
e says, you know, Mr. Hamel,

you'd b
e surprised how many friends you have inside o
f Alyeska.

You just don't know. Everybody is afraid to contact you. So, that
just gooses me up every time. What he did was, he found he's in
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maintenance, he knows everything about everything because he is a
maintenance guy they use a

ll

over the place, very capable
maintenance guy. So he's all over the place and maintenance hears
everything, sees everything, and h

e

does their dirty work for them.
So, he found out that the tank farm was [inaudible] and they're
running another tank here somewhere and h

e found this pump, and

h
e

has to maintain that pump. They were going to take water, that
water that I talked about, and they were going to order the tanker

to pour it back into the tank again. Shit, they do this kind o
f

stuff.
Someday, I'll convince you o

f

this, but anyway, so I'm not surprised,
anybody else would say, come on

MR. BLACK: Pump water into the oil tank?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. Because they are vaporizing so much, they are losing so

much along the pipeline, plus they use some to fuel themselves, that
they have three refineries along the pipeline, pump stations. They

refine fuel oil for themselves. Guess what? They don't measure in

and out. And I never knew that. I always figured they had meters
on that shit. Well, one o

f

the guys that runs one o
f

those things like
that; they become a new source and they talk. But he runs to my

source earlier on for a different reason. I don't ask any questions
because then h

e gets in trouble. I'm very fine about that; I don't let
anybody get hurt on my account; I just can't carry them. I never
asked him, I met with him secretly and I just let him say what he
wants to say and I never asked him for anything because I just won't.
He gets through with me, he says, Chuck, he says, with this new thing
that they are talking about, here's what they’re doing, they're
vaporizing and they're doing these terrible things. Oh, yeah, there's
something that I’ve got to talk to you about. Ah, Ray Nye, I’ve got
one Ray Nye one that's picked up that you could get into real quick

and we'd have a lot o
f fun; Ray would love it
.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: Rather than Ray doing something about it
,

we would g
o

in and
make a complaint and then h

e would immediately d
o something

about it
. So, he tells me this a
t

the pump station, a
t

the refineries,
they don't measure any amount. I just couldn't believe it. Because

I knew they were cheating with water because they sell it so they
make up what they lose in vapor, you know there's twice the Exxon
Valdez every year that is lost in vapor just a

t

the shipboarding. Plus
the tank farm. Plus the whole pipeline is leaking like a sieve o

n

vapors, just leaking like you wouldn't believe. Because they are
injecting natural gas liquids and butane wants to get out; it wasn't
designed to have butane so the butane wants to get out at every spot,
which the employees hate because they drink that shit, benzene. So,

h
e said, this is over eight months ago, he coaxes me into the water,
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he wants to know and if you look at anything, my whole history is
water. And Alyeska is cheating on water, so the guy has really got
my heart so I figure I'll just wait him out or I'll never get him but
I will not start something with him. But now that he quit, I called
him. But what he was telling me in the photographs he was sending

is he was working on the pump that would pump the damn water
back. And he started checking by the amount of the pump that the
pump can pump, so many gallons an hour and whatnot, he started
figuring out how much they were pumping back into the tank.
[inaudible]. So he wrote to the president of Alyeska. And told
them that this is going on. So George Nelson contacts him back
and says no, you're confused; that's when he started realizing that
he had his ass in a sling because [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: Is this what he took a picture of?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. It didn't come out. But I’ve still got the film and the
filmstrip, who knows, maybe somebody can enhance it or whatever,
but the main thing is as long as he was in there, he couldn't do much
about it anyway. Well now that he kept threatening to quit, I
checked him out right away and one of my people said the guy is
nutty as a fruitcake. He's paranoid; he thinks they are going to hurt
him and whatnot. OK, that's his business. But he also likes little
girls. Oh, shit. And he boasts about little girls in Thailand, he's got
a young girl who is his sort of wife over there and he plays and they
just young girls all the time. They’ve got pictures of them. All these
young girls. Oh, shit.

MR. BLACK: You mean, like, pornographic pictures of him and young girls?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. No, nude young girls. But this is Thailand, Taiwan, Korea
and a bunch of guys from Alyeska live in the Far East on their time
off. But hey, you're talking about, when I said morons, you're talking
about Okies who now go to Alaska, who used to make $15,000 a year

on the pipeline and whatnot down here, they go up and work for
Alyeska since day one, and they earn eighty, ninety thousand dollars.
And they’re on two weeks, off two weeks. Hunt, fish, whatever life
you lead, but these guys who will never make that money again, and
they’re fully vested after 10 years, and they'll sell their soul for
anything for Alyeska. So guys like that who get divorced, they hear
from the other guys about the Far East. So they take their two
month vacation; what they do is they work extra hours; you work and
stay on, instead of two weeks on and two weeks off, you stay for a
lot longer, then you got four or five weeks a year vacation anyway
coming from them plus you get overtime, not overtime, but you work
a whole bunch of weeks, and you get your weeks off, the next thing
you know you’ve three months in the Far East [break in recording],
and they go over to wherever they want to live and that's the life
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they lead, that's their business. But I don't want him as a witness,
anyway, but I don't need him if he's that screwed up. But the point
he was making is when Mr. Nelson told him that's not true, that he
is confused, he got scared but he also is back there, right arm-left
arm, you forget, he's over there working on that same pump again
and is there pumping the water again. And from his point of view,
it's, oh, shit, now I'm in trouble for having trouble with something

that is still doing it
,

so I shouldn't have said anything because now
my ass is in a sling with the company for having noticed it and said
something. So, I don't know what else h

e is going to tell me. I

haven't even talked to him yet. We are going to talk to him this
week. And push comes to shove, I may fl

y

up and meet him.
Because I’ve done that before.

MR. BLACK: Where is he?

MR. HAMEL: He's in Valdez. And he may not want to see me in Valdez. You
know, everybody is afraid after [inaudible] but he is afraid. In fact,
he went to Maureen to talk to me; that's how he did it. She was in

town for a little while at Valdez working for [DEC?], so, but I know
that this part alone I want to get from him; it all relates, it al

l

comes

back. And anything else h
e is going to tell me. Or nothing.

Whatever he's got. But this is fine. Those people, now, what I

picked up, also, that would affect you now is
,

Ray Nye and Ray

should b
e back in his office momentarily, I am waiting for a call, his

vacation should be over, two weeks, Ray is the one that got
shortchanged when they put the rim coolers and everything back on,
delayed the pipeline and whatnot. And they say they are in

compliance and everything is fine, leaves u
s alone. It turns out that

MR. BLACK: What's Ray's story? Is he a good guy, a bad guy?

MR. HAMEL: Ray's a good guy.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah? That's a
ll right. Those are just notes o
f

ours. In fact, you
can erase anything but the green stuff. OK, here, up in these little
refineries that I told you about. You got the refinery, the refinery

is this, you got the main pipeline going down o
n

the pipeline to the
Valdez, and you got what is called a surge tank for a

n emergency.

In case you get too much pressure, o
il
is diverted into the pump

station here into a surge tank; it's a huge tank. Ray Nye [I?] is

bitching because that tank is
,

would b
e kicking up natural gas liquids

because it's not set up for vapor recovery. So that is part o
f

this
whole argument that they are doing. Spewing out hydrocarbons. But
Alyeska argues to him, and in this I saw some of their arguments,
aw, cut it out, don't make a big issue about that, that only happens,
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we got a record of it
,

that when there is too much pressure it

overflows into here. It doesn't happen that often, maybe twice a

month. Don't make a
n

issue about this. So, we'll put in a

_, no big deal. What they didn't tell him is that for the refinery,

there's a small tank here that takes oil off the pipeline into the
refinery loading tank. You suck oil off the pipeline and you take
diesel off the top o

r jet fuel and you put it in this tank here and you

use it on the pipeline and down the pipeline and the heavy o
il goes

back into the pipeline. That's legal. That's what I say, they don't
measure it

. So, they’ve taken something off, they don't measure how
much. So no wonder they want to put water in the other end.
Because they get so much u

p

a
t Pump Station One, they want to

have a
s much going out o
f Valdez, so that's how they make money.

So, some o
f

that going out o
f

Valdez is water and counts a
s oil. It
s

measured a
s oil. Now, what they are doing, Ray Nye doesn't know,

and I found out, at each of the pump stations, they don't use this
tank, too much hassle. What they d

o is they have constant flow o
f

oil going into here and into here. And this backup thing is you have
twice a month. But if you had constantly every day oil coming in

here and going to here in this big tank and had no vapor recovery,

this oil coming in here has natural gas liquids in it. And it's butane
that wants to get out. He says this is venting all day long. And that
Ray doesn't know about. If I gave you the articles about that shit,
what's happening on this whole argument that I caused two years ago,

MR. BLACK: So are you going to tell Ray about this?

MR. HAMEL: Well, Ray is [unintelligible, tone over conversation] home about this.

MR. BLACK: Hello, it's what, OK, put him through. How are you? Good. OK,
yeah.

MR. HAMEL: I got to tinkle.

MR. BLACK: Go ahead. In fact, I am going to go down there with you in a

second.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah, things are fine. I'm getting a lesson on vapor problems and
things like that. But Vern is here and everything is fine. I need

to g
o

to the bathroom so I am going to go when he's there, so we

don’t have him in the room without the one-party issue. So, I'll
talk to you, I want to talk to you about some things at home anyway.
Good bye. You're boring, bye.

MR. BLACK: Yes, they are. That will b
e great, so we'll do that. Stay o
n sailboat

and not have to worry about the other things.

MR. HAMEL: Sherree will b
e looking for you.
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MR. BLACK: Yeah. I don't know where she is. But she'll call back.

MR. HAMEL: OK, look at this. What I am talking to Ray at home about is he
is going to go find out that what I recall seeing of what
was happening that I'm right, that he has been lied to

,

h
e thinks

that this is operating and h
e

thinks this is only for the surge and h
e

doesn't know that this is leaking and all that kind o
f stuff, OK.

While Ray is doing that, the guy that works with this pump station,

a
t

this power plant, not power plant, refinery, you told me about it

the other day, and I told him I can make some music on it and h
e

said, "OK, go do it". And I said, no, I won't. And he says, why not?

I says, how d
o I know it's not happening at the other two pump

stations? I'm sure it is
.

You know, they do everything the same way.

I says, yeah, but if it isn't, you are always suspect, h
e is suspect, they

think h
e

is one o
f

my sources. And h
e knows that they know,

everybody knows that he is probably one o
f my sources. Because o
f

the things that h
e

has done. So, I says, that's all we need is to hang
your ass, because if the other two pump stations are not doing it,

they'll figure it
s gotta be you and I'm in the middle. I just don't do

those things.

MR. BLACK: This is the guy you told me they knew about because o
f

the mail?

MR. HAMEL: No, this is a whole new thing. No, I got one guy who because o
f

the mail told me about the rim coolers, he calls in all the time, and

h
e calls in to me before I even say anything to him. I says, hey,

what are they doing up there? I don't like to ask questions that the
guy could get into trouble if he told me. Its just that I hear that they
are going to spruce things up again. He says, yeah, you know I just
put the rim coolers back on. And this guy keeps asking my other
guy, because they happen to know each other for some other reasons,

is this guy in Washington? and Miller and whatnot. And the other
guy says, nope. I figured you are one of his sources, because you are
always bitching about some o

f

these things. So, give me some o
f

your stuff. The one guy is giving the other guy stuff to send to me.

And h
e

doesn't know that the other one is one o
f my sources. And

I don't tell each one.

MR. BLACK: That's the way to do it
.

MR. HAMEL: I just can’t. Because that's a way to get into trouble.

MR. BLACK: That's the way to d
o it
.

MR. HAMEL: S
o I told him I will not touch this until he is sure that it's going to

b
e a
t

each o
f

the other two pump stations, the other two refineries.
And h

e says, well, I'll find out right now. And I says, don't you g
o
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calling up there. They'll record you. He says, no, no, a guy at the
other refinery is on off-week too, I'll call him at home. And he calls
me back ten minutes later. When you give guys an 800 number, they

do a lot different when they’ve got to --

MR. BLACK: Sure.

MR. HAMEL: Plus they don't want their own phone bill to show my number. So,
he calls back and says they are doing it at the other pump station.
I say, OK, can you find out while you are on your off-week if the
third one is operating that way? Then I really feel, I felt comfortable
with two anyway. He says "I'll do that". And I says, then I didn't
say anymore. Well I said I was going to find out; Ray Nye was at
my house that night. We left the next morning and I forgot all about

it
.

So we're doing all those conversations with Ray; I take him to

the airport and forget, so I said to him, I'll get on it, Ray Nye and
I'll find out how it's recorded and if it is then we'll make some music.
He said, I'll tell you what, I'm going back this week, he comes off
Thursday. On Thursday morning, and he's always been true to form
when h

e says h
e is going to do something, I have diagrams of this

little refinery and this tank and that tank, that I already have. But
mine are old. He's going to get some up-to-date ones right out o

f

the files. And he's going to send me the piping that's been added
and how it functions.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. That's great.

MR. HAMEL: He's going to get me all that; that will b
e in the mail Thursday

morning. I know him well, Thursday afternoon, maybe he'll be off
the plane b

y Thursday afternoon and he'll g
o

right to the post office
and ship it to me, I just know h

e will. So anyway, but I didn't ask
him for it. You get used to doing that. I let him offer. I told him

I had some diagrams I could work with; let me get you some that
are up to date, I'll do it right for you and I'll show you just how to -

MR. BLACK: So you kind o
f

set it up and put the thought in his mind.

MR. HAMEL: Because, you know, he gets caught sending that to me and he loses
his job and a

t $80,000 a year, he's got family too, except that h
e says,

you know, it was his idea, h
e did it
. I don't feel bad. He wants it

solved, h
e

thinks it is wrong that they are doing it and h
e

wants to

go that far, that's his business, but for me to ask him for that and
then h

e gets caught, I'd never forgive myself. Hey, I gotta live with
myself. And the guy, I can't get him a new job. I can't help him.
So, you know, you're an organization, you're different. But I am a

human. I didn't say that your guys are too. But I am a
n individual.
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MR. BLACK: Well I can't keep his job either.

MR. HAMEL: I know but, say if your guys ask us you've got a job to do. The
environment is your thing and you've got to do it

.

But I can't do

that. And I never will. So, but it works out in the end. What I

get is so strong that I can't believe it. This is being mailed to me
Thursday. Ray Nye, I will talk to and find out the legal stuff. Ray,

I will talk to him at home, so that if Ray can show me that there is

some legal action that we can take, then we d
o
it right away. I mean

we d
o it in two weeks' time. But Ray will then give me all the legal

ways to handle it because h
e just as soon, rather than his knowing

about it
,

every time h
e

makes a noise, the EPA, the new
administrator will look a

t
it and DEC will look at it
.

What I was
going to d

o if you weren't, well, I would have just, and I didn't think

o
f you al
l

just now, when I talked to him the other day, the deal was
that I was going to make a noise in a written letter because it's my
deal in the first place, this whole air quality is mine.

MR. BLACK: So you think that Ray could put us o
n target based on -

MR. HAMEL: Well, see, what I am going to do with Ray now, I was just going to

write a letter and announce that this is what they are doing; the
fuckers are lying and everybody and whatnot. But if Ray can give
me a

ll

the legal side o
f it, then you guys, your lawyers can just pick

it up.

MR. BLACK: That would be great.

MR. HAMEL: And Ray wouldn't mind, because it's not his fault, and we just come

in and make noise and h
e picks u
p

from there because h
e is mad;

the state backed off a little bit, the federal judge backed off, and now
with the Iraqi thing it

s

even worse. They are going to back off on

everything unless we come in and really hit them with stuff.

MR. BLACK: OK, well, that sounds good.

MR. HAMEL: This is gonna b
e

fun. If he can show me the legal aspect, that
they’ve lied to him and they’re each running around with
some live stuff, then they'll know how to spell your name in a hurry.

On this one thing, and this is so clean, we do that right away. And
then we come in with this one a few weeks later --

MR. BLACK: Yeah yeah yeah.

MR. HAMEL: and then we've got credibility. Each one had been festering deals
for years. So it's not something that people have to get identified
with and the press has to understand; they know this intimately.

On this air quality thing, one TV station did, and I’ve got the clips
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for you, they did days and days of this of how this is going, there is
something wrong.

MR. BLACK: Nye is in Alaska or in Seattle?

MR. HAMEL: He's in the regional office in Seattle; head of air quality for al
l

o
f

the West Coast.

MR. BLACK: I'd love to meet him if he ever gets down here.

MR. HAMEL: He doesn't travel usually; h
e just was o
n

vacation with his family

and stayed a
t

the house for a couple days. I mean, we're close.
And h

e thinks that the government doesn't handle things right but,

like I told you, you rock the boat, a lot of good it does, somebody
else will b

e

in your shop and will d
o

less than you do about it
,

so

just don't rock the boat. Stick with him. And it pays to be patient
because those suckers, I can’t wait to find out that they’ve been lying

to him o
n

this aspect. Now they may have told the truth to him in

this aspect but it says very limited.

MR. BLACK: So the diagram you are going to get is a real diagram o
f

the way

it is today.

MR. HAMEL: Not only that but the guy who runs it is making it for me; he's been
there for 14 years. Now running that plant. But the other thing, an
operator operated the plant, but the other thing that is cute in this,
also, is you'll find I’ve got my files o

f

letters where I sent the ballast
water, on the air quality, I sent all kinds of diagrams of the original
Alyeska diagrams, these huge things, o

f

the whole terminal. Air
quality. Vapor recovery. Eighteen pounds. And I sent it to EPA
with the understanding it had to self-destruct if the other side asks
for it and whatnot and made a big deal about it

,

what, 18, 16 pounds

o
r whatever, and I bought the Federal Express and sent it to them

and I said to Ray Nye, now you can have this because Ray Nye is

expert a
t going into the terminal but didn't know what to look for

in the terminal. I says, you can have this, but I want you to give it

to DEC, Bill MacClarence, when you are finished and then he'll give

it back to me, because I wasn't going to photocopy this kind of

monster stuff and all the documents that go with it
,

OK? This is the
original construction stuff. So, h

e said fine. Every time I see
MacClarence, MacClarence comes into my house, same thing. He
comes down with his wife and spends time with us. I says,
MacClarence, one day I says, when are you going to give me back
my documents? And h

e says, what documents? So I give him the
old stuff and h

e didn't know what I was talking about. I says the
air quality diagrams and h

e gets this perplexed look. He knew h
e

couldn't remember these damn documents. I figure, oh well. So I

get u
p

to your office which I do. And I'll find them there, we'll get
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together and find it in your files, I want my stuff back. But don't
worry about it. I ask him out there but not at lunch and not in his
office o

r

o
n

the phone. I asked him maybe four times. And h
e

couldn't remember. I want to get them sooner or later. I get to

Boston and am having dinner in a restaurant and, like you, I call my
answering service, "Anything going on?", and it's Thanksgiving, and
Ray Nye called. S

o I called Ray, what's going on? He's checking

o
n something funny. Remember those documents you need? I said

yeah. He says Alyeska has them. Their security division got them
from the police in Anchorage. And they never got to Bill
MacClarence. We mailed them to them but they never got them.
What the hell am I going to do about that? I don't know how they
got them but this happens to me. S

o

I'm funny about little things
like this. When I, if we g

o

with EPA route to the federal court here,
one o

f

the things I want to throw over there is that subject.
Somehow, EPA to DEC documents that were important to them o

n

this whole air quality thing that is so important to everybody
disappear.

MR. BLACK: Who did you give them to a
t EPA7

MR. HAMEL: Ray Nye.

MR. BLACK: And Ray Nye was supposed to -

MR. HAMEL: Ray Nye gave them to Paul Boyce and that was understood, his
assistant, who was going to the terminal to look a

t everything and
Paul Boyce was supposed to, Paul Boyce said he sent it to and the
reason that Ray Nye knew about it is Paul Boyce gets a phone call
from the people a

t Alyeska, Security Division, asking him about the
documents, you know, where the hell did you get them from? They
got them now. And h

e

was saying, "somewhere," and they got them.
They wanted to know, I don't know what they were asking him, so

h
e

was perplexed and h
e goes to Ray Nye and Ray called me right

away because h
e figured, o
h my God, he didn't want me screaming,

he wanted to be the first to tell me that somehow between EPA
headquarters and DEC headquarters in Anchorage, b

y

mail they
disappeared. And Alyeska Security Division has the same people
checking you out. So, I am not making a big issue of it.

MR. BLACK: Where did they get them?

MR. HAMEL: They said they got them in an abandoned car, in the trunk o
f

a
n

abandoned car that the Anchorage police found. But if the
Anchorage police find it in a

n

abandoned car trunk, somebody stole
some mail o

r

whatnot and that was probably with it
.

But if it's
addressed to some EPA to DEC with a cover letter from Paul Boyce,
then why would Anchorage police give it to Alyeska instead o

f

DEC7
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Because, I'm paranoid. Let me tell you what happens. Everybody

in Valdez on the police force has an application at Alyeska because
he makes $35,000 a year here;

if he works at Alyeska he not only gets $80,000 a year as a building
guard as a guard at Alyeska, then you also get two weeks on and two
weeks off; it's a hell of a way to live.

MR. BLACK: They make 80 as a guard. .

MR. HAMEL: Well, the guards make less. They probably make sixty. But with
the overtime and time on-time off and you go fishing and you fish,
you know, fishing season up there, you go two weeks on and two
weeks off, for two weeks he's like a commercial fisherman. You go
out and go hunting and get your bear and your deer and a

ll

that stuff

in the winter and you g
o

shopping outside o
n your vacation outside

and you go to Anchorage for, so anyway, let me tell you, every

human being in Valdez, including the police chief, has a
n application

a
t Alyeska. Every once in a while one o
f

them gets a job. And once
they get in the building guard system, then they have their application

to go into a
n operator in a terminal. And a whole bunch o
f

them
moves from there, once they know they can trust you, they move you

over here, and then you are in the eighty grand deal. Because an
operator, all he does is watch this pipe go to that pipe and if you
know more they don’t want you there because that's the way the
system works. But then they find them. So I have to see when we
go, say, if your people wind up, then I’ve got a lawyer to do that
part, says hey, judge, can we ask for a look in their trash?
Incidentally, your honor, according to EPA, something else that we
gave EPA that you said they can't have, the other side can't have,
they didn't get it through you but they somehow got it and I don’t
know how. Well, why should I spend the money to find out how?
My argument is why should I spend this money. It happened. It's

a good story. And EPA will say, yeah, somehow between u
s and

DEC these documents that Hamel gave us, 18 pounds of documents,
are missing and Alyeska Security Division has them. And they say
they got them from the Anchorage police. I don't care how. Let
everybody else have the burden o

f figuring that one out. But that's
the kind o

f thing the Wall Street Journal is sucking air for and they
just say they want to run with that. And I said I'm not ready yet.
I'm very funny about that. I don't want to give it to them when I

don’t have enough to make it a big deal. And now I can make it

a bigger deal. This is the bit, it's the sovereign state o
f Alyeska.

When you start understanding that, you start understanding how it

works.
The Wall Street Journal talked about that a little on the side because

o
f

me I called them the sovereign state of Alyeska and they started
calling it that way and they got [Denny Kelsler?] calling it that so

they could write it in their article. Their article was supposed to b
e
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"sovereign state" and their lawyer took the name off it because the
heading was going to be "The Sovereign State of Alyeska" and the
lawyer for the Wall Street Journal made them take that part out.

MR. BLACK: I'm going to jump on the phone. Like crazy here.

MR. HAMEL: Can I have a loan of that stuff?

MR. BLACK: We'll a
ll copy it
,

sure, I'll give it to you.

MR. HAMEL: OK.

MR. BLACK: Let me know. I'll wait here for you. Thank you.

MR. HAMEL: You guys get your lawyers to start working.

MR. BLACK: Don't worry. I'll do it right away, Chuck. OK. I'm just leaving the
office now. It's a little bit after two. Give me a call on the phone

and you can disconnect the recording right now. Thank you. [phone
ring] Are we off?

[recording ends]
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Exhibit 29, August 24, 1920. Sherree Rich delivers check and documents to Hamel
Prod. no.:

MS. RICH:

MS. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MS. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

[Noise]

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

MS. RICH:

MR. HAMEL:

Audio, F2R400349; orig. transcript, F2R411019-028; enhanced audio,
F2R416177.

I am attempting to make contact with Charles Hamel at 101 Quay
Street. I am going to be giving Mr. Hamel some documents and
two sets of copies of these documents which I have made. I am
also going to give him a check for $2,000.00. It is from me to him,

check No. 1009. I am arriving in front of hi
s

house now. [Noise -

Ringing]

Yes, who is it?

Hi, this is Sherree Rich. I am here for Mr. Hamel.

Sherree Rich?

Yes, I have some paperwork for him.

Just a minute please . . .

Hello?

Hi, Mr. Hamel.

Sherree, how are you?

Fine, how are you?

What are you doing over here?

I had to bring all of these copies over for you.

Which copies?

Copies o
f

some paperwork that Wayne gave me and a check.

Oh Sherree.

Yeah, Rich.

I thought my wife said Cheryl. My wife will be right down.

Minority Exhibit 4
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MS. RICH: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: I am in a long distance call and I can get off the phone here.

MS. RICH: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: All right.

[Noise]

MS. RICH: Hi.

MS. HAMEL: Hi.

MS. RICH: I'm sorry

MS. HAMEL: That's a
ll right, we were up until 2:30 last night.

MS. RICH: Oh.

MS. HAMEL: Because o
f

Alaska time, and he's on the phone on the fourth floor.

MS. RICH: Okay.

MS. HAMEL: This is gorgeous. Ah, he has to sign something?

MS. RICH: No. But I didn’t know, you know if I needed to give this to him
physically; there is a check in here. Ah, for some money and then
the documents. I did need to come.

MS. HAMEL: Sherree, you are with --

MS. RICH: Ecolit, with Wayne -

MS. HAMEL: I'm sorry.

MS. RICH: It's okay.

MS. HAMEL: I know h
e

said Sherree, muffin, muffin, muffin, where are you?

Come on down. [Dog barking] All right, you have checked her
out. Come on, come on. Good dog, down, good dog. Shh!

MS. RICH: He said h
e

was on a long distance call.

MS. HAMEL: Okay, you did good. [Dog still barking] These are what, four
stories?
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MS. RICH: Most of them are only three.

MS. HAMEL: Kind of allergic.

MS. RICH: One story. It's okay.

MS. HAMEL: I am allergic to all dogs except poodles.

MS. RICH: Well, really. What is the difference?

MS. HAMEL: And ...
.

because h
e got hair as opposed to fur. I am allergic to al
l

furs.

MS. RICH: So you are allergic to cats?

MS. HAMEL: I am terribly -

MS. RICH: Cause, that will, like, really kill.

MS. HAMEL: Muffin. There are three different kinds o
f poodles. When we were

going to get a dog for the kids. Ah, Chuck called a
n animal allergy

hospital which is located in the National Inn [?] in Baltimore. And,

checked to see that she hadn't been having problems with poodles

that remain indoors, if the dog goes outdoors, and gets into grass and
things like that, then I have got real problems. But, she told us,
number one, stay away from the white ones, they have their own
allergy, the black ones have too much oil in their, they have a

n oil
problem and silver ones have a

n oil problem.

MS. RICH: Now the black, they have more allergies you say?

MS. HAMEL: The white ones have their own allergies, so you’d probably b
e

allergic.

MS. RICH: You could get even more.

MS. HAMEL: The only kind she says is an... Apricot, to get, now that is the original
poodle, is the Apricot. The others were al

l

bred to become black

o
r

white o
r

silver o
r

whatever. And she said the, that the only dog
your wife can have is the Apricot for a poodle.

MS. RICH: Now, that is neat.

MS. HAMEL: So, we'd never heard o
f

a
n Apricot color poodle. We checked

around and down in Williamsburg, a breeder that a
ll

she had, Muffin,

g
o

back and see Daddy, go up, up, up, up.
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MS. RICH: Wow, that is neat.

MS. HAMEL: Up.

MS. RICH: That is a smart dog.

MS. HAMEL: Up, up, go see Daddy. Chuck will be down in just a minute.

MS. RICH: Oh, I'm sorry, I, you know I should have called...
MS. HAMEL: No, no, no. Some days we are out bright and early, early in the's I was... it all depends o

n

what happens with a
ll

these phone

MS. RICH: Okay.

[Noise]

MS. RICH: Good dog.

MR. HAMEL: Sherree?

MS. RICH: Yes, sir.

MR. HAMEL: Come on up. I got a bathrobe on.

MS. RICH: I ... stairs. I . . . the stairs.

[inaudible]

MS. RICH: Come here, pooch.

MR. HAMEL: Sherree, if your office gets as bad as this, I'd tell them that you've
got a lousy office. If you got secrets everywhere like we have.

MS. RICH: This is great, just like this... I love it
,
I am just afraid that I'm allergic

to dog, don't ...

MR. HAMEL: Oh yeah, but his is a -

MS. RICH: She was telling me --

MR. HAMEL: He is a poodle and she doesn’t have dandruff and ...

MS. RICH: And he's a redhead.
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MR. HAMEL: He's what? She's a redhead.

MS. RICH: An Apricot. -

MR. HAMEL: Yeah Apricot, he doesn't have [eczema?], he doesn't have AHH.
anything.

MS. RICH: Just want to make sure that everything is here. This is for you.

MR. HAMEL: Okay. Put on here, ah, "expenses". [Pause] How is your apartment
situation?

MS. RICH: I am moving into one the 1st.

MR. HAMEL: Where?

MS. RICH: I decided where it's a
t. Where the office building is
,

well you go

out two blocks down o
n

the right, it's like a brick but it is kind o
f

rounded, condos.

MR. HAMEL: Nice, you can walk.

MS. RICH: Oh, great.

MR. HAMEL: Does it have parking?

MS. RICH: And I get free parking because the lady messed up because she said
free parking and then when I went back she goes, the parking is
$64.OO a month. I said I don’t care, she said "free."

MR. HAMEL: How is it? Furnished?

MS. RICH: Furnished.

MR. HAMEL: How did....

MS. RICH: The girls in the ... The people who run the floor that we are on,
they have condos for people that come out on a month-to-month.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, pretty.

MS. RICH: And it is gorgeous, new carpet, new furniture, it's a one bedroom;
semi-balcony.

MR. HAMEL: The view is in which direction?

MS. RICH: I don't know exactly. The view towards the building, towards my
the office, that area.
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And what kind of rent they are charging?

$2400.00

Hundred.

Aha.

A month. [Whistle]

Well, I am staying at the hotel and the price of staying at the hotel
is more, so you really can’t beat it

. I got washer and dryer, dry
cleaning; and - you know - kitchen.

For a short term out of town, then you got to drive and if you do
its, like, ridiculous.

Normally, you can get a month-to-month, and if you do it's like
ridiculous o

r more, then to get furnished, they'll tack on a
t

least
$500.00. I mean, I’ve been calling everywhere. I was getting
frustrated...

Yeah.

One thing I wanted to tell you about these. When I made some
copies for you today, our machine was messed up, so I had to go
back through, so occasionally you will see like 14, 14, and it didn't
make a 15 so I went in and put another 15 in. Like here, I know
there's a

n example. 14, 15, well not that one, but, you know it'll
do, it did a 13 and then a 13, so I went back and put a 14 in, and

I found them, ..
..

Did you have a chance to make these not back to back? Okay, no
he was going to try to get them done not back to back, OK.

I did some back to back and some not. I was doing back to back
and that's when I started making mistakes so I quit.

They’re ... I mentioned to him, I have to put them back to back.
Next time, tell him that it is easier to work without back to back.

Next time tell me.

We'll blame him.

That's it.
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He has a set of all this?

Um, I don't know, does he?

You made, you gave him.

I made two sets.

Okay, but one is for him.

Okay.

Did he keep a set?

Okay, I think that they, they were in there yesterday, so that is what
probably he did before he left.

Vern was putting a
ll

this in the computer so he must have already
copied them.

Okay, then that is what it is
.

Then it's already in.

Is Vern still around?

He's -- I don't know where he is right now.

I mean ask him and ...

Okay.

..
.

make sure he's put it back, put it al
l

in the computer.

Okay, if not I'll call you.

Then, one o
f

these is for ...
.

Now, see before Wayne left last night he was in there doing stuff

so h
e might have made himself, if that what he was supposed to do,

make himself a set.

It would have taken him hours to do this.

Now he...

You're sure he has a copy o
f

these.

Yeah, I’m almost sure he does. I’ll call.
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Yeah.

If there is a problem, I'm only a couple of blocks away, I'll come
back.

Take this with you just in case.

Okay.

Now, tell, have a seat ... all the --

I'll si
t

over here. I don't know, just you know.

Boy, I won’t be bringing him into the office then. I always bring
him with me, so this will be...

No.

..
.

one place I won't take him. The, uh, he drives me crazy. You
see him.

He is adorable.

A friend came the other day with their baby who is two years old.
My wife was sitting in the chair over there and the dog, our dog
kept getting in the same opposite position, just climbing right up on
her he was so jealous. The baby was here and he was here, so then
my wife got rid o

f

him so h
e could play with the little bitty pacifier,

and h
e

went down four flights, found his box o
f

toys...

Came back with it.

He hasn’t played with this for seven years, when he got it when h
e

was two month old. And, he had it in his mouth, he came up had

it in his mouth, h
e recognized a ...
.

pacifier, says, I got one of those
play with me. Play with me.

That's neat. I guess when I work so many times I have been like
for two days dying, so I just get nervous now.

I understand my wife, is got every kind of allergies you could dream
off. I mean you name it

,

cats, dogs, she can't get near them, if she
touches anyone's dog, her hands break out immediately, but so when
she said she could be near Poodles, I said, white poodles, I said well,
we are not going to get one because we have 2 children, I said what

if we get it and have to give it back and can’t, h
e gets attached. So

it’ll hurt. So I called a
ll

over the country and I found a dog
dermatologist...
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She told me. That is pretty neat.

They are perfect. She said you could have this kind of poodle only.

Apricot poodle, cause it's -
The white have eczema and something else, the gray can have
eczema and then you could get it from them. And the black poodle

has oil in the hair. If they have hair. They don't have fur cause we
have to cut it every month.

Right.

But the Apricot, the original poodle, and we got it from a good
shop. -

That's [Inaudible]

I was going to call you today. I don't know what, how, to narrow
this down, but you know that Wayne is looking for anything to do
with Gibson, Dunn and Crutcher. Because he's got a case against

them. And that is what al
l

this stuff is
,

to help us...

Aha.

I have located one case in Alaska of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher and

I am trying to get al
l

the data o
n it
,

for you guys.
-

Okay.

Tell him that at the EPA there is a data bank. Now I know they
give this out at, for example, region 1

0

has a data bank and it must

b
e

in its full ... here in Washington. How you could get yourself in

there, uh don't know how that works ...

It's working now.

How you get yourself in there I don't know. To talk them into
aCCCSS.

Okay.

The data bank has every NPDES permit that's been filed that EPA
gets involved in

.

And from there you can find who the opposing
law firm was.

Okay.
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This will be the mother lode for Wayne.

Okay.

He probably may decide not to go charging in and ask for it because
then it is a rear up of confusion and you will never get in. You must
have, we have different attorneys we can talk to. When he gets
around to it we will talk about it to see how to get you in there with
that stuff. Cause it will be the mother lode, for him. Cause all it
means that you could get someone in each town could pick up the
documents out of the courthouse.

Right, okay.

[Noise] Tell him I tracked down Carl Eller. [inaudible]

Carl who?

Eller. E-L-L-E-R. I want to get them together.

Okay.

And ... Oh, one other. Tell him that the Trustees for Alaska, their
directors slash attorneys are going to be in Washington, September
9th, for five o

r

six days. With [bell ringing], uh, a
ll

the environmental
groups o

f

Alaska

OK.

All environmental from Alaska who a lobby on OCS, offshore outer
continental shelf drilling. If he has any reason you want to make
contact with them...

Okay.

So your office is a
ll

set up?

Yeah, looking good.

Make some good coffee, I tried the coffee yesterday, it was good.

Good. Okay.

If you get into any problems whistle.
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Okay, and I was going to tell you if you need something or think
of something else, call me at the office, I'll be in there this afternoon,
and I got a bunch of errands to run this morning.

This number you have for me is also the night number.

Okay.

I've got a lousy answering service, it takes forever to answer, you
just have to let it ring and ring and ring.

Hey, listen, by the way, if you every need to go out of town and
you need someone to house-sit, call me.

Okay. You can't get near the puppy.

Take the puppy. I love it, it's gorgeous. Thanks a lot.
I've been on the phone with [Inaudible] He just called me. We
got a problem, and ah, [- Noise] he wants to give me some stuff
but he's afraid they are going to kill him and al

l

that kind o
f

stuff,

so h
e
is very afraid about [inaudible] facing [inaudible] the pipeline,

so h
e called me, ah, Friday, a couple o
f

days ago and agreed to call
me today -- [inaudible].

Good. Great.

Thirty o
f

them?

Yap. I always wait for them to call me cause if I call them and
something happens, they lose their job.

Yeah, well, that's wonderful that you have these people calling you.

You have a nice little car there.

Yeah, nice, rental. I like littler cars, they are easier to park around
here. Well, thanks a lot.

If you, any problems, anything happens, my wife can [noise].

Okay.

Okay.
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MS. RICH: Thanks, bye, bye.

[Noise]

[Sherree is inside the car driving off]

[Transcript reviewed by Investigator Rick Lund for content, 9/21/90, per note on
Wackenhut's transcript]
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8/30/90: Exhibit 30 August 30, 1990; Meeting at Ecolit office
Prod. no.: Video, F2R400350; audio, F2R411029; orig. transcript, F2R411030

058; enhanced audio, F2R416178.
[Transcript based on audio track from original video, as enhanced.]

[Side 1 of audiotape begins]

[Approximately two minutes of nonsubstantive dialogue between Wayne Black et al.,
preparing for Hamel's arrival, largely inaudible]

MR. BLACK: OK, the tape's rolling. Today’s date is the 30th. It's 10:15. My
name's Wayne Black. I am posing as Wayne Jenkins. I am here
with Sherree Rich and Adriana Caputi, and we're waiting on the
arrival of Charles Hamel. We're gonna discuss with Hamel payments
that we made to him, the attorney-client privilege documents that he
has provided to us, additional copies of stolen documents from
Alyeska, and our continued association in undercover capacity as we
attempt to locate and identify other persons inside Alyeska that are
stealing legal documents, if there are any other persons; or other
persons stealing proprietary documents. I am going to run down the
hall. One of you need to be in here when he comes in

.

If he does
come in

.

I'll be right back.

[Hamel enters; several minutes o
f basically inaudible discussion follows.]

MR. HAMEL: Seventeen trillion [laughter] just [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: They're a client, yeah. This is their VIP suite.
MR. HAMEL: United Technology, the materials come through?

We have to transcribe everything, that's the reason I wrote you a note
[inaudible]. But, it's, the point is like even right now the point is it's
like 1

5 more pages. . .

MR. BLACK: Thank you, Hal. Talk to you when I get back in town. ... Answer
me how you're doing. Is Tom Davidson still there? Tell Wayne I

can only talk for a second. He was not at work that day. That could
have come from the mother. 'Cause she talked to her. Yeah.
Right. Well, you might have a hot one there. I just talked to

personnel and h
e

was not there. Short-term disability leave was the
category. All right, it's al

l

yours. I'll do it
.

Thanks. Just hold those,

tell R.J. that I'm not getting those letters for dispatch. I called him
today, did not give them to him, I'll call in a little while . . . she can
put them a

ll

in one place. Thank you. No problem, OK, thanks.

Minority Exhibit 41 F2R416512
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MR. BLACK: He said he would be here in 10 or 15 minutes. I have no idea

[Tape shut down]

MS.

MR.

MR.

MS.

MR.

MS.

MR.

MS.

MR.

CAPUTI:

BLACK:

HAMEL:

CAPUTI:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

CAPUTI:

. BLACK:

HAMEL:

CAPUTI:

. HAMEL:

BLACK:

. HAMEL:

where he is
. Rick, if you want to shut down for awhile or let it run,

just let me know.

Hi.

Meet Adriana Caputi.

How are you? My pleasure. What was your name again?

Adriana Caputi.

Caputi.

Could I trouble you to grab me one of those? This guy goes right
for the coffee machine.

They said you are created for it
.

With cream and sugar.

Yeah, no more coffee, you have to have decaf.

How are you, Adriana?

Very good.

We're just sitting here talking about....

Where you from?

Miami.

Miami is taking over here.

That's right, we're moving up. We're moving up. Let me tell you
what Adriana does.

What's the matter with local labor? I am a
n Alaskan and we like,

you know, we call it Alaska hire. We don't like these outsiders
coming in

.

F2R41851.3
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MR. BLACK: That's right. Well, we're bring in these outsiders. Adriana's one of
our people, that, she's the Sherree of Miami. She runs the office
down there, pretty much, and we stole Adriana from a law firm down
there. A big law firm, Goodman & Goodman, down there in Miami.
So we've known Sherree three-four years, and she also does our video
stuff of......

MR. HAMEL: Video depositions, you mean?

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Nasties and dumpings and problems and things like that. So
she.....

MS. CAPUti: I get all the fun ones.
MR. BLACK: She spends a lot.....

MR. HAMEL: You didn't do the one a
t,

ah, Sailfish Point, did you?

MS. CAPUTI: No.

MR. HAMEL: 'Cause that was my apartment house you guys caught dumping.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, yeah. That's right.

MR. HAMEL: That really grabbed me. I was questioning who h
e

was and what he
was, when he started telling about that one in my apartment building.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, yeah, that was Gary, that did that one.

MS. CAPUTI: Oh. OK.

MR. BLACK: I'll never forget, this guy puts in
,

just to be funny, put in an expense
voucher for suntan lotion. Because h

e

was out there for so long, and
what he did was, he set the camera up on the front seat o

f

his car.
He got out on the hood of this car and put some suntan lotion on,
and so for a joke h

e writes down, Coppertone $4.95.

MR. HAMEL: Good for him.

MR. BLACK: These guys are just. You need anything else before you run on that
other stuff?

MS. CAPUTI: No, I've got everything that I needed.

MR. BLACK: The main thing is that we need him a
t ten, you know, tell him to be

there a
t

nine. We need me him, just, would you make sure that
everybody has their travel tickets and things issued. And call those
people back again just before they’re supposed to b
e there, you now,

F2R416514
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MS.

MS.

MR.

MS.

MR.

MS.

MS.

MS.

MR

MS.

- HAMEL:

- BLACK:

CAPUTI:

. BLACK:

CAPUTI:

- HAMEL:

BLACK:

CAPUTI:

HAMEL:

CAPUTI:

. HAMEL:

CAPUTI:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

- HAMEL:

CAPUTi:

. HAMEL:

CAPUTI:

call them the day before, and say, OK, don't for tomorrow you're
going to testify. And tell we'll try and get them in and out as quickly
as possible, and give them the lecture about what the judge does, and
recesses we can't control, and all that....

Four days later they're still waiting.

And tell 'em we'll give 'em peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.....

Peanut butter and jelly.....

Out in the hall.....

We tried that the last time, Wayne. And we have to upgrade to
bologna sandwiches this time.

You got it
.

All right. See you guys later.

All right. Nice meeting you.

Be good. I'll see you down in Miami.

Yes. I hope so. Unless I see you first.

And I'll see Sherree back here. You know we don’t allow Sherree
to come down.....

Cher, Sharon, whoever.

We don't allow Sherree to come....

Sure is funny when you said Sherree but I understood Sharon.
Someone's at the front door named Sharon, I was o

n

the phone,
Kathy was doing something.

Sherree. Oh. [one word inaudible]. We'll call her any name you
Want.

The dog barks.....

You can remember Adriana, though, right?

Oh yes. A d r i a n --.

Adriana.

F2R416515
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MR. HAMEL: Française or what, French or...

MS. CAPUTI: Well, yeah, my mother is French, ah, my father Italian....

MR. HAMEL: Well, I got that.

MS. CAPUTI: You got that right. So..... .

MR. HAMEL: I figured it was......

MS. CAPUTI: Fifty-fifty.

MR. HAMEL: Right there between Marseilles and, ah, the coast there, they married,
Italian and French married -

MS. CAPUTI: Um, uh..... Yeah, so I’m half and half.

MR. HAMEL: Bye, bye.

MS. CAPUTI: Bye, gentlemen.

MR. HAMEL: Take care. See ya. How are ya.

MR. BLACK: Great, how about you?

MR. HAMEL: Well, I am slow. Got a hair cut?

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: Got your ears lowered since the last time I saw you. I am slow but
I get there. I am a tortoise on some of this stuff, but, ah, just
gorgeous [inaudible] with the patience I have with some of these guys.
It takes a long time to get someone's confidence, but once you get
that confidence everything starts coming through. So, how are you.

You must be tired running back and forth. Candy [Kathy?] says, his
eyes going to be half-mast again? I say, I don't know. Depending
on what he did last night.

MR. BLACK: Probably. Yeah, I got in and, ah, went to sleep. Got these things
rolling in the computer. These documents, and ah, they're incredible.

MR. HAMEL: When you gonna get the rest of them now? When you go get the
NPDES stuff on 'em, ah, you can find nationwide, anywhere and
everywhere, since I know now that they’re doing NPDES in Alaska.
From the guy’s memory a

ll right. It wasn’t Alaska, it turns out. Call
for it and the guy with the Trustees for Alaska. Can you dig that
one up for me? Oh, he says, did I say Alaska? No, what I meant

is
,

back in New York state before I came to Alaska, I saw one. So

F2R41651s
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that's why I thought, shoot. He said, well, wait a minute. He says,
you go look and, ah, at that data bank. First of al

l

you got to fight
your way in.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: I don't now you get your boy in
,

but ah. You find some excuse to

get in there.
-

MR. BLACK: We'll get in there. But you understand the difference between those
permits that they file publicly and this, our attorney-client stuff? This

is
,
I mean this was, this was incredible stuff. Have you heard me,

speaking o
f which, I’ve got to ask you, it's killing me. Anything from,

from, ah.....

MR. HAMEL: She called me yesterday. Her husband is a
t

sea with their boat
coming from Hawaii and their child's sick. I don't know what the
hell's going on. She's madder than hell and she's looking for another
job, ah, and ah, a newspaper editor, this is a newswoman in Tacoma

a
t

work now a
t Olympia, Washington. Editor just cut an article

[inaudible].

MR. BLACK: The newswoman has a source yet inside?

MR. HAMEL: [Inaudible] all over the place.

MR. BLACK: Ah, that's great.

MR. HAMEL: Personal friend o
f

hers up in Alaska, and, ah, and she just, ah, while
that person was on vacation she made a call some time ago, but like
everybody else she's running too.

That night I went over and stayed there. She called me in between
just to complain to me that what her editor had done to her article,

whatnot. Like, b
y coincidence, I had put her together with

Ballantine, because she needed help on oil spills and when
the editor cut it from 60 to 40, Ballantine got taken out, and she
spent hours with him. The reason is

,

her editor in Tacoma knew the
[editor a

t

the] Tribune ah, the Sierra Club and Greenpeace
and a

ll

these known organization contributed a lot to them, to the
story. Which wasn't them a

t

all. They were sending them to

Ballantine 'cause Ballantine knows that part. They don't know. But
who is Ballantine, so, the editor oh, she was so mad. She calls up,

I am gonna quit. It was a two-part series and whatnot. She hadn't
seen the next day yet anyway. So funny because Ballantine calls me
ten minutes later and says to me, boy, I have my attorney and we're
sending her a bill for my four hours. She's gonna pay for it
.

Because when she picks my brains and doesn't, and she mentions me

F2R41851.7
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one time in a little side bar, which says I was a vigilante, and he was
madder than hell. I says, well, relax. Call her. Call her. Don't do
that, call her, you know I told you you can trust her and she's upset
about the article. I knew I have problems. So he called her and
yesterday he called me back and he says, nice lady. You're right.

You know, I can trust her. I says, well, what's happening now? He
says, well, she's gonna write an article about me, which I had asked
her to do in the first place. A feature article. About what he's
accomplished, what he's done [Sound Watch] and whatnot. It's a hell
of a story. Because it's Puget Sound, you know. And it's [inaudible].
So normally wouldn't bother because of this vigilante thing
that her editor made her put in there, she says. And he sent her a
faxed copy of the dictionary definition of "vigilante," which is

,

you
know, take the law into yourself, and a

ll

that kind o
f

stuff. What he
does is identify things delivered to the government, Coast Guard,

wherever it is
,

the agencies, and says here's what we found, now do
something about it

. Anyway, the funniest thing in the world. So, but

I talked to her each time she called it was something like, or her
husband, she wanted me to find him crewmen for her husband. He
was short one crewman in Hawaii. I had to give her some names

o
f

Alaskan people that I knew would go. So, anyway, I keep, I didn't
want to push her and say, hey, what's your hurry o

n that, but I forgot.
I'll get her to speak on that this weekend -

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: We'll get it. Takes time. People are on vacation too, everybody in

Alaska is going. -

MR. BLACK: Anyway, these are, here they are back to you? Let me shut this
whining printer off.

MR. HAMEL: When's Vern coming back?

MR. BLACK: He'll be back next week. Either he, or the other guy. He or Rick
will be back.

MR. HAMEL: They tried using, a
h -

MR. BLACK: Yeah, they have. They have and they want to si
t

with Ewell o
r

Rich
and talk about it some more. But so far they like it. They say it's

a little difficult, but they really, I am sorry that they missed each
other. 'Cause that's really the whole thing.

MR. HAMEL: The, ah, it isn't difficult once they si
t

down with them and help 'em.
Secondly, they're gonna be, they’re gonna b

e

real ecstatic to hear you

and a lot o
f

the superfluous crap that we got in there. Languages

and all that crap. We need Russian like they need a hole in the
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head in the middle of everything. You know, what language am I,
Russian, Arabic?

MR. BLACK: The other thing we want to do is if they put in
,
I saw a requisition

for a WORM, the other day, ah, to expand the memory. You know
what that is?

MR. HAMEL: Yup. ROM is read only.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Write once, read many. S
o you get these little disks and

they'll put it in that and, o
f course, everybody will we love

it
.

150 megs o
n

one little disk, and we're gonna get a bunch o
f

'em.
So, we're gonna b

e equipped to do anything we want to d
o

with
regard to ReadWare.

MR. HAMEL: What you been up to last week?

MR. BLACK: Just been running around. Putting out fires.

MR. HAMEL: I wish I was your age and doing that again, I used to do that when

I was younger.

MR. BLACK: I don't fell like I am young being, I am whipped.

MR. HAMEL: I used to jump from country to country like a yoyo for fun. Well,
the, ah, a couple o

f things I wanted to run by you. I had a problem
with that Florida matter, because my captain was too deeply involved

in it. And, ah, you kept putting the finger, like to stop things a
s

opposed to just identify past things except [inaudible]. Ah, so I, ah,
he's been away and, ah, and, ah, I told him how important it was
overall, and I did what I had to do for him while he was away, and
his whole, what he was talking to you about, he was just crying to

me, h
e wanted to cry about how dangerous it was on the ships. And

how bad things are, etc. Somebody's got to do something somewhere.
And he tried to reach Miller and Miller wouldn't talk to him. Well,
well, I had him finding somebody who could deal with my -- and my
Florida crisis. I had the chief counsel of Miller, that is

,

his
committee. Who didn't have time for the guy when secretly called

in and blow the whistle -- And then the chief counsel in Cordova,
my country, h

e

likes backpacking, that's why I took him to camp and

a
ll

that stuff. So, and I told him I had been to Alaska up there and

I think that's where we and his wife had been on vacation. And, ah,
on the arrival Riki Ott was waiting for him, she got off her boat and
started fishing and whatnot. Took care o

f

him for a day. Took him
out, out to the reservoir, camping, hiking and whatnot. The next day
Rick Steiner came back in town, and he stayed a

t Rick's house and
Rick's girlfriend. Big difference. My son's van was there, a sleep
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van for them, and, ah, they took them kayaking, they took them over
Prince William Sound by -

MR. BLACK: Was this guy Percy?

MR. HAMEL: This is
,

ah, Jeff Petrich.

MR. BLACK: Jeff Petrich, I know.

MR. HAMEL: And then they took him, ha, other friend was there with his little
yacht that he bought to take Jacques Cousteau's people, whatnot.
An old fisherman type. He's just the stupidest guy you ever met.
Ah, an old philosopher type. Wears sandals a

ll

the time etc. Cold
weather, but anyway. So he takes and they let me know
him and like him to so before he comes down here to testify. So

he's waiting for 'em, pushing his family off his boat -- visiting. Find

a place for them and takes them out o
n

the yacht. Fishing and this
old, old wooden yacht, ah, they’re architects so h

e

and took 'em to

the areas where there still wasn’t [inaudible] b
y

plane. And then
they took him, with a friend, a

ll

these friends with airplanes, o
f

course, ah, float plane, guide ah, big wheel plane. Took 'em out to

one o
f

the islands to a Forest Service cabin. Forest Service ranger

has a cabin. And they landed, boat tied on the gravel beach with
this airplane, dumped them off for three days there, and it just, _

. I mean, you know, you only have so many days to do
something, but when Petrich got word about his trip. I kept saying,
relax. It's gonna work out fine, you know. Anyway. So while he's
that way, and I am talking to him about my problem with the captain,
and h

e

was telling me, you know, if you can relay it to us, of course
I'll do something. If not, I'll put you with somebody else. I don't
want to be with anybody else. I'd like to stay where I am at. So
now my captain comes back, and I told him what I have for him.

I explain Ballantine to him, and that Ballantine is prepared to go
work for $

1
a year, for Miller and their Committee. And I used to

run a Senate office so I, twice, I understand [inaudible]. For $1 a

year. Miller has no money. He goes to the committee but it's too
complicated. But just like I put up the money to go - with Chris
that legal. Ah, the guy I'll be paying [inaudible] ah, I deal with
Ballantine o

n

some o
f

this stuff, when I get my money from Exxon,
which is about three o

r

four weeks o
r

more. Ah, and I got a loan
coming in from my apartments u

p

there, so I can take care of it.

S
o

what he'll do, Ballantine will g
o

with Miller to the ship a
s it's,

first the ship comes in lightering, and everybody's frenzied, work,
work, work. Then it hurries up, ah, after lightering, up to d

o

the
dock. We'll g

o

take a ship that my captain is not on. But b
y

the
time we do this he'd be back a
t

sea out there, so we'll make sure it's

not his. S
o

the captain is gonna talk to Ballantine o
n
a three-way
phone conversation and tell him what to look for, Ballantine, the
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bosun and the mate at the same time. He's served on some of these
ships himself, Ballantine, so and so.......

MR. BLACK: This is at an ARCO ship out there?

MR. HAMEL: Exxon.

MR. BLACK: Exxon ship.

MR. HAMEL: And going up to Benicia refinery. I meant to bring the maps. It's
really cute. Benicia refinery where the whole thing focuses on is

,

is

when this guy was calling Petrich, Petrich didn't know h
e

was working

on the Benicia refinery, he thought h
e

was talking about Florida. So

it turns out that, that h
e

never dreamed o
f doing what I want to do.

He only wanted to, pay it back for Florida. And so anyway, it's so

funny because he's gonna tell Ballantine what to look for. Ballantine
went out twice to sea when h

e quit, because o
f

the, ah, o
f

the
Seafarer's International Union sent him out. He's an officer of the

union. And sent him out as a safety inspector on a couple o
f

ships.

It just was so bad that things had to be cleaned u
p

with the guys.
And h

e

understands what to look for, the guys told him. Most o
f

these guys h
e

served with a
t

one time o
r another, as a bosun, not just

an, you know a bosun is top o
f

the deck.

MR. BLACK: Umm uh.

MR. HAMEL: So then he. I told the captain about, I usually don't tell people
about him, but Ballantine is openly working for him. So I told him
about him about him. He says, oh yeah, he was on the Exxon, the
Exxon Juneau, no, Overseas Juneau. When she hit the dock. I said
yeah, that's why h

e got off. He went public on it. Said the whole
thing, they're a

ll

overworked everything maintenance was missing,
whatnot. Oh yeah, nice guy, al

l

right guy. I said, well, that's who
it's gonna be. All right. He said, what I'll do is I'll tell him
everything to look for. The things he'll find himself without me. But
anyway I'll tell him everything to look for. And the deal is this.

If Miller doesn't d
o

this for him I'm going to shoot him, [inaudible]
anyway.

MR. BLACK: Does Miller know about this yet?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah, Petrich knows that I got something going, and Miller's people,
ah, PR guy knows it

, I got this whole idea for them for the campaign.
And Miller and I. You remember the Exxon Valdez, don't you.
[Hahn?] says I orchestrate the hearing, Miller keeps saying I am
pretty good at this stuff, and a

ll my information is always perfect, h
e

says. What I want Miller to do, and you'll love it when I tell you.
Ah, that is the time frame.
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MR. BLACK: Oh.

MR. HAMEL: Miller is out campaigning pretty soon. And while he's campaigning
he'll tell the Coast Guard, I want a tour of the harbor. Really. You
know the Coast Guard will salute and all the 42-footers sitting
[inaudible], you know, and wherever he wants to go, go see. And
it will be arranged at a moment's notice, he'll call and whoever's the
duty officer knows already the campaign schedules is tight, so
whenever he call, go. And Miller and his assistant want to take a
tour around this and okay and the press man the photograph man,
whatnot.

MR. BLACK: And the assistant is going to be Ballantine?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. Several assistants. His PR guy his, ah, you know they always
go in entourages, but Ballantine is the expert on the committee. The
committee person. And then, and he'll have official government
identification. Then he goes to ah, the minute we know that she's
finished lightering, and she on his, her way up, it takes hours to dock
a boat, you know. So what they'll do is

,
Miller will then get on the

42-footer as she's about docking and he'll get into port and say,

what's those, that tanker over there that's docking over there. Well,
why don’t we g

o

to that one first. Just come alongside o
f 'em, go

up the gangway ladder, and, ah, the mate is gonna be in 20 directions

to the captain, everybody busy, a just look around and Coast Guard
and do a

n inspection. And the Coast Guard guys don't know what

to look for, and never will, don't understand. Identify it for 'em, and
they know that's wrong, e

t

cetera. For example, one o
f

the
boats has n

o

fire/water system and they use it for moving oil around
now. And instead o

f having fire/water system in here they fi
x

the
fire/H2O system and they’re moving o

il through the fire/water
system, it's got oil. Comes to a fire, you're putting water through the
oil to the fire. Anyway, that kind o

f

stuff is a
ll illegal. The Coast

Guard wouldn't know how to find it. They know it's illegal, wrong.

Talk about if that thing ever blew u
p

in the port, in his port, and it

had no fire/water system, then you can explain later, well, it's one

o
f

those things that happen. S
o

what Miller will do is
,

he'll hardly
stay in the boat for half an hour, but the worst things will be found
immediately. A couple of bad things will be found like that, and
Miller is gonna say, what does that mean? And the Coast Guard is

guys this is a big problem. Then Miller's beeper is gonna

g
o

off and just say, gees I got to go, ah, another meeting, but I'll
leave my assistant here, and you Coast Guard men, you stay with him
and I'll g

o

ashore through the gangplank and I'll g
o

home. I am
gonna d
o my thing, and just leave 'em there. And while they're

discharging these guys will be, they'll look a
t

the log, how many
hours the guys worked, everything that been wrong a
t

the Exxon
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MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR . HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. BLACK:

MR

MR

MR

MR. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MR. HAMEL:

Valdez, everything the NTSB reports said, it will be right there again.
It's just that way. The guy knew who Ballantine was, of him, and
heard about him because the guy...

You mean, you mean -
The captain.

The captain. This is your captain, is gonna be on that boat? Is that
gonna be his boat?

[Go on purpose?]

So he'll be off that boat?

He'll be on another. There's a bunch of boats going up there all the
time. He knows each one of them intimately. And Ballantine served
on some of them, so, ah, we'll pick the one that he picks for us, and
we'll do it.

Ballantine knows about it?

Yeah. He loves it
. Already.

He'll get the $1, whatever it is
,
a year from now,

And I'll make up to him later his time, whatnot. And, ah, it's really
something [inaudible]. That takes care o

f

the captain. Now the
captain knows I spent a lot of time and effort, troubled him a lot,
and dreamed up how to do it. He never dreamed this could be
done. All he kept saying, was wrong, wrong. He'll say identify this

a
s
a bad thing in Florida and somehow -

Is this the same captain that did the oil drums --

In Florida.

Is
,

my, the big question. The thing that is gonna put it a
ll together,

is Petrich gonna be able to do it? Will he do it?

He'll do the California one. He won't be able to do anything about
Florida.

Right. But you think he'll be able to convince -

Absolutely. The only think that could g
o

wrong is timing, you know.
The ship's there when Miller's back here in Congress, o

r

he's there
and scheduled to give a speech and can't make it
.

But he'll pull it
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off one way or the other. I want this dramatic way with Miller
himself. Miller could pull it off by just saying, I got my assistant, I
want him there, and the Coast Guard show him around, and do
everything the same without Miller present. But I think it has more
pizzazz if Miller show up. And that's all, and Miller will do that only
if the schedule permits that day and whatnot. 'Cause I can't picture
the time and hour that it will be done.

MR. BLACK: What kind of guy is Petrich? You mentioned that he was outdoors.
Petrich is an outdoors kind of a guy?

MR. HAMEL: He's an outdoors kind. And he's been, lived in Alaska. He
campaigned in Alaska many years ago, and his uncle lives up there.
That's why he went up. And, ah, he campaigned for a guy who beat
my Senator. Ah, Petrich, when his boss becomes chairman of the
Interior Committee, which he will. The full committee. Ah, as soon
as Mo Udall quits. Mo Udall has Parkinson's and 20 other diseases.
He can’t walk.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: He can make it to the podium hardly. And he still, perfect brain,
but body's gone, and ah, with pneumonia spent six months, six weeks
in the hospital not in too good shape, with pneumonia. So he wasn’t
supposed to run again, the family. But he decided to run again and
he announced last time. Now if he dies, this week, November 4th
he'll still be elected. Arizona and Mo Udall. So Miller in the
meantime is chairman of the subcommittee, which has to do with
Alyeska, Interior, Lands....

MR. BLACK: Yeah, I’m familiar with his committees.

MR. HAMEL: So what happens is Petrich has got no staff. Zero. Zero. No
secretary, nothing, he uses whatever secretary in the office can help

him. There's a girl whose name is Sharon who helps him out as
much as possible, in the full committee. Ah, the day Udall dies
Miller becomes chairman of the full committee. Petrich will be chief
counsel of the full committee, and he'll have, full committee of like
40 employees, and Petrich will have 5 assigned to him alone, at least.
It may have a effect. It's a long term for you all. Keep
the rent paid until then. There will be things you can do with him
because, ah, the problem you find, when you understand Petrich he's
easy, but most people don't understand him, any guy that doesn’t
have staff, does the work of five people, they got the [Tongas?]
National Forest, I mean they whipped everybody on that and it's not
even their area. Against the Congressmen and Senators of Alaska,
they’re all bought and paid for, and Miller beats 'em in their own
backyard. The [Tongas?] Forest, on the Exxon Valdez, a
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host of legislation against their committees. And, he just does it
.

And he's become. We got bumper stickers for Alaska, "George

Miller: Congressman for most Alaskans," floating around during the
campaign. Just for fun. But anyway, ah, so Petrich is very uptight.
Very, very short to people. He's just impatient, and if his mind's on
something he's very hard to get to. I've have, because o

f

what I did
for him, in those hearings. I mean, it was out of sight. Ah,
everything I did for him. Delivered the people to 'em. Didn't cost
him a dime. At the time h

e

was up in Anchorage preparing the
hearings. He sent a Federal Express back to Miller of the interviews

h
e

had with each o
f

the top people, Exxon top people, Exxon Alyeska
that I had for him. That I flew in to Anchorage for him. And he
caught hell from the full committee, ah, an administrator was sending

across Federal Express package.

MR. BLACK: No.

MR. HAMEL: Interesting?

MR. BLACK: Well, they don't have a big budget.

MR. HAMEL: Well, but see, at the same time you'll find that Petrich, I have a deal
with him. People are trying to see him. I fax stuff. We fax to each
other everyday. I fax a message to him so I don’t have

to talk to him. When you know someone that well you don't have

to talk to him. When I know he's uptight and really climbing the
wall, I usually have he and the wife over. And we either eat at
home with someone like Ricky, who h

e likes. Rick Steiner. We
have no time to spend with him like h

e

wants. So we just have
dinner at home. And then his wife has to pour him into the car.
He's not an alcoholic. He doesn't drink except have a beer o

r

so

with u
s a
ll

the time. But o
n

those nights I always have my

_. He pours it and while he's talking his wife sips it u
p

and drinks

it
,

and she doesn't want it. But she figures she drinks it up. And
it's a

ll empty. He pour so far anyway. And we pour him in a car
and send him home. But it really unwinds the guy. I do the same
thing with Rick Steiner when h

e

overdoes things. Just, it can break
you out, same thing, I lock her up for a day. These people work at

such a pace, and they do it to themselves. So anyway h
e
is real

close, and and -

MR. BLACK: Sounds like it.

MR. HAMEL: - and as long a
s I don't, ah, I don't want any problems. What I

want is things that I want he wants. S
o

we get along real well. And,

MR. BLACK: Does Exxon know that you're close with him?
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MR. HAMEL: Well, that's where Alyeska told everyone of their employees that
Chairman of the Board, I mean the President of Alyeska, that the
first time he met each and every employee ever at a news line few
months back. Ah, told them that Miller was trying to shut down the
pipeline, not true, and that he, ah, he does this on behalf of Chuck.
And that Chuck Hamel and Miller were seen twice in the corridors
holding hands together, I think I told you this story. Every employee
of Alyeska knows that Miller may be queer and I am queer and with
him. Ah, the, ah. In the wake of the Exxon Valdez they say that I
orchestrated Miller's hearing something like a Jewish wedding; I
forget what she wrote [laughter]. So we, ah long-term I think your
gonna have a lot of fun with it

.

Because it
,

the environmental
community gets to him, and are close to him. But they can't react

a
t
it like I think you and yours as a small organization. And the

environmental community, ah, they, each one has a little piece o
f

this.

If you're coming over here then you better check with this
environmental community, you know. If you're down in Florida,
Sierra Club can't d

o anything, it's a great thing up north but the
Sierra Club down there [inaudible], you know. You don't have that,
yet. See, when you get to be huge you'll have the same problems

a
s everybody else. So the areas that you might find to be fun that

you bring to him and he'll work with you, 'cause h
e

has subpoena
power all the time. There's a lot o

f

things h
e

can do.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: And, ah, that committee used, ah, under oath, for the Exxon Valdez,

the first time that committee has ever used the oath. Everybody's

under oath. First time? For how many years? That's a hell of a
big difference. Although everybody lied to them, but at least, they

were a
ll pretty nervous, n
o one, even though a lawyer, likes to b
e

under oath in depositions o
r

whatever. So anyway, that's what's
happened from it

,

though, is the captain did a little bit for me to

now, 'cause he's, I talked with my link with him, said that he really,
he liked his vibes. He said h

e had good vibes with you and h
e liked

you and all that kind o
f

stuff. And I think what made it for him is

that the two phone calls h
e

wanted to make, I told him not to make,
'cause somebody could relay back to him. So I don't ever want make
any phone calls, ever, on anything in doubt that he's wondering on.
Tell me what you're not sure o

f,

and I'll g
o

find another way to find

it
.

'Cause you can give me directions where to g
o

find it. So that's
what we did. Turns out that he, ah, ah, h

e

was up and putting
together one o

f

these ships for the Navy and trying to put a
ll o
f

the

reserve laid back in to 'em o
r

to see, get and got hired while he's
off duty, with a bunch of other guys who put these ships on– the even though they won't go to sea with him. So the
guys going to sea, and just get o
n

and go. And h
e tracked down a
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guy who is his counterpart on a ship that carrying the o
il

out o
f

Florida that his ships n
o longer carry. Remember, they, last

November they sold the ships, but they chartered in other ships to

carry it
.

And first mate on the ship is discussing with him how, the
two o

f
'em was joking how they could write a book. And that's how

h
e got the guy into the conversation. They could write a book, the

two o
f

'em. On how they've been dumping off the Florida Keys.

And so the guy, he says, - so I am going up to meet with 'em next
week. And, ah, I told 'em I had to g

o

see my mother again, OK

to spend the day together now this time.

MR. BLACK: Meet with the same guy?

MR. HAMEL: - So he'll be my captain and he's gonna tell me all about the ship.
He just got all the details from 'em. Who the people and then --

MR. BLACK: No.

MR. HAMEL: -- and from there, I got to find that guy to give me somebody who
quit that company again. But there Ballantine comes in

.

He knows
more guys in the merchant fleet.

MR. BLACK: Do you think they’re doing it now?

MR. HAMEL: That was the point. The new, the ship that was chartered in
,

that's
what I wanted to know.

[Side 2 begins]

MR. HAMEL: Like I said, we had move o
n

that because, you know, a year later is

a little late, is better than nothing, within, b
y

November. I want to

b
e

able to say that within this past year they did it
.

But I kept
wondering, who's doing it

?

And the ship that was doing it was sold

b
y

Exxon, is on another business. So it didn't dawn on me what's

it cost to go find out who, what, where, and how. And I didn't want

to press him. I really, I wanted to gain his confidence before I

pushed him with anything. So while h
e knew what I was doing.

Trying to d
o

this thing for him with Ballantine and everything else.
He thinks it's just unbelievable, I could do something like this. Oh,
because ultimately, what Miller's gonna do, Miller asked, and got the
task force o

f

the pipeline. Presidential task force. And the sea leg

o
f
it was taken off b
y

the Merchant Marine Committee people. The
sea leg was cut off. Now my argument is

,

when h
e

does this, and

h
e

sees the horror, then the sea leg, h
e will first o
f
a
ll approach the

o
il

companies and suggest to them, d
o you agree that we change that

thing to include the sea leg, o
r

d
o you want legislation, and d
o you

57-913 O - 92 - 15
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want me to bring this up? Because this is unbelievable and I want
the sea leg first. He'll start screaming he wants to see the sea leg

first or a separate bill he'll do in Congress right away. I mean when
he starts swinging, you know, he's six four and everybody trusts him
in Congress on these issues. Whatever he gets into he is

,

ah. When
the spill occurred and I was up in Alaska, and I was madder than
hell 'cause Bush wasn't doing much and I called Kathy, Kathy called
Tom Foley. Called and said, hey, Chuck's up there and Chuck's
uptight about the Congress. Nobody seems to know what's going on.
So, he says, Well, Kathy, don't worry. We got the guy we trust the
most on this subject, ah, George Miller. Not, not Senators from
Alaska o

r Congress he says, he says there's a Congressman named
George Miller. And h

e says, h
e

is up there and he is really gonna,
Congress is gonna follow him on this one, believe me. I'll know
more about it when he gets back and I can tell you that, you know,
tell Chuck that you're not forgotten out there b

y

the House. We do
have a guy [inaudible]. S

o

Miller's in Chuck's house [inaudible]. He
says, well relax. Kathy goes knows Foley like that. She goes back
to, ah, they were in Congress together a

s young kids. They were
going through Congress, ah, working for Scoop. They both came to

Washington schools, that kind o
f

stuff. But, ah, so anyway, Miller,
this captain rather, ah, is very happy. So h

e went out and he found
what I wanted. And I told him it was important. And I find two
things. One, my Alaska bound crud and my, ah, the Miami thing,

I says is important.

MR. BLACK: That's great.

MR. HAMEL: And two.

MR. BLACK: So he thinks it's going on right now?

MR. HAMEL: He knows it is
. I talked to him last night. First time I was able to

get 'em. First time I’ve gotten him since I’ve seen him. I haven't
been able to talk to him.

MR. BLACK: That's incredible. Who owns the ships?

MR. HAMEL: It's a
, ah, it's not Exxon. It's a
, ah, ship-owning company that

charters the ships out to Exxon, and the point that you're gonna
appreciate, is the refinery is making the ship d

o

what it's doing. Now
you saw the other day where Exxon

MR. BLACK: Whose refinery?

MR. HAMEL: Exxon's. It the same, everything's the same. Exxon's refinery it had
let me to go the charts.
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MR. BLACK: Yeah, go ahead. And you can, in fact I just, we just went through
that so you can erase that. Take the eraser and knock that green
stuff off.

MR. HAMEL: Here's your Texas refinery. Your Florida. Their boats go Port
Everglades and Georgia. That's a short haul. You know they work
24 hours a day. It takes them hours to do this, hours to do that, and
hours to do this. So, the problem is

,
if there's something wrong with

that refinery. They've got a water problem that just doesn't stop, and

I am old water man, - I lost my whole deal on that one. And
they're putting out product with water. Jet fuel, kerosene, whatnot,
and you know how it goes up to the towers and that kind o

f

stuff.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: So, ah, normally you got to settle that in the tanks. Settle that water
out. And then load it on a tanker. To save money, just like in

Alaska, they're sending it out with water, and they’re making, it's
their own terminal, some is their own terminals, some is other
people's terminals. I think this one is their own terminal. So.

MR. BLACK: Where's that one?

MR. HAMEL: Port Everglades.

MR. BLACK: That's in Ft. Lauderdale, OK.

MR. HAMEL: And so, ah. They don't want the water when it gets here because
they get a

n NPDES problem. They got to separate that water. And
this guy's profit center is hurting. He gets water.

And he's getting 100, 100 oranges but one orange is water. S
o you

end up with 99 o
r

less. So his profit center is affected, so h
e doesn't

want any more o
f

this water. Plus the cost o
f getting rid o
f
it
. Plus,

you know, the permits stuff like that. S
o

h
e

doesn't want any part

o
f
it
.

So what happened to my guys. The captain and my guys. Is

when they first arrived with the first run with this stuff, dumped it
,

and dumped it
,

and come back. On their way back they get this
telex from this guy. He'll never allow that ship back in his port.

That crew screwed up and gave him pile o
f water, and they did

something wrong and you know, mishandled, this ship and water got

into it
.

And they said what the hell you talking about? They raising
hell with this guy and they got caught because they started talking

to the other ship guy. They talk to each other a
ll

the time, but they
didn't know. These ship guys. Called the other ship and you know,
what the hell's going on? Private little conversations a

ll

the time.
They're a
ll catching hell with this water and the mates are catching

hell and you get enough hell, you're not gonna b
e called back.
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You'll be delayed an extra six months before they take you back or
Iarossi doesn't call you back. So what he does was, they all say we
got to do something about this. So that's when they decided to dump

this stuff at sea, on their way.

MR. BLACK: This is the barrels.

MR. HAMEL: No. The barrels go with 'em, but this is
,

ah, in your oil, in this case,
jet fuel, kerosene and whatnot and fuel oil. The bottom of each
tank, in the tanker has water. A lot of it. 'Cause they’re shipping

it with water. Now when they load it in the boats it's mixed, it's
emulsified, but then it separates out. Six to eight hours. So what
they do is when they get to the terminal, they empty from the
bottom. This is where the spigot is

,

down here.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: So they empty it out. And that water goes ashore and a few hours
later this guy stuck with this and this guy’s madder than hell. And
the refineries say, it's not us. So these guys, nobody's looking after
their interest. So they decided, OK, we're gonna start, the refinery
says, solve the problem. Everybody says in the company, solve the
problem. The shipping department. So they start unloading a

t

sea

each tank from below. That's the only way you can d
o

it
. So they,

the, the, the pipe goes like this and there is another one that goes
ashore, o

r

in this case over the side, a
t night time. And it just

happens to b
e

around here. Somewhere around here in the night

run. Now when they g
o

over the side, how do you know when you

run out o
f

water? You get product. The product goes over the side.
OK. You turn off, disconnect 'em, it takes time to g

o

over, you
forget it

,

you, you know, you got other things so, OK, looks like this
tank is now into product, so you g

o

turn the valve off. Meanwhile
the other one is still draining until you turn that valve off.
Meanwhile, the only way you know is when you hit the product, OK.
Now, from your point o

f view, what's in the water? The water is

loaded with benzene, toluene, xylene, aromatics, which are, kills fish,

it's bad stuffs, kills humans. It's illegal, OK. Now, you're gonna say,
you find this hard to believe.

MR. HAMEL: Don’t drink that oil there.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. You're gonna find this hard to believe. That this kind o
f

operation is required b
y

these companies. It turns out that one o
f

Ballantine's operatives works for me, trying to find what's in that tank
that ARCO has that goes to the ships, that goes to Alaska. Hardin
[name] a

t

the refinery. He's an ex-seaman, who, these guys are sand
watching [stand watches?], it's a
ll
a very fun thing. They're off duty.
And they charge them $100 a day for the day, and now he's cut it
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down to $50 a day because the guy says, well, what the hell, the
refinery is paying me. And he's got a job as a roustabout, at the
refinery in L.A. The guys got these miniature, these new miniature
Niki, Nickee, whatever these new cellulars, that fold up and fi

t in

your pocket.

MR. BLACK: Oh yeah, the Motorolas, yeah.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. He's got this little one, and he apparently h
e lives right near

b
y

and it's this antennae anyway, so. He's got this in his pocket and
he's phoning in all of his reports from there, and I keep saying, Jesus,
you know, what the hell. So instead o

f going back at home on it
,

his problem was, he's looking a
t

the tank ports, OK, al
l

big tank
farms, huge tank farms, supertankers coming a

ll

the time. And this
one tank has got, what he knows trucks have come from the wrong,

other places and dumped into this tank, they dumped into this tank,

it's crud. And he understands that this is what goes back out in the
ships, but you got to be there to make sure, so h

e decided I'll go
with work there. So, he's working there and h

e calls, this is the
tankers, and this is the pipe going to the the tank farm, OK. And
he's calling Ballantine, this [weekend?]; Ballantine, meantime, is

calling me. I can't picture this, a guy’s behind the tank with this
little, talking. Puts it back in his pocket. Calls Ballantine, he says,
hey, something wrong, he says, the shore foreman, there's a valve
here and h

e siphons oil out of this. Spewing oil even before he gets

to his the tank farm. So Ballantine never said, how could that be?

I said that happens easy. I said, this is a separate profit center of

that refinery, and production department from Alaska, 'cause the guy

had problems. He first noticed that on a foreign flag ship bringing
back figured that's understandable, stealing from foreigners.

Then when the American ship showed up h
e said, gees, they can't

b
e stealing from themselves. I said, yeah, they do that al
l

the time,
ah, the refinery and the production department, you're talking about
enemies. I mean they’re fucking each other all the time. The
production department, for fun, will send this [visquene?] queen down
the pipeline just for fun. They'll do anything. These guys are just,
they steal from each other a

ll

the time. And your profit center is

important to you because that's how you get your annual raises and
your annual raises you a three year average when you retire, and a

ll

that kind o
f

stuff. These guys are cheating a
ll

the time. So I said,
no, that's very possible. I said, the problem is

,
I says, where is the

meter, 'cause sometime you count just my meter. My case, I've
always been stuck, the meters I wouldn't trust anyway. S

o

I've always

wanted tanks. 'Cause the tanks are what we call straps. I explained
that, that kind o

f

stuff Ballantine doesn't know. He knows sea part
and I know just a little bit of the sea part, and I know the shore
part. He says, tanks are what we call strap that's highly calibrated

so that every, this whole gadgets, are put along the side and a
ll you
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need is the temperature, which is easy to take with a temperature
gauge. You have a temperature gauge and you strap like that, and
you can find out pretty close just how many barrels you got. So I
says, well he says, well the next call the meter is here, so then they
figure, well, he's stealing from himself. Then something's wrong. So
I said, no, I says, it maybe, so then this roustabout keeps asking
questions, I mean, he kept worrying. He says, oh, now our system,
the meters there, the meters there so you catch things. It's got a
water detector in it and all that kind of stuff. And it can give you
an idea of what's happening for flow, but visual, but to make, the,
ah, final accounting is by the strap . So they are stealing.

Not much. And the guys working there are telling us about 200
barrels a shipload that he steals. Well, the reason he gets away with
it too is

,

first, the ship arrives here at Anchorage 9 and lighters. This

is the Anchorage 9 is in San Francisco Bay. It anchors somewhere,
Long Beach. S

o you got a lightering. You're measuring there from
the lighters away. And then they come in to hear, well,
hell, who know where it went, OK? And so the ship owner, and the
shipper, 200 barrels. You're gonna file suit for that. Where did it

happen? Here o
r

there. You know, they’d never do it.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: And I didn't. Mine, I used to have a yoyo work mine [?]. I could
n't understand why the disparity was there. So, this guy says, the way

it's done is the foreman, as the oil starts flowing. The foreman goes
over, cracks the thing and listens, and when he hears oil flowing
through, then he knows he's got the amount he wants. Just a little
crack. Just enough. So then, yesterday, I said, well, find out how,
where the tanks are. So h

e goes over and there's a small tank over
here. When he says small tank, I said well, what size? The guy
didn't know. He said it was just a small tank. I said, measure it for
me. Visual measurements and I can find out exactly how many
barrels it holds. 'Cause I can, he's a monster and a half man, barrels

o
f

tanks. So what he calls small could be 50,000-barrel tank. But
the main thing is for you to understand, what I am telling you this
whole story for is

,

if this guy doesn't understand, they cheat all the
time. It's just cheat, cheat, cheat. So that explains to you why this
goes on. This guy wants to show what he shipped out to the refinery.

It costs them money to si
t

that oil, that product down in the tank,

in the tank farm, and separated it
.

Then he's got to drain that tank.
Then he's got to deal with it with water and an NPDES permit again.
All this is an operation h

e didn't want to do. So he, ah, ah, ships

it out. These guys have to get rid o
f
it for him. And the finally tally

o
f

the amount that landed at Port Everglades is according to strap

[inaudible]. But it's a lot cheaper to ship it out this way, and dump

it at sea, than dump it through a
n NPDES permit and deal with it

and cope with it
.
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MR. BLACK: So dumping it at sea out the bottom?

MR. HAMEL: Well, the bottom of the tanks, the hoses come back up and over.
The cargo lines. They empty through the cargo lines. Which, ah,
and when they hit cargo, they hit product. They turn it off. Now,
now there are other things -

MR. BLACK: Can you see it?

MR. HAMEL: Huh.

MR. BLACK: Can you see it from the air?

MR. HAMEL: Ah, no, they do this at night time in the cargo lanes. In, in
,

in the
that lane o

f

the ships. You've seen that lane o
f ships through -

MR. BLACK: Sure, oh yeah.

MR. HAMEL: -- going that way. That's at night time along that lane. You could
do it by, ah, if you had a Coast Guard guy arranged and you follow
the boat, and you pick up when you, I don't know how you'd know
they’ve done it

. But, ah, you know, you g
o

out and pick up samples.

Problem here is
,

unless they’ve thrown some fuel oil over too, this
other stuff evaporates, but the aromatics stay in the water. You don't
usually see it too often. I'll find out what the story is about that.
We're gonna get their, now that I've found that it's still being done.
Now I said to the captain next week they’re gonna find out who,
what, where, and I'll get through my SIU guys or whatnot, we'll find
somebody who's pissed off and they'll tell me. And they're a

ll pissed
off at the companies, they’ve cut back so bad, but somebody who can
help u

s

here. 'Cause now it's easy. Before was hard because my
captain couldn't, God, he was too much involved in it

,

and -

MR. BLACK: Now it's all barrels deal though.

MR. HAMEL: But barrels you have to
,

it's a
ll

the same. That same ship is doing

the same a
s what the others are doing. He's gonna give me more

information now than he gave before, because he was scared to death
before.

MR. BLACK: Sure, but your, on the barrels, though, your guy is the one that
invented the barrel situation.

MR. HAMEL: No. No, the barrels, everybody's doing it. They’re doing.....

MR. BLACK: He's the one that did it on the barrels.
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But the other ships did, too.

Sure.

They a
ll

do it.

OK.

What they do with the barrels is
,

the refinery gives 'em some crap

in barrels, to get rid o
f u
p

here somehow, I don't understand, he
didn't want to say too much before, but now he will, knowing I’ve
got ........

Ok. What about the hierarchy? Did he mention that nobody else
knew about the barrels? They knew that they had to get away with

it
,

and the captains, away from it
,

the captains on their own started
with the barrels, but on this situation, does anybody in whoever owns
this shipping company above the captain level know what they're
doing?

The Refinery Manager and the shipping department back home know
about it

. They’re loading so much, getting less over here. He gave

me his name once like a McCullough, Vice-President, who says, get

rid o
f

the problem. He doesn't tell y
a

which, spigot to open now.

President of --

Exxon under Iarossi. Then the other thing I got that's fun, nom, very
slow but it gets here. This will take time, you know. I'll have this
whole package [inaudible]. This is the kind. Ah, we get it a

ll
down

pat. I don't ever want to say part of it and look for the other
answer. We got to have all, everything there when you walk in the
door --

Ok. I just want to put a stop to it.

If you put a stop to it
,

ah, it's Exxon, high enough up in Exxon, from
that point o

f view, they’re dead. And they're arguing in Alaska that
the shipping department is a separate entity, and it works on it

s own,

and not connected to the USA [EUSA?]. And here's a perfect
example where the shipping department, USA's got a cruddy problem,

g
o

do our dirty work for us. Don't tell me they’re separated,
separate entities, losing money on the deal, costs the operation. Say,
hey, I'd love to do it for you out of the goodness o

f my heart, so

that's gonna b
e

cute. The Galveston. She's, ah, really funny because

I just found started little memo and then I got held u
p

a
t

the office
business, company business I guess, stuff going down. I started this
little memo on the Galveston to your lawyers. It's easier for me, for
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you, that I get the whole thing done and you give that to the lawyer,
then, I was about to reference all the documents.

MR. BLACK: This is what you were saying before the Alyeska BWT is merely an
oil-water separator system?

MR. HAMEL: Correct.

MR. BLACK: Capable of limiting or treating hazardous chemicals nor the toxic
aromatic, hydrocarbons, heavy metals, phenols that collect in oil
sludge. OK.

MR. HAMEL: Now when I made that East, this will all be in a memo, when I made
that complaint, EPA did an investigation. I told you about that. And
they went right to my office and one of my sources, and never even
asked the right questions. So I asked John Hahn, the attorney for
EPA, the other day. [inaudible] his [inaudible]. And I call him and
I send him a memo, and I call him and says, I says, John, tell him
how my guy one of the offices that didn't ask the right
questions. He said, he didn't want to get into how, about
what instructions he got from his former boss, who is now under
investigation and a

ll

that kind o
f

stuff, not to do it
. But, anyway, I

said, John, I I can go after you too in this deal, your
former boss rather, not you, but what your former boss told you to

do and a
ll

that - I could hear him squirm on the phone. I know
him well, got 1

3

to 1
4 years a
t

the agency, now he wants to retire
and then g

o

home, 20 years retirement. So I said, John, we got to
work together one more time to try and make it work. I said, we're
on the same side. But, ah, they got a new lady showing up, just
taking over. She used to be with AirWest from Washington. I want
her to know that it's not her fault what was done before,

and it's not yours either. I said, I'd like start over again o
n

this one.

So I said, I got to know what you did and didn't do, my sources
said they didn't do diddly-squat. He said, o

h Chuck, I swear to you,

I swear to you I took every single ballast water log. On every ship.

I got every one of them. I personally looked at each one of them.
Yeah, but I said, John, they’re not gonna tell you that they put
hazardous waste in the ballast water. Well, they have to. I said,
well, ballast water for any ship comes from underneath, you know.
They call it the sea chest. You just let the water in and suck it to

each tank. And I says, you don't put in any hazardous waste that
way. He said, that's the log they keep for you. The fact that they
put stuff in the other way, ah, ARCO uses a system they say will
flush out your lines, the ship. That's what this guy’s waiting to catch
them on. S

o

when a ship is finished loading, ARCO is saying, why

don't you le
t

u
s flush out your lines? They own the ship anyway.

And that this pipe is then connected to this, and they flush out the
lines b

y

sending the crud into the tanker. That's not ballast, is it?
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You got to do things right, no. So can you picture which mate is
gonna, who also has a barge come alongside to put something in

,

which mate is gonna put in his log that he got 200 tons o
f

what they
know a

s hazardous, this is
,

ah, tank cleanings have to use chemicals
and a

ll

that kind o
f

stuff. Ah, [inaudible] who knows what the hell,
you leave enough, you leave a cupful o

f

this, in the bottom o
f

the
ship surrounded b

y
a little moat, and after all, it'll tear through the

ship, you now. But anyway, so, anyway. None o
f

them is gonna put

that in there. Because it doesn't affect their real [?]. The reason
for ballast logs is

,

you have a
n accident, you can see how much

ballast you got, stability o
f

the ship, and a
ll

that kind o
f

stuff. Now

a few hundred barrels o
f

crud isn't gonna affect your ballast log on

a million-three tanker, barrel tanker. So, nobody’s gonna put that

in there 'cause Alyeska looks at it
,

they know. Before they get

started discharging their ballast, they got to show their log. How
much ballast they took. That they didn't cheat to get rid o

f
it along

the way, o
n

the coast. Because that's illegal. So, such that in Alaska
you got to show that what you took in as ballast you didn’t give up
anywhere along the way, 'cause that's illegal. It would have to be

in your log, if you gave it up. Just to g
o

faster and get rid o
f
it
. So,

calm weather you don’t need ballast. So, o
r
to waste time a
t

the port
getting rid o

f

ballast. You can get rid of it on the way. Is the way
they like to do it

.

In England it's a law. You have to come in with
ballast, otherwise, guys would get rid o

f
it out there, and, ah, anyway.

S
o nobody's gonna put a word in their ballast log that they got this

crud, o
r

ordered to take crud. Now it would b
e in cable traffic,

you're gonna get something given to you, never's gonna be

in the log boat. So I said, John, why didn't you ask for the cable
traffic like I told you? Well, Chuck, I didn't have sufficient grounds

to ask for the cable traffic, ----------- like. I told him how you
gonna get the cable traffic for just when you're loading fuel is

,
you

know, week before you're loading fuel is when the captain [inaudible]
loading fuel, they'll be another barge alongside to take that crud up.

And that's the cable traffic I told him to get. You're not loading it

o
n

the cable traffic [inaudible] to the ship. He didn't d
o that, sorry.

Now, I didn't have enough, his boss told [inaudible]. I said, John,
how serious is this? 'Cause they’re doing it again. And h

e said,
Chuck, they can't be, after all. All the press we’ve had in this. All,
and then the report said that they're not doing it

,

apparently. Or
they can't prove that they are doing it

.

And I looked like a fool.
So I made no comment to the press when they asked me. I said, I

lost, I lost. So, John says, one cause, so in chatting with
him I says, how far back can you go? He said the statute o

f

limitations is like five years, h
e thinks, but he's double-checking it
.

But he's almost sure it's five years for - I said in that case, John, I'll
stop worrying about the years past that I knew they had and you
missed on. Because even if you caught 'em they, gonna say intent,
'cause I know the government. My o
il companies say intent. We
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didn't intend to do something wrong. We thought, what the hell, oil's
oil. We thought ballast waters plant could handle it

,
I know. They

could do a
ll

kinds o
f things with their intent. But once this whole

thing came u
p

h
e investigated and a
ll

that kind o
f

stuff. Anything
passed there, to me, it's automatic. Conscious intent to set it u

p

there and screw everybody. It turns out that Alyeska wants it
.

MR. BLACK: Wants what?

MR. HAMEL: That crud.

MR. BLACK: For what?

MR. HAMEL: I hate to eat up all your time.

MR. BLACK: No, that's all right. I am trying -
MR. HAMEL: It'll give you the mentality of these people you're dealing with.

Alyeska is a
,

gets a budget every year to work under. It's never
enough. The owner companies, work with this and make it work.
And anything you need extra a

t

the last minute, we'll give it to you

if you need. So, beside that budget they have only one profit center.
And that is the recovered crude. All the recovered crude they get
they stuff it back in the pipeline, and the price o

f
the o

il

that day,

will go well that day, Alyeska will get that money.

MR. BLACK: So it's the profit center.

MR. HAMEL: Now if somebody sends up 300 barrels of crud. That's 300 times 30.
It's not a lot, but you can add up what they get every month. Should
run about 30,000 barrels a month of, ah, recovered crude. So at
$20.00 a barrel your talking $600,000, o

r

what is that Em uh. So
these guys, first o

f

a
ll I already told you, they’re stupid. I mean,

they're crazy people. All these profit center guys, they're crazy.
They'll cheat anytime just to look good and make things look good.

So when they allow this to come up, and I know it's coming 'cause

it upsets their system a
ll

the time. And they say, no, we don't know.
We looked at the log book, and our guys never takes any [inaudible]
to look the log book. And that's where they're trying to

change the law, so if something comes up, and they don't know it
,

'cause it's not in the log book, they’re not responsible for what goes

out the pipe in the [inaudible]. And that was where I caught 'em
making that arrangement and EPA and DEC agreed. Not their fault-
that anybody, anything comes up. The reason they asked for this
change is they're all doing it

,

and they a
ll

want to b
e

absolved o
f,

they want to blame it on ship's officers and that kind o
f

stuff. So
anyway to get 200 barrels, ah, 300 barrels, it's more than that usually,
but let's say 300 barrels o
f

this crud being sent up to 'em, a lot o
f
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that we'll say $6,000 when it gets to 'em, what the hell. Now what
happens is that crud, because it's blended in the ballast, diluted in
the ballast, ah, and it comes out the bottom of the ship, it gets
caught with the oily waste and whatnot, and most of the crud, the
scalings and the, ah, residue will be separated out and they will get

credit for it
,

because they mixed that in with crude going out, blended

it with all the crude going out. They get away with it
.

What doesn't
go out, the recovery crude is the chemicals, and they benzene,

toluene, xylene and the aro-, what they call the aromatics in the
chemicals, that goes into, it's water-soluble, that just goes into the
drink. And they’re doing that, and they're negotiating with the state
that every time this happens to 'em, that they don't know why, but

it happens to 'em. They got extra high aromatics in a shipment that
they are allow to aerate until someday when they get more ponds,
and try to cope with it better, and they’re negotiating, their lawyers
have been fighting me and fighting them for, fighting EPA now for
three years and something, and they’re still negotiating it

,
I am not

a part o
f

the meetings. But EPA, DEC, you know, they’re always
on the defensive. They don't know why o

r what, but they just g
o

along with a
ll

this stuff anyway. I mean this whole thing is so stupid,
and the Galveston, ah, here's my problem, the Galveston turns up

when I started pressing the guy yesterday. He said he did it in '88.
He remembers the shipment. Doesn’t remember the boat he puts

it on and whatnot. But, in ’90 this past March, h
e says, h
e just

assumed they put it in that, went north with it
,

'cause they always do.

And he's certain o
f
it but, you know, certain is not enough. I got

to be sure. He said, well, I'll tell you why I can get at that, I said

I don't want you making any phone calls or whatnot. He said this
one is getting ready to trust me, h

e says. He says, when I got off the
Galveston in January, the chief mate, that I knew a gal from way
back, who, ah, was clean chief mate for Exxon, and she was [going
to with 7

] shipment. And she asked me for some help. She
said, you’ve done this in the past. When you were a mate. How do
you get rid o

f

this stuff? Clean the, clean the tanks. Not who to get
rid o

f
it to. How do you clean the tanks 'cause this tankers so

fucked up it doesn't have hot water system, and it doesn’t have what
we call a Butterworth system. Butterworth system is an automatic
cleaning system that you can't, it a

ll

ends off off the slop tank, it's
automatic systems to clean the tanker, less chemicals. In this
instance, because this boat doesn't have the hot water system, doesn't
the Butterworth system, it's a

ll

chemical. He says, you know, you just
load up at the refinery. Gives you drums and drums and drums o

f

this caustic stuff and he uses it
,

it's the third time I’ve the term. I

used to
,
I heard it way back in my tanker days, but, ah, you take the

cargo lines going into the tanks, incoming cargo lines, and you have

a valve system and you add these barrels a little siphon and as that,

a
s water is coming from somewhere, through the cargo lines it sucks

this chemical with it
. They just keep emptying drum, drums and
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drums for each tank, and then, the Butterworth system is a crude
washing system. So in this case he used a

ll

these chemicals, and you

slosh it around in there somehow, I don't know how, and you go to

sea with it and then, ah, it cleans the scales, it cleans everything. It

just eats up everything. So that it
,

a
s

he's understood from my
meeting the other day. He says, gees, you tell me it's illegal. I

started thinking about that. I was telling her about how to use the
chemical, and how she would have to use the chemical and whatnot,

and how I used them twenty years ago when I was a mate. So, he
said, I have a reason we can call 'em. She's at sea right now. He
said, I'll call her, I'll call her. I said, what I wanted to know from
him was that she that she lash up to a northbound ship a

s they

always do, o
r

she gave it to a barge, and we can check the barge.
Meantime what I've done is

,
one o

f my sources has an Exxon angry
man, gone from Exxon, who is a key guy at the shipyard in Portland,
Oregon that takes in, that does the survey, drydocking. And he
knows from his particular job, because they compete with everybody
else. Every ship a

t drydock, where's the dock, when, b
y

whom. And

h
e got friends at each place. They talk to each other. And so,

again, my guys who's handling that is on a Russian ship. Taking a

ride in a Russian ship, but, ah, two o
f you gonna get out

again, o
r

he's gonna put me together with the shipyard guy, o
r

he's
gonna talk to him himself secretly with the guy who to talk
to me about the Galveston she went there. I didn’t know she went
there but he was gonna know, he was gonna checking out where she
went for me and a

ll

that stuff. Turns out that my captain said, one
thing I do know is she went to Galveston. But the gal was [taking?]

it to Galveston. I mean, taken it to Portland rather. So I know she
was taken it to Portland, and, ah, somebody's crazy to get rid o

f
it

a
t

sea like that, but the rest you got to go somewhere with. So, ah,

one o
f

my sources is gonna know early next week, if the guy's on
vacation, whatnot, what does the record say? This is the kind o

f

stuff
that you like and I like. I like to double-check everything. I don't
want the record to say, oh, they gave u

s a
ll

this stuff when they really

didn't. But you know it's marked in the records. Well, I am gonna
get the shipyard records. Did it arrive with no, with no tank
cleanings? You can't come into a shipyard without cleaning the tank.
So if the shipyard didn't take it

,
it gets paid a higher fee for taking

it
.

And that's the reason they’re gonna do this. So I'll have the
shipyard data, ah, next week on that one and I'll have, ah, ah,
another guy that put me in touch with, that said h

e agreed to talk

to me next week, who ran as a captain on, ah, on the ships going to

Alaska. And now he's a river boat pilot on the Columbia River. He
just got POed with Exxon and quit it and somebody's been talking

to him for me. He's about ready to talk, they say. Then I got a

captain, ex-Exxon captain, who pretty much agreed to talk to me u
p

in New England, Maine. I got a, ah, a, ah chief engineer, which I've
always wanted. All these deck stuff, I'd like an engineer to tell me
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all the crap that they do too. And I got a chief engineer, who's a
working chief engineer right now.

MR. BLACK: With Exxon?

MR. HAMEL: Exxon. Who, ah, agreed to see me, ah, talk to me, we're working

on this. Ah, so I will go up and I am going to Boston, Maine, New
Hampshire, ah, to meet a

ll

these guys in about a week or ten days,
and I know they’re all, I want to wait until their vacation time is over
with, and I want to make sure they're a

ll seeing me in the right

order. Each one will b
e giving me other guys who left who can

corroborate all these movement north. I don't need the dates. Their
problem, none o

f
'em ever dates o

r

whatnot. Yet when they start
saying, well, look, you relate it to when you got off or when you left,
oh yeah, right, I got and I went to Galveston. So my, my thought

is this. The Galveston, the Baytown I know did too, but why worry
about the Baytown because she was going back and forth to Alaska
getting crude, and bring crude. S

o they can argue it's wrong. But,
you know, it was Alaska crude, she could have got rid o

f
it coming

back up on her own. Who the hell knows the difference? But the
Galveston is the equivalent o

f
a shoreside pet [tank?] farm. She's

never been to Alaska. She doesn't go to Alaska. She doesn't go
anywhere. She's the lightering. She's a tank farm. Happens to b

e

in the water. So that's, and she takes foreign flags, I mean all kinds

o
f

ships come to her.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: And so, ah, from point of view. She is worse than some of this other
stuff that I was complaining about. I was complaining about the
Alaska-run tankers cleaning up going up and setting up. Because

o
f

that we also are, I am sure, from what I am told by these guys
that they’re product tankers cleaned out and sent to Alaska. Now
that is unleaded gas, it's got everything on it

.

Now a
s bad as all that

is
,

we can take forever trying to put all this together. What I want

is to verify, so perfectly, everything o
n

the Galveston. Hey, it just
happened this past March. At the same time Exxon's playing around
with the 2 billion dollars' restoration fund for the bay, Prince William
Sound. And here they are, they personally are polluting the sucker,
and their shipping department, are not, I mean Iarossi's the, one
guys was in deep trouble was still with 'em. When I found out the
date, Iarossi left like May. End o

f April, Iarossi left, and this
happened in March. So under Iarossi, this other guy this guy is just

saved some money. Iarossi pollutes the bay and Alyeska goes along
with it

.

The whole thing, to me, all the rest o
f

'em, who we could
under interrogatories after we go on the attack. But that, and now,
you convinced me separately that while I am getting a
ll

this stuff on
the Galveston, OK, down pat, 'cause it's the one that's got al
l

the
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pizzazz to it
,

Exxon et cetera, Prince William Sound, polluting. This

o
r

the one I got in San Francisco. Hey, a guy in San Francisco
disappeared on 'em so he's unable to see 'em. We think h

e took
a quick job and out somewhere. The government is taking every

body right now that they can get their hands on. The guy that was
watching San Francisco for u

s is on, ah, sea o
r something.

Disappeared on us, and that's happened before, so, we'll hear from
him sooner o

r
later. But the ARCO guy who's on site, working right

now, we, we, if everything had dovetailed all right, we were ready
with the Galveston and the other lawyers had looked a

t

this whole
package. Then if you find out they flushed it back in, whatever it

is
.

We got to catch them in route up there, because what they'll

do is
,

they'll force them not to accept it
.

EPA won't let 'em accept

it
,

and they'll have to pour all this ballast into a barge that they'll

have to find up there and ship it all the way back south, it's their
water. That will be the argument. They won't maybe do it

,

but we'll
see. But we are, I agree with you now I've been realizing more and
more just complaining that it was done, and we know they are doing

this type o
f

practice. Catching one, ah, and we catch it and we do
our action while it's in route. but, ah, we'll at least know
that it was just done again, ah, -

MR. BLACK: Wow, yeah.

[End o
f

Side 2 o
f

audio track made b
y

Wackenhut (Side 2 o
f

enhanced tape continues
for five more lines). Conversation continues at page 411060 o

f original transcript.]
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: Exhibit 30. A 1990; Meeting at lit offi
Prod. no.: Video, F2R400350; audio, F2R411059; orig. transcript, F2R411060

071; enhanced audio, F2R416179. Continued from page 411058 of
original transcript.

[Transcript based on audio track from original video, as enhanced.]

[Side 3 of audio track made by Wackenhut begins here]

MR. HAMEL: But always remember when, when you're talking to your people and
they say, oh, what the hell, they're not that stupid, are they?

MR. BLACK: Did this kind of thing go on when you had a tanker?

[Side 3 of audio enhancement begins here]

MR. HAMEL: Well, my little tanker was way the hell gone and back 13,000 ton,
we were carrying grain in it. That's where the money was. In those
days.

MR. BLACK: You were carrying grain one way and oil on the others.

MR. HAMEL: Too small to carry the oil. In those days. Which is good for grain.
She was like scrap iron, we were cutting holes in it

,

which is
,

which

is very hard to find in Japan. Made a cargo ship out o
f

her. I'll bet
the guys will tell you when we get the guys like the captain who is

not going to be afraid and you don't have to talk to the captain a
s

long as he keeps doing what he is doing, I called my network. When
the networks deliver in 48 and don't scare off my meeting another
person and I said, because who h

e is sending to will say the same
thing. But the guys who have left that will meet with you one time

in confidence and give u
s whatever we need on affidavits, even if it's

the kind where I swear to you guys it's done so you go and use it
,

but don't give u
p

my affidavits to somebody a
t least who you know.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Don't worry.

MR. HAMEL: Well, in this case, you're gonna find that they are going to tell you
that, like these barrels, you arrive here in Texas a

t

6:00 a.m. a
t
a

spigot, literally, and the guys never go ashore. Pry a bolt breaks
into a spigot, they bring u

s

stores and the barge brings us food and
everything else to g

o

for the next couple o
f days. They transfer

people around. There may b
e
a gangplank a
ll

the way to shore o
r

not. And you're there for hours. And they load up that ship and

a
ll your guys are working like mad for hours. And you're going.

Maybe in four hours, six hours, whatever. And the stuff you've been
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accumulating in these barrels and whatnot of crud, you haven't got
time to ship those back ashore. Somehow, I never found out, he was
so scared to tell me last time, that is present, but I know from a
mutual friend, some of these barrels were given to them by the
refinery and it had to do with diesel, bad diesel or something. I
don't understand what the hell it was. Something they had that was
no good. And the refinery had a problem with it. And they were
giving it to them to take care o

f I never found out what that was.
And, uh, they’d lash into the back o

f

the stern o
f

the boat a
ll

the

time. There's no railing o
r anything around there. And they get out

here somewhere a
t nighttime. The crew has nothing to d
o

with it.

The chief mate cuts the lines; things fall overboard and it's a

common practice. But they a
ll

d
o this kind o
f

stuff. Probably what
gets me the most a

s I keep talking to each of these guys is when I

sat on my own beach trawler one time on Johnson Beach; it's terrible
also the way he's bitching about it a

ll

the time and we too went out
one time and we had to and they kept saying it's these
damn tankers out there and it turns out that every guy that I've
talked to talks about cleaning their tanks at sea, even on the Florida
coast, a

s long as it's a busy shipping lane. That's one o
f

the busiest
shipping lanes I've ever seen is right there. As you look off to

Miami, you see those tankers going by there all the time, Johnson
Beach, and cargo ships and the Russians and ARCO all that
stuff, and every guy there, there are companies like they remind me
there are foreign flag ships, for example, and American-flagged
privately-owned ships that even Exxon wouldn't do, whereas they just

never have ever had a problem with tank cleanings. The stuff I am
talking about has never reached shore. It never reached the barge.
They just flat out get it all arranged for a stormy day in busy shipping
lanes and dump it. The Coast Guard never spends the money trying

to track that stuff down. It's easy. They g
o

get a sample o
f
it and

you'll get the ship that you think did it and you match it with the
fingerprints. The Coast Guard doesn't do any o

f

that. They don't
have the equipment for it

;

they’ve got too much trouble chasing drug
guys and whatnot. But that stuff in Florida is pitiful. All the stuff
that you are getting in Florida that I was talking about and whatnot
which affects everything out there, the reefs I'm sure. But that's
purposeful cleaning, tank cleaning a

ll

the time. And it's against the
law now, you know, American ships unless they’re, the only way
American ships can do it is on the way to the Middle East o

r

something. Then it's not against the law. But if you g
o
in port, a
n

American port, you can't do it
.

Even if you're outside o
f

the 12
mile limits. But you know and I know if we wanted to, if each chief
mate had to come back and sign a certified document that he's never
done it

,

he'd get so many enemies o
n

that ship. When something is

wrong they got to consider it
,

not consider it
,

but you find some way

to get a
t
it somewhere, legislation is required o
r

whatnot. You know
they can't d
o
it if it's not on his committee. And the regular
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committee won't do it because they don't want to screw the ship

owners. But if each chief mate when they get ashore each time had
to sign a document that if they even spilled, in an accident, they
screwed around and somebody opened the wrong damn valve a little
bit, that's accidental but anyway, if each one had to sign that
document when they come ashore and the captain, too. What's
wrong with three guys signing a document: spilled? accidentally?
purposefully? Then they're not going to do this type of stuff off the
Florida coast because somebody is going to squeal on them
somewhere. And if you have anonymous people start talking, not
even anonymous, they are mad, the guy that got fired by them and
is not going to see them anymore, screw that guy, go squeal on him.
And that's why with Alyeska al

l

they’ve got to do is have the guys
sign that they took it on and there's too many enemies, I got each
one o

f

these guys telling me how they have some enemy over there
that they wished they could -- it was funny, you know.

MR. BLACK: Speaking o
f you telling of people leaving and people disgruntled,

people quitting and fired, there was this guy that you told me was
going to Thailand because he liked little girls.

MR. HAMEL: He is going to Richmond, Washington and his folks live there and
he quit without giving his 1

5 years, I understand; he had a year and

a half to go. He tells me h
e quit because the terminal was ready to

blow up and h
e just wants out.

MR. BLACK: What terminal?

MR. HAMEL: Alyeska terminal.

MR. BLACK: Physically blow up o
r

blow up"?

MR. HAMEL: All the guys tell me that. It's just like the refinery blowing up; it's
leaking vapors all over the place; I know something is going to cause

a spark and the whole thing is going to go. And everything is rusted.
I'm not talking about corrosion like you and I know they got
corrosion, rust. Nothing's working. And they won't spend any money
fixing it until they get caught. Now this new task force fought a lot

o
f

that but, uh, --

MR. BLACK: So, he's out, though.

MR. HAMEL: But he's not only out but he's been waiting for a year, for a year

and something he's been sending me messages, but didn't make the
movement; I wouldn't make any more moves either. So I called him
the other day and he's pretty good o

n

the phone. He said h
e [I?]

had a lot o
f

friends there; you'd b
e surprised how many people are

my friends, et cetera, and he'd work with me but he also was
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apprehensive a little bit about he hasn't gotten his last paycheck from
them, which you would guess that he hasn't got it. He hadn't heard
from them since h

e finished his last day. But he's negotiating with
them; they have to buy his house; they had a buyback agreement and
they’re screwing him all over the place on that one. They don't him

to make any profit on it
,

o
f

course. He'd been there fourteen years

but [tape interrupted] Alyeska built the house for him but now they’re
finding everything wrong with the house. The fuel tank is too close

to the house; they put it in, not him. Everything they are giving him

a hard time about for deductions are a
ll theirs; they built it. Anyway,

so I detected that he was, he said he had a little building problem
and he was tired and h

e

was still sleeping but he was going to sit
back and take his time and think for me and work with me; a little
memory problem so I understood what he was saying. He hadn't
gotten his checks from them yet and h

e thinks he's being [inaudible]
and h

e

doesn't know to who he's going to sell it
.

MR. BLACK: He isn't soliciting money from you, is he?

MR. HAMEL: Oh, no, no, no, no, not at all. No, no. In fact, I’ve been able to

just kind of, he just found out that they were screwing him in

his negotiations and now he's out even harder and a
t

their mercy.

So I said, well, there's nothing I really want from him right now;
I’ve got so damn much on my mind, so much going and I am, I

don’t need anything. Except that when I thought that h
e

was going

to Thailand is when I wanted to get everything I could from him
before h

e left. He's not at all; he's going to Richmond, Washington

and he's going to work at the Hanford nuclear plant and that's where
he used to work. He's got thirty years a

s
a machinist, six years as

an engineer, and he's going to make a
s

much money there a
s working

for Alyeska. So why stay? Even he'd lose his fifteen year retirement
because

he's was the machinist for the entire pipeline. Everything up and
down the pipeline, something special that he made. He just stayed

in the shop, h
e

was a machinist a
ll

the time there; fourteen years.
Because o

f

that, now he's got an opening a
t

that other place. So I

told him, look, when I am going to Seattle to Marysville, Candy's
[Kathy’s?] mother, father and brother lives there, and h

e says "You
come over to Richmond for a couple o

f

days, you can d
o

whatever
you want."

MR. BLACK: That's great.

MR. HAMEL: So I went. But I have to go out and I’ve got Christmas or something
out there; I'll be out there before Christmas, so I'll be talking to him.
But one thing h

e gave me that I knew about, but is good to have
someone else tell me, the entire fire/water system in Alyeska
terminal, you know, comes a fire, fire/water system, is so rusted that
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they literally have fire pop out of the ground, go pull open

from corrosion. See, the fire/water system is sixteen feet down. And
what they use is seawater, and like this guy says from the very
beginning, he says, "I'm no genius but I'm an engineer and I'm a
machinist. Why would you use seawater to keep your fire/water
system charged up? You could use fresh water. They have a stream
coming down the mountain and they could use that fresh water.
They use it for the power plant. They use the power plant water
coming out of the power plant and keep it

. They don't want that
kind o

f complicated thing. So here they had fresh water, which
doesn't corrode, because they didn't, they were supposed to put

stainless steel pipe and they didn't for the seawater; they decided
not to, to save money. And they have black iron pipe and it's just
rusting out. So he's the one that has to rethread things to make it

,

to try to build something up to make everything hold together down
there, glue and string, to keep the fire/water system operating. I

knew it was leaky, it was a terrible leaky system, because they put
huge new diesel pumps to keep it charged up, for God's sakes. So,

that I was getting from my other sources, but it is good to have
someone who touched it

,

felt it
,

played with it
.

That's a big

difference. So I'm going to spend some time with him on that
because I reported it to the fire department in Valdez and this is

within their fire district and whatnot, but they won't let them on site.
They say the hell with the fire department and told them off, they
pay taxes, big taxes. So I don't know what I'll do with that but
anyway, I'll play with that with my Outsider magazine issues, because
employees know about it

,

but not enough. And when the employees
know that their company has this kind o

f problem and is not doing
anything about it --

MR. BLACK: I'm going to talk about that; I'm glad that you brought up that
Outsider magazine. You're still going to do that?

MR. HAMEL: Oh, yeah.

MR. BLACK: We'll do the mailing o
n

that if you want. But its going to cost you.
It's going to cost you stamps.

MR. HAMEL: I appreciate that. We're going to do a lot of things together. I've
got some great ideas.

MR. BLACK: Well if you want, we'll do it.

MR. HAMEL: Well because, uh, -

MR. BLACK: Rather than have Kathy d
o it out o
f your house.

MR. HAMEL: One o
f

the guys has given me, uh, a hard time o
n
it and he's a very
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important source to me and the hard time he is giving to me is why

I'm not rushing into it. And he's off where I can't reach him for one
week. I don't talk to him when he's on the line. But he wants to
be so sure that, he says, you got credibility around people right now.
It's out o

f sight. And the way you come out with your first issue and
the way you say things, what you say, you've got to maintain that
credibility with them. You can't be anti-killbody [?]. Now you see,
they don't know who you are, you could b

e anti-company. They

know my deal is I’ve helped o
n

land and a
ll

that stuff, so right now
it's fine. I'm just a vehicle for the people. It's a

n employees’
magazine unto themselves; a

n employees' newsletter to themselves
and I'm just a tattleloop type thing.

MR. BLACK: What I'm offering you is this. If you want to include us in the damn
thing -

MR. HAMEL: I can’t. Because I don't know who you are and I would be scared
for now.

MR. BLACK: OK, but if its going to be anti-company, -
MR. HAMEL: No. It's not even going to be.

MR. BLACK: But if you want it to be anti-company -

MR. HAMEL: No.

MR. BLACK: -- it can come from us.

MR. HAMEL: No. It's not going to be, though. You see, I'm making them be
the judge. Every time I am sticking something to them it would be,
they would b

e

the judge.

MR. BLACK: Maybe later we can add in.

MR. HAMEL: OK. At the moment they know who it is
,

let me show you a
n idea

o
f

what Alyeska is a
ll

about. I'm deviating a
ll

over the place but just

to give you a feel for this stuff. Here's the pump station. There's
twelve o

f

them involved. Your pipe, your oil comes in here and it

goes out here, OK. And they got these big turbine pumps.

MR. BLACK: That reminds me. I'm sorry to interrupt you. Did you get that
diagram? You said there was a new guy that was going to send
you a new engineering diagram.

MR. HAMEL: I forgot to bring it.

MR. BLACK: But you've got it.
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MR. HAMEL: Yeah.

MR. BLACK: That guy works there now so he's not going to go away or

MR. HAMEL: No, but I've got people at each pump station. And this guy, not
each of them, anyway, this guy, there's three pump stations that have
refineries. Little refineries at the pump station. And they refine oil.
Crude oil. And they take off the jet fuel and run these big jet

turbines and diesel turbines that they ship off by truck to the other
pump stations and jet fuel and diesel to run the big power plant at
the terminal and it houses this big operation. There's three
refineries, OK? Now, each of these pump stations has a huge tank
so that if there's any kind of pressure in the pipeline, it just backfalls
into the tank and relieves the pressure in the pipeline so it doesn't
blow the thing up. Now, what happens is they’ve got another little
pipe that goes from here to the refinery. Normally, they just draw
it right off the pipeline for the refinery. But to run this whole
operation, we got over here a great big like a flare system. Knockout
pots for vapors, et cetera. And huge, it's a huge operation, OK?
Where a

ll

o
f

the vapor accumulations that are trying to pop out o
f

this whole facility have to g
o
to be handled and then they g
o

through

a big flare, e
t

cetera. The reason is
,

the original law says that we
are going to provide, and they permit that job, this is the first time
they got this permit thing and a

ll

these years I didn't know about it,

I got it from Ray Nye the other day, the guy that is in the EPA that
stays in my house, h

e just got back to work and I was describing al
l

o
f

this to him and h
e says, well, I'll send you a copy o
f

the permit.

The guy that's got the paperwork is up in Alaska, so, the permit way
back when said there would be vapor recovery a

t

each pump station
refinery. There would b

e no emissions into the atmosphere. Very

clear. I had hearings o
n

the stuff but I never saw the piece of permit
page itself, the permits, the sig. All I want is that page. So that's
being sent to me. What they did is

,

right after the start-up, they got
everybody happy with a

ll

this stuff and everybody tours it
,

the

environmental groups that lost it toured the pipeline, they showed
them how everything was, and I kept seeing that everywhere they
toured, as soon as they finished the tour and everybody got taken
care o

f

and they'll never come back to bother us, save money. This
costs money to operate this. There's guys, there's people, the
corrosion problem, everything falling apart, so this is only a couple

times a week you may get backflow into here. Now that they're
adding natural gas liquids which they weren't supposed to, this tank
can't hold it

,

so it's got to vent somewhere. And a
s soon as there

is pressure here, it
s got to get out. Butane, propane, benzene. So,

those suckers disconnected this and they disconnected this and they
open this up. And there's a constant flow into here al

l

the time
equal to the flow from here to the refinery. Now, the people that
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work there, they don't understand a
ll

this stuff. Honest. Because
everybody is

,

this story you worked a
t Alyeska, this is your job here.

And this is your job here. And this is your job here. And you got
cross-training and whatnot, but just nobody understands what is going

on. Meanwhile they are venting to their own people and everybody
is sucking this crap up plus the environment. But it was unnecessary.

So the final word is
,

none o
f

this operates and just a constant natural
gas liquids that come down this pipeline a

t eight miles an hour and

a
ll

this turbulence because o
f

the natural gas liquids in it
,
it just

wants to get out, just like a
t

the tank farm a
t Valdez. So there's a

constant flow of emission from here. All the time. That EPA
doesn’t even know about. And they are requesting o

f Alyeska and
all that stuff because they didn't know about this part; a

ll they know

is that it
s

not working right, something is wrong. Well, what do I

want to do about it? There's two things they are going to do about

it
. One, either fits the newsletter a
s a
n

issue where, you know, here's
what Alyeska says but here's what the permit says and those o

f you
who work there know that it was disconnected way back when, and

is that what Alyeska is a
ll

about? Is this the way you feel about your
company? That these lies should continue. Something like that.
And then the press gets a copy o

f
it
. But the company, the people,

a
t

least what I am trying to get at is they are unnecessarily getting
polluted. The human beings. I mean, they’re living, they are
breathing in this crap a

ll

the time, when they didn't have to b
e

anyhow. And their health. And they are all talking about their
health. They are all worried about it. They all know that is my

issue. Then the other thing that could happen but I'll know better
when another 10 days o

f

this one, and none o
f

this would I do in a

hurry anyway, I got too much to do, so this is going to be like the
third o

r

fourth issue o
f

the thing, but it may b
e

that there's a legal
aspect to it and that's your court. And if your attorneys look at it
and they play with this and Ray Nye will tell me off the record
because h

e
is the EPA head o
f

this whole thing, h
e says he's not sure

the way things way back in 1977 what kind o
f

teeth were in the
regulations when they made this, but the good citizenship was
certainly not there. So if there is any legal part that could b

e done,

which EPA doesn't rush into anyway, like a
n NPDES permit 60-day

notice, that'll be all I know.

MR. BLACK: Why doesn't Ray Nye go up there and raise hell?

MR. HAMEL: Because he works for an administration that doesn't do. I mean,
everything h

e

does on this issue comes all the way back to

Washington and sits here for weeks into months to b
e approved

because you're touching the o
il companies. And what he's done is

unreal, he's done more than anybody that gets in
,

he's got real
murder roles all because I had Bennett Johnson write that letter
and h
e

had a
ll

that stuff to work with, without that he'd never have
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been able to do what he did. And if it wasn't for the Exxon Valdez
he'd still be working for asses from Alyeska. It's not a big deal
except that what I like about this is the employees. Each one of
them at every station is getting nothing but crap, I mean, emitted.
So this one, there's only three stations, but so cut-and-dried and it's
so absurd that they had it

. And then I did another thing, a report
that is coming in that has been sent to me and I think it's in my
postal box because Ray said h

e

sent it to me last week but I haven't
got it yet. Anyway, he sent it to my postal box. He's got a report,

an in-house report b
y Alyeska, everything I've complained about the

vapor recurring and whatnot, he's got an in-house report o
f

their own
on a study that they’ve done way back when saying we can't do this,
we can't do that, because o

f
the emissions. If we do this, this, this

and that, we won't have these emissions. And they said no. Just like
this one. The hell with it. And this may b

e [inaudible].

MR. BLACK: And he's got it?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah, he sent it to me.

MR. BLACK: What about those boxes and boxes o
f

in-house things that you have?
Anything in there along these lines?

MR. HAMEL: No, my stuff, for example, identifies stuff, just like it identified the
corrosion thing. My stuff, one thing that I've got that --

MR. BLACK: And you are still getting these. These people are still --

MR. HAMEL: Everything that I do, seven, eight a week.

MR. BLACK: Do we want to put those in the brain?

MR. HAMEL: The effort to put them in a
t

this stage o
f

the game, I mean, just to

get them ready to put them in
,

uh, here's what I am u
p

to
.

MR. BLACK: I mean, bring the boxes over. We'll order them.

MR. HAMEL: Here's what I'm doing. You gave me the idea the other day. Candy
[Kathy?] has been trying to kick me out o

f

the office. And she's
really been bad about it

.

But I have the house. But to be my
neighbor, as soon as Exxon comes through, I move. As soon as I

sell. Oh, I didn't tell you what happened to my little copy with
Exxon. Had they settled me in July with x

, well,

MR. BLACK: Congratulations.

MR. HAMEL: I was winning. I was only looking for a few million. But we'll see
what happens. Worth double. My guy says my action is in just al

l

57-913 O - 92 - 16
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the computer rooms, everybody in the whole company get them all
to sign it but it's never going to go down again; it's over with.

MR. BLACK: What I am saying is
,

if your game is to push a

MR. HAMEL: OK, I'll answer your question. I'm sorry. I am, across the house
from my house, you saw that where that little, we're a

t

the Chart
House. Near the Chart House o

r my house is a big building there.
And the ground floor has an operation that is like yours. I never
bothered with the name. But my neighbor, I told her, so I asked her
questions about the operation yesterday. And she said come o

n

over.
And it turns out that the corner office, which is

,
I wouldn't move

nothing, I told Kathy that Howard wanted it upstairs. It turns out
that the upstairs, I went and looked and I knew the people that had
the upstairs. When the real estate company is doing bad, I can get

a
n office there easy and whatnot. But the view, the bay windows are

so high that you got to look out this way. And on the ground floor
the windows are so low, you can see my house, you can see the park,
you can see the water and the patio. And it's just, it

s

a
ll

windows.
You know that about the rain. And they’re hurting. And the guy

is moving out in two months. And they’re renting the rest o
f

the
place, too. This is a

ll guarded because Bush's son is in there; he's
got an office there and the Secret Service is all over the place. They
park in front o

f my house to guard it all the time.

MR. BLACK: Really?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. But they park in front o
f my house. I woke them up one

morning; the guys were both sleeping; they were supposed to be on
awake and one sleeping but they were both sleeping. So I tap the
door and say, "Hey, you guys. One o

f you has got to be awake here.

If you get caught..." Anyway, my - I'm getting up as far as part of
the day and I need a secretary. And I just, I had a secretary that

I thought I'd never have a secretary again because she was so perfect
for my deal. I don't want a gal around all day. I can't stand that.
And I don't want her except when I need her. So, what I'm looking

a
t
is I’ve got to file; I’ve got so much to file. And I can't function.

So I am going to hire a secretary part-time, take that office, and this

is my walk-over with Muffin and they allow dogs. The lady has got

a dog. And I walk over there and even my portable will work al
l

the way over there. I can use my portable right there in that window
because I g

o

past there. And I'll take, not my sensitive stuff like my
call telephone records because that can find a

ll my people

that I am talking to
.

But everything else, I got al
l

this stuff that you
are talking about in boxes o

f
it because when I had to move out of

my other office in a hurry because the lady came back to the house,

I just piled everything in and never looked a
t
it
. My notes, my trip

notes, you name it
. So, I've got to si
t

down.
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MR. BLACK: Those things you have to transcribe, but hard copies of like some
of the things you've showed me

MR. HAMEL: But it's all mixed.

MR. BLACK: -- when Ricki and I were up there. What I am saying to you is that
I've learned more about the ins and outs of this stuff from you in
four or five meetings than I could ever learn from books and what
I'm offering to you is

,

if you want to use it
,

we'll plug in the disk
whatever you o

r

our guys. I've got this guy Vern and this other guy,

I mean, they’re working full-time and, you know, they’re like, like
your secretary. Sometimes they're off but I am still paying them.

If you want to use them, bring the box, we'll do a box at a time.
Whatever you want to use, we'll load it in there and give you the
disk.

MR. HAMEL: OK, because then we'll do the, like, no one has what is called the
Insider, the newspaper. And it's got data that is very useful and
until I get it in there and pull it out, it's not going to be useful.
They stopped putting '86 stuff in, ever since they knew I’ve been
using it

,

but the old stuff I got from my '85. But what it also has

is
,

each employee, when they get promoted, where they go and
whatnot, and comes a problem, you start finding all that in there.
Nobody keeps a record, has a record like that. So, it's just hard to,

I talked to
Ken about it some time ago, but --

-
it would b
e good practice for

him because it's got good newspaper stuff and whatnot too. But we
put that a

ll

in to start with. Then I have enough to stack. Then I
have a bunch o

f their, I don't think I showed them to you, a bunch

o
f

their memos, their corporate exchange cables, they call them.
Five, six pages o

f

their corporate exchange.

MR. BLACK: You did show me some of those.

MR. HAMEL: And that, I got tons more in boxes, but those that I’ve spent time
trying to go over, I’ve just put them in chronological order. Now,

if you guys put that in
,

because I was going to have this girl do it

too, is put those in. Where ReadWare happens to be useful is when
there is maybe fourteen issues in the bi-weekly coax cable, something
happened in -- the line, something happened here, a corrosion
problem here, a

ll

that is in there. There's n
o way you can file that.

And how d
o you cross-file something like that? Especially if you

don't even know it
,
I know, I've read every page of those, so I know

if I want to find something, if I had ReadWare I could find it. It

paid for, like having them paid for themselves fifteen times over.
When I was able to find for, just by playing a little with ReadWare,
what I already put in the file system and asking the ReadWare, I
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found two references to those secret meetings, that secret that nobody

knew about, that prior to the Exxon Valdez, the two meetings that the
oil companies had about, they’re in trouble, they can't handle the spill
because of Exxon.

MR. BLACK: You told me about that.

MR. HAMEL: But that was dynamite. Now Miller has gone out and done
something with that.

MR. BLACK: Those are the kind of memos, those internal memos that you get
out from under them, that we should put in there.

MR. HAMEL: Some of it is already done. And, uh, what I would have to do is
just keep pulling some more out and where they’re not, somebody
doesn't have to restructure them into chronological order, because
I've already got them in chronological order, but I got a lot more.
It just takes time for me to stop and dig that stuff out.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Excuse me. Hello. OK. No, do what you could, it's a
work --

[Tape is interrupted before end]

[Conversation continues in Exhibit 31]
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Prod. no.: Video, F2R400351; audio, F2R411072, orig. transcript, F2R411073

091; enhanced audio, F2R416180.
Continued from Exhibit 30.

[Transcript based on audio track from original video, as enhanced.]

[Side 1 of audiotape begins]

[MR. BLACK?]: OK, I'll you some of that stuff so they can start practicing
and we already have a lot of stuff in there already. I'm just getting

what we already have. Hamel on the disk or something.

MR. BLACK: Let's make a master and we'll pop those discs and give him, the
point is you’ve got at your place, you've got, you showed me on two
or three floors, boxes and boxes of documents. Some might be
general stuff that I have.

MR. HAMEL: I got, for example, the original plans of Alyeska's refinery. I mean,
the whole pipeline. I have the original plans, some changes were
made, it's not important to them, but this stuff just keeps coming in.

MR. BLACK: I'll tell you what is important. Internal memo included in the
newspaper.

MR. HAMEL: The Insider has, well, it's an issue that you and I have to talk about.

MR. BLACK:
|
But those internal memos like these, I'm telling you --

MR. HAMEL:
|

I don’t have that much of those.

MR. BLACK: Well, if you have any more of these, if you can get any more of
these internal legal documents --

MR. HAMEL: I haven't gotten any lately.

MR. BLACK: These are incredible.

MR. HAMEL: That's why I was very low key about her finding out who Heckle
[Heckel?] is

.

Because I wanted to ask her to see if she could get
another round o

f

the stuff. I’m very slow about these things. You
have to be casual about it o

r

else you get too anxious and --

MR. BLACK: You think she can get some more o
f

these?

MR. HAMEL: I don't know. It all depends o
n

the person. If she feels like giving

Minority Exhibit 43
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out any more - People run up and down like a yo-yo over there
too, you know. If you live in Alaska, [inaudible] say that happened,
the gal was pissed, or the guy, I don't know who it is

,

whoever it is
,

is pissed and wanted to know, and bad weather and whatnot, if you
live in Alaska, the weather can b

e bad, it gets cold and they already
got snow dustings. That means you're sitting in Anchorage now and
you see the snow coming down already. It doesn't hit the town, it

doesn't hit you because you get rain, but you see the hillside and it's
all snow. Uh, and Valdez just got rid o

f

the snow a month and a

half ago and now they have the dusting again. S
o people get - you

really have to g
o

just by luck. They get pissed off again; for example,

Exxon is trying to say that they are not responsible for that shipping
company. As soon as she calls me again and she talks about Ecolit
and whatnot, say incidentally --

MR. BLACK: Would you ask her what she thinks about Exxon's pleadings, about
they have n

o relationship?

MR. HAMEL: That's how things happen. Pick u
p

the phone you know, yeah, I’ve
got some more for you, baby. One thing that may be, I am waiting
for Miller, what to do about it. He was busy on other stuff and now
he's so busy. I've checked the schedule and he's got two hearings
coming u

p
in September for child abuse, child care and that kind o
f

stuff, and some, like a forest-type thing somewhere. I don't
know where it is but anyway, ah, like the Redwood Forest or

something. So he's got two hearings in September and they’re only
going to be in for a month, and he's got to be campaigning, ah, he's
not about to handle this other stuff very heavily that I had for him,

I don't think, he may. What it is
,

a
n editorial [?] about 'em, the

vertical supports, ah, that hold the pipeline up, ah, I had it set up

a
s an Outsider thing and we're going to point out to the people the

testimony and how they lied. He lied on their behalf, they’re gone.

What d
o they think? But what I had in mind, but it may b
e that,

ah, it's a legal thing involved here. And here's why, you got the
underground, four hundred miles o

f pipeline is underground, four
hundred miles is aboveground, hey, and this was a national big issue.
That the underground was corroded. And where it was corroded is

fifty-cent pieces, how big the corrosions are, but it's still bad. Fifty
cent means they’re gonna pressure him anew, and, ah, it corroded
small dimes and quarters all over the place, but the bad ones were

a couple o
f

fifty-cents pieces. It's a big issue. And it's gonna be

several billion dollars to dig a
ll

that crap u
p

and fix it
,

and I gave
that out way back when, the corrosion thing, to Miller, Patty u

p

a
t

L.A. Times. The L.A. Times is very interested in this thing, but they
don't understand it. I haven't given them any more because I don't
want to go any further 'cause Miller was handling it

,

and Miller
didn't have time for his hearings, and didn't handle it right. But h
e

did at least ask about it and h
e got, h
e

was afraid I was wrong when

I said we have n
o problem. The vertical supports, we don’t have a
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corrosion problem . Petrich says it takes [flash?] and he
panics, didn't hit it for awhile and that's why I was sitting behind
laughing at him, what are they gonna say? They lied. Under oath.
"We don't have corrosion." And I'd known for years that they had.
Now I figured semantics, I can move toward Canada, and told
Petrich, smart-asses, they gonna find these British
semantically wasn't corrosion was something else, ah, and this is
where they hydrogen gas leaking in and screwed the system
up. When he went home, two weeks later, and the Insider, first of
all, the following week was a nice story in the Insider about them
testifying and everybody thought everyone's fine, things aren't so bad
after all. No big deal. Perfect hearing. And then two weeks later,
Insider says, oh, guess what. We're having a problem with the vertical
support on this and the Battelle Lab has studied it and they think
they found a solution to it

.
It's a corrosion problem, corrosion

problem. Battelle Lab has been on it for six months. It started after
the Exxon Valdez and that was the corrosion problem o

n

the
underground that they were working on. So Patti Epler o

f

the Daily

News asked the head o
f

the pipeline, on two occasions, sort o
f

casually, while they were talking about this subject. Where h
e said

it was only 400 spots and I told them it was 800. So she kept
needling 'em. She told 'em she had a source that had 800, and he
said well actually, yeah, but we haven’t finalized the report o

n

that
yet. What does h

e know? S
o

while she was a
t
it she says: "What

about the newer problem? How about vertical support?" No
problem. Vertical support o

n

this next time. No problem. Hell,
but things are sinking. A fifty-cent piece breaks free, you're going

to have a problem. But the vertical support is the integrity o
f

that,

if this is down six inches here and it stays that the correct place here,
you got incredible stresses. And you have those earthquakes which
they have up there, that thing will pop open, pour around there
quick, OK. And they put this, the turbines for natural gas liquids
either, there's a lot o

f

reasons why this is a bad number. Now if you
are looking straight down a

t

the pipeline, here's the vertical supports

and here's the saddle it's on, it's the pipeline, and it's just free
moving. It could g

o

this way o
r

this way.

MR. BLACK: Um hm.

MR. HAMEL: Just from a
n earthquake, anything. But it can’t g
o u
p

and down.
Well, if it can't go up and down, and you've got a situation where
stress is developing because they’re a

ll dropping b
y

inches, then
you’ve got a bad problem. It turns out to give this report, about
Battelle Lab, because they lied to Congress; they're about ready to

get clobbered with it
,

they better get their people ready for it
.

They’ve done it every time I've come in from behind o
n them, I'd

always read in the Insider, they'd cover their ass. So, I said, well,
they’ve covered their ass, they must know that Battelle Lab. Lab's
suggestion is going to work o
n

this hydrogen gas that migrates out,
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that they've learned how to cope with it
.

S
o I started treading water.

Because they got rid o
f

me o
n

the subject. Because I don't have a

source better than what I've got. My source says they are still
waiting o

n

the Battelle Lab, but if Battelle Lab thinks it's got answers
to it
,

b
y

the time it trickles to my guys, I have to live with it, so I

didn't press Miller any more because I don't want him to go forward.

I got enough things to do and I didn't want him to fight and then,
sure it was a bad deal, but like you said, I didn't want to catch him
today. S

o

there's a bad deal, but we solved it. Well, it's not the
same thing, then Miller's harping o

n something too much; too bad,
they lied, they kept it quiet, but, you know, too late. Well, I found
out last week that the Battelle Lab didn't succeed. And it's not
working. And they don't have an answer. And they’re going to have

to replace a
ll

these suckers. It's like eight hundred million dollars.
At the time here. But when they replace it

,

it's with the same old
stuff. It ain't nothing new, they don't know how to solve the
problem. They’re even saying they think it's the Northern Lights

that's causing it
.

MR. BLACK: Northern Lights causing the gas?

MR. HAMEL: Causing the gas to migrate through metal. I don't understand how,
but it is happening. This is

,

this is a sealed deal and hydrogen gas,
somehow, from the atmosphere is migrating inside this tube and it

gets into the, into the, what do you call it up here? The vanes up

here and takes up the space o
f

the liquid turned into gas that comes
up here to be cooled. So it doesn't make it

,

doesn't get cooled and
the, and the thing sinks.

MR. BLACK. The heat, it allows it to heat?

MR. HAMEL: Well you see -

MR. BLACK: Melts the permafrost.

MR. HAMEL: This is on a shoe down here inside the permafrost. Permafrost is

1
3 inches deep downward and icy here, and as, as the sun shines,

which it does. It was 90-some degrees in Fairbanks the other day.

The sun shines o
n

this pipe and heats it up, and as the heat goes

down the pipe, this liquid down here absorbs that heat and vaporizes

and it goes to the top of the vanes, the radiators up there, ah, even
though the sun is shining on it

,

the cool air in Alaska cools it off and

it drops back down again. So it's just the heat. Now, what's
happening is

,

hydrogen gas is migrating in
.

They don't know how.
And it takes up that space. Now, I agree it's not their fault. It's
happening. They never dreamed it would happen o

r they wouldn't
have had the system. But the point is

,

many years ago I started
monitoring this. This is a mental thing over here. It's not in the
paper. I never even wrote it down. Many years ago. But I should
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have been putting a
ll

this stuff in my computer, but I get my phone
calls at 2 o'clock in the morning. I lay in bed and I hear, and I got

a good memory.

MR. BLACK: But, if you're still getting phone calls you got to -

MR. HAMEL: But now I go up, I started it over a year ago. I go up and just put
it
,
I have a memo pad in my computer.

MR. BLACK: Dictate it or something.

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. I just g
o

u
p

there and a
s they talk to me, I type it in
.

All

o
f

'em think I record them. I never record, I just don't do it. And
then one guy said, then why don't you record her when you talk to

her the next time? And I said I just can't do that.

MR. BLACK: Why not?

MR. HAMEL: Just. Just not my style. Sorry, I don't want people to ever say, well,
didn't you record me? Sometimes I did. Didn't you record me? I

said I don’t do that.

MR. BLACK: Well, gees, you should.

MR. HAMEL: Well, I don't.

MR. BLACK: It's just as good to take notes.

MR. HAMEL: Well for some people recording would be great, but then I just, I

don't think I would like to be volunteering stuff to somebody and
they record me, even though I don't mind on certain issue here the
details, but on every conversation and everything, I just don't.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: I have a machine. I recorded my ex-wife. That I did do when I

had divorce problems way the hell back. I had a machine, I would
press the button, and record her anytime I wanted. But I never
recorded anybody since then. I just can't. So, but I, you know,
sometimes I do have the recorder, and I am trying to think who I

was working with. That was business in my offices in Anchorage

where we dictate stuff back and forth. My French guy in France.
When h

e

calls in and sends me some stuff. Some time we agree I'll
record it and I can hear it. My French is good, but not that good.

MR. BLACK: Well, if you got somebody to type it
,

that's great.

MR. HAMEL: It's not the typing part. It's just not my style to record somebody

and use it [?] later o
n

o
r something. S
o

here's what is important
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here, I think. Ah, 5 years it's been since I heard about it. And
just figure 5 years ago when they were making a billion dollars a

year, and I heard the local idiot engineers of Alyeska were trying

to solve this problem. I and I couldn't believe it
,

and I kept
monitoring it

.

That they're still trying to solve this problem. You
and I would have hired every company in the world because a million
dollars here, they never, it's secret. They didn't want anybody to

know about it and the guy that's feeding me is right up to here on
it.

MR. BLACK: Could we get those reports? Where they talk about that internally?

MR. HAMEL: I don’t have it
.

MR. BLACK: Ok.

MR. HAMEL: That stuff is up in Anchorage. See, because o
f

me now they have,
ah, video on every file cabinet.

MR. BLACK: No?

MR. HAMEL: Oh yeah. Valdez, when they put it in I was a pretty proud peacock
on that one. Because o

f

me there's a building guard in Valdez. His
job is to watch the videos o

f

the file cabinets the minute the office
closes every day. Before he'd come I had people I know in the file
cabinets photocopying. Again, to show you a

n idea o
f
what you're

dealing with. The building, the building guards a
t

Valdez --
MR. BLACK: You have enough people that they’re photocopying the file cabinets

for you? What's in the file cabinets?

MR. HAMEL: Way back when. You can't any more. What they couldn't pick out
that they thought was interesting.

MR. BLACK: Well, they work out o
f

the file cabinets, right?

MR. HAMEL: No. I had some one who worked on the file cabinets. I never
asked her. She offered, I wouldn't do it. I mean, God, she worked
in, it's her file cabinet. I've never gotten anything from her I didn't
want. And we don't even talk to each other any more. I don't want

to talk to anybody. When I can't control what happens to the people
when they lose their job, this, widow, not a widow but a divorced gal

with a couple o
f kids, I mean, I don't want anything from that

woman, ever. I mean, it's her file cabinets. But I had something
else going in her file cabinet. In the evening, it's the nighttime, I had

a real deal going where I never asked them to be there, I started
getting this incredible stuff. I said, how the hell are you getting it
?

I said, have you lost your mind? Look, I know what I'm doing.
Have you lost your mind? I know what I'm doing. I can handle it.
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MR. BLACK: About this stuff?

MR. HAMEL: No. That party was just going into the files and finding anything
funny and that's where I got the data that the federal court judge
had ruled on. It was that kind of stuff. This person was going into
the old files, this is interesting, I'll bet Chuck would -- well, for every
page of good stuff I got fifteen pages of worthless stuff. But it was
so unbelievable in that this stuff, at the time, that's why they went
to the federal court to try to get it from me, and that person's gone

and people who worked there during the daytime, one of them was
available. I just wouldn't do it. What I can't control, I don’t want.

I don't want somebody's life, not their life, 'cause you would get hurt,
but you know, lose their job, and I haven’t got the wherewithal to

start taking care o
f

somebody. For what? First o
f all, I wouldn't ask

somebody to d
o

that. Uh, but what they - everything I get is

because everybody so far has approached me. And that's -- now I'm
getting more o

f
it than I can handle. But they have this, they know

about me through word o
f mouth, everybody's joking about who is
,

you must be his source, you must be his source, and they are all
saying, no, he's got sources way up on top with the stuff he comes
out with. But everybody laughs about it

.

MR. BLACK: And that drives them crazy.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, it drives them nuts. But, on this one though, Wayne, look a
t

this, it's unheard o
f

that anybody would do this kind o
f thing, their

own engineers futz around and I’ve been watching a
ll

that time.
Now I got shortchanged recently when I thought that they’d solved

it
,

and I said, well, I've delayed with it and too bad. But now I've
found out a couple weeks ago that Battelle doesn't have the answer

to it
,

too. Meanwhile, Petrich's traveling, Miller's traveling, I don't
know what to do with them either, but they’ve committed perjury on

it
. I'm, uh, I think what I got to do on that one is do a memo just

like I’ve done on this one here for you. And give you the testimony.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: See, I’ve earmarked testimony where I had them ask a question.
It's only a couple o

f pages. And they flat-out lied. And if you see
their own material afterwards, where they tell their own people
they’ve got a corrosion problem, but they’ve got it solved, and now
I'm telling you they don’t, uh, then what can I do about it? Miller
can, see, Miller normally would look at that and say, what, commit

a perjury, sign it over to Justice, and I don't have to tell you what
Justice does. But since there's a pollution problem, if that thing
pops, you know, we got real problems, the pipeline. Everybody's
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looking at (ANWR7] again and whatnot, and it just came to me this
past week, I says, if I wasn't doing 50,000 other things, I'd put this
together and where I wanted to give it to the employees, and then
a copy to Miller, and Miller could make noise about it

,

Miller's
running so fast that he almost needs, if we g

o

do something, in the
seventh forum, where we can bust this open, see, this is dangerous,

then h
e could pick that and run around Congress and have a lot o
f

fun where he's not him saying it again. If they lie to him, he's going

to run around, you know, they lied to him. If somebody else says
they lied to him, and o

f

course I've got the Los Angeles Times wants
this real bad and they don't understand it and they are waiting on
me. They’ve offered to fl

y

here to visit with me, they offered me in

Alaska when I go, they really are after me on this guy. Uh, I've also
told my guy, where the hell does h

e fi
t

on this one, anyway? But,

I made a mistake two days ago when my lawyer and my guys suggest
we meet in L.A. for our final negotiations with Exxon on the
property. And that somewhere in within three weeks we had a

meeting somewhere and we had a three day window to make our
deal and I just stuck it to them because I've got, that's why I've
been busy all this time, the head o

f
two oil companies, the Belgian

and the French oil companies, that they're compete with over there.
Both their chairman are friends o

f

friends and they know me because

o
f acquaintance-wise and they both offered to induce [?] Exxon for

ne.

MR. BLACK: For the purpose of the settlement.

MR. HAMEL: And I didn't even ask them. But our mutual, I used to have a joint
company with them. I used to have a lot of fun, anyway, but I had

a joint company with Shell, BP, [Alfa Torton?]. I had half, they had
half. I had underground storage terminals juts out a lot wider,
environmentally sound. So, anyway, I don't have to tell you I have
been busy this week on that stuff, but --

MR. BLACK: Exxon thinks these other guys might buy you?

MR. HAMEL: Well, more than that. They, they, my lawyer, I have to send a memo

to my lawyer o
n
it and he's going to tell Exxon that these guys want

to buy me. Or at least an opportunity to buy me. Therefore, when
they open u

p

their files to them, they are going to g
o absolutely

bananas. But they have to come up with something when we
disagree. So if we don't agree within the three-day window, then we
assume o

r they said they could give it back to me and I could sell

it to someone else; I mean, they want a piece o
f

me a
t any price, my

partners and I, so I am telling them, gee, uh, rather than wasting a

lot o
f

time here, because I know they were in a hurry to start the
field now because o

f

the crises, why don't they let, uh, talk to a la

France and Petrofina, which is United States, American Petrofina but
the Belgian parent, chairmen and whatnot, let them in and see what
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they got so we'll save a lot of time. They'll go bananas. And I told
the Frenchman and the Belgian, you know, I appreciate it

,

but I said,
look, you would take another month and a half to decide and I want
out o

f

this thing so bad, I've got my life, I want to look at these
other things. So, anyway, does h

e

have a check? You know what
is going to happen. Just throw our name in there and the whole

thing, we'll b
e visible, we'll say we want it
,

etcetera, so if nothing
else, they’re gonna give me a

n

extra penny for it and I says, yeah,
and they said, well, d

o

it
.

Goose them anyway. Why show Exxon
we're around? I just love the both of them saying we're gonna show
Exxon we're around anyway. That we know you, we're proud to

know you, and that kind o
f

stuff. These guys are really funny. Good
friends o

f

mine. So I am telling my lawyer, I don't want to meet no
ape and negotiate, I says I got my computer system with Ken, the 380
over there, 386 o

r whatever, we d
o

a
ll

our computer printouts o
f

what we're trying to figure out with Exxon, in those three days with
my expert in L.A., the attorney in Anchorage, and I will b

e here.
We'll do it all interlaced because, I don’t how, but Ken will do it for
me, he'll just keep popping it out for me. I just didn't feel like going

to L.A. Meanwhile, I'm, to show you where I’m a
t,

I'm telling

Ballantine I'm going to g
o

to L.A. with you and we're going to get
into this thing a

s soon a
s I get my, I had a loan coming from my

partners in the Exxon thing, so I says as soon as I get that money,

I says, I'll hop that plane with you and I'll meet you in L.A. and
I'll meet your guys so that we, really they understand what we're
working for and they don't have to waste time on something they

don’t need, I know what I need and just like this whole pipe system,

h
e didn't understand it
, why wouldn't they, and whatnot, and they had

the meter and they were told they may not b
e using the meter.

Ballantine calls me back: "You're right, the guy is using the same
words as you, that they’re scrap tanks and that's what they use in this
setting," so I will go out there. Here I am, telling my lawyer, I don't
want to be in L.A. because I don't like L.A. and I didn't want to
hang around L.A., I says the cat is crazy, I'm telling the one I don't
want to be there and I’m telling the other I'll be there.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: I think I'll end up going there in the next couple of weeks on that
one. But I will put together a memo for him on this pipeline thing.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: The key is
,

n
o

one understands how horrible it is
,

how stupid it is
,

and if there's any legal action to be taken, uh, I'm loaded, loaded
for bear on it

.

The other thing that is happening is
,

Trustees for
Alaska have been calling me because I asked them about Gibson,
Dunn & Crutcher. So now, their president or director o
f

Trustees
for Alaska is going to be here September 9th, 10th and 11th.
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MR. BLACK: Who is that?

MR. HAMEL: Randy Weiner.

MR. BLACK: You know where I'll be. No, you told me about him before. I'll
be down in -

MR. HAMEL: Nothing. You wouldn't want to meet him anyway. Not important.
I'm just going to be, I'm telling him that we're going to be doing

some action, he don't know who you are, but I said I'm going to be
doing some legal action up there. I don't want to do any legal
action like that. Because they're thinking you are, damn, their board
of directors are intertwined with the DEC commissioner. And, uh,
what I want, when we do something, especially since they’ve been
involved in ballast water and whatnot, when we do something, I want
them to make some noise. I want, I want Bill Coughlin to be able
to call them up the night, the day before and say, if this is happening,
what do you think? That way this gives him the Sierra Club and that
kind of stuff and those Trustees are in Alaska. It's al

l

those groups
together. And I want him to make a statement, Riki Ott is ready

to make a statement, Rick Steiner, so it gives the press, you know,
holy mackerel, how could this be going on? As opposed to the press,
normally the press takes three days to find all this. Well, I want it

all ready so they just -- done this pass u
p

there and they get it right
away. I want the press, the Coughlin story to come out in the
morning after we do something in federal court five o'clock at night,

so his story is first, and then the rest o
f

the press are reading that
story when they si

t

down in a news conference with you and g
o

run

in the same people. They don't care, they just want their own. What

I found that they want is
,

they don't care that they got whipped, I
mean, who the hell reads the Washington, Boston Globe first o

f
all?

The second thing is
,

this happens to me a
ll

the time in the everyday
news; second thing is

,

they don't have to quote the Boston Globe o
r

the Daily News. Because they could reach the same people. All they
want is their own quotes from these people. And that Washington
story is the exact same story that they got the wording, the Wall Street
Journal is perfect for that, and the wording is just, uh, if Rick Steiner
says this, they'll get it and say something whole different. Their
words, their quote from him. They'll get Riki to say something one
word different and it's their quote. Same thing, with Trustees for
Alaska, that's the way they function, and you could have, you could
just give this thing out and give your names out, we give the phone
numbers out and they write their own stories.

MR. BLACK: I like it.

MR. HAMEL: But this could be, this just came to me a couple o
f days ago, I was
doing it in a newsletter because, you know, I want the perjury part.
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And Miller, before Miller can si
t

down and do anything about the
perjury part, he'd have to send it over to Justice, and Justice won't
do anything for a year, and even then they don't want to do anything
against Alyeska, but if we can find there's a legal pollution thing that
this is dangerous, that this whole pipe, you know, if people didn't
know about the Alyeska pipeline last week, they’ll certainly know this
week. There is so much discussion now about those damn foreigners,

we got their, thank God we got this 25% oil coming from the
pipeline, and we're going to get more from them, and you come out,

and if we can find a legal part of this, and Petrich can help us if you
can’t, but I think you will find it before h

e will, that the legal action
that we are going to take is like, please d

o something in a hurry
about this because it could pollute, its going to pollute, it

s

about to

break and then let the national press g
o

bananas over this because
they went bananas over the corrosion thing. This could b

e
a

Hawaiian airline •

MR. BLACK: When d
o you think you are going to b
e ready with the newsletter?

Just timing-wise? Two weeks? a month?

MR. HAMEL: Uh, the newsletter within a week.

MR. BLACK: Really?

MR. HAMEL: 1
0 days. I gotta do that before I leave on my trip. When I go on

this trip, I’ve said it already. What I'm going to get from these guys,
my money is going to be on that stuff and in the newsletter, all the
stuff I want to do in the newsletter is could be down the road. The
one thing I got to get out in the newsletter now before it gets
covered on me is

,

Alyeska said nothing about this presidential task
force, in their newsletter, first o

f

all. Secondly, uh, the press made
an issue o

f
it there, so a
ll o
f

the first newsletter is going to be clean

a
s

the driven snow. Its going to be, hey, you know, Outsider is in

here because --

MR. BLACK: This is going to come from you.

MR. HAMEL: From me. But it's going to b
e supplementing the Insider in somehow

the Insider forgot to tell you o
f
a presidential task force and here's,

it
s

all going to be out o
f

the Congressional Record, I know they'll
love it. I do a nice reprint of the Congressional Record and it's what
Miller says. I don't say it. Miller's saying, the pipeline this, we're
going to make sure it works and that kind o

f

stuff, and there'll be
an 800 number for the employees to call in and it'll be a hell o

f

an
audit and that's what I want, I want it, and my newsletter its going

to say "finally, we've achieved something, there will be a health audit".
Everybody is worried about this type o

f thing; they're a
ll breathing

this crap. They a
ll

know it
,

everybody is afraid to speak up o
r they'll

lose their job. So, that one is as clean a
s

the driven snow. Anything
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I do after that, I got a 50-50 chance they will forgive me. Even if
they find that I'm too harsh on the company because I've done this
for the newsletter and the wording of that is very important. The
gal who writes the stuff for me, I'm not good at writing but I know
what I want and she cleans up my writings, she's been on a trip. She
comes in Sunday. So I have to have it all ready and out within
about a week to 10 days; Kathy's doing the addresses and whatnot
for all the employees.

MR. BLACK. You know that I'm getting married on the 8th and I'll be out that
week. Feel free to use Sherree because she's, if she's here, I don’t
know if she is going to be here yet, I told her she could take the
week off, but if she's here, feel free to use her for busy stuff.

MR. HAMEL: OK.

MR. BLACK. Typing mailing lists,

MR. HAMEL: Well, the typing of the mailing lists, we can just start on that because
Kathy was going to do that and I need her on the other stuff.

MR. BLACK: We’ll do it.

MR. HAMEL: The typing of the mailing lists gives us what you want down the
road, every employee of Alyeska.

MR. BLACK: This, we got a program that makes labels.

MR. HAMEL: That's what I've got.

MR. BLACK: OK, we got the same program.

MR. HAMEL: Uh, because you use the letter with it or, OK. What we have to,
which is a problem with, is when I'm getting a list from different
guys. I got my sources so everybody handwritten in stuff and
whatnot. So there's a duplication and from what the shifts [?] and
whatnot, but that will do it for us because it will alphabetize and
then we'll just kick out what's in there, uh, and that's where I don't
have a total list of my insiders, if I had all my insiders in there, then
I'd know where they a

ll

are. I'm not worried about, and each guy

told me, don't worry about giving it to everybody because something
from you, they said the minute you give it

,

everybody will have it on
the bulletin board. And anybody who doesn't have it will get it from
other personnel. They said, coming from you, they always see it and
everybody's going to wonder, why didn't I get it? Some are going

to b
e

hurt because they didn't get it. It's going to b
e funny. OK,

that would help a lot. Sure,

MR. BLACK: Sure, she could d
o

it
.

Or fax it to me, I've got two ladies sitting
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there and I'll make a label and put a note, right, and express it to
you. Whatever you want to do.

MR. HAMEL: OK. That will solve the problem. And I'll, on the vertical support
thing, it may be, it may not work. But, you're going away the, in the
nine days -

MR. BLACK: I'm not out of here yet. I’m giving a checklist to you here so we
don't forget, I'll remember this too. Let us know if you want Vern
to input the documents, here, I'll read this.

MR. HAMEL: This will take time. But I will do that. I'll give Vern documents
to input and I have something to start with right now.

MR. BLACK: We'll be out of town from the 8th through the 16th and you said
you are going to do more memos on the Galveston.

MR. HAMEL: I'm going to have memo on the Galveston before you leave.

MR. BLACK: OK, great.

MR. HAMEL: Well before, because I want you to give that to your attorneys.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: Because by the time that you find an attorney you can work on who
doesn't have a conflict with these eight oil companies to start with -

MR. BLACK: That was difficult. I think I do have a couple. But the other thing
you were going to do was fax the list and we'll make the labels.
Sherree can either come pick it up or you can fax it to me. The best
thing is to fax it to me in Miami and I can do it overnight. Fax me
the mailing list and I'll alphabetize them and make the two sets of
labels for you.

MR. HAMEL: Uh, that's, with the labels, I wasn’t going to use labels. Because I
wanted personal the letters to them, and then I realized for the
newsletter, labels are OK. If it wasn’t the newsletter, then I’d want
them personal. But I want it in a form that we can change it over
and make envelopes if we want. Is that the form you got?

MR. BLACK: Sure. Well, it's in memory. It's in this little, like, Rolodex system,
so you say, labels,

MR. HAMEL: Labels or envelopes.

MR. BLACK: Oh, envelopes, right. That's the same. All you need is an envelope
feeder.
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MR. HAMEL: OK.

MR. BLACK: And you make this.

MR. HAMEL: And I got to do for you vertical support, because the thing about
the vertical support, and I want to make sure you understand that
part, if we come out and find a legal way to go twitch them on
vertical support, it'll be a national deal, first of all, and it'll be highly
critical of them but it'll open up a Pandora's box where the
government will have to prosecute them and they'll prosecute them
for perjury which is another, Miller wouldn't mind bitching if
somebody else brings it up. But he's not going to, 'cause I know
him, he is not going to start by playing it up that they committed
perjury. He put that in

,
Petrich put that in, with all the semantics

and whatnot, they asked him to do stuff and all he knew was how
they answered it

.

But h
e hadn't seen the new stuff that they

themselves say is corrosion. And that they themselves, I know now,
they say they can't handle it. So, the way that one, Miller would
have to be discreet, be careful, I mean, be nice. And give them a

shot. And I don't want to give them any shot at this. I want to be
able to, if we're lucky, we can find a legal way to say that it's not our
fault about the perjury, we're just saying, hey, you've got a problem

there. And you can't just si
t

there and toy with it. Bring in some
experts, I mean, tell the nation there is a problem, someone else can
help. But don't keep it secret. Then the perjury part, let the press

do that. Let the press get it all out that these four brains said this;
the Wall Street Journal probably was there covering that. She didn't
understand it all but she said, what are you talking about, and I said,
well, I'll give it to you in the package, you can have it

. She said it'll

b
e in the Wall Street Journal, I'm sure, Hamel, front page. You don't

mind me. Remember, Alyeska put out a brochure against them.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, you told me.

MR. HAMEL: And they're looking for [inaudible] --
-

And the Los Angeles Times,
they got a hang u

p

over L.A., uh, the ARCO company, they’re
anxious to d

o something because ARCO took them for a ride, really
b.s.'d them. And they, if anything was going on in their shop and
they had their way, they go after them. After Carlton.

MR. BLACK: You're going to be traveling the next couple o
f

weeks anyway.

MR. HAMEL: Well, yeah, about that time. I'm waiting, I keep looking for Kelly.
I'm going, the big holiday right now -

MR. BLACK: This Monday.

MR. HAMEL: So that's, everybody's finished traveling around here. S
o I see him

and say, oh, you're leaving.
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MR. BLACK: No, this is August. I'm leaving in September.

MR. HAMEL: OK, the holiday is over around the 5th or 6th. You're leaving the
8th. That's just about the time I will be up in, I'll do my traveling
then.

MR. BLACK: OK, good. Yeah, I'll be out of pocket then.

MR. HAMEL: And, uh, I want to get my newsletter kind of ready and whatnot
before then so that it doesn't have to go out but just, when I do
this I’m going to come back for this, I'm going to ---, uh, uh, here,

we want to hurry up and do something, the ship from Scotland is
going up there because Congress is in session; we’ve got to do it
while Congress is in session.

MR. BLACK: OK.

MR. HAMEL: After Congress goes out and everybody's got other things on their
mind,

MR. BLACK: I think the only other thing I have, I think I have got some meeting
around the 20th or the 21st, I'll have to check my personal calendar
in Miami, but other than that meeting, uh --

MR. HAMEL: We're in good shape. Have fun.

MR. BLACK: Thank you, sir. Don't forget your documents.

MR. HAMEL: If you don't have fun, don’t do it. -- When are you leaving?

MR. BLACK: Today, probably around, if I can find Sherree, probably around four,
four-thirty, five. Something like that. I’ve got reservations on a four
o'clock, try seven o'clock.

MR. HAMEL: If that stuff I want to send you, when I, if I send you the Insiders
too, that would be, yeah, that's no rush, but when you can, start
doing the Insiders.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: I don’t know how that will scan them in, but, uh, it would have to

be scanned. Scannings, I'm sure.

MR. BLACK: Yeah, just bring them in. You tell me when you are ready to start
bringing over boxes and I'll have Vern or somebody here hook them
up.

MR. HAMEL: When Vern is coming up next time, I should know ahead of time
and I'll bring over some Insiders and then see how it works. I don't
know if it will work or not. They're snapping photographs of me and
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it takes a lot of work.

MR. BLACK: It'll work. They do some kind of OCR or some kind of --

MR. HAMEL: What we may do with the Insider and that's where we're, some of
the data is not important, I can show them all this stuff, all you
need is the first page and the back, last page.

MR. BLACK: That's why you got to si
t

with them. We don't need to know whose
birthday it was; what we need to know is what they are saying.

MR. HAMEL: For example, every week they say how much oil they recovered, how
much they took in

,

oil from the pipeline, how much they got out.

I have a guy that works for Alyeska, you know something, he knows
me very well, I can tell him, do it. But he deals with a partner of

mine on a lot o
f things and the guy doesn't know that my partner is

talking to me. The guy is funny, he walks into my partner's office -

- another time he has come to see me and my partner who a big oil
guy and h

e says, uh, I have a problem with Alyeska. The guy does

a great job, b
y

the way. But I'm in charge o
f

emissions [?] and I'm
pressuring the oil company give them the wrong amount . . .

instrumentation -- and he says, these guys are so damn stupid, h
e

said, I’ve discovered that the stakes? . . . --what comes in and what
goes out are unrelated. And they’re losing a lot in vapors and they
got a

ll

these problems and somehow it's not working out right. And

I figured out how to solve all that and I offered him that I will leave
the company and do a service to him a

s
a consultant. Input, you get

into the right instrumentation and you have this more accurate. And
he won't listen to me. In fact, h

e told me to forget about it
.

And
then finally when it came to . . . oil tankers, I'm deep shit with him.
--Stop talking this way and forget about it

.

So he's talking to my
friend, I don't understand why. S

o they sat down and my friend
said to him, look, if they're taking in this here and they make --- a

whole new refinery, and they had n
o

meters other than that diagram

I got, all the meters are disconnected, disconnected for years, so that
it's all on guesswork. And at this end they use all this stuff for fuel
over and away and then they load it o

n

the ships and then naturally

because the has liquids, they are losing a lot and they sell this extra
oil that they bring in from the ballast water... and the guy is saying
that they don't relate. There's something wrong. And my friend says,
yeah. Anything that is missing doesn't show up on there somehow.
He says, yeah, there is a temperature problem. Because h

e -- my
friend about the temperature -- built the refineries a

ll

over the world
for Exxon and he knows what he is doing. And what they are doing

is what they take in and what they take out the other end, they cheat.
And that's what this guy figured out. It's related that you realize
what and how it's in trouble while you still have a job. They didn't
even understand why they were cheating and how they were cheating

because o
f
a
ll

these losses and somehow everybody gets to pay down
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in the end. And Alyeska comes out ahead. Sometimes, the child of
the parent screws the parent, but this is what is going on here and
this guy just tripped across it and they keep telling him to forget
about it. But that's what this outfit is all about. -- And so I’m not
going to do anything about that one but sometimes I keep telling
myself, I get mad enough at these people, go pop that one out, too.
They just cheat on everything now.

MR. BLACK: [inaudible] ... see ya.

MR. HAMEL: How is Diane? And when are we going to meet her?

MR. BLACK: She is fine, probably in September.

MR. HAMEL: September is in two months.

MR. BLACK: See ya, take care.

MR. HAMEL: [inaudible]

MR. BLACK: [inaudible] OK, help yourself. This one in here. What did you
say?

MR. HAMEL: How are you? Uh, you ready? To go al
l

out? Price? No, just

the opposite, I said... [inaudible]... No, just the -- which is fine
because he comes back... ---. OK. Whatever you want. Whatever
you want. Right. Oh, Doug Baily, that's -- I had my note here. I

got to fix the alarm to open up. Yeah, I'm supposed to talk to Doug
Baily. I'll get him right now --

- OK, I'll be over shortly. Bye-bye.
Oh, how do you deal with long distance from here?

MR. BLACK: Dial nine, one, and the number. Calling Doug Baily?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. At my age, how am I going to learn how to run my watch?
I’ve had this for years with an alarm on it but I never remember.
And on my way over here, I put the paper right here, and I don't
even remember to call him up. And someday I'll learn to run the
watch. I’m going to have a separate watch with this alarm thing.

Damn. I'll get a call, I have his home number, I’m going to call him

a
t

home if he doesn't get u
p
a
t

7:30. Hi, Chuck Hamel. Doug Baily,
please, o

r Nancy.

MR. BLACK: Is he still the A.G. up there?

MR. HAMEL: Only until Sunday. Election. How are you? Is he in today? No,
let me ask you, something strange is happening and I want to

forewarn him for this happening. I'm told that a Terrence Baker
intends to see, expects to see Doug today a
t

10:30. Is he a
n

accountant? Oh, Jesus, pull him out o
f

there. I got to warn him
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about the guy. The guy is dangerous. Who is in there with him?
I mean, does Terrence have anybody with him? Shit. The guy is
already in with him.

MR. BLACK: Who is he?

MR. HAMEL: A crazy man. Terrence Baker. The guy with the tapes [?
]

who
was trying to sell me the information o

n

the Exxon Valdez.

MR. BLACK: Oh, yeah?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. I found out that h
e got in to see Doug.

MR. BLACK: Is he nuts?

MR. HAMEL: Yeah. Doug saying that he doesn't want to be disturbed. She didn't
say, but, but, the accountant [?] Yes. OK, when you can, uh, slip
him a note and just say that Baker is mentally disturbed and kind o

f

dangerous. OK? Thank you. He didn't come out, he said h
e wrote

a note to her and said, uh, call you after, but I think I got the
message.

MR. BLACK: Hold on a second, hold on. OK. That's fine. Hello. How are
you doing? Good, uh, I am running a little late but come on back
and we'll g

o

from here to this, to the meeting. OK, bye.

MR. HAMEL: He told, he gave her a note, it said, uh, she handed him a note that
said Chuck Hamel wants you to step out and talk to him. And h

e
wrote her a note, I have to wait. I'll have to talk to him afterwards.
But I got the message. In other words, I had told him before that
the guy from the is a fruit cake and so what the hell is he
seeing him for? So, apparently, what he is doing, he's telling them,

a
t

the state level, the governor's office, that if they don't see him and
deal with him, then he's got a reporter at the Boston Globe who's
going to divulge that, who writes o

n

Exxon stuff and whatnot, that's
going to divulge that the state is sitting on this information.

MR. BLACK: So they’ve got to see him.

MR. HAMEL: So they're afraid o
f

him.

MR. BLACK: You know who the guy is at the Boston Globe?

MR. HAMEL: Coughlin.

MR. BLACK: Coughlin.

MR. HAMEL: Who's never met the man. Doesn’t know what he looks like. But

when the guy was staying a
t my house for a couple o
f

days, and
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before when he first arrived, I didn't know he was crazy as a hoot
owl, that I told him I was going to take him up to Boston and he
brought [Roger George?] what you call it

,

who is head o
f

the __ commission on this, too, on the Exxon Valdez case, so he's there
hurrying around Juneau saying, this guy on the Boston Globe is going

to write a story about how the state is hiding this information and
whatnot, so they’re a little afraid o

f him, so they have to defend
themselves.

MR. BLACK: Yeah. Kind o
f

believable. Unbelievable [?] See ya.

MR. HAMEL: You bet.

MR. BLACK: Take care.

[Side 1 ends]

[Side 2 o
f audiotape begins]

[Laughter]

MR. BLACK: Rick, give me a call. Rick, give me a call, please. Hello. Hey,

I’m getting a little squirrelly. Is it on now? It's still on? OK. The
previous was a meeting with Chuck Hamel. Now, he has the same
checklist that I do. The purpose of what we were discussing was to
try to get him to bring in stolen Alyeska documents and put them
into our computer. Um, that is one o

f

the things that hopefully h
e

will do within the next week or so. A phone call, as you heard, that
he made here was to the Attorney General's office about a man that

h
e thought was mentally ill. The purpose o
f

what we are doing now

is attempting to continue to identify sources. He spoke briefly that

h
e may b
e able to get more legal documents from inside Alyeska but

he was not sure and that's the, uh, again, that's the thrust o
f

what
we're doing. If we can put other stolen engineering documents from
Alyeska into our computer, in the meantime, we're for sure going to

do that, also. The time is about 1:12, 1:13.
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Prod. no.: Audio, F2R401000.

[First conversation (1 minute)]

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

MS. HAMEL:

MR. BLACK:

Hello. Hi. It's Wayne.

Hi.

Is he back yet?

No, he isn’t. He isn't. I expected him back any minute, but he
hasn't come back yet.

Let me give you a number where I’m a
t,

a pay phone? These
phones are terrible. I’m a

t
the airport. 684 --

684.

-- 9715.

9715. Okay.

Thank you.

Very good.

Bye-bye.

What time is your flight?

Oh, in about 25 minutes.

All right.

Thanks.

Thanks.

Bye.

Bye-bye.

That was myself and Kathy Hamel. It's 20 'til 6 o
n

the 30th.

[End o
f

first conversation]
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[Second conversation (4 minutes)]

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

BLACK:

HAMEL:

BLACK:

HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

- HAMEL:

BLACK:

. HAMEL:

BLACK:

. HAMEL:

. BLACK:

. HAMEL:

BLACK:

. HAMEL:

6:50.

Where are you?

I'm at the airport, trying to get out of here.

Oh, I guess, I called that number, I figured you were gone.

Yeah. I had to move. What's going on?

Oh, then some lady . What's happened to your
flight?

Well, it's a typical American Airlines story. They're just, you know,
doing their changing. Anyway, I'm sorry I missed your call.

Hey, if you were doing al
l

o
f

that, you could have been here, because

a
t this very moment -

Yeah.

hell o
f
a lot better than the ones we get. Incidentally,

did they give you a discount that night, I hope, at that restaurant?

Yes, they did.

Okay. Because I told them, those crab cakes were real [?].

Yeah, they sure did.

Okay, because they -- I'm going to try them again when they get
better. The guy - I called the manager the other day, and I said,
"When you get better" -- he said, "We're better now." I said, "All
right. Maybe next week I'll come check you out. But boy" -- anyway,

I make better crab cakes, and that's what I'm having right now. Or
about to.

Couple o
f

things. I want to see how serious you are about this
matter.

Okay.

I'm determining which union is running that ship that's already down
there now.
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MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: And I’ve got a guy at SIU -- at the Seafarer's International
Union. I’ve got a guy who will go down -- who is a ship's officer
who has an able seaman's enormous seniority, and he will
go down there and ride the vessel, and then he will

MR. BLACK: That's great.

MR. HAMEL: They can’t deny him, because he has seniority.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: work it all out later, but I wanted you to --

MR. BLACK: Okay, thank you.

MR. HAMEL:
#
if we have to fly him in from the West Coast it's double-time

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: And put him the boat and fly him out to the other end.

MR. BLACK: All right. We're serious about it.

MR. HAMEL: I figured.

MR. BLACK: I’m ready.

MR. HAMEL: That's -- I can’t do better than that. That ain’t bad, is it?

MR. BLACK: That's in a silver platter.

MR. HAMEL: He will give a sworn affidavit to me . The only thing we
need for you to think about in the meantime is even -- even he
doesn’t want the crew involved.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: It's a five-year penalty for this, you know.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: These guys have a job. What you're going to like about it
,
is Exxon's

refinery in Washington this part, these people to d
o

this.

What it also proves is last week, when Exxon was raising hell in

Alaska, that there's a difference between USA and the shipping
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department.

MR. BLACK: Yeah.

MR. HAMEL: We will then back into -- I will have available some affidavit, we
need a Federal Judge, or whatever way we're going to do this, to

it
.

All these people are left alone, they'll al
l

be hit with
an interrogatory - there's only about thirty guys -- they'll all be hit
with interrogatories and they'll - they'll speak up, as long as they get
immunity.

MR. BLACK: All right. That's -

MR. HAMEL: Will talk about it.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: That's one thing I have promised. I mean, none of these guys
ship's officers who had to do it o

r they wouldn't have jobs.

None o
f

them. And yet, apparently, every time it's done, b
y

law, it

should have been in the log book. And it's not, and they can't put

it in the log book, because either way they get a $10,000.00 fine, and

if they don't do it, they lose their job. So you can figure that out.

MR. BLACK: Well, you know, if we -- if we crank it up, if we crank it u
p

so we
catch them doing it

,

we can't protect anybody on board.

MR. HAMEL: Oh, we have to.

MR. BLACK: Well --

MR. HAMEL: That's what we're going to talk about. We're going to g
o

to a

federal judge and work something out.

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: I like to be definite [?] about these things. Otherwise, we can't do

it
. We can't --

MR. BLACK: Okay.

MR. HAMEL: - hurt these people.
MR. BLACK: Okay. Well, I'll -- I'll research that I -

MR. HAMEL: You work that out.

MR. BLACK: Okay.
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MR. HAMEL: Bye-bye.

MR. BLACK: All right. Thank you. Bye.

MR. BLACK: It's ten 'til 7. That was a call between myself and Hamel.

[End of second conversation. End of recorded material on Side A, although background
noise is audible for some time. Side B is blank.]
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